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"The Olympic education, which is offered by the International Olympic
Academy, the twenty years of which we celebrate today, can surely contribute
to the effort of purification of the Institution. Because this education will
prepare in every country the new leaders of Olympism, who will be able to
withstand any deviation from the proper interpretation and application of the
ideal of the Olympic Games"....
CONSTANTIN KARAMANLIS
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Quotation of Address upon the occasion of the opening ceremony of the
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"Here is a Greek institution operating in Greece under the auspices of an
international organization founded by a Frenchman with headquarters in
Switzerland and which welcomes participants and lecturers from all over the
world. What better introduction could there be to the theme of this Session,
"The contribution of Olympism to international understanding"....
JUAN ANTONIO SAMARANCH
President of the I.O.C.
Quotation of Address upon the occasion of the opening ceremony of the
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*

"They have come to Olympia to be rebaptized at the Greek source of the
movement. They have come to stand before the stele where rests the heart of
Pierre de Coubertin which has really never ceased to beat. They have mainly
come to offer their judgement so that the intelligence of Olympism today can
meet its permanent objectives and the specific responsibilities of our times"....
MOHAMED MZALI
Prime Minister of Tunisia
President of the IOC Commission for the IOA
Quotation of Address upon the occasion of the opening ceremony of the
21st Session of the I.O.A. on the hill of the Pnyx, 6 July 1981.
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PROLOGUE
Here is a new Report of the International Olympic Academy, this time of a
commemorative nature, since the proceedings of the 21st Session, began with a
festive celebration of the first twenty years of the IOA's work which is so
important for the Olympic Idea the world over and for our country which has
surrounded this institution with love and accepted many sacrifices for its
support and development. The programme for the 1981 Session was extremely
wealthy in contribution from many countries, lectures by distinguished
speakers, interesting debates and also because of the presence of numerous
personalities. In addition to the President of the Hellenic Republic, Mr.
Constantine Caramanlis, the official opening on the hill of the Pnyx was
attended by several ministers and many foreign sport officials such as Mr. Juan
Antonio Samaranch, President of the IOC, Mr. Mohamed Mzali, Prime
Minister of Tunisia, President of the IOC's Commission for the IOA, many IOC
members and NOC members from European countries.
Happily, the IOA was able to welcome its many officials and guests in its
completed buildings on the third level where two and one-bed rooms have been
constructed. It was thus able to offer comfortable hospitality to all and those
concerned expressed their grateful appreciation of this fact.
A major feature of the IOA's work in 1981 has been the participation of
representatives from almost all fields of education, sports, training, NOC
administration, Greek secondary and primany education, together with the
many young foreigners who attended the 21st Session, because they wanted to
become initiated in the Olympic ideas and find inspiration in Ancient Olympia.
A special session for US educationists had also been prepared with very
special care, but unfortunately it had to be cancelled at the last minute for
reasons involving our American friends who had requested its organization.
Special mention should be made of the essay competition launched by the
IOA in the memory of Epam. Petralias. 18 essays have been submitted from
different countries all over the world. The H.O.C. awarded prizes to the first six,
according to the competition regulations and a distinction to another four. (cf.
special annex on the competition).
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The awards were announced during the opening ceremony of the 21st Session
in Olympia. The competition on the whole should be considered a success, both
from the point of view of participation and cultural level of contestants. The
first prize was awarded to the distinguished sports writer from Uruguay,
Franklin Morales.
The celebration of the first 20years of the IOA's operation since its creation in
1961 was indeed impressive. It was organized as part of the 21st Session because
in 1980 the Olympic Games of Moscow would have outshined the event. The
celebration was held on the Pnyx during the official opening of the 21st Session,
in the presence of the President of the Republic, Constantine Caramanlis and in
the ancient stadium of Olympia in the presence of Greek ministers and many
IOC and NOC officials.
On the Pnyx, President Caramanlis made a speech and declared the opening
of the 21st Session. There were also addresses by Professor N. Nissiotis,
President of the IOA, Mr. Juan Antonio Samaranch, IOC President, Mr.
Mohamed Mzali, Prime Minister of Tunisia and President of the IOC's
Commission for the IOA and Mr. George Athanassiadis, President of the HOC.
At the end of the ceremony there was a reception at the Glyfada Golf Club
which was attended by the President of the Republic.
The official ceremony for the celebration of the IOA's 20th anniversary was
held on Tuesday, 7 July in the afternoon, in the ancient stadium of Olympia and
in the presence of ministers, IOC and NOC officials, lecturers at the session and
participants from 55 countries, many foreign and Greek guests and large crowds
that had gathered on the slopes above the stadium.
The first address was delivered by the President of the IOA, Professor N.
Nissiotis, IOC member for Greece; he was followed by the Mayor of Olympia,
Mr. A. Koutras, Professor L. Diem, President of the International Federation
of Physical Education and Sports for women and, finally, Mr. N. Yalouris,
General Inspector of Antiquities and member of the Ephoria of the IOA.
Following this, IOC President J. A. Samaranch, on the recommendation of
the IOA's Ephoria, presented the commemorative gold medals, specially
engraved for the 20th anniversary, to Dean Otto Szymiczek and the 1st VicePrésident of the IOA, Cleanthis Palaeologos. Silver medals were also awarded
to the President of the IOC, lecturers and Olympic victors. The celebration in
the stadium ended with Greek dances by young men and women from the
Lyceum Club of Greece.
In the evening, a traditional dinner was given to all guests and participants of
the 21st Session, at the IOA facilities in an atmosphere, of great conviviality.
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The proceedings of the 21st Session began officially on the morning of 8 July,
in the presence of Under-Secretary, Ach. Caramanlis, and the official guests
from the IOA, IOC and NOCs. Following the opening remarks by Professor N.
Nissiotis, addresses were then delivered by the IOC President J. A. Samaranch,
HOC President George Athanassiadis, the Prefect of Elis A. Nicolaou and
Under-Secretary Ach. Caramanlis.
During the opening ceremony of the 21st Session in Olympia, Dr. Arpad
Csanadi, IOC member for Hungary, announced that the University School of
Physical Education and Sport of Budapest, on the decision of the Senate had
awarded the title of Doctor of Physical Education "honoris causa" to Cleanthis
Palaeologos and Otto Szymiczek for their long and valuable contribution to the
propagation of the Olympic Ideas. This is an honour which clearly reflects on
the IOA and Greece. There followed the presentation of prizes to the winners of
the essay competition, a wreath-laying ceremony at the Coubertin monument
and the stele of John Ketseas and Carl Diem and then refreshments were
offered.
The teaching programme of all sessions this year was of a very high level ; all
topics were original and all lecturers of the greatest international renown in their
field. It should be emphasized here that, this year, the joint contribution of John
Powell, Arpad Csanadi and Luc Silance was most outstanding; they lectured at
three international sessions and significantly promoted the Academy's work.
The contribution of Dr. Landry from Canada and Mr. Tröger from Germany
was also very important. The President of the IOA, Professor N. Nissiotis,
presented lectures at the three international sessions and at the session for Greek
educationists. Cleanthis Palaeologos and Dean Otto Szymiczek were also on
the list of lecturers of all sessions and they remained in the IOA facilities in
Olympia for almost two months.
We are particularly pleased to note that this year the level of knowledge of
participants in the sessions was much higher compared to previous years. It was
quite evident that NOCs had made a special effort for their selection and
preparation. As a result of this there was considerable interest for discussions in
language groups and submitted conclusions were very comprehensive. The
warm and friendly spirit which prevailed among participants should be
especially underlined.
All participants expressed the wish that the general conclusions of the
sessions should be sent to the NOCs before the publication of the Report so that
they could be studied.
Some information now about the 21st Session:
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It was attended by 117 representatives from 55 NOCs, 19 lecturers, 36 guests,
10 Olympic victors, 14 lecturers who have been awarded a medal, 5 winners of
the essay competition. This was the first time that the IOA, had to accomodate
and offer hospitality to so many participants and so many personalities from the
Olympic family.
This was also the first time, since the IOA's establishment, that
representatives from the NOCs of Madagascar, Mauritania, Paraguay, the
Democratic Republic of Germany, El Salvador, Sri Lanka and Swaziland
attended the Session.
Since the creation of the IOA in 1961, we have been inviting prominent
Olympic victors who attend the sessions, come in close contact with participants
from the different countries and also have an opportunity to speak about their
Olympic experience, the hard work and effort which preparation for and
participation in the Olympic Games involve and feelings arising from their
victory and success.
During this year's commemorative session, eleven Olympic victors had been
invited to the IOA and their impressions are contained in this Report.
During the llth Olympic Congress of Baden Baden (September 1981) many
speakers expressed their appreciation and admiration about the work of the
IOA and this constitutes an overwhelming acceptance of its contribution to the
safeguard and promotion of the pure Olympic Ideals. The IOC, in its 84th
Session, in recognition of this major contribution, has awarded to the IOA the
Olympic Cup and diploma for 1981.
This international recognition and the distinctions that have been awarded to
the IOA, constitute a moral reward of the highest importance for the Hellenic
Olympic Committee and the few inspired proponents of the Olympic Idea who
are in charge of the activities of the IOA.
As part of Olympic Solidarity, financial assistance was again given to NOCs
to allow them to meet participation expenses for one male and one female
representative from each NOC at IOA sessions. The Ephoria of the IOA for its
part, as in previous years has covered the travelling and accomodation expenses
of two students from the "Olympic Seminar" of Budapest University.
The operation of the IOA this year has been greatly facilitated by the
completion of the guest rooms on the third level. The new one-and two-bed
rooms now allow us to offer better hospitality to the friends who come to visit
us. When planting of flowers and turf will be over on this level the IOA facilities
will be fully complete from all aspects.
The IOA will continue its work. The clearcut statement of IOC President, Mr.
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A. Samaranch, that the IOA "is today the unique cultural centre of world
Olympism" amplifies the great responsibility we have assumed to preserve the
high level that has been achieved, while improving its operation.
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The Presidentof the Hellenic Republic, Constantine Caramanlis delivers the inaugural
speech at the opening ceremony of the 21st Session of the IOA on the Pnyx.

A beautiful photograph of the grandiose opening ceremony of the 21st Session of
hill in the background, at the moment when the President of the Hellenic Republic
Ministers,the Mayor,representatives of the political and-military authorities
from 60 countries and large crowds, were present.

IOA on the historic hill of the Pnyx, with the Acropolis and the picturesque Lycabetus
C.Caramanlis is delivering his significant speech about Olympism. In the vast audience
ambassadors, international and Greek sports officials, journalists, foreign delegates

The President of the Republic, C. Caramanlis in a friendly discussion with the President
of the IOC, Juan Antonio Samaranch.

Mr. C. Caramanlis greets the Prime Minister of Tunisia and President of the IOC's
Commission for the IOA, Mr. Mohamed Mzali and HOC President, George
Athanasiadis.

OPENING CEREMONY
AND
CELEBRATION OF THE 20th ANNIVERSARY OF THE I.O.A.
HILL OF THE PNYX
6 JULY 1981

Your Excellency, the President of the Hellenic Republic,
Please accept on behalf of the Ephoria of the International Olympic
Academy our warmest thanks for having accepted to honour with your
presence this festive opening ceremony of the 21st Session of the I.O.A. Your
interest in the best possible future of the Olympic Movement is known to the
world. Your presence here today bears additional evidence to this interest.
May I therefore ask you, Mr. President, to declare the opening of the 21st
Session of the I.O.A. which is attended by distinguished members from all over
the world.
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Address by
H.E. THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC
Mr. CONSTANTINE CARAMANLIS
Mr. President of the International Olympic Committee,
Mr. President of the Government of Tunisia,
Mr. President of the International Olympic Academy, Ladies and
Gentlemen,
It is a sincere pleasure because I have been given the opportunity to
communicate with the distinguished representatives of the Olympic Movenment
and to address them from this historic and sacred site, which was the cradle and
the school of Democracy.
As for the topics that will be discussed in your Session, I will not touch upon
them, given that you are more knowledgeable than I, 1 will express only my
satisfaction because the Olympic Academy, in the creation of which I personally
contributed 20 years ago, has been established as an International Institution. I
will however, take this opportunity to express certain thoughts of my own
relating to the spiritual principles of Olympism. And I refer to spiritual
principles because, as you know, the Institution of the Olympic Games of
antiquity did not have exclusively an athletic character but a much wider
cultural scope. During the Olympiad parallel to the ongoing games, various
cultural and artistic manifestations took place.
In addition, Olympism took on the characteristics of an ideal because it
served three basic and high goals: a) The indestructible cohesion between spirit
and body and their mutual influence in the creation of an integrated personality,
b) The brotherhood and collaboration of all cities of antiquity and all the people
of our times for the establishment of peace amongst them, and c) The joy of life
that noble competition offers toward the enhancement of the best in every area
of physical and spiritual education.
I believe that the study of these Olympic Principles is especially necessary
today when the Olympic Games are in danger to lose their deeper content.
It is known that lately this historic institution has been distorted and has
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diverted from its original and high goals. And is facing the threat of
degeneration because of political antagonism, commercial exploitation, and its
non-sporting extensions.
Precisely these dangers have inspired my well known proposal for the return
of the Games to their cradle and their pemanent celebration in the area of
Ancient Olympia. As I have stated lately, my proposal has neither nationalistic
nor utilitarian motives. It was dictated by the desire to revitalize and hence save
this historic institution, for which we Greeks have a particular and justified
sensitivity. Furthermore, I believe that with my proposal Olympism, apart from
others, will reassess its universality, which it lost the moment the organization of
the Games, on account of excessive expenses, became the privilege of a few
wealthy countries.
The Olympic education, which is offered by the International Olympic
Academy, the twenty years of which we celebrate today, can surely contribute to
this effort of purification of the Institution. Because this education will prepare
in every country the new leaders of Olympism, who will be able to withstand any
deviation from the proper interpretation and application of the ideal of the
Olympic Games.
With these thoughts, I declare the 21st Educative Session of the International
Olympic Academy open, and I wish that this Session would help to the
restoration of the sound principles of Olympism.
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ADDRESS
by the President of the International Olympic Committee
H.E. Juan Antonio SAMARANCH (ESP)
The President of the Hellenic Republic,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
As I am about to take the floor before you, on the hill of the Pnyx so rich in
memories, across this magnificent landscape which has seen the birth and death
of the forbears of one of the richest civilizations in human history, I suddenly
feel a new deep emotion. Twenty times already, a similar ceremony has been
staged here, with different actors. I am, however, fully convinced that all,
yesterday and today, have felt the same emotion, this call of the past that takes
you beyond yourself and propels you toward the future.
Twenty years have passed. The International Olympic Academy is twenty
years old. The age of maturity, the age of enthusiasm, the age of fraternal
impulses, of rejected doubts, generous efforts, all the more acceptable when they
are disinterested. The age of its participants, if you all who have come from all
over the world, boys and girls, but also of those who are less young but whose
hearts, if not their arteries, have managed to preserve the faith of human spring.
Twenty years already. Twenty years of efforts, work, hope, sacrifice often, for
those who have contributed to this remarkable work of which Coubertin
dreamed more than fifty years ago. Each and every one has brought his stone to
the edifice and all have to be recognized. However, please allow me to salute
more particularly some of them whose influence or teaching was more strongly
felt. John Ketseas, first of all, IOC member for Greece who, with the German
professor Carl Diem, shares the honour of having made into reality .after ten
years of tireless efforts, the idea of the reviver of the Games. The Prince of
Hanover then who was able to bring to this institution the necessary impetus for
its development. Epaminondas Petralias, finally, whose youthful enthusiasm
for the Academy allowed many obstacles to be overcome and who disappeared
prematurely not however without giving it a new strength. I cannot possibly
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name them all but I am sure that you, the participants at this 21st Session of the
International Olympic Academy will learn, during your stay, about their work
and ideal. And when after a while the Olympic Anthem will sound, I wish their
families will find in it not only the homage they have merited but also the
assurance that their work will be continued.
For the Olympic Academy will go on. The International Olympic Committee
all along these twenty years, mainly through its Commission for the IOA, has
closely watched over the development and the role of this last born daughter of
the Olympic Movement. Rest assured that like my predecessors, Avery
Brundage and Lord Killanin, I will spare no efforts to ensure for it a serene and
fruitful coming of age. I already have had the opportunity to state publicly, on
different occasions, that the IOA is the privileged spiritual and educational
centre of world Olympism. I am positive that the International Olympic
Academy will be able to fulfill its role, under the double impetus of its President,
my colleague Mr. NicolaosNissiotis.and the President of the IOC Commission
for the IOA, Mr Mohamed Mzali, Prime Minister of Tunisia and one of the most
illustrious members of the International Olympic Committee.
The material situation of the IOA has changed considerably these last twenty
years. A modest tent camp when it started, it is now.a vast sports complex that
can house about 300 participants and lecturers in buildings whose architecture
perfectly blends with the harmonious landscape of Mount Cronion. This
evolution, Mr President of the Republic, we owe to Greece and Greece alone for
the International Olympic Academy I wish to say it quite clearly, has been fully
under the charge of your country since its creation. A Greek achievement, under
the auspices of the IOC, the International Olympic Academy represents a bridge
between your prestigious past and the promises of the world's future. It is true
that the IOC and the Olympic Solidarity programme are contributing since a
few years now to the travelling and subsistance costs of some participants,
mainly through scholarships, but the Hellenic Olympic Committee and the
Greek State have taken over the organization and reception of all
participants.Please accept, Mr President, on behalf of all your compatriots, the
gratitude of the Olympic Movement.
What a beautiful example for you participants of international understanding
and cooperation! Here is a Greek institution operating in Greece under the
auspices of an international organization founded by a Frenchman with headquarters in Switzerland and which welcomes participants and lecturers from all
over the world. What better introduction could there be to the theme of this
Session, "the contribution of Olympism to international understanding".
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I could not conclude this short address without thanking those who are going
to present to you and help you understand and embrace the history and reality
of modern Olympism. Without the dedication, passion and enthusiasm of all
lecturers the IOA couldn't have become a symbol and tool which is so valuable
that many countries have adopted its principle. It is to a large extent thanks to
them that the International Olympic Academy is multiplying and that national
academies are sprouting almost everywhere.
In the face of present difficulties, this new impetus to Olympic education, for
us a guarantee of progress, is a valuable encouragement. It is up to us, up to you
soon, when you return to your countries, to work even harder than before to
give the Olympic ideal its full spiritual and educational value.
Happy stay in Olympia.
Long live the International Olympic Academy.
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ADDRESS
by Mr. Mohamed MZALI (TUN)
President of the Commission for the International Olympic
Academy.
Prime Minister of Tunisia.
Twenty years ! For institutions as for men this is the age of reason, while being
still the age of hope. Twenty years ! Magic of youth made of power and action,
promise and achievement. The youth of institutions of just as fascinating as that
of men, especially when this institution is called the International Olympic
Academy! It was twenty years ago that our Academy was founded to become
the gathering place of those who wish to propagate our principles and a
reflection chamber on the impact, the foundations, and the possible
ramifications of our ideals. Many have wondered and are wondering still how it
is possible to conciliate Olympism and strict academic procedures. We simply
suggest that they come to see us at work here in Olympia.
They will not find here men marked by age, prisoners of their own past,
dedicated to the defense of obsolete ideas or petty talk. They will find hundreds
of young people, in body and mind, students, educationists or lecturers, who
have come from all over the world to share together a common ideal, study it in
deep and reflect on its immediate or more remote future. They have come to
Olympia to be rebaptized at the Greek source of the movement. They have come
to stand before the stele where rests the heart of Pierre de Coubertin which has
really never ceased to beat. They have mainly come to offer their judgement so
that the intelligence of Olympism today can meet its permanent objectives and
the specific responsibilities of our times. Everything has been conceived and
developed so that past and present can guarantee the future and the bonds of
generations with which humanity would not exist, become stronger and
permanent.
The assessment of the Work of our Academy, even in a summary way, gives us
a sense of achievement. Every year, some hundreds of participants, lecturers
and students together, who have come from everywhere, pool their enthusiasm,
their hopes, their experiences and the ressources of their intellect.
The miracle which has been repeated twenty times is that all cultures and
civilizations, all religions and races find something of themselves, in one way or
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another, in the ideal around which this Academy has been built. Never were, the
words of Paul Valéry more true: "to become richer through our mutual
differences".
Everything here happens as though Olympism with its purity and nobleness,
with its sense of harmony and equilibrium were a "super-ideal". This is the most
natural thing in the world for there is no civilization or culture, no nation, no
class or group of men who cannot find in our movement something that touches
a deeper cord.
Let us not forget that the originality of the Academy is that it has reversed the
roles slightly. Participants learn here that the important thing is not only to
control one's body but also comprises the art of cultivating the wind. Physical
education is nothing without education. There is a philosophy of the body, i.e. a
complex of ideas and values that our "games" concretize for humanity as a
whole. To prepare for hours on end to achieve a certain performance, to
compete against one's partners, to win if possible and know how to lose with
grace. Effort, relations, with others, fair-play are not mere attitudes to be put
forward in the stadium but values to uphold throughout life. Olympism differs
from violent sport because of its ethical code without which it would be nothing.
In working to better explore this dimension, in analyzing its impact in fields as
varied as those of education, politics, modern trends... the Academy has proven
worthy of Olympism.
It has proven worthy of it by becoming a forum and a privileged meeting place
where the elders who have something to say - and the elders of Olympism
always have something to say - relay their knowledge to the young who are the
successors and true trustees of the spirit that animates our movement. This
continous and regular intermingling of men, generations, ideas is also a major
achievement to the credit of the Academy.
I couldn't possibly conclude without expressing my warmest congratulations
to all those who tirelessly promote the work of this institution helping it develop
so successfully and more particularly Mr George Athanassiadis, President of
the Hellenic Olympic Committee, Mr. Nikolaos Nissiotis, President and
Mr. Otto Szymiczek, Dean of the International Olympic Academy. With true
dedication they have been able to see to everything, the essential and the
detail so that a true Olympic atmosphere could prevail over our work.
In my capacity as the President of the IOC Commission for the Olympic
Academy. I wish to extend my heartfelt thanks to the Greek government that
has surrounded our institution from the very beginning with special care.
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Address by the President of the Hellenic Olympic Committee
Mr. George ATHANASSIADIS (GRE)

Your Excellency the President of the Hellenic Republic,
Your Eminence,
Mr. Prime Minister,
Mr. President of the International Olympic Committee,
Ministers,
Dear participants,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The Hellenic Olympic Committee is happy to welcome with honour and
affection the members of the 21st Session of the International Olympic
Academy and greet in them the able and distinguished promoters of the
Olympic Idea throughout the world.
This Session coincides with the completion of 20 years since the foundation of
the Academy, an institution which has contributed so much to the development
of the Olympic Movement.
Today that the Greek proposal for the permanent staging of the Olympic
Games in their birthplace is being examined by the competent authorities, the
work and mission of the Academy take on a greater importance. They
symbolize the object and ideals of our efforts for the protection of Olympism
from the many dangers that threaten our times.
With these few thoughts let me wish you full success in the work of the Session
and a happy stay in our country.
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Address by the President of the Hellenic Olympic Committee
Mr. George ATHANASSIADIS (GRE)
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of the Olympic Movement.
Today that the Greek proposal for the permanent staging of the Olympic
Games in their birthplace is being examined by the competent authorities, the
work and mission of the Academy take on a greater importance. They
symbolize the object and ideals of our efforts for the protection of Olympism
from the many dangers that threaten our times.
With these few thoughts let me wish you full success in the work of the Session
and a happy stay in our country.
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CEREMONY
FOR THE
20th ANNIVERSARY OF THE I.O.A.
ANCIENT STADIUM OF OLYMPIA
7 JULY 1981

IOC President Juan Antonio Samaranch (Spain) delivering his address on the Pnyx.

The Prime Minister of Tunisia, Mohamed Mzali, speaking on the Pnyx in his capacity
as President of the IOC Commission for the IOA.

IOA President, University Professor N. Nissiotis, at the ceremony on the Pnyx.

HOC President George Athanasiadis declares the opening of the 21st Session of the
IOA.

Officials during the playing of the Olympic anthem.

Members of the Hellenic Olympic Committee and the Ephoria of the IOA, N.
Nissiotis, N. Filaretos, A. Lebesis, Ath. Tzartzanos, Cl. Palaeologos and N. Yalouris at
the ceremony on the Pnyx.

HOC and Ephoria members during the grandiose ceremony on the Pnyx.

Participants in the Session, from 60 countries, follow the celebration on the Pnyx.

ADDRESS
by Prof. N. NISSIOTIS,(GRE) President of the I.O.A.
during the ceremony at the Ancient Stadium of Olympia
7 July 1981
The celebrations for the 20th Anniversary of the foundation of the Olympic
Academy could only reach their peak within the birthplace of the entire
Olympic Movement, because this Ancient Olympic Stadium with its urnjvalled
frugality and its simplicity of appearance concentrates all the wealth of the
cultural values which this Academy so faithfully serves. For this very reason it
was founded beside this Stadium, at distance of 500 metres, thus being a
constant expression of its dependence upon and inseparability from it.
In this Stadium on the one hand the ancient Olympic Games took their final
form, having started as part of a religious ceremony beside the Temple of Zeus
within the Sacred Altis, and on the other hand inside this Stadium conversed
together the most famous athletes, who were honoured as semi-gods, as well as
the most prominent figures in philosophy, arts and letters and in the political
and military leadership. Here were acknowledged and honoured Plato and
Aristotle, Alcibiades and Themistocles, while nearby Phidias and Praxiteles
created their immortal works. For this reason, while no other region of Greece
with antiquities has suffered as much destruction as Olympia, for all that no
other region speaks so strongly to modern reality as precisely this area, thanks
to the stark but eloquent presence of this Stadium. Carl Burckhardt was indeed
right when, on the day that this Stadium was handed over by the German
Olympic Society, which had instigated the excavations of the Stadium as the
final and essential complement to the excavations of the neighbouring Sacred
Altis, among other things he said, "In no other place are we so far removed from
silent dreams, because everything, even the already distant past, truly becomes
an immediate presence, and that is the truth which elevates our hearts and
prepares them for the higher human values".
Thus it was not possible for the International Olympic Academy to be
founded anywhere but next to this Stadium, which constitutes a whole with the
Temples of the Sacred Altis, and it was likewise unthinkable for this 20th
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Anniversary to be celebrated anywhere but inside this Stadium, reminding us of
the unshakable relationship between God and man, spirit and matter, soul and
body, athletics and education.
We must also not forget that the delivery of this Stadium after the end of the
excavations and the founding of the International Olympic Academy are in
absolute coincidence as to the date, July 1961, meaning symbolically that the
existence of the Academy depends on the sacred place where we are now
standing to celebrate the passing of these twenty years.
It is also indicative of this momentous I would not say coincidence but
coexistence that it was the same Olympic personality who took the lead both in
the excavations of the Stadium and in the Founding of the Academy, namely
Carl Diem, who, together with his Greek colleagues from the Hellenic Olympic
Committee (particularly loannis Ketseas and Pyrros Lappas), based the whole
profound significance of the International Olympic Academy on this
connection Sacred Aids-Olympic Stadium-Olympic education. On 22 June
1961, the day of delivery of the Stadium, Carl Diem said in reference to the
significance of this connection that "the German Olympic Society deserves the
eternal gratitude of the entire cultural and educational tradition of the peoples
and of the world of universal athletics and has raised an immortal monument in
its own history".
We have the exceptional pleasure and great honour to have among us
Professor Liselott Diem, wife of the dear departed Professor Carl Diem, whom I
now ask to be the first to take the floor in this 20th Anniversary celebration of
the International Olympic Academy here in the Ancient Stadium.
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WELCOME FROM THE MAYOR OF ANCIENT OLYMPIA
by Mr. A. KOUTRAS

Your excellencies Messrs. President, dear guests of Olympia,
We are gathered here today, the birthplace of the Olympic spirit, under the
burning sun in the valley between the rivers Alpheios and Kladeos, for the
people of all countries to celebrate together the twentieth anniversary of the
foundation of the International Olympic Academy. It is a geat joy and honour
for us, the few inhabitants of Olympia, everlasting guardians of the Olympic
tradition and inheritance, that now peaceful Olympia after three.thousand years
is again in the center of world interest to play a most important role in the
peaceful coexistence and reconcilitation of the peoples of the world.
We are all supporting the great and irreversible ideas, ideas that cannot be
abolished or infected and that after three thousand years are as enlightening
and bright as today's sun, ideas that were forged and even today, here in
magnificent, one and only international Olympic Academy are made possible
by its founders and visionaries Carl Diem and loannis Ketseas.
These exact ideas, old and new, offer a hope to humanity for a true universal
peace, for a true sacred month, which we shall endeavour to carry on and
develop into an eternal peace, without wars, atrocities and death and without so
numerous burdens resting on the shoulders of the world.
Those eternal ideas were reborn and rebaptised in the sacred font that is the
international OlympicAcademy, and whose twenty years we celebrate today.
With those thoughts and beliefs we assure you that Aris will once more be
defeated in Olympia.
We welcome you today in this sarced site to celebrate the celebration of
peace, peace throughout the world, Olympian peace. Welcome dear Guests.
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ADDRESS
by Prof. Dr. LISELOTT DIEM (FRG)
Prof. of Sport Didactic at the
Deutsche Sporthochschule Köln

I. On June, 22nd of 1961 Prof. Dr. Carl Jacob Burckhardt, the famous Swiss
historian, author and diplomat, delivered the speech of the day on the handing
over of the antique stadium here at Olympia. Burckhardt was a diplomatic
attaché at Vienna in 1918, professor for history at Geneva in 1932, high
commissioner of the League of Nations at Danzig from 1937 — 1939 and
president of the Red Cross form 1944 — 1948. Being the best international
interpreter of the Greek history, he praises the archeological science and its.
"bold and pioneer-like representatives. Yet since the 18th century up to now
the Greeks, the representatives of great nations have dared the glorious
adventure to show the past. The French, English, Germans, Americans have
achieved their admirable performance being generously supported by
Greece. Within this achievement the history of the excavations of Olympia
has a place of honour.
Since the Greek wars of Liberation we are indebted to the liberality of the
Greek State and to the permanent collaboration of the Greek specialists for
the fact that so many scientists from all civilized nations could work together
from the 18th century up to now. Right up to our days the French were at
work in Delphi and Delos, the English in Knossosand Mykenae, the Italians
in Phaistos, the Americans in Corinth and in the Agora of Athens. Here at
Olympia the common joy of the discoverers is especially impressive".1
The early history of the German excavations here at Olympia covers 6
"campaigns": 1875/76,1876/77,1877/78,1878/79,1879/80,and 1881/82.
This last working-period served above all to look through and to order all
discoveries. Under cooperation from the Greek experts the German Reich
received the copies promised in the Olympia-Contract. A generous gift from the
I). Prof. Dr. Carl J. BURCKHARDT: Festrede zur Übergabe des antiken Stadions von Olympia.
IN: Bericht Olympiache Akademie. Nationales Olymp. Komitee für Deutschland (Hg.) 1961,5.9.
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Athenian banker Syngros rendered the appropriate placing and exhibition of
the discoveries in a museum at Olympia possible. The German archeologist
Dörpfeld had an decisive share in it.
In the year 1936 a new excavation campaign began. The interest in
continuation of the excavations at Olympia had been raised once again due to the
Olympic Games at Berlin. It is just impossible for me to describe the many-sided
examinations and the numerous discoveries in detail. The total exposure of the
stadium was our most important task. Therefore we had to remove the 3 — 5
Meters high alluvial stratum from an area that was almost 40.000 sqm big. The
examinations gave information about the almost 1.000-years-old history of the
area and about the various phases of construction. The excavations were hardly
interrupted by the Second World War. The important exposure of the stadium
took place at the "German Sportbund" and its president Willi Daume, Federal
Ministry of the Interior, the German Researching Community1 and the German
Olympic Company.
Carl Diem had dreamt for years that the excavations at Olympia would be
continued and that the exposure of the stadium would occur:
"With each study of the excavations at Olympia my wish increased to
continue it at the same point where it had been interrupted (above all at the
stadium and at the Gymnasium). I have always become indignant with the
archeologists who ignored these areas because they could not find anything
there. I felt a strong desire for giving back this place to light even at the risk
that a part of these excavations beingachieved would not contain any art
treasures".3
In the year 1934 on the occasion of the sitting of the Olympic Committee at
Athens, Lewald, the president of the National Olympic Committee, and Carl
Diem, the Secretary General for the Olympic Games in 1936 at Berlin, made
sure of the possible excavations of the antique stadium at Olympia. The director
of the Archeological Institute, Professor Karo, accompanied them to Olympia
and subsequent to this journey, he requested the permission of the Greek
Government
"which effected with the kindest and most appreciating words".
Carl Diem continues to relate:
"Subsequent to the games I have laid my recreation journey in Greece and
therefore I was present when the first sod was turned and much to our delight,
new works of art appeared... The climax of the archeological art was shown
l).Berthold FELLMANN: Die Wiederentdeckung Olympics In: 100 Jahre deutsche Ausgrabung
in Olympia München: Prestel-Verlag 1972. S. 27 ff.
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in a new light due to these objects found there... The archeologists were
wrong (that there was nothing to find) and I was right in the end in my
innocence".1
Burckhardt finishes his speech of the day with the desire that "this stadium in
its simple restrainedness" may "help the youth of today to grasp the idea of
Coubertin completely":
This idea contains the request to renounce, to restrict oneself wisely, to
follow righteous rules with every mark of respect towards a leading principle
that was placed above us. Only in this respect we can receive the community
from all contrasts which separate us and therefore the peace for which
everybody is longing for".2 II.
These words spoken 20 years ago are also valid today. They are meant for the
Olympic idea and characterize the targets of the International Olympic
Academy. Subsequent to the Olympic Games in 1936 at Berlin, Pierre de
Coubertin had expressed his worries about how to "preserve the Olympic
movement from wrong ways":
"I could not finish what I wanted to complete. I would hoed the most
valuable thing to found a very simple and small institute in memory of the
XI. Olympic Games in Germany and to which I want to leave all my notes,
documents and uncompleted plans regarding the rediscovered Olympic
idea... I think that a centre of Olympic studies (that has not to be in Berlin)
would help the keeping and the progress of my work and it would preserve it
from wrong ways.which I fear for it".3
Carl Diem stresses: "Such a centre of Olympic studies could be the Olympic
Academy". And further on he continues: "We can simply say that the Olympic
Academy that shall arise here will be an 'Elis of today and also the realization of
Coubertin plans about the scientifical foundation of the Olympic idea".4
Diem required the assistance of Greece in order to realize his plan about the
"Olympic Academy". He was good friend with the Secretary General of the
Hellenic Olympic Committee, Jean Ketseas, for years, especially because of the
1). Carl DIEM: Ein Leben für den Sport. Ratingen-Kastellaun-Düsseldorf: Henn Verlag. (Hg.:
Carl-Diem-Institut) S. 195 ff.
2). Prof. Dr. Carl J. BURCKHARDT: Festrede zur Übergabe des antiken Stadions von Olympia.
a.a.O.S. 10.
3). Norbert MÜLLER: Die Olympische Idee de Coubertins und Carl Diems in ihrer Auswirkung
auf die Internationale Olympische Akadamie. Eine quellengeschichte. Untersuchung (Diss. Graz
1975).
4). Carl DIEM: Ein Leben für de Sport. a.a.O.
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preparations of the Olympic Torch Race in the year 1936. Two years' later an
intensive correspondence between Diem and Ketseas and also with the Greek
Minister of Education began. The "Olympic Institute" that was founded at the
suggestion of Pierre de Coubertin and that was leaded by Carl Diem who
published the "Revue Olympique" (Olympic Survey), could intensify this idea
again.
After the Hellenic Olympic Committee and the Greek government had
discussed this plan, the Greek Parliament passed a law in spring 1939 that
planned the foundation of the Olympic Academy at Olympia.1 Hoping that the
war could end soon, the Hellenic Olympic Committee discussed at the 2nd April
1940 about holding a first course of instruction of the International Olympic
Academy in the same summer. Only at the end of the war in 1945 the efforts
could be continued: the Executive-Committee of the International Olympic
Committee held a meeting in London in 1948, and due to the election of Jean
Ketseas at a member of the IOC for Greece, the efforts to found an Olympic
Academy in Greece were given new impulses. The following offer was made at
the 40th meeting of the IOC at Stockholm in 1947:
"Mr Ketseas proposes to found an Olympic Institute in Greece. He
announces the written elaboration about this to the members of the IOC".2 In
Greece the proposals of Ketseas were supported but there was the question
whether the Academy should be foundedin Athens or in Olympia. In Olympia
there was a lack of the appropriate buildings. All this shall mark how many
efforts, repeated exertions and discussions were necessary to found the Olympic
Academy. Diem wrote provisional plans for the course of instruction which
Ketseas should present to the IOC, and the Swede,Siegfried Edström, who was
the president of the IOC at that time, appreciated this unconditionally. The
programme contained practical instructions and theoretical lectures in 1949: in
philosophy, art, literature, history, pedagogics, physiology, sociology and in the
construction of the place of sport. The names of the referees were already
mentioned. In 1949 the "memorandum to the foundation of an Olympic
Academy in Greece" appeared in the "Bulletin" of the IOC.
One decade passed until the first Olympic Academy could take place in 1961.
Surely it has not happened by chance that the first International Olympic
Academy appeared with 200 international participants and that the delivery of
the German excavations of the antique Olympic stadium took place the 22nd of
July in 1961 .On this occasion the IOC changed its meeting to Athens and visited
1). a.a. Norbert MÜLLER: a.a.O. Gesetz Mr. 2012/1939. 2).
Norbert MÜLLER: a.a.O.
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Olympia from there. A furious thunderstorm showed either the agreement or
the rejection of Zeus (supreme Greek god) about this plan but, nevertheless, the
demonstration of the sport teachers and students in the antique Palaestra had
great success. The Olympic Academy began its work very simply - we lived in
tents, the lectures took place in the open - air auditorium. But it was a time of
friendly cooperation and of optimistic Olympic nature. During these 20 years,
over 2000 participants visited the Olympic accomodations, places of sport, a
swimming-pool, an auditorium with simultaneous translation constructions,
offices and administration buildings and a very well equipped library. Each
visitor is overwhelmed by the view of the slope with the buildings and of the
antique excavations. And even if the participants of today do not take a bath in
the wild-streaming Alpheios as we did it in former times, the Olympic Academy
should be an 'Elis' of today and a scientific foundation of the Olympic idea.
The president of the IOC, Juan Antonio Samaranch, uttered during the
conversation with the sport-information-service at Moscow at the 19th July in
1980 the following words:
"The spiritual centre of the Olympic Movement is still the Olympic Academy
in Greece".
Far from the 20-years-jubilee this remains our common wish for the future of
the International Olympic Academy.
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ADDRESS
by Mr. Nic, YALOURIS,(GRE)
Inspector General of Antiquities

The revival of the Olympic Games at the end of the 19th century was not
a sudden and unexpected event in the history of modern times.lt was simply the
final act in the classicist movement which since the time of the Renaissance
spread to Europe and invaded it in a very short period of time.
The artists and scholars who for three centuries (from 1500 to 1800) have
studied with fascination the spirit and achievements of ancient Greece
projecting them as superior models to be imitated, have now been joined by the
philosophers of the 19th century who illuminate another aspect of ancient life:
the passion for contest and emulation as a means of education that has marked
ancient life.
The full discovery of the sanctuary of Olympia in the 19th century and more
specifically in 1875— 1881 and the emotion with which it was received
throughout the world, promoted the idea of the revival of the Olympic Games.
A little later, in 1894, 79 personalities of the intellectual world from 12
European countries met in the Sorbonne and took the momentous decision.
Two years later, in 1896, the small country of Greece, which was just coming out
of four centuries under foreign rule, fully aware of its destiny, undertook the
celebration of the first Olympiad.
What was the special message which the era of classicism discovered, what is
the deeper meaning of ancient competition which led to the revival of modern
Olympiads? What were the characteristic of the ancient Games that made such
an impression on contemporary scholars that they decided to devote their life to
the revival of the Olympic Games?
The answer can be found in a review of the classicist movement in Europe:
Together with the intellectual and litterary consideration of ancient life and the
imitation of the works of art and letters that have inspired generations from the
Renaissance onwards, we see an interest for the content of ancient humanistic
education. That is the sources and causes of the classical miracle are now
investigated, as well as the means used by the Greeks to develop man's skills and
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virtues and help him excel in all fields of activity and every form of creative
work.
The place where this was achieved was the gymnasium and the palestra and
later the great panhellenic sanctuaries and centres of athletic contests over
which thé sanctuary of Olympia towered. The Greeks of all ages practised sport,
it was there that the sporting spirit was cultivated and it was there that the theory
and idea guided proper action and proper physical exercise cultivated and
promoted the right ideas. For emulation was not solely limited to physical
contests; it extended to all other activities concerned with the arts and letters and
above all the practice of virtue. The whole edifice of Greek education and
culture is the fruit of this competitive ideal. The major achievements of the
Greeks in all fields were the fruit of emulation.
The ancient heroes were fighting for exactly the same ideal under the walls of
Troy. They did not excell because of their skill in war tactics but because of their
personal heroism. Each one of the phases of the war of Troy is associated with
an act of valour of one of the Achaean kings or the Trojan warriors. And the
instruction which Hippolochus, the descendant of Bellerophon, gave his son
Glausus was "always to be the best and to be distinguished above the others" (II.
6.208).
This instruction has been followed ever since. The Greeks competed and
emulated one another through the centuries that followed and not only in
physical contests. Their various artistic and intellectual achievements are the
result of emulation.
Sculptors competed against one another to see who would create the most
perfect statues. Four major sculptors tackled the theme of the wounded
Amazon: Pheidias, Polycleitus, Cresilas and Phradmon and each one tried to
surpass the others in skill.
Let us also not forget that the famous dramatic works of the great tragic poets
Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, had to go through a contest in Dionysus'
theatre in Athens.
The painters Zeuxis and Parrasius competed against one another in painting
contests and the loser Zeuxis personally delivered the prize to Parrasius, thus
recognizing the superiority of his rival.
Even the wars between Greek cities became a kind of emulation. Following
the clash of the two armies, the winner did not pursue the loser to exploit his
victory. He remained on the battlefield where he erected his trophies and then
returned in triumph to the city where he was proudly received with honours.
It was only at the end of the Peloponnesian war (end of the 5th century B.C..)
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that the character of the war changed and it became hard and merciless like in
present times.
The Greek world attached so much importance to the spirit of contest that
they personified it from quite early times and proclaimed it as a god whom they
represented as a handsome young man with a crown in his hands.
The most eloquent image of the sporting spirit, however, could be bound in
the ancient sanctuaries whose appointed task was to cultivate and promote it.
For this reason they had become competition centres, in particular the
sanctuary of Olympia. The pediment of the major temple of the sanctuary, the
temple of Olympian Zeus, was decorated with two compositions inspired by
mythical contests: the chariot race of the young hero. Pelops and the king of
Pisa, Oenomaus, to the territory of which Olympia belonged. The prize was the
beautiful daughter of Oenomaus, Hippodamia and the throne of Pisa.
The other mythical subject was the fight between, the Lapiths and the
Centaurs, the epopy of man's titanic struggle against the chaotic forces of nature
represented by the Centaurs.
The presence of Zeus in the first composition and of Apollo in the second like
divine judges, proclaimed for all athletes and visitors the importance of fair
competition, an essential prerequisite for the correct progress of man and
mankind. The 12 labours of Hercules which decorated the portico and the back
of the temple, were also an incitation for good deeds and an example, to be
followed by the Greeks. And as a response to the temple's challenge there were
the thousands of votive offerings (statues, tripods, etc) of athletes from all over
Greece and from all periods.
The decoration of the temple was completed by other monuments on the
same site, votive offerings of the Greek cities, in thanksgiving for their victory.
These offerings represent the archives on stone of Greece's political and war
history. They often stood side by side to the victorious offerings of rival cities
and were an eloquent lesson about the ephemerity of war victories, inciting
Greeks to peace and cooperation.
Physical exercise was not, however, the sole pursuit in the sanctuary of
Olympia or the other Greek sanctuaries for that matter. In addition to the votive
offerings - magnificent wotks of art that rival in perfection and beauty - there
were also the musical contests which were frequent and the best of poets,
philosophers and writers presented their contributions. All together and
everything promoted peace and cooperation among all Greeks.
The contribution of the sanctuaries to the cultivation of the sporting spirit in
all its forms had been underlined by the humanists already in the 17th century
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and in many schools of France, Germany, England it had become a model of
education. One of the pioneers in this field, the English philosopher John
Locke, brought back to memory in 1693, the famous saying: "Mens sana in
corpore sano" - "a sound mind in a sound body".
In the I9th century this ideal became a common conscience. With the first
Olympiad in Athens, in 1896, the vision of the revival of the Olympic Games
became reality. The Olympiads have followed one another since then, every four
years, and they have gained ever-growing prestige and general respect.
The International Olympic Committee which now includes representatives
from almost all the countries of the world, represented in a way the first
international assembly, a sports assembly, long before the League of Nations
which was founded after the 1st World War and was the precursor of the United
Nations Organization. The Olympiads of today cannot of course be held under
the auspices and in honour of the Olympian gods and in any case the revival of
ancient paganism was not their objective.
Starting from a wider respect for the eternal values and truths which are
common to all major religions and theories, the organizers of modern
Olympiads have laid down as their objective the promotion of the virtues that
are contained in perfect man, worthy of divinity and his high mission.
The Olympiads have now spread throughout the world and become accepted
in the conscience of world leaders and citizens. In spite of some deviations and
the politisation of the Games on certain occasions - in any event there were
deviations in antiquity too - the ideal they represent has been embraced by men
all over the world as a goal and hope for the future of mankind.
In our times which we can truly say is under the sign of Olympism, let us
develop the Games into an instrument of friendship among people and peace
among the men of this earth. The IOA will continue its work at the service of
these high ideals.
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AWARD OF DISTINCTIONS
The festive celebration of the IOA's 20th anniversary culminated in the award
of distinctions to the pioneers of the Olympic Idea, the faithful organizers and
lecturers of annual sessions who have offered their services with dedication as
volunteers in an understanding which has gained international recognition.
IOA President, Professor Nissiotis, came to the rostrum and announced the
HOC's decision to award special distinctions on the occasion of the IOA's 20th
anniversary.
Mr. N. Nissiotis in his speech presented the awards and their recipients: Gold
medal with diploma for services rendered without interruption throughout the
20 year period.
Silver medal to the lecturers and co-workers for services rendered for a period
of at least five years and to participating Olympic victors honoris causa.
Under the first category, the gold medal was awarded to the two indefatigable
workers of the Academy, Cleanthis Paleologos and Otto Szymiczek for their
remarkable achievement of having warked without fail for twenty long years
contributing to its consolidation and development.
Cleanthis PALAEOLOGOS
Professor of Physical Education, Director of the National Academy of
Physical Education and presently Honorary President of same, distinguished
historian, researcher and author on the Olympic Games, mainly during the
ancient classical era, Vice President of the Ephoria of the IOA, has been
awarded the GOLD MEDAL in heartfelt recognition of his valuable and
unfailing contribution to the teaching mission of the Academy for twenty
consecutive years and to the cause of Olympism in general. I request IOC
President, Mr. J.A. Samaranch, to present the award.
Otto SZYMICZEK
Technical adviser for 35 years of the Greek track and field national team,
President of the International Track and Field Coaches Association, fully
knowledgeable of practically all Olympic sports and the history of modern
Olympic Games, distinguished author on the principles of Olympism and their
interpretation in modern times, has been awarded the GOLD MEDAL in
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heartfelt recognition of his valuable and unfailing contribution to the teaching
mission of the Academy, for twenty consecutive years and to the cause of
Olympism in general. I request the President of the IOC, Mr. J. A. Samaranch,
to present the award.
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The commemorative medal issued on the occasion of the celebration of the
20th Anniversary of the International Olympic Academy.
One side: The head of Apollo from the gable of the Temple of Olympian
Zeus at Olympia.
Reverse side: The five Olympic rings with the letter A in the centre, the sign
of the International Olympic Academy.
Inscription: International Olympic Academy, Olympia, 1961-1981. Engraver:
Panayotis Gravalos.
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MEDAILLE D'OR / GOLD MEDAL
Mr. Cleanthis PALAEOLOGOS (GRE) Mr. Otto SZYMICZEK (GRE)
MEDAILLE D'ARGENT / SILVER MEDAL
Mr. Juan Antonio SAMARANCH (ESP)
Mr. Mohamed MZALI (TUN)
Mrs Monique BERLIOUX (FRA)
Mr. Arpad CSANADI (HUN)
Mr. Raymond GAFNER (SUI)
Mr. Giorgio De STEFANI (ITA)
Mr. Ahmed TOUNY (EGY)
Mr. Hermann ANDRECS (AUT)
Prof. Liselott DIEM (FRG)
Mr. Conrad DURANTEZ (ESP)
Mrs Sandy DUNCAN (GBR)
Mr. Jean DURRY (FRA)
Mr. Sisto FAVRE (ITA)
Prof. Sara JERNIGAN (USA)
Mrs. Dora KETSEA (GRE)
Dr. Fernand LANDRY (CAN)
Dr. Jean LEIPER (CAN)
Dr. Franz LOTZ (FRG)
Dr. Peter McINTOSH (GBR)
Mr. Grégoire MLODZIKOWSKI (POL)
Dr. Norbert MULLER (FRG)
Prof. Nina PAPPAS (USA)
Mr. Peter PILSI (AUT)
Prof. John POWELL (CAN)
Prof. Joseph RECLA (AUT)
Prof. Luc SILANCE (BEL)
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Mr. Ath. TZARTZANOS (GRE)
Mr. Walther TROEGER (FRG)
Prof. Horst UEBERHORST (FRG)
Mr. Paul VIALARD (FRA)
OLYMPIC WINNERS
- Mr. Serguey BELOV (URS) .
Basketball 1972 Munich
- Mr. Harro BODE (FRG)
Yachting (470 cat. ) 1976 Montreal
- Mr. Siegfried BRIETZKE (GDR)
Threefold Olympic Rowing Champion 1972, 1976, 1980
- Mr. Ion CORNELIU (ROM)
Rapid Pistol Shooting 1980 Moscow
- Mrs Margitta GUMMEL (GDR)
Shot Put 1972 Munich
- Mr. Bronislaw MALINOWSKI (POL)
3.000m steeplechase 1980 Moscow
- Mr. Stilianos MIGIAKIS (GRE)
Greco-Roman wrestling 1980 Moscow
- Miss Svetla OTZETOVA (BUL)
Double Scull 1976 Montreal
- Mr. Pekka VASALA (FIN)
1.500m 1976 Montreal
- Mr. Mirus YIFTER (ΕΤΗ)
5.000 m and 10.000m 1980 Moscow
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CLOSING CEREMONY
OF THE 21st SESSION
ANCIENT OLYMPIA
18 JULY 1981
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ADDRESS
By: Prof. N. NISSIOTIS (GRE), President of the IOA.

Dear friends of the 21st Session,
We have reached the closing ceremony of the 1981 Session. This has been
the year of the 20th anniversary of the Academy and you were thus able to
take part in the commemorative ceremonies that were held at the opening of
the Session with the participation of numerous personalities from the political
and sporting world, the President and members of the IOC, Olympic victors,
former lecturers and alumni of previous sessions, all along the 20 years of the
Academy's existence to whom I wish once again to express our gratitude for
their presence. So, in addition to the regular work of an Academy's session, we
have had the opportunity of living a little through the history of the IOA and
especially to share in the vision of the future prospects of this educational
institution which operates under the auspices of the IOC and at the service of
Olympic education.
These 15 days were just an experience in the complexity of this education.
You have lived this experience and I am convinced that you will return to your
respective countries with more new ideas on this whole question which is of
capital importance for the future of Olympism. You have been able to
appreciate the need to promote this education, not only for the benefit of
physical education but also education in general. You have felt that the
intellectual world can and must embrace the Olympic principles which serve
humanism in general. We are still at the beginning of this endeavour but I
hope you will agree with me that in the face of the threats against Olympism
and sport in general, Olympic education which is open to all men of good faith
and all ages and professions, must become the major preoccupation of the
sporting world.
In order to contribute to this education as teachers or proponents of its
principles, we must study very carefully the ancient sources of the Olympic
movement, the history of the Games and sports, the principles of competition
as elements that relate to the harmonious development of human personality.
We have to prepare, both morally and spiritually, to avoid becoming
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entrapped in a kind of easy ideology in conflict with other ideologies and
above all in a kind of superficial triumphalism, by believing that we possess the
solution to all the problems of our modern society. The Olympic spirit
flourishes and grows through a spirit of humility.
The main subject of the 21st Session proved to be at the centre of the
Olympic movement indeed. Comprehension and collaboration amongst the
peoples are synonymous terms with the term Olympism. One can make the
remark that the good and authentic Olympic spirit can be tested in its
authenticity by its efficient contribution in this primary concern of the whole
of human kind which is precisely the worldwide cooperation between different
cultures, ideologies, religions, political systems.
The Baden-Baden Olympic Congress has this theme as its central focus. Its
subject "United by and through the sport" can have, as we saw it in our
discussions here, a narrow and a broad sense and reality. It can mean that
sportsmen throughout the world are united by the practice of sport but it
points out at the same time to the whole of humankind. Because, sportsmen
are part of the whole human society, but also sport conceived and practised as
the heart of the Olympic movement becomes a transforming power to build a
world community. This community is not. a vague sentimental and abstract
notion. It is not a vision either. It is the most necessary reality towards which
we are all together approaching through struggles and pain. This world
community cannot be built by simply forgetting what divides humanity today.
Exploitation of the media, racial discrimination, manifold power policies
which are offending human dignity have to be uprooted. Olympism is
professing the love and the esteem between the peoples but it also fights
through peaceful manners and channels for a better world society. Olympism
will be always for peace and brotherhood but in justice and freedom for all
human beings. It is a movement of reconciliation but also of improvement and
correction of evils which disrupt human society.
I am sure that we feel, at last, a bit encouraged to continue this noble effort
in the service of this comprehension between the peoples at the end of our two
weeks session. We have not solived any problem but we are inited to begin to
face the problems. The end of this session signifies a new beginning. In the
name of the Olympic tradition we have felt that if one is not concerned with
this comprehension and collaboration building peace and reconciliation in this
dynamic way, one is not worthy of his human being and person.
I feel grateful to all of those who have contributed towards the best possible
function of the different parts of the program and of our life together. I start
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with the personnel of the house, those who are struggling throughout the year
to keep these installations ready for us, with their superior Mr. Antypas. I have
to make a particular reference this year because they had to face the most
numerous invasion of guests in the history of the Academy at the beginning of
the Session. I thank those working in the kitchen and those who clean the
house by night. I thank our two experts electricians who cared for the
communication media in this lecture hall and outside. Our very good
interpreters who saved us from the babylonian confusion once more. I thank
our medical service which unexpectedly had to face increased and heavy duties
towards the end of the session.
I must pay a particular credit to the small but most efficient and industrious
secretariat who gave us to consume so many kilos of papers. Especially this
year I express my gratitude to our administrative secretary Miss Sophia
Christodoulou, who had also carried the burden of the heavy program of the
manifestations of the 20th anniversary and her assistant Tonia Lembessi, both
invisible and infatigable workers behind the screens. I thank the speakers of
the Session and the seminar leaders making an exception and naming the
Canadian tandem of Professors Fernand Landry and John Powell. With them
I have to pay a tribute to the volunteer assistants who worked hard to make
your life easier and more pleasant. I thank also Dr. Touny of the I.O.C. for his
presence and active participation throughout the session. And last but most of
all I deliver to your grateful acknowledgement the tandem which preserves
continuity, stability and wisdom right from the beginning of the life of the
Academy till our days with the same youthful enthusiasm and power,
Cleanthis Palaeologos and Otto Szymiczek, who once more became examples
of Olympic spirit for the young generation. This year especially after having
received the golden medal for their uninterrupted twenty years faithful service
to the I.O.A. we have to rejoice at their fully justified distinction by the award
of the Doctor's Degree Honoris Causa by the Eotvos Joseph Kollegium in
collaboration with the University of Budapest. This honour is also reflected to
the I.O.A's work in which they played a central role.
To you at the end, dear participants of thé 21st Session, my heartiest thanks
for your zeal in following this course. There are many amongst you who
worked also in organizing group discussions, sports activities, social evenings
as well as helping in typing, drafting reports of seminar discussion etc. To all
of them a warm thanks.
And now moment has come to separate us. I hope that this will be a
separation only in geographic terms. Your hearts and minds will not allow to
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you any real separation from the I.O.À. You shall belong from now on to this
strange and peaceful "conspiracy" of the alumni of the Academy scattered in
the whole world. Spiritually citizens of Olympia you shall carry with you its
spirit of light, truth, harmony and beauty to your home countries and shall
become heralds of the Olympic principles which transform life towards its best
quality. With these thoughts I don't greet you as departing really but as
permanently present and resident in spirit of Olympia, wishig you only in this
sense good and happy return home and greeting you with the ancient formula
"rejoice and again I say to you rejoice".

At the wreath-laying ceremony at the stele of the founders of the IOA, Carl Diem and
John Ketseas were also present Mrs Dora Ketsea (right) and Mrs Liselott Diem who
received a silver commemorative medal.
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ADDERESS on behalf of the lecturers
by Prof. Fernand LANDRY (CAN)
Mr. President,
Dr. Szymiczek,
Dr. Palaeologos,
Mme Ketseas,
Mme Nissiotis,
Fellow-Lecturers,
Friends in Olympism,
Democracy again has not prevailed! As many as 21 invited speakers have
addressed you during this, the 21st Session of the I.O.A. So it is partly through
chance, as many of our colleagues unfortunately could not stay for the
duration of the Session (and therefore did not wait for me) and partly through
the generosity of my colleagues John Powell and Peter Mclntosh, that I find
myself here.
Rest assured however that it is with pride but also with a deep sense of
humility that I have accepted to say a few words on behalf of the lecturers. The
lectures have indeed been numerous and long, so I have chosen to be brief.
As lecturers we have been asked by the Ephoria, its President and its Dean,
to address you on a wide variety of subjects, each of them related to sport, to
the Olympic Games, to the Olympic Movement, to Olympism and to the
special theme of this year, international understanding in and through sport.
We have tried to do so, dare I say, to the best of our knowledge and ability,
hopefully to your expectations, and within the spirit of the objectives pursued
by the Academy, approved and encouraged by the I.O.C.
The greatest satisfaction for lecturers would be not to have responded to all
your questions on Olympism, the Olympic Movement and the Olympic
Games, but to have raised in you new and deeper queries.
For it is a fact that the collective experience of your lecturers, even though it
totals 500 years or so in top competition sport, is nothing much compared to
the deep meaning and the age-old benefits that can be derived from the
teachings of Hellenism and Ancient Olympia. We have lived in friendship and
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in happiness at the foot of pinecovered Mount Cronion, in this beautiful valley
where everything is so mellow and harmonious and peaceful.
If in the future you happen to find yourself in search of internal peace and
serenity, think of ancient Olympia.
In closing, on behalf of the lecturers, I would like to thank the Ephoria of
the I.O.A. for the gracious invitation extended to us, and for having given us
the privilege of participating to this Session. Our heartfelt thanks also to our
so indispensable, faithful work mates, the gracious, competent and so efficient
interpreters.
Lastly but not the least our gratitude to the administrative and support staff,
to the cuisine, cafeteria, residence and grounds staff, who have made our
sojourn in the I.O.A. so pleasant and unforgetable.
Thank you

Session lecturers sit in a special section of the lecture hall. On the photograph from the
left: V." Rodichenko (USSR) W. Tröger (Germany), J. Powell (Canada), F. Landry
(Canada). In the second row J. Durry (France), L. Silance (Belgium), D. Palmer (UK)
and T. Meshizuka (Japan).
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ADDRESS on behalf of the participants
Ronald MONCUR (Can)
Mr President, Mr Dean, members of the International Olympic Committee,
members of the Hellenic Olympic Committee, the Ephoria, members of
National Olympic Committees, lecturers and friends.
As the selected spokesman for the participants of the 21st session of the
International Olympic Academy, it is truly an honour for me to have been
chosen by them to speak on their behalf. Let me begin by expressing our deep
appreciation to our hosts from Greece who have made our stay here so pleasant.
There are so many people to thank. The most obvious would be the
administrators of this fine educational institution. Those less obvious would
include all the support staff. There were people leading social and sporting
events, guiding our tours, typing and compiling our lecture materials,
interpreting, cooking, serving and maintaining the grounds. All these people
worked hard to ensure our stay here would be as enjoyable as possible.
We must also remember our lecturers and honoured guests for taking time
out of their busy schedules to come and share with us their love of Olympism.
Thank you very much.
Our stay has been short but our experience intense. We have developed into a
family, a worldwide community staying in Olympia, working towards
international understanding. We are a privileged community coming from
different places and many continents, with our similarities and differences yet
united in love of sport and people.
During the last two weeks we have shared many experiences, and learned a
great deal. We have had the opportunity to meet people from all over the world.
Firm friendships have quickly developed, overcoming the barriers, through the
common language of sport.
Together we have played soccer, basketball, volleyball, gone exploring,
swam, toured the ancient sites, viewed Olympic films, sipped ouzo and bopped
around in the disco.
In small groups we discussed current issues which are of importance to us and
everyone felt free to express his own thoughts. Together we listened to
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distinguished authorities who spoke on the ideals of Olympism. However, we
would have welcomed more lectures on the practical, contemporary, even
controversial topics.
There were two major outcomes of our deliberations: firstly, that we must all
work to publicise the Academy and its goals, and secondly, we must promote
the philosophy of Olympism through education in our schools, sports clubs,
colleges and universities.
We must expand the idea that the Olympic Games are more than a prestigious
world sporting event that has occurred every four years.
As we leave here, more knowledgeable in the concept of Olympism, more
aware of the aims of the Olympic movement, we return to our countries as
Olympic ambassadors. We are so grateful to the Academy for having given us
the opportunity to attend this 21st session and all the elaborate celebrations that
have accompanied it.
Thank you and goodbye; merci et au revoir; adio ke efcharisto. Let us all try
to meet in Los Angeles in 1984.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE
21st SESSION IN
ANCIENT OLYMPIA

The opinion of the lecturers do not necessarily reflect those of the
International Olympic Academy.
.
Authorisation is given to produce articles published. We would appreciate
it if the source of such articles were mentioned.
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OPENING CEREMONY
ANCIENT OLYMPIA
8 July 1981
ADDRESS
by Prof. N. NISSIOTIS,(GRE) President of the I.O.A.
This first meeting of ours in the Lecture Theatre of the International Olympic
Academy is a moment of joy and emotion, since it means the beginning of
another educational period, the twenty-first in its short but so fruitful history.
This moment fills us with joy because we are looking forward to the coming two
weeks, to the lectures and to our seminars and discussions, to the study of the
principles of Olympism, and above all to our life here together as a community
composed of many races and nationalities from all over the world, next to the
sacred place where the Olympic Games were born and flourished.
Perhaps there is no greater or deeper satisfaction for men of every age and
class to have the opportunity, by representing different cultural civilizations,
languages, religions and customs, to participate for a time in an international
team. However, this joy becomes even greater when this is to happen with values
and principles which are at the base of all human coexistence, understanding,
fraternity and cooperation, and when this occurs in the place where these
principles were first taught and applied as the primary commandment of God.
This is exactly the case in this instance of joy of ours as we prepare to start our
splendid common life and study at Olympia. We are called here to live the most
•

noble of what Olympism teaches, which is precisely that which comprises
simultaneously the deepest essence of man. It is not a momentary enthusiastic
sentimentality that unites us, nor any superficial perception about group life,
but the conviction that no higher duty exists in the world for man than to create
and participate in an international family whose aim is to bridge the gaps and
the conflicts between peoples, their different traditions and their cultures.
The Olympic Academy exists precisely in order to serve this high purpose of
life through the likewise high ideals of the Olympic Movement. Without
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Olympic education, the Olympic Games lose their meaning, and without the
continuous effort to enter more deeply into the study of the principles which
govern them and particularly without their practical application in the universal
family, these principles remain simply a high idealistic theory. The International
Olympic Academy, through its presence here in Olympia under the guidance of
the International Olympic Committee, wishes to serve just this principal,
primary and essential issue.
In particular the 21st Session, which starts today with its main theme for this
year, is the expression of this principal purpose of the Academy and of the whole
Olympic Movement: namely, a contribution to international cooperation. The
theme for this year expresses more intensely and directly the essence and the
main purpose of Olympism as well as the educational effort of the Academy.
This year we shall have the opportunity to pay particular attention to this basic
principle and purpose of Olympism.
Of course it must be emphasized from the start that these words must not be
understood as an expression of complacency of those who are occupied with the
Olympic Movement or who serve the Academy. The Olympic Idea lives and
progresses in a spirit of humility. That is to say, we are not going to praise
ourselves, nor proclaim that we believe in the solution of the difficult problems
which today divide humanity ideologically and economically. The point is
simply that we shall study these principles, which show the way to surmounting
these divisions by keeping in the forefront the spirit of understanding,
friendship and mutual respect which must govern relations between peoples.
Olympism is not just one more ideology. However, it is the presupposition for
all of them and shows the way beyond them. International cooperation at this
moment urgently needs such cultural traditions which do not give instant and
brief solutions but invoke respect for general principles which may afterwards
lead to the solution of specific problems in international relations.
In this conviction and partaking with you of this genuine pleasure at our first
gathering in these rooms of the International Olympic Academy, I welcome you
to the 21st Session on behalf of its Ephoria and I wish you good studies and a
pleasant stay in its facilities.
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ADDRESS by the President of the IOC
H.E. Juan Antonio SAMARANCH (ESP)
Mr Minister,
Mr President of the Hellenic Olympic Committee,
Mr President of the IOA,
Mr Prefect of Elid,
Rev. Father,
Lecturers,
Dear colleagues of the IOC,
Dear Participants,
I am especially pleased today to welcome you to Olympia for this Session that
celebrates the 20th anniversary of the International Olympic Academy and
convey to you the success wishes of the International Olympic Committee.
In 1969, during the 9th Session, the subject of my lecture was "Olympism in
the modern world", a theme which coincides with the one you are going to
discuss all along the fifteen days you will spend here.
During my address of two days ago at the opening ceremony on the hill of the
Pnyx, I tried to express satisfaction on the work done during these twenty years
and the hope we have to be able to continue, expand and intensify it.
Distinguished lecturers will speak to you about the objects and principles of
this organization, they will outline for you the history of Olympism and modern
Olympic Movement, they will reflect with you on its problems and hopes. Then
you will have the opportunity to discuss together the ideas that have been
presented here and, I hope, reach positive conclusions for yourselves first and
your National Olympic Committees then and the Olympic Movement as a
whole finally.
Because what makes the wealth and importance of the IOA is that it gathers
all those who have come from all over the world, from different horizons,
cultures, races and creeds and who will most certainly become our successors
tomorrow in the clubs, federations, NOCs, IFs or the IOC.
It is important for those who, I hope, will soon follow in our lead, to have had
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the opportunity of reflecting together, although they come from different
horizons, on the goals and ideals of our movement, of understanding and
embracing them so as to then be able to disseminate them when they return to
their respective countries.
I am especially happy to note the growing interest of NOCs for the IOA. Your
presence here bears witness to it and is a promise for the future of Olympism. We
will have to multiply our efforts so that Olympic principles can penetrate school
and university education. This is our main task right now in cooperation with
UNESCO, for Olympism is not only meant for athletes and sports fans, it is an
attitude towards life which is valid for all.
The IOC repeats once more, on this occasion here in Olympia, that the I.O.A.
is the principal spiritual and educational centre of the whofe Olympic
Movement.
It is encouraging to see that these last few years local or regional academies
are being created in different countries, on other continents, on the IOA's
model, working with it and with its assistance. I hope that when you return
tomorrow to your NOCs you may become the initiators or animators of such
centres for continuing education on Olympism. The subject of this 21st Session
of the IOA that opens today is very important for modern Olympism which is
threatened by numerous dangers. I said it at the end of the Games of the 22nd
Olympiad in Moscow and I repeat it today: Olympism has come out stronger
and more united from the most serious crisis it has perhaps faced during its 90
years of existence. We have however, to be constantly ready not only to show
that we can overcome the dangers that threaten our Movement, dangers that
come from outside and also from inside - but to prove as well, every day, that
Olympism can contribute to international understanding. In the course of the
next two weeks you will not only study it but also put it to practice. And like
your predecessors, it is this privileged aspect of your stay here that will probably
make the stonger impression.
You will have to listen to many lectures, take part in many fruitful
discussions. So I wouldn't wish to tire you on this first day with a long speech. I
will simply wish you, from the bottom of my heart, a most enriching stay in the
cradle of the ancient games where, I know, you will leave a piece of your heart
and soul when you go.
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ADDRESS
by Mr. A. CARAMANLIS, Under Secretary of State
I should like to extend warm and heartfelt greetings to you on behalf of the
Greek goverment.
As it is well known, the International Olympic Academy has completed 20
years of fruitful life which has fulfilled the expectations of its founders. It is an
anniversary which, apart from a balancing up of a wealth of work, will at the
same time be the starting point for its use in the propagation of the principals of
Olympic philosophy which are made all the more essential by the confusion and
contradictions of the modern world. Because I believe that in our troubled
times, the International Olympic Academy which is the spiritual leader of the
Olympic movement, is a beacon of beauty and truth and can be the forerunner
at each event, strengthening the spirit of sporting competition and cooperation
between all peoples.
I believe that it is important to stress that the fears of all those who love sport
and believe in the values which sport promotes, values which civilized society
must nurture systematically so as to raise their cultural level, are shared by the
Greeks. Our people feel the weight of a great heritage and not only have the right
to feel particularly sensitive about the future of the Olympic Games, but also
consider it their duty to work for their salvation, as well as for the continuous
development of the Olympic Movement. They will not cease (through their
appropriate representatives), to propose whatever they consider to be safe,
feasible and useful and which can contribute to the realisation of common aims.
It is true that precisely because they are the greatest sporting event in the
world the Olympic Games are vulnerable, to many kinds of non sporting
ambitions, which threaten not only the meaning of the Games and their
symbolic value but also their very continuation. It is of course also certain, that
the International Olympic Committee is fully aware of these dangers and is
trying hard to find and use solutions which will neutralize them.
Allow me to persist in the belief that the proposal of the present President of
Greece, for the permanent establishment of the Games here is the most safe and
the most practical.
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For the good of Olympism, I sincerely hope that the leaders of the Olympic
movement will mobilize all their experience to arm the institution against all
harm and constraints.
My dear friends,
The presence of so many distinguished personalities, leaders in the
propagation of Olympic philosophy, is a consolation. Because it does not
merely indicate the intention of taking part in the celebration of an anniversary,
but also stresses your perseverance in an effort which seeks to transform the
principles which we serve, into a way of life.
This effort is valued and welcomed by all those who struggle for peace and
democracy.
Thank you.

The President of the IOC H.E. M. Juan Antonio Samaranch accompagnied by Mrs
Monique Bcrlioux. Director of the IOC and Mr. N. Filaretos Secretary General of the
HOC proceed to the celebration of the 20th Anniversary of the IOA which was held in
the Ancient Stadium of Olympia.
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THE INSTITUTION OF THE OLYMPIC
GAMES AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION
TO ANCIENT GREEK UNITY

By
Mr. Cleanthis PALAEOLOGOS (GRE)
Honorary Director of the
National Academy of Physical Education
1st Vice-Président of the I.O.A.

Dear Friends,
As I progress in life, still fairly lively even though I have surpassed the
reasonable or logical limits, I would like to say how moved I am, because once
again, for the twenty-first time now, I stand on this high Olympic platform to
address you and share with you yet another subject concerning Ancient
Olympia and its decisive role in the unification of the Ancient Greek world:
My call to omnipotent Zeus with which I start my speech will be in the original
Olympian language:
Σωτήρ ύψινεφές Ζευ, Κρόνιόν τε ναίων λόφον
τιµών τ' Άλφεόν ευρύ ρέοντα, Ιδαίον τε σεµνόν άντρον,
ίκέτας σέθεν έρχοµαι Λυδίοις άπύων εν αύλοίς
(Zeus, saviour, in the clouds and mighty mountain of your abode, you honour
Alpheus, and the sacred Idaeon cave, I beseech you to the sounds of the Lydian
pipes).
The Olympic Games were a focal point of life for a long period in Greek
history of about 15 centuries, coupled with magnificent, flamboyant and
pompous religious rites. Almost all that was created in this long period in the
realm of letters, art and sciences is the expression and result of the full
participation of the ancient city-states in the Games and magnificent
celebrations.
The innate ardour of the Greeks for freedom brings together in Olympia races
scattered along the whole of the Mediterranean. It calls upon these people to
take part in celebrations and rites which strive for peace, cooperation and
universality in society.
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Olympia and its natural surroundings offer conditions ideal for the success of
this originally chance experiment.
Olympia is not a city-state as all other cities of the country. It has no armed
forces nor political administration. It has no desires on any of its neighbours or
their regions. It was merely a neutral religious centre, which did not involve
itself in any political antagonisms, but rather it gathered the crowds exclusively
for peaceful contest and the worship of Panhellenic Gods.
The sacredness of the fertile valley of Alpheius, (it is as yet unknown why and
how it took the name OLYMPIA), developed into a place for religious worship
in prehistoric times with its sanctuaries and altars to Mother Earth, Rea, and
later on to Zeus, Hera and Apollo. These sanctuaries were set up over hundreds
of years, and slowly turned from simple altars to magnificent temples and
monuments.
Thus Olympia gradually became a centre of civilisation where the Greek
tribes tested the first forms of a Unity, which took root with the passing of time
reaching out to embrace all the Greek world with its religious doctrines, its
artistic and intellectual trends, its sporting ideals and prototypes.
It is indicative that the only force which united the ancient peoples around the
rituals and games was moral strength, an unwritten law, common and accepted
by all Greeks. These laws nobody dared violate, because it meant rejection by
others.
I do not think it essential to go into detail and repeat what I have said on other
occasions. But I will pick up certain points uninitiated.
It is certain that the Olympic Games after their first revival by King Iphitus of
Elis, around 880 B.C. were initially complement to the religious rites for the
worship of Zeus and other Panhellenic Gods. It is also true that not only the
Olympic Games but other Games considered "sacred" were honoured by the
cities of Ancient Greece and it was an obligation for them to send numerous
representatives and offer rich gifts to the patron gods.
At these great religio-athletic gatherings, all Greeks were equal to honour the
gods and to compete for the much-coveted rewards.
At Olympia, however, in particular, collective worship at the sacred dove and
friendly contest in the stadium and the hippodrome were the irrefutable
confirmation of how these thousands of people were similar, gathered together
every four years. As time passed, this similarity became unity. This unity was
expressed and demonstrated by the language, religion, social ethics, habits,
morals, customs which were common to all.
Political unity was never achieved. Perhaps this was not aimed at because they
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did not need it. Political divisions in the Ancient World were maintained until its
end, until Alexander the Great imposed unity by the sword. The cities wished to
demonstrate their own achievements and moreover, political unity was
achieved whenever it was needed, to oust a foreign invader, or to accept the
truce every four years, that sacred institution of the cessation of hostilities
during the Olympic Games.
This homogeneity and unity of the Greek world was promoted and achieved
largely by Olympia through its celebrations and games. Here, every four years
the Greek tribes gathered around the sanctuaries and the stadium, camped at
the foothills of the mountain and the banks of Alpheus and Kladeus, struck up
family, social and commercial links, in other words, they had creative contact,
exchanged ideas and were inspired by common ideals and were able to see that
despite the political differences of their cities, they had common spiritual ties by
means of their common language, gods, ideas, ideals and dreams.
This world, scattered along the shores of the Mediterranean, the Aegean
Islands, the plains and mountains of Greece, Macedonia, Thrace, Asia Minor,
and the East; Olympia united these peoples beneath the brilliant rays of shining
Apollo, the imposing presence of omnipotent Zeus, who was chryselephantine
"peaceful and good to all", seated upon his throne in his enormous temple, and
in the tumultuous stadium and hippodrome where the enthusiastic crowds
cheered "beauty". This world was made Greek by Olympia.
To identify and absorb all these things you will need to relate them to the
myths unrivalled in lyricism, embellished by the Greeks with a gifted intellectual
flavouring, with magnificent and prophetic artistic talent.
The deepest, oldest and most primitive philosophic view, considers the
Games a mystic happening which links human activity by the recreative forces
of nature, by the renewed strength of the Earth and Sun. Thus we have an
eternal path from the natural and replenished forces of nature to physical and
spiritual endurance and cultivation of man.
This physical and spiritual test takes place at Olympia in the Games, where
man previously has paid homage and respect to the Gods, knowing that all
depends on them. His life, his performance, his victories, his death.
Olympia is decorated with magnificent monuments, depicting scenes
reflecting the vigour of the athletic track in the cultivation of the spirit and soul,
derived from the moral teaching of this vivid representation of the people at the
temples and monuments.
Therefore I believe that the moral teachings issued from the much-respected
and resplendent mythology of the Games are of special value.
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Greek mythology is unique. It demonstrates the feeling of triumph of human
personality derived from the defeat of the opponent. This defeat for other races
is bloody. With the establishment of the Olympic Games this feeling of triumphdefeat is transformed to sporting contest, bloodless and refined.
Let us look at some examples.
The myth of Pelops, one of the reverers and founders of the Olympic Games,
depicted on the eastern pediment of the Temple of Zeus is the last act of the
annihilation of the enemy. From now on the victor will be crowned. This is
sufficient, and the olive branch, the crown of victory is of greater value than all
the gold in the world.
The other tale of the Battle of the Lapithae against the Centaurs is the
psychological victory of logic over criminal instinct, with Apollo at the centre,
the patron of athletic games, luminescent and splendid who with his moral
greatness, imposes divine peacefulness.
Hercules' labours depicted in the metopes of the temple are of threefold
symbolism, Heracles is the hero of the Dorians and represents natural moral
forces. His labours show how Greece radiates the symbols of eastern worship
and primeval animal worship.Heracles exterminates the annual symbols,
divinities of easterm worship, bulls, lions, female goats, rams iron-hoofed deers,
birds of prey, maneating horses, he goes as far as Hades to seize the keeper of its
gate, the threeheaded Cerberus. The Games will now be peaceful and together
with the symbolism of the myths will be complemented by a spiritual and moral
teaching, which must be possessed by all those who compete in the stadium.
This is so that the personalities of the contesters can develop a being, an
emotional and spiritual fullness which will offer them freedom, pride, moral
principle and not isolated physical force and vigour. Finally, the mythical
personality of Heracles, was created to show the ideal of "beauty" served by the
Games, because Heracles showed by his labours that a good man must combine
a well developed body, a splendid soul and pure spirit.
With this bloodless and disinterested form which the Games assumed after
the attempt by King Iphytus to revive them in 884 B.C. (they had for some
unknown reason lapsed into disuse and completely disappeared a century after
their establishment in historic times, in 776 B.C.), the Olympic Games set the
pace for the events of History and the actions of man which make up the
calendar of our time. The Olympics set the seal on a common cultural unity of
peoples who are now Greeks. Small and large States, castes, tribes assume a
panhellenic collectivity which finds its expression through the magnificent
monuments which decorate the Altis, the works of the philosophers, historians,
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poets and bards presented under the tall trees and next to the monuments
famous throughout the whole of Greece.
It is thus clear that this solidarity with all peoples is symbolised by the
contemporary Olympic Games because physical contest and exercise serve as a
link with one's fellowman, to give thrust to one's natural vitality, to separate
one's existence as a creative element and to achieve a spiritual development and
being which makes one a free, proud, moral, kind, understanding and
cooperative man.
. The natural environment of Greece is a first condition to achieve these ideals
because it is gentle and mild, since there are no enormous inaccessible
mountains, no unpenetrable forests, no unnavigable rivers, no boundless
valleys. Everything here is logically within an attainable naturalness.
Everything is accessible to the immediate perception, is recognised,
approached, explained, no mysterious force surrounds us.
Thus the Greek character has followed and adapted to this environment.
Mental alacrity, spiritual tenderness, a flexible nature, careful research of all
things around him and quest for their cause, Greeks are characterised by a
certain playfulness of spirit, an ironic and sceptical disposition which does not
hesitate to show itself even to the Gods, as does Homer, when he derides the
God of War, Hares, who naively let himself be caught in the embrace of
Aphrodite in the trap set by Hephaestus.
The Greeks always created from their own strengths, and what they borrowed
from others they always perfected. They never imitated, they always added,
supplemented, invented. They were incomplete harmony with their small
country, which at every bend in a footpath, offers a change, a new view, a
different beauty, a new sensation.
The great contribution of Olympia to our History, and to the creation of
Greek civilisation are these quadrennial gatherings of many people which
brought to the conscience of people the notions of the community, peaceful
cooperation,. contact and unity. Remote cities now know one another,
collaborate, intermarry, strike up relations, are reconciled, have a common
outlook and look to future achievements.
Olympia, independent and inviolable by any military force, was able to play
this unifying role under the unquestioned aura of religion and the proud, free
and enthusiastic nature of contest and competition. In Olympia it found endless
scope for the development of the Greek spirit, together with the philosophers of
the age, and the achievements of classical art, which developed and flourished at
Olympia and reached the pinnacle of the Greek miracle.
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From this gathering of people in contest, not only do we have the perfect
physical form, able to perform athletic feats in the stadia, but man with a
cultivated spirit and soul, the "Kaloskagathos" and from this sprang the
famous odes of Pindar, Simonides, the works of Sophocles and Aeschyles, the
philosophy of Socrates, the dialogues of Plato, as well as the Nike of Paeonius,
and the Hermes of Praxiteles, the unrivalled works of Pheidias, Ictinus and
Polycteitus.
Even today these stupefyingly beautiful marbles maintain the spirit and seem
to epitomize the spiritual world, to express ideas and thoughts, to unite the sky
and the gods with the world to a uniquely harmonious whole.
Those objects which still remain the supreme art of antiquity bear witness to a
world full of moral ideas, principles and values, of pure feelings and supreme
spiritualness.
The miracle of Olympia, dear friends continues even today in the same place,
where for 1.200 years the Olympics lit the way for ancient peoples serving
"beauty" wisdom and peace.
Because even today, within the perturbations and tempests all over the world
and in our large towns, dramatic events we witness every day with anxiety, here
in this small and sacred spot on earth called Olympia, distinguished
representatives, lovers of sport from every country assemble beneath the
hospitable and universal roof ot the International Olympic Academy and
manage to find the spiritual peace needed to elevate their thoughts and feelings
above the callousness of our realistic age, to announce their unswerving faith to
all the world in the Olympic Ideals which will bring cooperation, friendship and
peace to all the peoples of this Earth.
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OBJECTIVES, AIMS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC
ACADEMY
By: Mr. Otto SCYMICZEK (GRE)
Dean of the I.O.A.
Bronze Medal of the Olympic Order
President of the International
Track and Field Coaches Association

When, twenty, years ago we organized, with the courage of the faithful, the
first session of the I.O.A. we knew that as with every beginning there would be
difficulties during the initial period of discussions and trials and a need for
research and constant adjustments and improvements of our working methods
until our purposes and ideas could become concretized and justified.
This first period was very important for the future activity of the
International Olympic Academy, for it was soon proved that the I.O.A. could
play a major role in the dissemination of Olympic ideas and principles which
until then had not found their own permanent cultural centre where their
philosophical aspects would be studied thus contributing to their acceptance by
international sport circles. Of particular importance, and this is why we
underline it, is the fact that the I.O.A. began its work at a time when the changes
and developments in ideas, sciences, technology and politics, occurred at such a
fast rate that a large majority of the people could not follow them, while on the
other hand the Olympic Games were conquering more and more ground and
advancing to truly incredible achievements of technological development.
We should remember here that the reviver of the Olympic Games, Pierre de
Coubertin, had very soon realized the need for a Cultural Centre which would
be entrusted with the task of carrying out research on Olympic ideas, teaching
the Olympic principles and preparing the people who would ensure the progress
of Olympism in accordance with social developments. Coubertin himself did
not live to see his dream come true, but his friends and inspired co-workers Carl
Diem and John Ketseas played a decisive role in the establishment of the I.O.A.
There is no reason for me to speak about the history of the I.O.A's creation,
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since you can find all the information you need in the previous reports of the
I.O.A., so I will present my thoughts on the evolution of the fundamental
objectives, aims and achievements to date of the I.O.A. I hope with these
thoughts to provide you with sufficient data so that we can then together discuss
and improve our working methods, with the sole purpose of finding the ways in
which we can promote the true purpose of the Academy and consolidate the
Olympic principles in the conscience of the world.
The general objectives of the I.O.A. are defined in the following way in its
statutes:
"The Headquarters of the I.O.A. are in Ancient Olympia and shall operate as
the world cultural centre of Olympism for the purpose of safeguarding and
disseminating the Olympic spirit and the Olympic principles and studying and
applying the paedagogical and social principles of the games and the scientific
consolidation of the Olympic Idea".
The first world recognition of this cultural centre that was called
"International Olympic Academy" we owe to the Hellenic Olympic Committee
which, since 1949 undertook the responsibility of its operation; it was the
H.O.C. that had the inspiration of selecting the region of Ancient Olympia as
the seat of the I.O.A., thus ensuring the uninterrupted continuation of the
Olympic idea in Ancient Olympia, the "mother of gold-crowned deeds"
according to Pindar and its linking with modern Olympism which wishes to
remain faithful and devoted to the same great mother and the same ideological
and paedagogical but also humanitarian aims.
The I.O.A. can be considered as the unique cultural institution of its kind.
While it is being managed by officials of the H.O.C., it operates under the
auspices of the I.O.C. and it is an international institution because among its
lecturers we find distinguished experts of Olympic subjects and it welcomes
participants from all the countries of the world. Lecturers at every Session
present the results of their study and research work and these are then discussed
quite freely in an objective and critical way. The originality that marks the mode
of operation of the I.O.A. lies in the fact that while we teach here the
fundamental principles of Olympism and the aims pursued by the I.O.A. remain
unchanged, the different lecturers present their studies which provide us with
various views and interpretations of the Olympic principles as they are accepted
in the country of origin of the lecturers. The interpretations one gives to
Olympic principles and the way one adjusts to them depend on the way of life,
social systems and the mentality of the different people.Open free discussion
makes it possible to define a joint interpretation of Olympic principles and they
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can thus be adapted to the present reality in a way that is acceptable by all. In
this way, the I.O.A. is establishing a bridge between antiquity and the modern
world of competition and sport, to the benefit of humanity and of the Olympic
Idea.
The lecturers present ideal interpretations and positions concerning the
Olympic principles and through the discussions and exchange of views among
lecturers and participants, an attempt is made to find ways and means of
adapting these ideas to the conditions of our times.
The overall operation of the I.O.A., the working sessions and the stay in its
facilities are organized in such a way as to facilitate a constructive cooperation
among generations. The young are filled with questions and worried with
problems and their enthusiasm may often lead them on the wrong course. The
older generation, with its experience, knowledge and cool facing of the facts,
wishes to work together with the young in good faith and participate with them
in a sincere dialogue, so as to help them find the right way.
The older generation can only use persuasion to instil the Olympic ideas in the
young. However, the questions that are raised by the young and the problems
and doubts they voice, raise questions among the older generation and so
discussions prove useful to all for this continuous contact, cooperation and
exchange of views ensure the harmonisation of views and the link between the
generations thus helping to preserve the vitality of Olympism.
Each Session is attended by lecturers and participants selected from 30 — 40
National Olympic Comittees. The problem of the language barrier has been
overcome by means of simultaneous interpretation and the publication of
lectures in the three official languages of the I.O.A., English, French and Greek.
In any case, one sees that very soon after the opening of each Session these
difficulties are quickly overcome, since all are united by the great idea of
Olympism which they eagerly serve as free and uncommitted men.
Coubertin believed that through plysical exercise, through sports and their
internationalisation he could promote and consolidate the Olympic principles
throughout the world. He felt that Olympism could create well-balanced and
strong individuals who, competing in the international arena would learn to
recognize the value of others and become acquainted with one another thus
laying the foundations of international friendships. He believed that the
Olympic principles they would be sharing could also be applied to the other
facets of social life.
The I.O.A., sharing this belief of Coubertin, tries to extend the scope of its
action to other fields of social life. For this purpose, apart from the annual
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international Session, it also holds special sessions, e.g. for medical officers,
sport officials, judges, referees, sport journalists, etc. Wishing to extend its
activity to persons who have no direct contact with sport but who are
responsible for the education and training of youth, it has requested the
cooperation of educationists for whom special sessions are held every year, both
on the international and national level. The object of these Sessions is to initiate
educationists in the Olympic spirit so that they can guide the young in an
inspired way and study appropriate ways of introducing the teaching of
Olympic principles in the secondary and higher education of every country so
that the young when they graduate from secondary or higher institutions may
possess clear information about the Olympic ideas, about the history of
Olympism and about the humanistic content of Olympic philosophy.
Wishing to further expand its activities, the I.O.A. is considering the
organization of special sessions that will be attended by representatives from the
mass media (newspapers, news agencies, radio, television, etc) since the people
who work in this field not only inform but also influence public opinion with
which they maintain a daily contact, thus succeeding in shaping beliefs,
convictions and outlooks in any direction they might wish. These people are
bona fide professionals and it is up to us to provide them with useful, reliable
and correct information, so as not to force them to turn to unreliable and
uninformed people or bad faith critics of our ideas. The information we will
provide to the mass media representatives here, in the Cultural Centre of
Olympism from where the Olympic Spirit has sprung, will be extremely
valuable. And we will truly feel we have succeeded if we can win to our cause the
people who have the ways to communicate with public opinion the world over.
Olympism, a live and fluid philosophy is speaking to the individual who is
constantly adjusting and developing. This is why we must always try to adjust
the way in which its noble principles are applied. We must protect them from
alteration and misuse for any social or political purpose, since this would be
detrimental to man. A constant struggle in all directions and in all social fields is
needed for the dissemination of Olympic principles.
With this in mind, the I.O.A. is planning to organize sessions for the
representatives of all cultural, scientific, technical and artistic branches, so that
its idea can be disseminated among all social strata, thus attracting more
converts to the Olympic Ideology.
I would like to describe to you the way in which the I.O.A. tries to fulfill its
basic objectives. The annual Sessions are held for people who are in a certain
way related with Olympism and who will later work in their countries as
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members or staff of sport organizations, as teachers, officials or coaches, i.e.
those people who will undertake the heavy burden of safeguarding and
propagating the pure Olympic spirit. The selection of the people who will attend
the Sessions is made by the N.O.Cs according to their individual procedures.
Many N.O.Cs have a special committee responsible for selecting the young
people who will participate in the Sessions and selection criteria vary of course
from country to country. However, with this system of selection it has been
possible to improve the intellectual and athletic level of participants.
The working programme of general Sessions includes three groups of
subjects:
a. The history of thé ancient and modern Olympic Games, the philosophy of
Olympism, the structure of modern Olympism.
b. Special theme for each Session, e.g.
- Competition and education - The new generation and Olympism - The
problems of modern Olympism - Olympism and contemporary society.
c. General subjects and experience of Olympic competitors, subjects of sports
medicine, special training of athletes, etc. that do not belong to the first two
groups.
The Hellenic Olympic Committee and the Ephoria of the I.O.A. invite
prominent specialists from various countries to present lectures on the above
subjects, as well as I.O.C. members who, as the trustees of the Olympic
principles, are thus given an opportunity to present the authentic views of the
I.O.C. on some important issues.
All lectures are simultaneously translated into the three official languages of
the I.O.A., English, French and Greek and their texts are also distributed in the
three languages. Participants may, at the end of each lecture, submit questions
to the speaker and ask for any clarification that they may need.
The programme of each Session includes a number of periods for discussion
in language groups. These discussions are held on specific subjects related to the
lectures. Lecturers and participants alike take part in these discussions and thus
the various issues can be considered from the point of view of both generations
and adequately analyzed. The conclusions of the various working groups are
presented to the plenary session, a final discussion is held and then a drafting
committee prepares the general conclusions of the Session's discussions.
At the end of each Session, the lectures and general conclusions are published
in a special three-volume report, in the three official languages of the I.O.A. The
report is sent free of charge to the members of the I.O.C., to the N.O.Cs, to the
International Federations, to national and university libraries, etc. In this way
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the teachings of the Academy are made accessible to all those who study or are
interested in Olympism. To this date reports of the 19 Sessions of the I.O.A.
have been published in 10.000 copies for each Session and they contain valuable
material on the development of Sport and Olympism.
The I..O.A. also organizes special Sessions for sport specialists (sport officials,
judges, referees, coaches) or scientists and educationists or people from other
fields indirectly connected with sport (sports medical officers, journalists,
professors, historians, etc.).
The general aim of these special sessions is to acquaint participants with
Olympic issues, allow them to hear the correct interpretation of the theory of
Olympism and be informed on the regulations that presently govern all sport
events. Thus participants at these sessions will be able to adjust their action to
the general spirit of Olympic principles and the general direction which
individual activities should follow. This is a long-term action, we believe,
however, that it has already begun to bear fruit and we hope that some day soon
we will reach the expected goal of worldwide integration of the Olympic
principles.
The programme of special Sessions, apart from subjects related to the special
field of participants, necessarily includes the fundamental Olympic subjects:
history of ancient and modern Games and philosophy of Olympism. Since 1970
22 special sessions have been held lasting several days (sessions for Greek and
foreign educationists, for medical officers, for FIFA referees, judges and
referees of weightlifting, FIBA referees and coaches, FIEP teachers of physical
education, TV officials from the Council of Europe, etc.).
Apart from these special Sessions, one-day meetings have also been held for
representatives of other fields on the occasion of their visit to Olympia. During
these meetings the objectives and action of the I.O.A. were outlined, together
with a short analysis of the Olympic principles. Such meetings have been held
for the members of the International Track and Field Coaches Association
(ITECA), of the International Sports Medicine Federation (FIMS), the
members of the International Committee for Military Sport (CISM), Greek
track and field coaches and champions and for the members of the I.O.C. on the
occasion of its 80th Session which was convened in Athens in 1978.
The Academy also welcomes during the year, even when it is not in session,
groups from university faculties, schools or other sport associations and offers
its hospitality to all those who want to study in its library. Whenever such
groups visit the Academy, a member of the Ephoria is always present, who
briefs the visitors with a short talk.
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The pioneers of the IOA, Dr. Cl. Palaeologos (above) and Dr. Otto Szymiczek (below)
were awarded commemorative gold medals for their dedicated contribution to the
work of the IOA these last 20 years.

At the opening of each Session, all participants, lecturers*

from different countries gather for a group photograph.

IOA President Prof. N. Nissiotis awards a silver commemorative medal to IOA
contributor and regular lecturer John Powell, Professor at Guelph University, Canada.

Commemorative silver medals were given to the Olympic medalists who were invited to
the Session. On the photograph Moscow medalist in the 5000 and 10000 m., Mirus
Yifter (Ethiopia) receives the medal from HOC President G. Athanasiadis.

The l.O.A. maintains a close contact with all those who have attended its
Sessions or who have visited its facilities. Their number exceeds 5090 today and
you well realize the difficulties this involves. Correspondence is exchanged, the
annual reports are mailed to them, they are offered opportunities to stay and
study the Olympic subjects and in general they are kept informed on its action
and encouraged to continue their research work.
We are justly proud of the positive results which have been achieved to date.
Very often articles appear in the international press which present the work of
the l.O.A. and the correct interpretation of Olympism. Also, several authors,
finding inspiration in Olympia and the I.O.A., have written books with an
Olympic content. For example, Dr. H. Lenk (Germany) has written a book
entitled "The value and aims of Olympism", a general analysis of Olympic
principles; A. Siperco is the author of "Olympism, Olympic Movement,
Olympic Games" and Cleanthis Palaeologos has published a beautiful
illustrated edition entitled "From the legends of Olympia", relating the life and
deeds of 20 ancient Olympic victors, among the most famous. The book was
published in instalments, thanks to the initiative of Mrs. M. Berlioux in the
Olympic Review (the official bulletin of the I.O.C.) in English, French and
Spanish. The book will appear in 1979 in Rumania translated in Rumanian.
J. Keresztenyi (Hungary) has written the "History of Olympiads", Lord
Kilianin, the President of the I.O.C. and J. Rodda are the authors of a book
entitled "The Olympic Games".
An Athens publishing firm has published a huge 500-page volume, with
beautiful illustrations on the "History of the Olympic Games", in English and
Greek with contributions from distinguished professors of the University of
Athens, archaeologists and our dear colleague Mr. CI. Palaeologos, covering in
the 1st part the whole history of ancient sports, while in the 2nd part the speaker
is presenting modern Olympism from the revival of the Games until today.
From among older works, I would like to mention the "Encyclopaedia of the
Olympic Games" and the "Encyclopaedia of modern Olympic victors" by E.
Kamper (Austria) and the faithful co-worker of the I.O.A., Josef Recla who has
written numerous works on Olympic subjects and carried out important
research on Olympic bibliography and documentation.
I also want to mention Mrs. M. Berlioux book:
The list would be too long if I were to mention all the books on the subject, but
I want to underline the important fact that all the authors I have mentioned are
old friends and co-workers, lecturers and participants of the I.O.A.
I have left for the end the most important achievement of all which clearly
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shows that the I.O.A. has been established as the higher cultural centre of
Olympism and which is filling with satisfaction and pride all those who have
worked with the I.O.A.
Three universities have awarded a doctor's degree for three theses on the
action of the International Olympic Academy to: Norbert Müller (Germany),
University of Graz, Jean Leiper (Canada), University of Alberta and Nina
Pappas (USA), University of Illinois.
The I.O.A. wishing to encourage and support studies and research on
Olympic subjects is holding this year the first international competition on the
subject "The contribution of Olympism to the education of citizens".
The contributions have been submitted until the end of 1980 and the six
winners have been invited to attend the 21st Session of the IOA, during which
they will receive their awards.
On the initiative of Dr. Friermood (USA) and on the occasion of the 1976
Games, the first meeting of I.O.A. alumni and lecturers who happened to be
attending the Games in any capacity was held in Montreal. This first meeting
was very successful and the I.O.A., with the I.O.C's approval, has decided to
hold such meetings during all future Games so as to strengthen the ties of
friendship among those who have lived for a while together in the sacred place of
Olympia, who will dedicate their efforts to the service of the great Olympic Idea.
I have briefly described to you the work of the I.O.A. and the major
contribution of Greece to international Olympism.
If you believe too that the work of the I.O.A. is indeed useful, then please let
us count on your help and cooperation.
Your support will bring us new encouragement to continue our work and
serve with faith our common cause, the propagation and consolidation of
Olympism throughout the world.
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INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC ACADEMY
INTERNATIONAL AND SPECIAL SESSIONS, EXTRAORDINARY
MEETINGS ETC.
1961 — 1980
AT THE PREMISES OF THE I.O.A. IN ANCIENT OLYMPIA
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

16 —23 July
9 — 21 July
7 —24 July
8 — 23 August
8 —25 August
30 July — 16 August
29 July — 14 August
10 —25 August
17—19 January

I International Session
II International Session
III International Session
IV International Session
V International Session
VI International Session
VII International Session
VIII International Session
Extraordinary Meeting for members of the
International Track and Field Coaches
Association
Extraordinary Meeting for members of the
13 July
International Sports Medicine Federation FIMS
29 August — 14 September IX International Session
Extraordinary Meeting for Members of the
1970 19 July
International Sports Medicine Federation FIMS
X International Session
31 July -16 August
1st Session for Greek Educationists
18 — 24 August
Extraordinary Meeting for Greek Track and
1 November
Field Champions
1st International Session of Medical
1971 5 — 13 July
Officers IAOMO
1971 16 July — 2 August XI International Session
2nd Session for Greek Educationists
2 — 8 August
1st International Referees' Course F.I.F.A.
9—13 August
XII
International Session
1972 12 —30 July
3rd Session for Greek Educationists
30 July — 5 August
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7—13 August
15 November

1973 26 —27 May
23 — 30 June
2 — 6 July
15 — 28 July
31 July — 5 August
6 — 11 August
1974 19 July — 3 August
4 — 11 August
11 — 16 August
1975 11 — 26 July
26 July — 3 August
20 — 27 October
1976 29 June — 15 July
18 — 24 July
1977 8 — 24 July
31 July — 6 August
8 — 16 August
1978 21 May

22 — 29 June
schools
1 — 8 July
6 — 22 July
23 — 30 July
2 November
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2nd International Referees' Course F.I.F.A.
Extraordinary Meeting on the occasion of the
XXVII General Assembly of C.I.S.M. Inter
national Military Sports Council
Extraordinary Meeting for Greek Track and
Field Champions and Specialists
International Clinic for Referees and Coaches
of Weightlifting I.W.F.
International Clinic for Basketball
Coaches F.I.B.A.
XIII International Session
1st International Session for Educationists 4th
Session for Greek Educationists
XIV International Session. Cancelled
5th Session for Greek Educationists. Cancelled.
Special Session for Greek Physical Education
Teachers. Cancelled.
XV International Session
Special Session for the International
Federation of Physical Education F.I.E.P.
Special International Session: First Seminar
of the C.D.S. of the Council of Europe.
XVI International Session
6th Session for Greek Educationists
XVII International Session
7th Session for Greek Educationists
2nd International Session for Educationists
Extraordinary Meeting on the occasion of the
80th Session of the International
Olympic Committee, which was held
in Athens
Special Session for Greek pupils of secondary
Special Session for Members and Staff of National
Olympic Committees
XVIII International Session
8th Session for Greek Educationists
Extraordinary Meeting on the occasion of the

28 November
1979 7 —8 January
23 January

3 — 5 March
31 March
6 May
8—10 May
10 June
16 June
24 — 29 June
29 June
1 — 8 July
6 —22 July
20 — 24 July
22 — 29 July
5 — 11 August
19 August — 1
September
27 September

handing over by the COJO Montreal
of the Exhibits for the Museum of
the Modern Olympic Games
Extraordinary Meeting on the occasion of the
visit of Functionaries (JASA)
Visit of University Study-group of
Bethel College (USA)
Extraordinary Meeting on the occasion of
handing over exhibits for the Museum
of Modern Olympic Games by
COJO Moscow 1980
Visit of staff members of the social Youth
Center N. Ionia
Extraordinary Meeting for the Athletic Judges
Seminar of the EAAF
Visit of the German Olympic Society
study-group
Visit of the National Academy of Phys.
Education of Saloniki
Extraordinary Meeting for Greek. Track and
Field Champions
Extraordinary Meeting for the Society for the
Revival of Olympia "Nea Altis"
3rd Special Session for Greek pupils
Extraordinary Meeting for Army officers
Academy
3rd International Session for Educationists
19th International Session
International Meeting of I.O.A. Collaborators
2nd Special International Session for Members
and Staff of National Olympic Committees
9th Special Session for Greek Educationists
Seminar of the "Union Sportive
(48)
Palaiseau" (FRA)
Extraordinary Meeting on the occasion of
the visit and stay at the IOA from 26 to
30/9 of the "Olympic
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5 October

9 November

13 November

1980 Sessions:
15 June — 1st July
19 June
2 — 9 July
8—14 July
14 — 18 July
5—12 August

Family" of the Austrian Olympic
Committee and Austrian Olympic
Medalists
(36)
Extraordinary Meeting on the occasion
of the visit and stay from 26 to
30/10 of the "WINGATE INSTITUTE"
of Phys. Educ. of Israel
(31)
Extraordinary Meeting on the occasion
of the visit and stay from 5 — 10/11
of the Japan Confederation of Sports
"JASA". (11)
Extraordinary Meeting on the occasion
of the visit of the University of
Athens Theological Faculty students.
(151)

20th International Session
(150)
Lighting Ceremony of the Olympic Flame
for the Olympic Games of Moscow 1980.
4th International Session for Educa
tionists.
(66)
1Oth Session for Greek Educationists
(121)
1st Session for Greek Teachers.
(141)
1st Special Session for Members and Staff
of NOC's of Arab Countries.
(28)

Extraordinary Sessions - Visits
16 March
12—16 March 12
— 16 May
27 June
20 — 26 July
30 July — 6 August
7 August
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Cross-Country running Championships
Greece-Cyprus.
3rd Wolfcub Team.
Visit of the College of Ph. Ed. of
Thessaloniki.
Extraordinary Session on the occasion of
a visit of the Army Officers School.
(260)
Visit of the German Olympic Youth-team (76)
Visit of the Youth Team of the Swiss
Olympic Committee
(40)
Visit of the Canadian winners of the

12 — 23 August
21 — 24 August
22 September

3 October
3 — 7 October
5 October

8 — 10 October
13 — 18 October

Ol. Exhibition
(7)
Youth Team of "La Saint-Jean de Cachan" (27)
Visit of the Belgian Olympic Youth Team (30)
Extraordinary Meeting on the occasion of
the visit of the Diabetic Center of
Athens.
(100)
Extraordinary Meeting on the occasion of
the visit of PBVEIST-NATO
(88)
Educational visit of the Wingate Inst.
Israel
(32)
Extraordinary Meeting on the occasion of
the visit of the Cultural Committee of
the European Council.
(30)
Special Meeting for the AIRS.
(20)
Seminar for Greek agriculturists.
(100)
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THE INFLUENCE OF OLYMPIC
IDEOLOGY ON EDUCATION
AND TEACHING PROGRAMMES
Mr MOHAMED MZALI (TUN)
President of the IOC Commission
for the IOA.
Prime Minister of Tunisia

Ideologies do not enjoy a good reputation today. It was Napoleon, I believe,
who greatly contributed to the degradation of both the meaning and the content
of the word. His battles with Destutt de Tracy and Mme. de Staël were famous
and he never missed the chance to qualify all those "ideologists" who are happy
to set the world to rights in words, without ever trying to understand or change
it, as "dreamers", "Utopians", and "cut off from reality". But it was Marx
above all, who damaged the reputation of the word, ideology being for him,
pure idealism, with its back firmly turned on reality. In so far particularly, as
they do no more, than reflect the economic infrastructures and relations within
the production process, ideologies are nothing but a pale reflection of reality,
which they help to hide, to deform or to distract. Thus, ideology is a paradise of
all sins, a place of all alienation and all confusion.
This is obviously not what we mean by Olympic ideology! The word and its
meaning must be taken in its most positive sense. It presents to us a network of
ideas underlying the whole of the Olympic movement. Olympism as an
institution, as a movement, as a periodic gathering of young people who come to
measure themselves against one another, is not a simple fact of circumstance. It
is drawn from those great historical currents which have their own roots, their
foundations and their continuity and which mark the history of human
civilizations. Ideology here means philosophy, ethics and a system of underlying
values.
Olympism is a global total movement. The different aspects of man are in fact
thought out and translated in terms of action. Contrary to what many think, the
Games have never been an end in themselves, neither for the Greeks, nor Pierre
de Coubertin nor the IOC. It is therefore not a question of a mere quadrennial
sporting event, nor of a mere sport or festival. Olympism is physical training
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plus other things. Olympism is a system of values to be applied of course in the
Games and through the practice of sport but only provided that the training of
the body and the competitions do not lead one astray from the ethical
foundations, which are and remain essential. The body should be given its due,
but in an atmosphere of competition where the best man wins without the loser
feeling dishonoured, excluded, or rejected by the community as a result.
Olympism would not be what it is without this spirit which inspires it, this
breath which gives it life. It is in this sense that the moral philosophy and ethics
of Olympism are to be understood. These are the values which should be studied
in greater depth, made known and loved and this should be done at three levels;
the individual, the social collective and the international.
Sports activity is self expression, a realization of the body's full potential, a
tribute payed by myself to myself. It is a hard but essential school of self respect.
For my body is not my enemy. My body is part of me. I am nothing without it. It
expresses me and I express it. In this sense Olympism is an ideal of the
individual. Better still it is individualism in action.
But my body is also the medium for my encounter with others. I express
myself through it. It is the necessary link in every communication. The sporting
encounter, whether a simple friendly meeting or a high level competition, is an
opportunity for people to meet, to jointly experience an adventure, for the space
of a festival or a session. The stadium is a place for games, but it is also a public
place. People come to it to meet each other, to measure themselves aginst one
another and to recognise each other. May the best man win! Yes, but under the
eye of the crowd, of the multitude. The spectacle in the stands is as important as
the one on the field.
It is not enough however, for national affinity to be the basis for meetings.
This meeting must be universal. This is one of the essential elements of the
Games. Olympism was in fact one of the first manifestations of this universalist
spirit, having always been conceived on a worldwide scale. It has rightly been,
and is still, a factor for peace, for communion and understanding between the
different peoples and different races which make up the human species.
This shows how the spirit of Olympism extends well beyond the Games as
such. It can only be extended still further by active teaching. It requires a
complete apprenticeship as well as a harmonious and balanced education, so
necessary in our times. The whole problem is to establish teaching programmes
which will promote these views and integrate them into general education.
We feel this Olympic teaching to be an essential need in our times. We are
living through a deep and worldwide crisis. A crisis of youth, a crisis of values, a
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crisis of civilization. A crisis too, in the practice of sport. How many of us have
not been distressed, to see sporting events so often and in confusion?
Chauvinism and fanaticism undermine our activities. Today, violence in the
stadium is-a universal problem. Many more complications of all sort's arise as a
result of sports events, which in principle, are intended to bring people together.
When one reads or hears certain arguments willingly broadcast by our mass
media, one has the feeling of living in a nightmare. A nation, a race or a regime is
glorified, as if Olympism's sole purpose is to justify this ranking of men, instead
of bringing them together, as if Olympism is capable of denigrating human
beings, when its purpose is completely the opposite.
It would be wrong therefore, to ignore the reverberations of this moral crisis
which humanity is going through, on young people, on schools and on sport.
We should be giving by far the greatest priority to the crisis in schools, because
the school is everywhere. It is here that minds are shaped permanently and for
life, and characters forged. Today, schools are the real mass institutions, the
true nurseries of nations. Almost one in five people go to school worldwide.
Today's child, today's adolescent, is the man of tomorrow.
If we wish to make some changes in the sad state of affairs mentioned above, if
we wish to fight against the tragic weight of events, if we want our message of
peace, understanding and fraternity to be heard, we must give great importance
to the training of young people and to teaching programmes. We must fight to
ensure that school programmes are permeated with Olympic values in order to
contribute not only to producing healthy and well balanced people, but also to
promoting friendship between peoples.
A great deal of research as well as a long term action plan is still needed on the
subject of Olympism's contribution to education, for the place of Olympism in
schools which ought to be an acquired fact, is more and more limited.
Unfortunately, we are confronted with great obstacles.
Many, still believe that Olympism, physical training and sport, can at best
only be marginal and secondary school activities. University, secondary and
primary school curricula in most countries, devote a very small part to sports.
Apart from a few examining boards which have accepted the fact that games
reports can help to determine to some extent however limited, academic result
and success in examinations, there is practically no integration of sport in the
school curriculum. Everything is based on the supposition that a sportsman, by
virtue of I know not which congenital curse, is incapable of being good at other
subjects, or as if an intelligent person must necessarily be weak and sickly!
(Humanity is still divided into grotesque caricatures of 'brains' and 'brawn'.
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How can a physically well developed man not be an idiot?)
The ascent is steep. The International Olympic Committee has much to do.
Information first of all. We must act on the mass media so that sports pages
should not be, as is frequently the case, anticultural, but that they should be
conceived in a spirit of Olympic philosophy, such as I described earlier. But
above all, energetic and long term action must be undertaken with trainers,
teachers and especially inspectors, to enable them to discover the true nature of
sport and to bring them around to our way of thinking, so that physical training
might have a larger share of programmes and in the organisationof school time.
Priority must be given in our joint action to the Third World in which the
backwardness of Olympism is dramatically linked to backward development of
schools. This makes some people believe that Olympism is for rich countries and
for the middle classes in developing ones. Many even come to confuse
Olympism with capitalism! It seems that highly sophisticated, luxurious and
expensive installations are needed in order to practise sport, large means for
physical education and a great deal of money in order to learn to run and jump...
What strange ideas, as if one had to be rich to walk, sing or dance. No,
Olympism is not a question of money, but of a state of mind, of perseverance, of
organisation and awareness. It is perhaps the best field, the only field in any case
where competition between nations can take place regardless of their state of
development !
Nevertheless, strong action must be taken to ensure that the African or Asian
child does not lose the benefits of a healthy, outdoor life to which he is still very
close, and that the terrible conditions of life in the shanty towns, those great
growths outside cities like Bombay, Rio, or Casablanca, do not deprive the child
of the benefits of sports teaching. Olympism cannot be reduced merely to
occasional competitions. Will and perseverance are essential if lasting action is
to be taken commensurate with our ideals and means, both of which are much
greater than one might suppose, from the timid way in which we use them.
The future of the Olympic Movement lies with young people, and it is in the
Third World. The IOC's action will be permanent, untiring, manysided and
varied. It will have, at all costs, to maintain contact with all those responsible for
teaching, at all levels and in all countries. It is only under these conditions that a
serious commitment to the future can be made without risk of being
compromised.
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THE CULTURAL VALUE OF OLYMPISM
AND THE FUTURE
OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES
By Prof. Nicolas NISSIOTIS (GRE)
President of the International
Olympic Academy.

We are all aware of the crisis which broke out in 1980, posing a threat to the
Olympic Games. For the first time in their history, after the revival of the
Games, many countries did not respond to the invitation of the organizing
committee and did not take part in the XXII Olympiad. Any impartial observer
will agree that this crisis was a serious one, concluding a sad course of events
during the past twenty years.
To be sure, this was in no way a crisis of Olympism nor can it be attributed to
Olympism. Involvement of the Olympic Movement should be sought solely in
the fact of its amazing development and progress during this same period of
time. The Olympic Games are the number one world event every four years.On
them is now focused the interest of the entire world and of the contemporary
news media. It should therefore be expected that revolutionary organizations,
various ideological movements and, most of all, international political life,
would seek to take advantage of this universal tribune to make a stronger
declaration of their principles, their opposition, and in general to make a
dynamic appearance in the world of today.
For this reason we must first of all classify this criticism as coming "from
without" Olympism and as being created by the desire of centers of ideological
and political power to take advantage of the progress of the Games in their
relentles race to outdo each other on theinternational field. But then it is only
right and fair to admit that another series of problems accompanies the great
progress of the Olympic Games at a growing rate, threatening the proper and
authentic continuation of the Games. And if the former, the "crisis from
without", is direct and violent and is expressed either by indecency at the sacred
moment when the medals are being awarded to the Olympic winners or by an
attack on the Olympic village or by a non-acceptance of invitations for
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participation in the Games, the latter is indirect, cunningly disguised, noiseless
and debasing. If the first one is explosive and constitutes a direct threat to the
organization or the continuation of the Games and harms their principles and
their structure, the second one undermines, slowly but surely, the authentic
foundation of the Games, their more profound meaning and their spirit.
I
The first type of crisis, the one from without, is mainly the ideologicalrevolutionary and the purely political crisis. The ideological revolutionary type
uses the profound meaning of Olympism for a just social reform in the field of
racial discrimination and economic disparity. But the second one takes
advantage of the priniciples of Olympism to show that the opponent does not
conform with them, that he is not a worthy and consistent applier of them.
In fact here we must make very subtle distinctions. In both crises which
concern many special cases we have to deal with the very acute problem of
relations between politics and the Olympic Idea. We must first of all agree in
general that relations of a political, national, social, racial, economic and
international nature, are not only inevitable but, up to a certain point and in a
wider sense, they altready exist and are correct and desirable. But the problem
begins with the question what relation, for what reason and how is this relation
expressed. Lord Killanin used to say "relations between politics and Olympism
is one thing and intervention of politics in Olympism is something entirely
different".
Political intervention by a specific movement or a specific political action
which has a negative effect on the Olympic Chart, is something that condemns
the special attitude of a nation or of a group of nations. Intervention means
"entering from without" into an organization, with no respect for its principles,
thus hindering or suspending or upsetting its life and its smooth continuation.
But "relation" in this case between politics and Olympism means a mutual
understanding and assistance in the field of cultural endeavours, of humanism,
of peace on a world scale, of national and individual freedom, of human rights
as being of unique spiritual worth, of social justice and for the banishing of
racial discrimination and of all disparity between sexes and social classes. To be
sure, a clear distinction of the dividing line between "intervention" and
"relation" is a very difficult task. The characteristic mark of professional and
party policy through the ages and especially in our days is a constant expansion
of its borders in order to dominate over all phases of social, national and
international life. In this manner its relation to political entities and projects can
easily become a guiding one. Specific party policy resents the existence of
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completely independent cultural organizations on an equal footing, especially
of those which in the international field go beyond the narrow limits of national
political life as this is viewed through the specific party orientation.
On the other hand many workers and supporters of Olympism are
intellectually unready and unprepared as regards a true knowledge of the
principles of Olympism and their educational value. Thus they themselves
become the cause of misunderstandings or of a not always very exact
application of these principles or they even permit the intervention of political
persons or purposes in the work of Olympism. This cause must be eliminated by
an intensive Olympic instruction in the history, the philosophy and the
principles of Olympism. Because, at a time when the Olympic Games are being
exploited by politics or by other outside purposes, it is this ignorance of the
Oympic principles which is the main source of danger threatening the authentic
continuation of the Games in our days. At this point we must all listen to the
words of the reviver of contemporary Olympic Games Pierre de Coubertin:
"We have not worked, my friends and myself, to render to you the Olympic
Games so that you may make of them something fit for the museum or the
movies nor so that commercial or electoral interests may seize them".
II
The need for intensive instruction in the Olympic principles is now still more
indispensable not only because of the intervention of politics and of aims
unrelated to the spirit of Olympism (commercial and propaganda) but also
because serious internal problems have arisen in the life of the Olympic Games,
due to their tremendous growth in the last 20years. We will simply mention and
recall four such issues which have become complicated problems of
contemporary Olympism and to which no easy solution can be given without a
careful study of the Olympic principles which is what an up-to-date Olympic
training should mainly do:
a) The "gigantic growth" and at the same time the excessive glory of the
Olympic Games. Many people today believe that this development is not
accepted by the Olympic spirit. Others again maintain that these symptoms are
proofs of a successful propagation of Olympism to the world of today and to the
requirements of the contemporary way of thinking, which demands a
realization of the Olympic Games in accordance with the words of the reviver of
the Games that "wishing to renew rather the principle of this million-year old.
institution than the form", meaning that the form of the application of the
Olympic spirit can and must be adapted to these requirements. Where does the
truth lie in this problem? The matter is a most difficult one. Of course, it is
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almost self-evident that the Olympic contests should increase in number since
the modern world has actually imposed them as such. Besides, even in ancient
days there was a tremendous development on this point which proves that
contests were inevitably and forcibly added to the Olympic program due to the
fact that they were performed all over the world and were in conformity with the
terms of Olympic rivalry and of true athletic competition. It is clear, however,
that this answer is not sufficient to solve the problem. In today's world where
there is a constantly growing thirst for showing off, for more business and for a
propaganda predominance of one organizing country over the other, assisted by
the amazing mass media, the problem becomes more complicated still. For sure,
they who desire a complete return to the ancient simplicity of the Games, are
unfortunately pure Utopians and dreamers and an attempt to apply this
principle would destroy the Games in the future. But they again who yield easily
to an ostentatious exterior radiance and an imposing size will equally cause
another kind of destruction. The Games will decline in the same way either on
account of the Utopians and those who long for the compulsory simplicity in an
era of dynamic competition in all the fields of social and international life, or of
the optimistic passive supporters of any excessive and uncontrolled
development.lt becomes rather clear and we must take care to make the latter
understand the dangers resulting from exterior grandeur because it is a real
danger, and we must also listen to the words of P. de Coubertin "for the
Municipalities to refrain from building enormous stadia destined only for
sporting spectacles and to substitute them by installations conceived along the
lines of a modernized plan of the ancient Hellenic gymnasia... Therefore our
problem and our task at the same time is to create a modern concept of ancient
simplicity". It is not simply a matter of copying the ancient rule but of
readapting it correctly to the modern world. And in this readaptation and the
reinterpretation of the Olympic principles we must today be inspired by a spirit
of sobriety because the glow of the Games is dominating us more and more. In
this respect P. de Coubertin does not hesitate to speak about "ascetism" in reply
to the agonizing question which was put to him after the appearance of the first
disturbing signs which he saw in the last Olympic Games before his death in
1937: "Would a return to ascetism be to the general advantage? I do not hesitate
to reply, yes".
Another sphere in which problems have arisen is the question of respecting or
not the principles of amateurism, something which, in the language of the
constitution of the I.O.C. about permission for participation, is called eligibility
of the Olympic Games athletes in accordance with rule 26. Here too it is
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progressively becoming clear that we are not in a position to make an accurate
and objective appreciation of the situation at the present moment. Rule 26 is
simply a way out of the difficulty. No one is in a position any longer to speak
about amateurism. Contemporary consumer society and the high standard of
competition which has become a part of our social habits - thus applying the
ancient citius, altius, fortius - does not allow for a return to a pure amateurism,
which in fact may never have really existed. On the topic of the Olympic spirit P.
de Coubertin writes in a realistic manner: "it requires of the athletes who appear
in the Olympic stadium an absolute amateurism, the existence of which, I am the
first to admit, is impossible".
But it would be a grave mistake to use this statement as an excuse with which
to ease our conscience about the present situation. The principles of Rule 26
which provides for a recompensation of the working hours which an athlete
loses in order to prepare for the Olympic Games as well as for his fares and his
better nourishment, are in effect very questionable and allow for a great deal of
maneuvering and flexibility. The rule requires a gentlemen's agreement and a
devotion to the principles and the profound meaning of Olympism, meaning
that the athlete will not use competition and mainly his victory for material gain.
But is the dividing line between the two clear today for the great majority of
champions and Olympic medallists? Because, while for most competitors who
compete out for love of sports (even in sports which are considered professional
such as foot-ball and tennis) amateurism exists, in the small minority of athletes
of a high standard of competition and especially of Olympic medallists we find
ourselves faced with an open and thorny problem. The great majority of
champions in practical all countries, either of individual or group contests, and
specially Olympic medallists, are perhaps no longer eligible for Olympic Games:
c) There is another matter which also tends to become difficult after the last
Games of the 22nd Olympiad. That is the question of how to restrict
nationalistic aims and tendencies, which use the Olympic Games as a means for
indirect nationalistic propaganda. After its 82nd Session at Lake Placid the
I.O.C. began changing terms of its statutes in order to reduce this danger. But
here again we are far from being able to distinguish between nationalism in its
bad sense of chauvinism and true patriotism which is desirable in Olympic
Games. Because although these games are Games carried out among athletes
and not nations, the athlete has a special connection to his homeland, which he
represents and honours by his victory and which, in turn, honours him. The
problem is again a delicate one which requires careful consideration before the
application of measures for the restriction of nationalism, which here is a
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deviation from the Olympic spirit and an illicit excess. But then what happened
in Moscow is no solution to the problem. The use by some nations of the
Oympic flag or the flag of their Olympic Committee, the playing by others of the
Olympic anthem instead of their national anthem at the moment when a golden
medal was being awarded to one of their athletes - despite the fact that the
regulations give them the right to do so - while the majority of the nations did
things in a traditional way, showed a split in the Olympic movement. Such
practice should be avoided in future in order to maintain the internal unity of the
Olympic movement which is one of its main characteristics. It must be indicated
to the world that we believe in one and only Olympic idea and that we act
consistently.
d). But the most difficult problem will be to check whether competition of
high standard in Olympic Games is authentic and pure. I am referring to the
well-known question of doping, which has become a menacing problem thanks
to the progress of medicine in this field. There exist today many not easily
detected ways of increasing muscular strength of champions in order to set new
records. This practice is clearly contrary to the Olympic spirit of competition for
victory. The athlete is no longer master of himself. He is a psychosomatically
alienated person. He has become a human machine whose feeling of his physical
faculties, mixes with an outside mechanical action. It is what one may call sensomotor. What is such an Olympic victory worth? One's reply can rightly be most
unfavourable for the ahtlete. At the same time the whole concept of Olympism is
shaken. Together with other problems which concern the future of Olympism,
the danger of doping is a danger which has a direct and destructive effect on the
essence of the Olympic Games and which will become progressively more
difficult to face in the future.
III
In view of this disturbing situation Olympic education must be intensified in
the corning years. The new generation must be fully aware and must consciously
adopt the profounder meaning of Olympism so that it will be able to face the
special cases of deviation from its principles. Despite the fact that the present
situation can be considered as the most critical of any previous ones in the long
history of the Games, we must not panic nor be pessimistic. Besides, Olympic
education will show in a realistic manner that most of these problems, although
appearing in a different form at different times, existed even in ancient days
(cases of excessive grandeur, of concealed professionalism, of chauvinism, of a
primitive kind of doping and even of a kind of boycott are recorded by
historians of the time). Pierre de Coubertin was aware of this historic truth and
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he notes in a realistic manner: "The Games, in antiquity, were not exempt
neither from irritating incidents, nor from dark periods, nor from attacks by
formidable enemies. Olympia has had periods of dissent"; and he adds with a
certain optimism which comes from his faith and conviction in the value of the
Olympic principles which no one and nothing can abolish: "Olympism went
through all this without succumbing".
But if Olympism is to react effectively to these dangerous conditions, there is a
need for realistic and up-to-date education. And by realistic education I mean to
deal with each specific danger not by easy inconsistencies and generalized
principles which disregard historical facts requiring reinterpretation of the basic
principles of Olympism and special flexibility in their application.
In order to cope with the duty with which it is faced today, Olympic education
must apply both methods, i.e. the deductive-analytic and the inductivesynthetic.According to the first it must know the general principles of
Olympism, communicate the knowledge and interpret and judge, on the basis of
these, the specific cases of today (armistice - world fraternization - peaceful and
pure competition - material reward for victory not to be the purpose of
competition - etc.). According to the second method it should investigate
specific cases of application, the requirements of contemporary society and
from the constituting parts to arrive at a-new consideration and evaluation of
these general principles. It is difficult, as far as the method is concerned, to give
priority to one of these two ways of action of Olympic education. It depends
mainly on the subject in question and the specific case. But in essence there must
be an axiomatic priority of the general principles, on the basis of the Aristotelian
principle: "The whole precedes the part". This is also referred to indirectly by P.
de Coubertin when he writes: "I will refer to the delegation which returned,
which means that the order derives from the Idea to suscitate disciples and not
from the crowd of disunited adherents to create the Idea" (despite the fact that
this phrase clearly refers to a parallel and not to the same matter).
This priority means that modern Olympic education constantly refers to the
Olympic Idea, to its unchangeable essence and its stable values and endeavours
to instruct people in how these may be applied and under what circumstances.
The effort is being made from the top downwards, from the general principle to
the specific problems of today. It is not an idealistic type of education which
ignores reality, but the fundamental principle which precedes every
interpretation and every application, so that there may be one and only Olympic
Movement with an indestructible internal accord.
But at the same time the opposite method, the inductive one, must also be
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applied. Present conditions must be examined as a first point of contact of
education and Olympism. Meaning that a study must be made of social coexistence, of contemporary internationalism of ideologies, of the nature of
cooperation of nations which offer other ideologies, of the economic relations
between rich and poor peoples, of the continuation of racial discrimination, of
inequalities of sexes, etc. The purpose of this method is to make students of
Olympism become aware of present conditions and to enable them to apply the
meaning of the Olympic Games in a better and more positive manner.
It must not be feared that through this inductive method the Olympic
Movement will be differentiated and fragmented because, as stressed in the
previous paragraph, there exists the firm basic assumption that the Olympic
Idea is the essence of the entire movement. This idea is not something abstract
and theoretical but the necessary intellectual prerequisite for action. According
to this Idea the clear expediency of the Olympic Games is:
a. the creation of the "kalos kagathos" individual, who combines virtue from
a moral point of view and valour with physical health and beauty.
b. the brotherhood of all peoples with the elimination of qualitative
discrimination of people for the establishment of a durable peace.
c. the demonstration of altruism and chivalry to opponents and the
overcoming of egocentricity through competition for victory.
d. the celebration of nature and creation, in the presence of God; as creator
and donator of physical strength and beauty as well as of the splendour of the
surrounding nature.
In becomes very clear that Olympism is a basic ideology of life of a specific
and special type which does not coincide with any particular social or political
ideology. It is therefore an inexhaustible source of moral values with which all
other ideologies can obtain a more profound meaning. It is not a religion nor its
substitute but it justifies true religiousness as a constant offer, sacrifice and
honour, through virtue and truth, to God.
It should not, however, be thought, as the result of these observations, that
athleticism becomes simply and only the means to another end. This impression
could be created by some advocates of the Olympic Idea misunderstanding
some phrases such as those of the renovator of the Olympic Games who might
appear to have used athleticism as a means to his pedagogic revolution "because
I could see in it, for my country and humanity in general, a pedagogic
orientation which had become necessary, I had to restore the strong buttresses
which had once supported it... Olympism represents only a part approximately half- of undertaking". Athleticism also has its own "intrinsic"
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value. Turning it into a theoretical concept merely circumscribes its nature by
and for whoever serves it truly and seriously. Everything, of course, even the
loftiest and purest of ideals can - at the hands of man - be turned into the
greatest of evils. Pierre de Coubertin, again, shrewedly writes: "As for
athleticism, it can bring into play the noblest, as well as the basest, of passions.
One can use it equally well to consolidate Peace or to prepare for war.
It is precisely for this reason that Olympic education makes use of the
Olympic Idea, the principles of Olympism to establish the merit of athletics, the
physical education inherent in exercise, training and competition to gain
victory. Olympic philosophy is not a theoretical hyper-structure of athleticism
but an inseparable part thereof.
Existing since 1961, near the stadium of Ancient Olympia, the International
Olympic Academy has, for the last twenty years, been in the service of these
principles of Olympic education.Its purpose is to prode deeply into the
principles of Olympism, its history and philosophy, realistically based - at all
times - on athleticism fulfilling the wish of Pierre de Coubertin "to ennoble and
strengthen sport, to guarantee its independence and thus to place it in a position
to better fulfil the educational role which befalls it in today's world".
Olympic education precisely seeks to show that athleticism has a much deeper
dimension underneath the physical exertion, the breaking of records and the
high-standard competition of peaceful meetings and that it relates directly to all
the manifestations of civilization as Coubertin, once again, writes: "The
dedication to effort, the disregard of danger, love of the fatherland, generosity,
the chivalrous spirit, contact with the letters and the arts: such are the basic
foundations of Olympism".
On this basis the I.O.A. gathers together in small educational groups young
and old, men and women from all over the world and not only athletes or
students and teachers of physical education, but people of all professions and
from all fields of learning. The I.O.A. is neither a specialized school for a certain
class of people nor a centre of study and research.
It is an intellectual center of Olympism under the supervision of the
International Olympic Committee, in the service of the Olympic Spirit which
should give deeper meaning to athleticism and whose climax, every four years, is
the staging of the Olympic Games. Within the framework of the Academy it is,
of course, possible for research to be carried out by individuals and for doctoral
theses to be prepared and books written in relation to athleticism and - mainly
to Olympism, its history, archeology, its philosophy and principles. Which is,
indeed, what actually takes place. But the 3.500 participants in the educational
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sessions that have been held during the twenty years of its life to date, have lived
and been initiated to the spirit of Olympism and have been called upon to
become the advocates of the Olympic Spirit, each in his or her country.
It is thus possible, within the framework of the I.O.A. and its operation, to
examine the contemporary problems and the future of Olympism and to study
plans to deal, as effectively as possible, with the dangers facing it "from
without" and "from within" as set forth in this presentation, although these
plans do not originate with the I.O.A., being outside its jurisdiction.
V
The Greek, as it is called, proposal, for the holding of the Games permanently
on neutral territory near Ancient Olympia is one such plan in the service of the
Olympic Games and of their future at moments of crisis and in the case when it is
judged that in practice the Olympic Games are no longer what they actually
should be. It is for this reason that the acceptance or not of the proposal will
depend on whether the International Committee for Olympic Games, in favour
of whose work the proposal is being made, will judge first, that political
intervention in Olympism can be faced only by abandoning the organization of
Games in a different country each time, as is done today, and second that
gigantic growth, commercializing, exterior splendour and professionalism have
corrupted the essence of the Olympic Games. As stressed above, at the moment
these problems are not being assessed uniformly in all circles due to the different
viewpoints from which the Olympic Games themselves are being considered.
Some believe that the Olympic Games despite the crisis - originating from
"without" - can continue today's stable existence, others forecast the end of the
Games while, still worse, others consider them degenerated or bluntly declare
them "already dead".
It must be noted that the Greek proposal was not made solely because of the
present crisis. The President of the Greek Republic, Mr. C. Carakanlis, had
already made this suggestion in writing in 1976 to Lord Killanin in Montreal.
Several countries having withdrawn and the Taiwanese having been refused
entry to Canada, he had foreseen that the international political situation would
exert an increasing and detrimental influence on Olympism. He reverted to his
proposal by a subsequent letter addressed to the President of the I.O.C. at Lake
Placid last February, when the boycott of the Moscow Olympics by some
countries was announced. The new element in the recent proposal is the offer
made by Greece to make available to the I.O.C. a neutral territory in western
Péloponnèse not far from the site of ancient Olympia. This site, on an absolutely
neutral terrain and far from any political influence or any particular political
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system, would be entirely and exclusively devoted to the Olympic Games,
guaranteed by international agreements and under the auspices and the sole
responsibility of the I.O.C. In other words three important conclusions
concerning this new proposal should be underlined:
a) The proposal of the Greek President does not imply nor does it mean that
the Olympic Games should return to Greece, as stated by certain critics or often
insinuated by the press, but that the Olympics would return to their place of
origin, namely to Olympia.
b) Even in the case that Greece would get involved in an international
political conflict or that a sudden political change should occur in this country,
the neutrality of this territory would be preserved through international
agreements.
c) Naturally, there is no question of a return to the site of ancient Olympia.
We all agree, I hope, that the ruins of the temples, the Altis and of the ancient
Olympic Stadium should not only be left intact and far from the modern
structures of the new installations but, also, that the territory offered should be
somewhat isolated from Olympia and the new installations marked by hills
existing in the region.
Where do we stand now with this proposal?
The press has already announced that the I.O.C. has appointed a study
committee consisting of four members (Mr. L. Guirandou chairman and Messrs
Ramirez Vasquez, J. Worrall and N. Nissiotis) to examine existing possibilities
and to submit a report which would enable the I.O.C. to adopt a policy during
its next plenary session in Baden-Baden in October 1981. Unfortunately because
of the change of its President this committee was unable to hold its first official
session which was postponed - for technical reasons also - for this autumn. In
the meantime, with the opportunity of a visit to Greece of the Chairman of this
Committee, the Greek side made a preliminary proposal concerning three
regions on the western coast of the Péloponnèse: Kyllini, 40 km from Olympia
with an area of 15 squ. km., Katakolon, 30 km. and 8 squ. km. and in particular
the region of Kaiafa with the lake at 20 km. from Olympia and an area of 27 squ.
km. The choice shall be made by the study Committee after a detailed
examination by specialists. Details concerning the legal status shall be discussed
with the authorities of the Greek State in accordance with the international law
applicable in similar cases.
It is evident, of course, that the realization of this project presents many
difficulties: The lodging of thousands of athletes, judges and services within the
region and mainly of spectators outside the region without affecting the
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environment of the region of ancient Olympia, despite its distance from the
proposed sites. In addition, the excessive cost of the installations which shall be
used once every four years. Finally the open question of to what extent the
I.O.C. would assume and would have the possibility to ensure the political
administration of a neutral territory. These are some of the main difficulties at
the moment, although a solution to them can always be found. Other
considerations are that:
a. In view of the growing political crisis the I.O.C. should control its own
territory just as in ancient times the small territory of Elide stayed out of any
warfare in order to organize the Games as a neutral State. It is only now that we
can appreciate the wisdom of ancient people. A boycott was first proclaimed
against a town organizing the Games when it was considered by other countries
as the Capital of a belligerent country. With a neutral territory of its own, one
can well imagine, the I.O.C. would in the future be able to proclaim a total and
general truce even during the period of armed international conflicts.
b. Olympism should prossessits own territory in order to promote its
principles and its ideal in a permanent way. At present the Olympic movement is
limited to a sporting competition of high standard every four years. But
according to my foregoing remarks we must also create a Center of world
education to probe deeper into and to diffuse these principles in a permanent
and uninterrupted manner as a cultural value by developing the work actually
being performed by the International Olympic Academy.
This concerns the protection of the eminent tradition of European culture
which can be put to the service of the entire world without any protection of
superiority and dominance.
At the present moment it is not possible nor is it permissible to make any
forecast as to the fate of this proposal. It should be underlined that the proposal
is being made strictly and solely in order to support Olympism and the I.O.C in
difficult times. Its fate depends on the judgement of the members of the I.O.C.
which will decide at a time already set, after examining all circumstances and all
existing possibilities for its realization.
Olympism is a great world heritage which should neither be changed in
substance nor should it be alienated from its spirit as an educational value of
prime importance for the peoples of the world. More so, it must not cease to
exist in the form of Olympic Games every four years. If such dangers exist, then
every effort should be made, even if certain plans appear at first sign to be
Utopian, for a radical change to support them in the future and safeguard them
from all external and internal threats.
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THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC
COMMITTEE
By Mrs Monique BERLIOUX
IOC Director

It was a French nobleman of the end of the 19th century who, on 23 June
1894, founded the first International Olympic Committee with about 10
members. Delegates from fifteen countries or so had come to the Sorbonne
and this is why, beginning from next year, the 23d of June has become
traditionally the date for the celebration of the Olympic day throughout the
world.
This is how Pierre de Coubertin conceived his International Olympic
Committee before its creation. It would be - and I quote - "a self-recruiting
body", an association which would coopt its members, made up of three
concentric circles: a small nucleus of hand-working and dedicated members; a
nursery of members of goodwill who could be trained and finally a facade of
people with a more or less significant contribution but whose presence would
satisfy national demands while adding prestige to the Assembly".
I believe that through the different periods or rather through this century,
the IOC has always preserved this small nucleus of hard-working members
who form the Executive Board; the second circle is formed by the commission
members and finally this facade is the International Olympic Committee with
its 83 members.
How does one become an IOC member? A member is not elected, he is
coopted by his future peers. Candidates are proposed by the President,
selected by the Executive Board, i.e. the restricted body and their designation
is then confirmed by the General Assembly. In this way they become the
ambassadors of the IOC in their country of origin. I want to draw attention to
the fact that IOC members do not represent Greece, Great Britain, France, the
Federal Republic of Germany, but they are the IOC's ambassadors to Egypt,
Hungary, Canada. And this is very important because IOC members must not
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receive orders from their government but act as the IOC's ambassadors to
their government and sporting or other authorities.
When the IOC has decided to elect a member in this or that country, it
naturally consults the National Olympic Committee of the country which is
the national association corresponding to the international association, the
IOC. I will explain later how NOCs are set up. An IOC member should also be
"persona grata" in his country, that is he should have sufficient access to
public and sporting authorities. It is only when these conditions are met that a
candidature to IOC membership can be considered. Let us add that it is
preferred that candidates be sportsmen, not necessarily Olympic champions,
but at least good athletes with adequate knowledge of the workings of sport.
The elected member must give an oath of allegiance to the International
Olympic Committee and the text of this oath is contained in the book called
"Olympic Charter" which publishes all texts concerning the IOC.
This year for the first time, the IOC intends, in addition to the oral oath, to
ask the members to also take the oath in writing to give more weight to their
commitment.
The International Olympic Committee works in commissions. First of all it
elects an Executive Board of nine members including the President, three
Vice-Présidents and five members. This bureau meets three or four times a
year. This year, because of the change in the presidency, HE Juan Antonio
Samaranch has already convened the Executive Board four times and a fifth
meeting is scheduled for the end of the year.
Apart from its regular meetings, the Executive Board meets once a year with
the International Federations whose sports are included on the Olympic
programme. They are 26 in all, 21 for the Summer Games» 6 for the winter
Games with one covering both the winter and summer events: modern
pentathlon and biathlon. The Executive Board also receives, every two years,
the National Olympic Committees. Finally, this year the Olympic Congress
will be convened in Baden-Baden, attended by IOC members, the representatives of International Federations and National Olympic Committes and several
guests.
The guests selected for the Congress of Baden-Baden include Federations
whose sport is not on the Olympic programme but which have been recognized
by the IOC. President Samaranch has also met the Director General of
UNESCO, Mr Amadou Mahtar M' Bow. Recently he has also contacted Mr
Kurt Waldheim who unfortunately will not be able to attend because the UN
session will be held at the same time as our congress.
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There will be an innovation this year: the IOC, the body which convenes the
Congress, has invited 35 athletes and 10 coaches to attend the proceedings of
the Congress. Among these athletes who have been selected on the basis of
very precise criteria, four will be allowed to take the floor and express the
views of their fellow athletes before the assembly. This will be the first time
that athletes will become associated to the work of sports officials.
The criteria according to which athletes have been selected are the
following: to have taken part in the Games of Montreal or Moscow, to be less
than 30 years of age, and to know one of the official languages of the IOC.
Concerning the official languages, the IOC uses two: French which is the
first language and English. To these are added three working languages;
German Spanish and Russian.
I told you that the IOC's Executive Board meets with the International
Federations and National Olympic Committees. The IOC is also convened
once a year in general assembly called session. During the Olympic years two
sessions are held.
It is during these sessions that the general policy of the IOC is defined. The
IOC is not, strictly speaking, a body of direct action, but rather a body of
reflection, a kind of parliament where rules are established.
IOC sessions are held every year in a different city because the IOC wishes
to convey its message to the whole world through these meetings. Last years's
session were of course held because of the Games in Moscow and Lake Placid.
In 1981 it will be convened in Baden-Baden after the Olympic Congress.
What are the items on the agenda of IOC sessions? First of all the rules
which have to be revised so as to keep up with the times and to which
significant changes are made every year.
Entrusted with the regular celebration of the Olympic Games the IOC
assigns their organizaton to the National Olympic Committee of the host
country. The NOC, in agreement with the municipal authorities and
associations concerned, usually delegates this responsibility to an organizing
committee, the OCOG, which from then on remains in direct contact with the
three pillars of the Olympic Movement, while purely technical matters remain
under the competence of IFs. Consequently the reports of Organizing
Committees are the second item by order of importance on the session's
agenda. All the problems raised by the IFs and NOCs and the different sports
authorities are settled by the session which relies on a report submitted by the
Executive Board with recommendations on each point. Let's have a look at the
Presidents who chair the debates.
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At the beginning, Pierre de Coubertin was the first President of the IOC. He
rapidly handed the presidency over to a Greek, D. Vikelas, since the first
games had been awarded to Athens and he felt that the President of the IOC
should preside over the Games. Mr Vikelas resigned after the Athens Games
and Pierre de Coubertin once again assumed leadership and remained in
charge until 1924 when a Belgian, Count Baillet-Latour took over. Meanwhile,
in 1915, Pierre de Coubertin had joined the army for the 1st World War and he
had asked a Swiss, Baron de Blonay, to act as President during the war for he
felt that a soldier could not remain at the head of the IOC.
Count Baillet-Latour's successor, the Swede Siegfrid Edström remained in
office until 1952 when began the reign of an American, Avery Brundage... His
presidency lasted 20 years. He was followed by an Irishman, Lord Killanin
until 1980 when in Moscow, at the session which preceded the games, a
Spaniard, HE Juan Antonio Samaranch, was elected at the head of the
organization.
This covers the Presidents of the IOC. I told you that there are 83 members.
From now on there can be a maximum of two members for countrries with a
long Olympic tradition or which have already staged the Games. The trend
though is to elect or coopt only one member for each country so as to open
IOC doors to the greatest possible number of countries.
It has often been said that the IOC is not a democratic organization for it
does not have one member for each country. After having examined this
problem, the IOC feels that it is much more democratic as an organization
because it selects its members for their quality and value and has not
introduced the system of tied-up votes whitch. presently prevails at the UN
which would bring about a change in IOC policy. The IOC on the other hand
recognizes one National Olympic Committee in every country and this
compensates the other.
Some words about National Olympic Committees and International
Federations before coming back to the IOC.
National Olympic Committees were created to allow countries to send
athletes to the Olympic Games. In Coubertin's mind they were to be
temporary organizations. However, they have now become associations which
play an important role in their respective countries and often even complete or
replace the ministry of sports. Apart from their Olympic functions they often
act as sports committees including federations which are not on the Olympic
programme. To be recognized by the IOC a National Olympic Committee
must, among other things, include at least five national federations among
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which three whose sport is on the Olympic programme and which in turn have
been recognized by the International Federations. In addition it should also
include personalities form the World of sport able to lead sport in their
country.
International Federations whose sport is on the Olympic programme on the
other hand are formed by the national federations of all countries, so that in
National Committees and International Federations combined we find the
same personalities who administer sport.
I think it would be useful to stress the IOC's position in the sporting and
political world.
When Coubertin founded the IOC, the Committee did not have legal status.
This was in any case fully compatible with the flexibility of the organization
which not being recognized by any state remained therefore completely free.
Avery Brundage found this situation most convenient. In fact no one could sue
the IOC which did not exist under the law. Because of this a suit would have to
be filed against each member in each country according to its own legal system
and this could not but discourage even the most avid of suitors.
The IOC however realized, when it came to settling certain problems, in
particular the recruiting of personnel in Lausanne, that it was necessary to
acquire some kind of legal status. A legal commission was entrusted with the
task of studying the problem and finding a solution. It was around 1974, if I
am not mistaken, that the first change was made to the rules and the IOC
became a kind of association under Swiss law. This was done in agreement
with the Swiss government which promised to recognize the IOC as an
international organization. Things were allowed to stand when HE Juan
Antonio Samaranch was elected to the presidency he reminded the Swiss
government of its promise to recognize the IOC as an international
organization. We hope this will be done before Baden-Badeh and this
recognition will give us certain advantages and, immunities, most useful for
international organization without counting the possibility to recruit the
required staff.
The IOC has its headquarters officially in Switzerland since 1921. Already in
1915 Pierre de Coubertin when he joined the army during the 1st World War,
had provisionally transferred the IOC's headquarters in Switzerland on the
basis of an agreement signed with the city of Lausanne. When he returned
from the war and took charge once again he returned to Paris, rue Oudinot
where he lived and which become the IOC's headquarters. So it was only in
1921 that the offices were opened in Lausanne, first at the Casino, then at
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Mon-Repos, a villa in the centre of the city and finally, since 1968, at the
Château de Vidy.
I believe that when the IOC will have obtained legal status it will be able to
purchase property so as to finally settle in its own premises. For the time being
the IOC is beholden to the city of Lausanne for the offices housing its general
secretariat.
Until 1960-64, the IOC did not have own funds. How did it meet its
expenses? Well, until 1925 it relied on Pierre de Coubertin's fortune. After
1925, on the contributions of members and the sums paid to it by host cities
for the games. The following system was used: when a city was awarded the
Games it paid a fee, a sum of money which increases with time. Then, since
1960, we are speaking of television rights. The IOC is now financed by the
rights perceived for the broadcasting of the Games by television, which were
not very substantial in 1964 and 1968 for the Organizing Committee received
the largest share. It still receives the largest share but then it was practically the
total amount. Since 1972, during the Munich Games television rights have
increased considerably and are now distributed according to a scale which
gives the Organizing Committee two thirds of negociated sums. The remaining
third is distributed equally among the IOC, IFs and NOCs.
At present, television rights - as you have probably read in the press amount to 100 million dollars for Los Angeles. The IOC will therefore have
about 30 million to distribute among the Federations and NOCs. It should be
added that this sum is only for the United States of America. We believe that
we will collect more than 50 million dollars for the rest of the world.
So you see that the IOC which did not have any funds has now become a
rather wealthy organization. But it must find other ressources because
expenses have also increased significantly.
Let me mention in passing that the share of television rights which belongs
to the NOCs is paid into a fund called Olympic Solidarity which is used for the
organization of training courses and clinics in different countries, the sending
of educators and the promotion of sport at all levels.
On of the major tasks of the IOC is to select the city which will organize the
Olympic Games. You know that in 1984, Sarajevo will stage the winter Games
and Los Angeles the games of the Olympiad. In Baden-Baden, next
September, the best cities for the 1988 Games will be selected. For the Games
of the Olympiad candidatures have already been submitted by Nagoya in
Japan and Seoul in Corea and for the Winter Games by Calgary in Canada,
Cortina d'Ampezzo in Italy and Falun in Sweden. They will know the result
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on September 27 in the afternoon.
For years the IOC simply awarded the games to the different cities and only
rarely controlled the work of the organizing Committees. In 1974 for the first
time, a letter of undertaking was signed with the Organizing Committees of the
Moscow and Lake Placid Games. Then, when host cities for 1984 were selected
in Athens, a more elaborate contract was signed giving the IOC closer control
over candidate cities. This contract has been further improved and will be
signed on September 27 also with the cities chosen for the 1988 Games.
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THE OLYMPIC SPORTS PROGRAMME
Prepared by Dr. A. CSANADI (HUN)
Chairman of the IOC Programme Commission

Antecedents ·
The IOC Programme Commission was set up in 1968 aiming at studying the
Olympic Sports Programme and related subjects and making recommendations
to the IOC in these matters.
This Commission was from the beginning a mixed commission composed by
IOC and NOC members and during the last period by IF representatives as well.
The term of reference is laid down in the IOC Charter p. 101 (1980 edition).
Activity of the Commission,
The Commission dealt with the following main points:
1) Establishment and revision of the Sports and Events Programme (IOC
Rule 48)
2) Standards of admission (IOC Rule 46)
3) Number of entries and reserves (IOC Rule 31)
4) Medal and diploma distribution (IOC Rule 64 and bye-laws)
5) Team officials attached to the Olympic NOC delegations (IOC Rule 32 and
bye-laws)
6) Setting up criteria for Olympic sports (IOC Rule 45 and bye-laws)
7) Granting IOC recognition (IOC Rule 57 and bye-laws)
8) Demonstration during the Olympic Games
9) Number and selection of judges, referees, etc. and their expenses (IOC Rule
50)
During the past 12 years this Commission has made several recommendations. Main results
1) We proposed stricter standards for inclusion of Olympic sports.
2) Since 1968 we did not propose new sports but 32 new events for the
Olympic Programme.
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The IOC increased the number of sports where women can also compete.
In 1968 there were only 8 sports with 50 events. In 1980 women competed in
14 sports with 72 events.
3) The IOC reduced the total number of teams participating in the Olympic
final tournament. Only 12 instead of 16 can participate in which only men
compete with the exception of football (16) and 18 where men and women
were allowed to compete.
4) The IOC deleted some events in various sports which had not complied
with the IOC guidelines (poor popularity, excessive expenses on facilities
or equipment, similarity with other events, etc.).
5) The IOC tried to limit the total number of entries by NOCs and by events
and encouraged the IFs to set up standards for participation wherever
possible or reasonable. We also reached some reduction on reserves mainly
in team sports (games).
6) The IOC approved our recommendation and had established a new rule
and criteria for IOC recognition.
At present there are 9 sports recognized by the IOC. These sports can be on
the programme of those Continental or Regional Games which applied for
IOC patronage.
7) The IOCEB introduced demonstration on international level with a short
programme strictly with demonstration character not more than with two
from the recognized sports. In 1984 in Los Angeles tennis and baseball will
be on the demonstration programme.
8) The IOC, following the recommendation of its Programme Commission,
amended the rule on prizes. Now, for example, all players or athletes who
participated in at least once in the team events or matches receive medals
or/and, diplomas provided they or their teams reached 1 to 6 places.
9) The IOC, first time in the Olympic history, settled the problem of referees,
judges and jury members. The IFs are free now to select the best judges and
their expenses were covered partly by the IOC and the organizing
Committees and not mainly by their NOCs.
10) The programme Commission, following the needs of most NOCs, very
carefully studied the Rule 32 which deals with team officials. A new
proposal was submitted to the IOC in June and we hope that a considerable
amendment will be approved by the Baden-Baden Session.
Future idea on the Olympic Programme In spite of the fact that the IOC
improved the Olympic Programme, there are
some problems or weak points left. The IOC studied the future concept
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elaborated by the IOC Programme Commission consulting the IFs.
It is a great honour that I was invited here to make known some points of the
future concept which, among others, will be discussed at the coming Olympic
Congress too.
Main tendencies
— We propose to open the door for some sports which; in the meantime, have
made progress and became popular.
At the same time we will study the present sports programme and we will
recommend to delete sports which do not comply anymore with the new, strict
criteria. We are striving for a better balanced events programme too.
— We propose to revise the events programme of all sports. We think that in
some sports there are too many events even in sports which have their World
Championships every year. We also think, that the events programme of sports
must not be identical with that of the world championships.
We will propose to set up strict criteria for new events. The Olympic Games
cannot be an experimental field for new events.
— The IOC Programme Commission is in favour of a relatively stable sports
and events programme which facilitate the preparations of the athletes and the
NOCs.
— We further encourage women's participation wherever it is possible but
only by merit provided that women's participation complies with the IOC rules
and criteria.
— We will also propose to keep the size of the Olympic Programme under
control. Taking into consideration the ever growing interest about the Olympics
and the increasing participation of some new or developing NOCs we have to
propose some further steps necessary not to increase the total number of
athletes and officials above 12.000 which is calculated as an approximate upper
limit for the future Organizing Committees.
— We will further study the qualification standards in cooperation with the
IFs; the number of entries and reserves in all sports with the condition that in
individual sports all NOCs must have the right to enter at least one athlete if they
wish so.
— We will also study the rule of the prizes assisting the IFs and NOCs to give
at least diplomas for those who were qualified in the final of the respective sport.
— We recommended to the IOC to encourage the IFs to set up age limit
wherever it is possible or necessary because of the health of the athletes or of the
beauty of the sport competitions.
Conclusions
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We are well aware of the fact that our task is not easy mainly because of the
divergent interests of the IOC, IFs, OCOGs and NOCs. We should never forget
that our responsibility is common.
What is at stake?
To make the Olympic Movement more popular, the Games more attractive
or to kill them with ever increasing burdens? I am sure the answer is clear.
I had no intention, of course, to go into details. I only tried to mention some
facts from the past few years and I also tried to raise some points which might be
interesting for the future Olympic Games.
Dr. Árpád CSANÁDI

Young people of all races take part in the IOA's sessions.
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SOME CHARACTERISTIC DATA ON THE OLYMPIC SPORTS
PROGRAMME
PARTICIPANTS
TOKYO
MEXICO
MUNICH
MONTREAL
MOSCOW
LOS ANGELES

5558 (732 women)
6082 (844 women)
7147 (1070 women)
6189 (1274 women)
5872 (1247 women)

Number of sports and events in which women participated:
TOKYO
MEXICO
MUNICH
MONTREAL
MOSCOW
LOS ANGELES

SPORTS

19
18
21
21
21

8
8
9
13
14
15

EVENTS

165
171
196
196
203

44
50
58
71
72
82
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INNSBRUCK
GRENOBLE
SAPPORO
INNSBRUCK
LAKE PLACID
SARAJEVO
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WINTER OLYMPIC GAMES
PARTICIPANTS
1111 (197 women)
1293 (228 women)
1274 (217 women)
1826 (250 women)
1283 (271 women)

SPORTS
6
6
6
6
6
6

EVENTS
34
35
35
37
38
38

NUMBER OF EVENTS OF OLYMPIC SUMMER SPORTS
1. Athletics
2.Wrestling
3Judo
4.Rowing
5. Hockey
6.Archery
T.Canoeing
S.Cycling
9.Handball
lO.Basketball
11. Football
12.Equestrian
13. Boxing
14.Modern pentathlon
IS.Volleyball
16.Shooting
17.Weightlifting
18. Gymnastics
19.Rhythmic gymnastics
20 .Swimming-diving
21. Synchronized swimming
22.Yachting
23 .Fencing
24.Waterpolo
Total

men
24
20
7
8
1
1
9
7
1
1
1
6
11
2
1
8
10
8
—
17
—
7
6
1

women
17
—
—
6
1
1
3
1
1
1
—
—
—
—
1
3
—
6
1
16
1
—
2
—

total
41
20
7
14
2
2
12
8
2
2
1
6
11
2
2
11
10
14
1
33
1
7
7

156

59

218

Γ
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NUMBER OF EVENTS OF OLYMPIC WINTER SPORTS
men
women

total

1 .Bobsleigh

2

—

2

2.Speed skating
3.Figure skating
4.1ce hockey
5.Skiing, Alpine
Nordic
Jumping.
Biathlon
6.Luge

5
3
1
3
5
2
3
2

4
l(+2)
—
3
4
—
—
1

9
4
1
6
9
2
3
3

26

12 (+2)

38

Total
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THE LEGAL STATUS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC
COMMITTEE AND NATIONAL
OLYMPIC COMMITTEES
By: Mr. Luc SILANCE (BEL)
Doctor of Law
Lawyer in Brussels
Professor at Brussels
University (V.U.B.)

I. THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
Until recently, that is until the middle of the 70ies, the International Olympic
Committee did not face any serious legal problems.
Being the recognized sports authority at the highest level, throughout the
world, mainly because of the influence of the Olympic Games on international
sport, its power has always been derived from its moral authority much more
than from its legal existence.
The Committee solely concerned with the interests of the movement it was
creating, did not consider its political powers and therefore did not deem it
necessary to rely on a national law for its constitution.
Following a legal suit brought by two of its members against the International
Cycling Union and threats uttered by certain individuals to the effect that they
would introduce legal proceedings against the IOC (cf the case of skier Schranz)
some members of the Committee felt it would be advisable to consider the
question of the exact legal status of the IOC.
In order to answer this question, it proved useful - and this is what we are
going to do - to briefly recall the history of its creation. 1. Creation
If one turns to the authors (for ex. Monique Berlioux in the History of the
Olympic Games published in the book by Lord Killanin and John Rodda "The
Olympic Games" London 1976, or Otto Mayer, former Chancellor of the
International Olympic Committee "Through the Olympic rings, Olympic
retrospective") and the other texts published on this subject, one can trace back
the origins of the Committee.
The Congress that was convened in the Nouvelle Sorbonne in Paris, by Baron
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Pierre de Coubertin, on 16 June 1894, decided, seven days later, on 23 June
1984, by a unanimous vote to revive the Olympic Games of the modern era. It
also decided to set up an "International Olympic Committee".
The fifteen members of this initial committee were designated by Coubertin in
1894.
They included representatives from the following countries:
— France
— Greece
— Russia
— Sweden
— Bohemia
— Hungary
— Great Britain (2 membres)
— Argentina
— New Zealand
— Italy
— Belgium
Baron Pierre de Coubertin was the second member for France. Doctor W.
Gebhart was elected (or co-opted) in1895 to represent the IOC in Germany.
2. The First Committee
Mr. Demetrios Bikelas representative of the Committee for Greece was
elected as its first President. He remained in office from 1894 to 1896.
Coubertin became the first Secretary General. In 1896 he was elected as the
second President a function which he kept until 1925.
It was Coubertin who insisted to be appointed as Secretary General of the
movement he was creating. He also insisted that Vikelas should remain in office
as President until 1896.
Initially,it had been decided that every four years, a new President would be
elected and that he would be chosen from the country where the Games would
be staged.
This principle was only adhered to during the first Olympiad since after 1896,
Coubertin became the President, which was normal, the Games having been
assigned to Paris. However, he resigned from office only in 1925 which showed
an amendment (be it an implicit one) of the rule.
3. Ground rules
During the weeks that followed the Congress of 1894, the first ground rules of
the IOC were laid down:
— absolute independence of the members of the IOC toward nations;
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—absolute independence toward sports movements;
—refusal to admit delegates of any kind;
—refusal of any form of subsidy;
—full equality of sports in spite of the faint attempt at domination on the part of
athletics.
4. Operation
The IOC began its operation at the beginning of September 1894 and its first
task was to complete its membership by self-recruting or co-opting.
From the very start Coubertin had stipulated that the Committee should be
made up of three "concentric circles":
—a small nucleus of hard-working, competent and dedicated members;
—a "nursery" of willing members who could be progressively trained;
—a façade of titled, wealthy or important people whose presence would satisfy
certain national demands and ensure an apparent prestige to the assembly.
5. Headquarters
Coubertin was awarded the title of Honorary President in 1925 when he
withdrew from the presidency.
Meanwhile, the headquarters of the International Olympic Committee had
been transferred to Lausanne in 1921.
A 16th session was held in Paris in 1914. The war interrupted the efforts of the
Committee's members to extend its activity on a worldwide scale.
At the end of the Paris Congress of 1914, Coubertin had already indicated his
wish to retire from the post he had been occupying for twenty years.
The war, however, put an end to his intentions: "a captain does not leave the
ship's bridge during the gale".
Various problems arose during the war, including the question of IOC
headquarters. It was believed to be in Paris, since this was Coubertin's main
place of residence.
A rule, dating back to the establishment of the IOC, stipulated that, in theory
at least, the IOC headquarters would be moved every four years to the country
of the next Olympiad. This privilege had however become fictitious (Otto
Mayer, "Through the Olympic rings", p. 82) since 1900.
Berlin, the candidate city for the Games of 1916, could however claim the
IOC headquarters at any moment and in view of the situation in Europe,
Coubertin felt that a stable organization was becoming essential for Olympism.
In spite of the fact that some of his colleagues did not share his views, the
reviver of the Games decided to act on his own, because of the circumstances
and he duly informed the members that were close to him.
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On 10 April 1915, in the meeting room of Lausanne's Town Hall, President
Coubertin signed the documents that would allow him to establish in that city
the world administration centre and the archives of modern Olympism
(Monique Berlioux, The history of the IOC in p. 8 of "The Olympic Games"
published by Lord Killanin and John Rodda, London 1976).
The State Council of the Canton de Vaud ratified this act and the President of
the Swiss Confederation sent a warm telegram to the IOC in the name of the
Swiss Federal Council.
However, the final transfer of headquarters did not take place before 1921,
because of the war. Since then, the IOC has its headquarters and administration
in Lausanne. The administration services were first housed in the Palais de
Mon-Repos where Coubertin has created an Olympic Museum. They were later
transferred to the Château de Vidy where they remain to this day.
This move to Switzerland, mainly due to the fact that the Games of 1961 had
been awarded to Berlin, would create different problems than those envisaged
by Coubertin in 1915 and 1921. II. THE LEGAL ISSUES
The facts presented above already show that although it had been created in
Paris, the IOC did not base its organization on the French legal system. .
Besides, the French law of 1st July 1901 on associations did not exist in 1894.
More prosaically we should probably have to admit that the founding
members did not think of binding their organization to a given legal system, or
even to "law" in general, which is normally the case with sports clubs,
associations or committees.
Among the problems that will appear we should mention in particular:
1. Does the IOC possess juridical status?
2. Does the IOC come under a national legal system? If yes, what would that be?
3. What is the situation of the IOC in Switzerland? What would be the
conditions for a transfer to Greece?
1. Juridical status
The concept of artificial or corporate personality is directly related to the
concept of person.
A corporate person is that which can become a subject of law. If person in
everyday language and legal terminology usually means the human being,
another concept was developed by extrapolation, some say by fiction, that
allows groups of persons to acquire as well the capacity of becoming subjects of
law.
In that case, the distinct personality of the founding members, partners, or
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shareholders disappears behind the corporate personality of the association.
Corporate person, therefore means the group, association, company or firm
which possesses legal status.
This status exists not only under private law, in the head of commercial firms,
but also in the head of civil associations, or, on another level, under public law,
in the head of the State or its subdivisions: cities, communities, departments or
organizations that come under this branch of law.
Consequently, the capacity of being a subject of law, i.e. to exercise rights and
obligations can belong not only to natural persons but also to associations of
persons.
The difference between a simple association of persons (deprived of legal
status) and another group that possesses legal status is that:
— in the first case, every natural person exercises on his/her own account his/her
own rights and obligations both as regards his/her personal life and as regards
the association. There are no rights and obligations specific to the association
or outside the natural persons who make up the association;
— in the second case, natural persons, outside their personal life disappear
behind the artificial person to which they are affiliated. The corporation acts
on its own, it has its own rights and obligations which are distinct from those
of the persons that compose it. The association, in legal life, appears as an
additional person, different from the person of the beings that compose it.
(Planiol et Ripert, Traité pratique de droit civil français, Paris 1952, no0 66;
Michoud. La Théorie de la personnalité morale et son application au droit
français, Paris, 2nd édition, p. 7; Saleilles, Les Personnes Morales, Paris 1920;
Laurent, Principes de droit civil, tome 1, 3rd édition 1878, no 287; De page,
Traité élémentaire de droit civil belge, tome 1, 3d édition 1962, no 233; L.
Silance, La personnalité juridique, réalité ou fiction, in "Présomptions et
fictions en droit", Bruxelles 1974, p. 278, etc).
Such principles are not unique in Swiss, French or Belgian law; they can also
be found in the Dutch, German, British and American law (Lon Fuller, Legal
Fictions, Stanford University Press, California, 1967, p. 19) etc.
1. Until 1976, IOC rules did not contain any provision as to its legal form,
either at the time of its creation or later.
The rules do however stipulate:
— that it has members,
— that they meet at least once a year, in a session, i.e. in a general assembly,
— the way in which they are recruited, i.e. how they are elected or co-opted.
— From the date of its establishment, its members felt (as mentioned above) that
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they had created a "permanent body".
— The Committee is directed by a President and three Vice Presidents.
— It also has a treasurer or president of the Finance Commission,
— A head of protocol,
— presidents of standing commissions (press, public relations, etc).
— The Executive Board is the emanation of the General Assembly of members; it
consists of the President, the three Vice-Présidents and five members (in 1921
it was composed of five members, cf. Monique Berlioux, The history of the
IOC - Lord Killanin and J. Rodda).
— There are various provisions which define the procedure for the sessions, their
holding, voting, including postal vote,
— the contributions of members,
— the site of IOC headquarters, and finally stipulate that the IOC is the final
authority for all questions concerning the Olympic Games and the Olympic
Movement.
. 2. In the countries mentioned above, as in most other countries for that matter,
legal status can be obtained in different ways.
a. The procedure governing corporate persons under public law: the state
acquires legal status not when it is constituted but when it gains international
recognition.
b. If we move one step below, in a state that has been thus constituted and
recognized, the recognition of legal status depends on the law (town, province,
district, public law organizations, private law companies, etc).
c. Artificial persons under private law: Within each State, there are usually
two ways of acquiring corporate personality that coexist.
According to the oldest, the law, or the executive power, grants legal status to
associations submitting such a request which meet the necessary conditions and
accept its authority.
This is a voluntary action on the part of the State which recognizes certain
rights to an association under Dutch law or a foundation under Belgian law, etc.
d. More recently, it is the law which sets out a framework or, in a general way,
the conditions that the association must strictly adhere to, before acquiring,
through the automatic enforcement of the law, legal status.
Commercial companies for example, are recognized under European
continental law only if they conform to a pattern established by the law, respect
all the conditions that are laid down in it, adopt one of the accepted forms and
also provide the required publicity (publication of the articles or memorandum
of association in the Official Journal).
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In addition, in most cases the formationof the company must be filed in a
register (of trade or companies).
The last two procedures coexist under most laws.
e. It should also be mentioned that certain organizations have acquired legal
status under a convention signed by their members without adhering to any
preexisting pattern.
The United Nations Organization for example obtained legal status on the
basis of a decision of the founding States.
The same is true for the European Economic Community.
3. As far as the International Olympic Committee is concerned, before
deciding whether or not it possesses legal status, one has to determine whether it
is a corporate body under private or public law.
It does not represent governments since it refuses to submit to political
influences and demands the same attitude from its members.
In addition it recognizes, on the national level, "National Olympic
Committees" that may not become involved in any undertaking of a political
character.
However, recent examples (like Montreal and the problem of China, Moscow
and the problem of Afghanistan with the boycott)have shown that the President
of the IOC talks on an equal footing with the Heads of State (Lord Killanin and
Trudeau in Montreal, Lord Killanin and Brezhnev in Moscow) to solve the
problems that arise during the preparation and the holding of the Olympic
Games.
We would therefore say that the IOC is a corporate body by public law (this is
the thesis supported by Jürgen Schroeder in his work "Symbolik der
Olympischen Bewegung, Grundlagen und Möglichkeiten eines Rechtlichen
Schutzes", presented at Mainz University in 1976).
4. However it is generally felt that it is rather a corporate body by private law,
as any "association" in France or Switzerland.
— Article 52 of the Swiss Civil Code (title 2 - Artificial persons) stipulates
that companies that are organized as corporate bodies or establishments that
have own aims and existence, acquire juridical status by becoming registered
with the Register of Trade.
Corporations and establishments under public law, non-profit associations,
religious and family foundations are not however exempted from this formality.
The IOC is not formed for profit and is a body corporate in the sense of Swiss
law. By virtue of this provision it would therefore be a non-profit association.
— In France, the Supreme Court in its decision of 28 January 1954 (D. 1954,
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U. 217 and LEVASSEUR note ) stated that civil personality is not a creation of
law for it "belongs, in principle, to any association that has the possibility of
collective expression to defend legitimate interests that are therefore entitled to
legal recognition and protection".
— Under Dutch law, a similar issue was raised before the Judge of
Provisional Settlements at Utrecht, then before the Court of Appeal in
Amsterdam, concerning the International Cycling Union.
These courts by recognizing that legal proceedings can be instituted against
this organization have admitted, together with the Court of Justice of the
European Communities, that the International Cycling Union has a legal
personality on an international level (decision of the Court of Justice, case
36/74, W ALRA VE and KOCH versus International Cycling Union, decision of
12 December 1974, Journal des Tribunaux 1975, p. 603).
The Court of Geneva and the New York Tribunal have similarly decided that
the IOC could institute legal proceedings and therefore possessed legal status.
5. Under Dutch, French and Swiss law (art. 52 to 56 and art. 60 of the Swiss
Civil Code) for the recognition of a corporate person it is sufficient to prove the
wish of becoming incorporated or for an organization to have expressed,
explicitly or implicitly, its intention of becoming incorporated by adopting in its
memorandum of association a form implying a power of representation granted
to certain persons.
Although the International Olympic Committee has not chosen to submit to
a form that is expressly provided under the Swiss Civil Code, the French Civil
Code or any other legislation, it has juridical status, just like the International
Cycling Union.
6. Lord Killanin, who was at that time President of the IOC, entrusted in 1973
a "legal commission" with the task of studying the problem and reporting to
him.
The conclusion of this commission, presented in 1974, was that even if the
IOC did not at the time have legal status beyond any doubt there were certain
elements which made it advisable for it to obtain such a status.
The commission had first considered the advantages and disadvantages
associated with such a status. The advantages were, in particular, that the
Committee could have a freedom of expression distinct from that of its
members. In addition legal status meant that the IOC could have its own
property, distinct from that of its members, which would protect the latter from
possible legal action.
The disadvantage would be that third parties could easily institute
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proceedings against the IOC before any court, without having to involve
individual members who are spread all over the world.
The commission proposed to the IOC to amend its rules so that it could
recognize itself as "a body corporate by international law having judicial
status", without however depending on any national law.
The IOC therefore decided to amend Rule 11 and adopt the abovementioned
wording.
Since that time, Rule 11 which mentions the creation of the Committee by the
Paris Congress of 23 June 1894, and the fact that it is entrusted with the control
and development of the modern Olympic Games, specifies that it is a body
corporate under international law having juridical status and perpetual
succession.
The same rule describes the IOC's aims stating that it has not been formed for
profit. 2. National legal systems.
The IOC's legal commission faced another problem: it had to decide whether
the International Olympic Committee was subject to a national legislation.
1. However, French law which, under the conditions mentioned above,
'recognizes legal status to certain associations, gives these associations the
nationality of their headquarters. This means that if an association has been
created in France and later moves its headquarters to another country (the same
being true for commercial companies) it will acquire the nationality of the
country where it moved its headquarters.
This results in significant changes regarding applicable law to the status of the
company in particular.
Under French law, the International Olympic Committee, an organization
incorporated in France which then transferred its headquarters to Switzerland,
would now be dependent on Swiss law.
2. On the other hand, Swiss law which is based on the principle of
"incorporation" considers that associations are subject to the law of the country
where they were created, i.e. where they became corporate bodies.
Swiss law therefore refers the case to French law. As French law in turn refers
the case back to Swiss law we are faced with a "tennis game" comparable to that
of the "referring theory" in international private law.
3. These legal systems are not isolated examples. Belgian and Luxembourg
law have adopted similar solutions to that of the registered office or real
administration headquarters theory.
On the other hand, in Germany and the Netherlands as in Switzerland, the
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registered office theory was substituted to that of incorporation.
Under Italian private law, several factors are taken into consideration: the
situation of the registered office, the location of the main business, the place of
incorporation of the company.
Under British law, which also requires companies to be registered in the
Register of Companies, companies are considered as remaining subject to
British law even when the administration or the business are located abroad (cf.
references in L. SILANCE, La personnalité juridique, réalité ou fiction in "Les
présomptions et les fictions en droit", Brussels 1974, p. 309).
4. The International Olympic Committee because of the contrast between
French and Swiss law, finds itself in a delicate and ambiguous situation.
Difficulties have been avoided so far through the adoption, in art. 11 of the
Olympic Charter, of the formula mentioned above, according to which the IOC
is not subject to any national law.
As is the case for the UNO and the EEC, the International Olympic
Committee is a body corporate by international law.
One of the main trends in private international law, the international law, the
internationalist trend, considers that the problems related to this branch of law
should be settled on an international level, just as the IOC has done.
It differs from the "nationalist" theory which tends to link applicable rules to
a national legal system, all problems being solved among the different national
laws that are applicable.
NIBOYET in his "Cours de Droit International Privé Français" and other
works, supports one of these theories while BATTIFOL (Traité Elémentaire de
Droit International Privé, Paris, 1967 n° 190 to 209) favours the other.
It is possible to consult on this problem:
the Convention on the mutual recognition of companies and corporate
persons signed in Brussels, on 29 February 1968, by the 6 Member States of the
Common Market, by virtue of article 220 of the EEC Treaty;
Rigaux, Droit International Privé, 1968, n0 102 and p. 550 and ff;
Article 2, subpare 3 of the Hague Convention of 1.6.1956, which stipulates
that the real house of a company is the place where the central administration of
the company is located;
Abrahams, "Les sociétés en droit international privé", Paris 1956;
Henriquez, Het vennootschapsstatuut, Haarlem, 1961;
Loussouarn, La condition des personnes morales en droit international privé,
recueil des cours, vol. 96, p. 497;
Nationalité des sociétés, J. Cl. Fascicule 564 — A;
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The official dinner at the Glyfada Golf Club was attended by officials with President
Caramanlis at their head, numerous guests and all foreign participants. On the picture
President Caramanlis, Mrs Monique Berlioux, IOC Director and Mr. M. Mzali.

President Caramanlis in friendly conversation with foreign participants at the Glyfada
Golf Club reception.

From the celebrations in commemoration of the IOA's 20th anniversary in the Ancient
Stadium of Olympia.

The Pyrgos chapter of the Lycaeum Club of Greece presented folklore dances as part of
the celebrations for the 20th anniversary.

Les conflits de loi en matière de société J-CL Fasc. 564 - C;
Poullet, Manuel de droit international privé belge, 1947, n° 195 to 227;
Rigaux, Les personnes morales en droit international privé, Annales de droit
et science politique 1964, 241 to 266;
Charles de Visscher, La technique de la personnalité juridique en droit
international public et en droit international privé, Revue de droit international
et législation comparée, 1936, 475;
The Dutch law of 25 July 1959 (Nederlands Staatsblad nr 256); Van Boxsom,
Rechtsvergeli jkende studie over de nationaliteit der vennootschappen, Brussel
1964, blz. M tot 17 en blz 76);
Le critère de nationalité et la notion de personne morale dans l'article 58 du
Traité C.E.E. et dans les dispositions d'application - Europees vennootschapsTecht Leuven 1968, p. 10 to 20.
Van der Crinten, Erkenning van vennootschappen en rechtspersonen in de
E.E.G., Sociaal-economische wetgeving 1966, p. 201 and ff;
To be an international organization that fully assumes its responsibilities the
IOC must remain above national law and preserve a truly international
character. It can achieve this only by granting itself juridical status, without
depending on any specific national legislation. III. NEW TRENDS
1. After the Games of the 21st Olympiad held in Canada, the Games of the
22nd Olympiad of 1980 were to be held in the United States and the USSR (the
Winter Games in Lake Placid, USA and the Summer Games in Moscow). The
two superpowers were thus becoming involved in the organization of the
Olympics and one could think, as many did and even wrote about it, that an
international convention, sponsored by these two countries, could recognize the
IOC and ensure international protection for its symbol, flag and emblems and
also protect the emblems of the two organizing committees by the same process.
Political consideration, unrelated to Olympism, troubled the atmosphere,
spread disorder among the people and even among sportsmen and stifled before
they were born the beautiful projects of theoreticians.
2. The Swiss Federal Government had welcomed the IOC when it moved its
headquarters from Paris to Lausanne in 1915. In 1921 the final move to
Switzerland was carried out under more confidential conditions.
Few problems arose in Switzerland during the many years that followed. The
Chancellor of the IOC was of Swiss nationality and no theory question had to be
solved concerning his administrative duties which were rather limited.
More recently, however, first under President Brundage and then under Lord
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Killanin, the administration of the IOC was entrusted to Mrs. Monique
Berlioux and had to be reinforced because of the growing importance of sport in
the world and the parallel development of the Olympic Movement.
Château de Vidy itself soon became too small to house all IOC departments,
the library, etc.
Steps taken by President Killanin in particular to obtain the IOC's
recognition by the Swiss Federal Government as an international organization
enjoying special status, remained pending and the oral assurance he had
received was never translated into formal texts.
The restrictions imposed by the Federal Government on the issuing of a
working permit in Switzerland some years ago, especially since 1966, created
problems for the IOC during the recruiting of its secretarial staff.
Let us hope that the initiatives of the new President, Mr. Juan Antonio
Samaranch, will prove more successful.
If the IOC were to be recognized in Switzerland as an international
organization with individual status, this could provide it and its members with
certain advantages presently shared by the representatives of international
governmental organizations living in Switzerland (UNO, UNESCO, UER, etc):
recognition of a privileged status to IOC members, facilities for personnel
recruiting etc.
IV. FIRST CONCLUSIONS
Having reached this first stage in our examination we can draw the following
provisional conclusions:
I. Lawyers may bring their contribution to sports
—by providing legal basis to real situations;
—by analysing a real situation and looking for all possible solutions;
—by bringing to a problem the most effective solution under the law and
proposing it to the courts that are faced with this problem or related problems.
2 This contribution is only secondary and aims at bringing help to the athletes
and officials who have to solve problems themselves.
V. NATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEES
The juridical status of the International Olympic Committee presents a series
of legal difficulties, because of the nationality of its members which is different
by defmitipn.
National Olympic Committees have a different character since they are, as
their name indicates, "national", while at the same time presenting similar
problems because of their Olympic identity.
National Olympic Committees must be established in accordance with the
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provisions of rule 24 of the IOC's Olympic Charter.
They have to fulfill the obligations that arise from their Olympic status and
they must also comply with the obligations that result from their national legal
system.
They cannot form an assocition or a committee or society unless these
observe the provisions of their national legislation. The legal system varies from
country to country and although there are certain similarities or families, e.g.
continental European law, the Anglosaxon system, etc, National Olympic
Committees that are established in each country are every time the expression of
a specific and distinct legal way of thinking.
They are subject both to the Olympic legal order and to their national legal
system. ( L. SILANCE, note on the DONA v. MANTERO decision, J. T. 1979,
p. 290).
2. A solution would be to recognize or to ensure the recognition of the
Committee by national legislation, i.e. by virtue of a law.
This procedure may not be the safest, but it certainly provides the necessary
guarantee that the NOC's name will be protected together with the Olympic
symbol and emblem.
a. The Greek legislationhas recognized the Hellenic Olympic Committee and
also provided protection for its emblems and name.
b. The French National Olympic and Sports Committee - born in 1971 as a
result of the merger between the French Olympic Committee - established in
1896 and the National Committee of Sport, established in 1908 - is governed not
only by the rules of the IOC which it is recognized, but also by the provisions of
the French law of 29 October 1975.
Under article 14 of title 2 of this law, the French Committee lays down the
ethical rules of sport, in accordance with the IOC's prescriptions, controls their
observance and arbitrates, on their request, in any dispute between athletes,
associations and federations the latter being represented on it.
The Frenc Olympic Committee (CNOSF) recognizes amateur status and
undertakes, in the name of federations, activities of common interest.
There are three decrees which govern the operation of the CNOSF.
The first contains a public administration regulations and lays down the
conditions under which the CNOSF, recognized by the law as the owner of the
Olympic emblems, can authorize their use for non commercial purposes. The
second defines the conditions under which rights for the broadcasting of sports
events by radio and television will be collected, while the third decree ratifies the
CNOSF's constitution.
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The various aspects of the government's policy and the sport movement are
governed by a general agreement signed between the Secretariat of State and the
CNOSF.
In all these legal provisions no reference can be found of the precise juridical
status of the Committee which does not therefore appear to be an association
under the French law on associations of 1st July 1901, but a recognized
association of public interest of a different nature (Bidegaray and Martin, Le
sportif, definition et typologie, in "Les problèmes juridiques du sport" NiceParis, 1981, p. 44).
c. The NOC of Iran, before the recent change of government and the
establishment of an Islamic republic, had been created by a decree of the Shah of
15 May 1957. Its present situation is precarious to say the least since this decree
has most probably been abolished.
3. A second solution is to obtain recognition for the NOC by the executive
power (royal decision, decree, etc). This has been the case, among others, in
Czechoslovakia, Jordan, Tunisia (Study on NOC constitutions published by the
A.G.P.C.N.O. in 1969 in Rome).
4. A third solution is to adopt one of the legal forms that are provided by the
national legislation. In Belgium for example, the Comité Olympique et
Interfédéral Belge has a double status since it is both the Olympic Committee
and the association of federations. Sport federations, even if they do not have
juridical status, are affiliated to it.
To obtain juridical status it has based its organization on a non-profit
association compatible with the provisions of the Belgian law of 27 June 1921.
This association was established so that the committee could obtain juridical
status which is essential for its reactions with public administration, banking
and financing institutions.
5. NOCs must have legal personality to the extent that this is recognized by
national legislation, in accordance with rule 24 and its bye-law.
6. The following examples show that there is a range of possibilities open to
Olympic officials.
They can be classified under three different systems:
a. The Committee may select in the national legislation the legal provisions
that are most suited to its purpose, usually those concerning the organization of
non-profit associations. In this way it can become integrated in an existing legal
framework.
b. Associations may ask the executive power to recognize to them certain
rights, in accordance with the national legislation or custom.
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c. The Committee may obtain from the legislative power recognition and
protection of certain rights by virtue of a law that abides by the provisions of the
Olympic Charter.
4. The provisions of the Olympic Charter
a. Since the establishment of the International Olympic Committee, Baron
Pierre de Coubertin wanted to have an organization that would be entrusted
with the control and development of the Olympic Games whose revival had
been decided, but would also strive for the dissemination of the Olympic idea
among all nations and races.
When the Games were revived in 1896 National Olympic Committees did
not exist and there were only a few international federations.
The first duty of the IOC therefore was to lay down the fundamental
principles of the Olympic Movement, to set up the organization of the Olympic
Games and ensure participation of the different countries.
This task was too vast to be undertaken by a single Inter-National Olympic
Committee. A commission was therefore set up to organize the purely practical
aspects of the Olympic Movement. It was at that time that NOCs were also
created which would undertake the task of organizing the participation of the
different countries in the Olympic Games.
International Federations were entrusted with the establishment of rules and
regulations for the technical supervision of events.
The IOC reserved the right to direct and control all matters concerning the
application of Olympic rules (Report of Avery Brundage, IOC President, in
Lausanne in March 1960). NOCs should promote Olympic and sporting ideas in
their respective countries.
b. If this conception of the aims and activities of NOCs was initially logical, it
later became evident, especially in the last few decades, that the role both of the
IOC and National Olympic Committees cannot be restricted to the organizatipn
of Games held every four years.
Their main mission is to promote the Olympic Movement in a permanent way
and ensure the development and protection of this movement and sport in
general.
At the IOC session which was held in Munich, in September 1971, following
the joint meeting of the IOC's Executive Board and NOC representatives, the
IOC, on the recommendations that had been submitted to it, amended its
Charter by highlighting in rule 1 the aims of the Olympic Movement, while the
Olympic Games and their staging come second in rules 2 and 3.
c. Similarly, in the new drafting of the texts that led to the creation of a true
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"Olympic Charter" by the end of the 70ies, the role of NOCs is described in a
clearer and more precise way in rule 24 and its bye-law.
1. The underlying principle in that the IOC recognizes as a National Olympic
Committee, with an individual name for each country, a committee that is
established in accordance with the provisions of the Charter, enforces rules and
bye-laws of the IOC and has, if possible, legal status.
This point is a reference to the aforementioned considerations concerning
national legislation.
It is not evident that in all countries there is a legislation that allows a
committee to obtain legal status. This has certain advantages but is not
indispensible.
The committee is therefore free to choose, on the basis of national legal
provisions the legal form that is best suited to its purpose.
2. The Olympic Charter also describes the objects of NOCs.
In accordance with the fundamental principles of the Olympic Rules they
shall ensure the development and safeguarding of the Olympic Movement and
sport.
NOCs shall be the sole authorities responsible for the representation of their
respective countries at the Games of the Olympiad and the Winter Games, as
well as at other events held under the patronage of the IOC. They shall also see
that arrangements are made for the organization of the Games and other events
when they are held in their own country.
Disputes have arisen in certain countries where either the government or
representatives of certain federations wanted to decide themselves about
representation at the Games.
The Natinoal Olympic Committee in this respect is the sole authority. This
authority constitutes a safeguard against pressure coming both from the
government or political parties and national sports federations.
3. NOCs must also be autonomous and resist all pressures of any kind
whatsoever, whether of a political, religious or economic nature.
In pursuing these objectives, NOCs may cooperate with private and
government organizations. However, in all countries NOCs, more and more,
have to refer to national authorities, at least as far as certain questions are
concerned.
Pierre de Coubertin always wanted to interest governments in sport; in this
however he did not succeed. It was only after the 2nd World War that, with a few
exceptions (the painful example of the Nazi rulers in Germany), some interest
was shown for sport among government authorities.
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As the French minister Mazeaud stated at the meeting of Nice, of 18 — 19
October 1979, on the legal problems of sport - sportsmen and sports
associations:
"At the beginning, States, governments, public authorities were not very
interested in sport and we are indeed lucky that there was Coubertin and the
sports movement.
"Today, the State believes in sport and must show its interest for it".
4. It was the role of National Olympic Committees in particular to revive the
interest of youth, sportsmen and all the people in their country for sport in
general and also to draw the attention of government and public authorities to
it.
At the same time though NOCs must retain their autonomy and resist all
pressures. Although they may cooperate with private or government
organizations, the Charter forbids any association on their part with any
undertaking which would be in conflict with the principles of the Olympic
Movement and IOC Rules.
5. The Olympic Charter provides for the composition of NOCs.
They must include in their membership the members of the IOC in their
country, if any, who shall, as of right, also be members of the Executive
Committee, inner committee, administrative committee, or the executive,
whatever its name, with the right to vote.
National federations are also members of the NOC. The representatives of
national federations whose sports are part of the Olympic programme and
which are affiliated to the IF recognized by the IOC as controlling their sport,
must constitute the voting majority on the NOC and its Executive Board.
6. These name of the NOC must reflect the territorial extent and tradition of
that country and must be approved by the IOC.
7. These elements simply complete the legal provisions pertaining to legal
personality,the organization of the association, its general assembly, its
administrative committee or executive board which depend in each case on
national legislation.
8. Bye-law to rule 24
a. In addition to rule 24, the Olympic Charter contains a bye-law with all
pertinent details.
The IOC requires that the rules and regulations of each NOC must be in
compliance with the IOC Rules and refer to them expressly.
Each NOC shall submit for the IOC's approval its rules and regulations as
well as any subsequent modifications to these texts.
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If any doubt exists as to the scope or interpretation of the constitution or rules
of a NOC, or if any contradiction exists between these texts and those of the
IOC, the latter shall take precedence.
b. In addition to national federations and representatives of federations
which govern Olympic sports, the NOC may also include other members,
multisports groups and organizations concerned in sport.
NOCs, however, must not accept as members more than one national
federation for each sport and that federation must be affiliated to the relevant IF
recognized by the IOC.
NOCs may also accept as members persons who have rendered eminent
services to the cause of amateur sport and Olympism.
c. NOCs shall organize and supervise their country's representation at the
Olympic Games. Representation covers the decision to participate and the entry
of athletes selected by their respective national federations. They shall be
responsible for the equipment, transport and accommodation of their team.
d. From the legal aspect, let us note that the IOC provides that insurance must
be taken against the risks of death, disability, illness, medical and
pharmaceutical expenses and third party liability.
e. To avoid the creation of "ghost" committees, that would only exist for the
purpose of participation in the Games, the NOC General Meeting must be held
at least once a year and the members of the Executive Board must be elected at
least every four years.
f. The IOC also recommends to NOCs:
—to organize an Olympic day regularly to further the Olympic Movement;
—to include in their activities the promotion of culture and arts in the sports and
Olympic field;
—to strive against deviations from sporting principles and particularly against
all forms of doping or the improper manipulation of athletes;
—to participate in the work of Olympic Solidarity of the IOC;
—to raise funds to enable them to maintain their full independence, in particular
from the government of their country.
g. Let us remember that Rule 6 on the Olympic flag, symbol, motto and
emblems provides that the NOC may create and register an emblem derived
from the Olympic symbol of the five interlaced rings. Protection thus obtained
must not destroy or prejudice any rights of the IOC and the design of this
Olympic emblem must be submitted to the IOC Executive Board for approval.
The use of the Olympic flag and symbol for commercial purposes of any kind
is strictly forbidden. The use of an Olympic emblem for commercial purposes is
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only allowed on certain conditions, in particular by means of contracts not
exceeding four years and whose text shall be previously submitted to the IOC.
- The emblems of the IOC and the OCOG may not be used on the territory of
an NOC without its prior approval.
h. In 1969, the Permanent General Assembly of NOCs had already entrusted
legal experts with the task of studying the constitution of National Olympic
Committees.
The study involved 72 NOCs. Their rules and regulations had been submitted
by 62 committees and all additional data had been obtained from the IOC
Secretariat.
Following some general considerations, the study touched upon different
problems which are specific to NOCs;
- relations with the IOC;
—powers outside Olympism;
—independence;
—neutrality;
—the composition of the committee and its bodies;
—financing;
—authority for the preparation for and participation in the Games;
—authority for the selection of competitors at the Games;
- liaison with other NOCs;
—authority in artistic and cultural matters;
—organization of an Olympic day;
—protection of emblems.
This study that dates back to 1969, should be updated and I propose that
NOC representatives submit the text of the rules and regulations of their
Committee to this end.
Most problems examined in this study concern NOCs of a private character.
In France, however, and in some other countries where existing problems
should be considered in a separate way, relations between the Committee and
public authorities are different.
In France, sports federations and the French National Olympic and Sports
Committee, are considered as rendering a public service.
A decision of 8 August 1949, delegated to each French sports federation the
authority of governing the sport which it represented.
The law of 29 October 1979, on the development of physical education and
sport is an almost exact copy of this earlier decision as concerns the applicable
system and provides in article 12 for the "capacitation" of sports movements.
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If associations at the base are private persons governed by the French law of
1st July 1901 on associations, which is comparable to the Belgian law of 27 June
1921 on non-profit associations and to different legislations in other countries
of Western Europe, federations and the CNOSF are closer to public
corporations because of their nature.
(Plouvin, l'Organisation et le développement du sport et la loi du 29 octobre
1975, A.J.D.A. 1976, 60;
Alaphilippe et Karaquillo, D. 1979,I.R. 309;
Charles, Les relations du groupement sportif et de la puissance publique, in
"Les problèmes juridiques du sport, le sportif et le groupement sportif,
meeting of 18 and 19 October 1979 in Nice; Silance, Les structures
internationales, idem, p. 197 and ff).
From the legal aspect, the situation of NOCs becomes even more complicated
because of their basic differences. While some are exclusively composed of
Olympic federations, others include in their membership all national sports
federations, Olympic and non-Olympic.
In this sense, the national character is more strong in the Committees that
have this double capacity. They are more an association under national law than
a National Olympic Committee.
In fact, each Committee is different and should be studied separately since
. only synthesis after the collection of statistical data can provide general
information. VI. CONCLUSION
1. Sport from the point of view of its significance and motivation is derived
from the "phenomenon of association" (Michel Bouet, Signification du sport,
p. 340 and ff.; L. Silance, Les structures internationales du sport in "Les
problèmes juridiques du sport", Nice and Paris, 1981, p. 158).
2. International rules, as well as the structures that have been developed by
sports federations and their integration in the field of law, have made the object
of two decisions of the European Court of Justice (Walrave and Koch versus
International Cycling Union, decision no 36/74 of 12 December 1974, Journal
des Tribunaux, Brussels 1975/605; Dona versus Manter, decision no 13/76 of 14
July 1976; J.T. 1977, Brussels, p. 290 and notes by L. Silance).
3. The structure of the IOC is derived from its Olympic Charter and is subject
to international law. It has legal status without depending on any national law.
4. In contrast, NOCs have their own peculiar features. They include in their
membership national sports federations and like them depend on national law.
In addition, to be recognized by the IOC they must also abide by its rules.
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NOCs are therefore hybrid legal entities.
5. They can be subject to public law, particularly when a mission has been
entrusted to them by the state, but in general they come under the competence of
private law.
6. Their major peculiarity is that they are at the crossroads between two
different legal systems: that of the country where they were estblished on the one
hand the Olympic legal order on the other (note on the decision on Dona versus
Manter, J.T. 1977, p. 209). In this respect they are, much less than the IOC, legal
entities in contact with international law.
7. As stated in our provisional conclusions, the intervention of jurists may
sometimes clarify certain situations through legal qualifications. When legal
problems or questions arise, the intervention of lawyers is not only useful, but
also necessary to find solutions to these problems.
The intervention of lawyers is often the result of a dispute betwen two or more
parties. In such as case they should help settle the dispute. In principle, however,
their intervention should be of a preventive nature, to allow them to fulfill their
true role as "advisers". To the extent that their opinion may prevent conflicts,
lawyers in the field of sports can because of the very nature of sport and its
international character, contribute to a better international understanding.
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LEADERSHIP IN OLYMPISM
by
Dr. John T. POWELL
Professor of Human Kinetics
University of Guelph
Canada

If you have worked hard enough to render yourself worthy of going to
Olympia, if you have not been idle or ill-disciplined, then go with
confidence: but those who have not trained in this fashion, let them go
where they will.
Philostratus the Elder (2nd Century A.D.) Apollonius of Tyana v. 43.
INTRODUCTION:
The above statement was made to athletes and Hellanodicae who had
completed the final month, of ten, trainingat Olympia.lt can equally apply to
you - in fact to all of us here. Have we worked hard enough for the Olympic
ideal to make us worthy of our selection to be in this awe-inspiring place Olympia? Or do you believe that it was your right to come because you already
are placed in your National organization or have been a representative at an
Olympic celebration?
For some, being here is the unbelievable privilege of a life-time. For others it
is a reward, yet the few consider it is a place just to have a good time. In some
cases it has meant years of work and waiting, for others it is a surprise. Most
consider it a privilege.
Make no mistake about the International Olympic Academy. Here you will
not be given a training, here you will not be prepared for a position on your
National Olympic Committee and you will not find the curriculum very
practical. This is a true university where you will be aided to meet and mix with
others of different colour, attitude, religious persuasion,cultural background,
value system; and you will be encouraged to talk. The exchange of ideas, the
tolerance, understanding and the willingness to bother, to try, to comprehend
and appreciate, are all so important in this Olympic family to which we all
belong. Because of these things many dreams come true in Olympia.
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You may be frustrated, find the lectures and the discussions too simplistic and
not intellectually to your standard. Here you are asked to be sympathetic and to
appreciate that others may not have had your advantages and are here to learn.
By your appreciation that there are levels of understanding and that
communication is often difficult you will begin to achieve an appreciation of
what true Olympism means. The International Oympic Academy helps to
prepare or sustain one ideologically, yet demands little. It appreciates loyalty
and particularly, your presence here. It requires only-that you will think. Think
and ponder, for thinking is the key which unlocks the door to subsequent action
for this will be demanded of you on your return home.
What is Olympism?
It is the recorded and unrecorded attitude towards the whole of the Olympic
Movement. Olympism is the essence, the basis from which one looks at
everything pertaining to the Olympic Idea. It is the way in which one thinks
about things Olympic.
Olympism is not a cult. Olympism is not, tangible, although it leads to
significant action and tangible results. It is a way of thinking and responding
and is the spirit with which one reacts to attitudes, opinions and behaviour.
One is either imbued with Olympism or one is not.
For many this will be the first time that the word 'Olympism' has been seen or
heard and yet it may have been exactly that which summates for an individual all
that is meant by the term "The Olympics".
May be Olympism brought you here. Perhaps it has been the driving force
within you which has made you believe in the Olympic Movement and which
enables you to work for it.
There is a fascination about a modern tradition which has its bases, so long
ago, in this ancient land. It is salutory to think that men and women strove to
emulate others in contests then, as now, and to realise that rules and regulations
were necessary then to control, to prescribe, encourage, motivate and guide, just
as they are needed now.
Pierre de Coubertin's writings about Olympism:
What a concept Baron Frédi Pierre de Coubertin had, and what belief they
must have had, to have overcome the silent opposition of ignorance and the
active opposition of non-belief. He changed his idea into action and through
leadership, conviction and hard work saw his dream come true. It was he who
coined the word 'Olympism', knew what it was and identified it in action.
1) Olympism is a huge noiseless machine whose cog wheels do not grate and
whose movement never stops; despite the handfulls of sand which certain
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2)

3)

4)

5)

persons throw into it perseveringly but unsuccessfully in an effort to
sabotage its operation.
(La Revue Sportive Illustrée Belgique, July 1920)
Olympism may be a proving ground for moral nobility and purity as well as
of physical endurance and strength; but only on condition that you
continually raise your concepts of honour and impartiality in sport to the
greatest heights of your muscular strength. The future depends on you.
(Official Bulletin of the I.O.C. June 1927)
As for me, I shall never lose my interest in Olympism and sport, but my sixtyfive years are at grips with a new task which calls for all their strength—the
transformation of the very foundations of educational methods.
(Le Figaro, Friday, 8th July 1927)
The power of Olympism in the face of cracks which give warning of more or
less imminent subsidences, lies in what is simply human—and therefore
world-wide in its made-up, as is the case with most institutions derived from
pure Hellenism.
(La Revue Sportive Illustrée - September, 1932)
The first essential characteristic of ancient and of modern Olympism alike is
that of being a religion. By chiselling his body with exercise as a sculptor
chisels a statue the athlete of antiquity was "honouring the gods". In doing
likewise the modern athlete exalts his country, his race, his flag. I therefore
think I was right to recreate from the outset, around the renewed Olympism,
a religious sentiment, transformed and widened by the Internationalism and
Democracy which distinguish the present age, but still the same as that which
led the young Greeks, ambitious for the triumph of their muscles, to the foot
of the altars of Zeus.
(Part of a message broadcast from Berlin 4 Aug. 1935)

There are some of the statements made by the founder of the modern Olympic
Games which he considered to be the culmination, the epitome of all that
Olympism means. The late Avery Brundage, twenty years the President of the
International Olympic Committee echoes this sentiment when writing in 1954:
These brilliant festivals must not just be a form of distraction for the actors
and the spectators but rather a proof of progress made, of confidence gained
and of a better understanding between nations. The Olympic Movement
binds men together in one great brotherhood even if the world is all too often
full of egoism and selfishness. The Olympic family is open to all, but, as in all
families, we have our rules and those who wish to join themselves to us must
abide by them.
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What are these rules? They are very simple.
We must adhere to the four aims of the Olympic Movement which are:
—to promote the development of those physical and moral qualities which are
the basis of sport;
—to educate young people through sport in a spirit of better understanding
between each other and of friendship, thereby helping to build a better and
more peaceful wored;
—to spread the Olympic principles throughout the world, thereby creating
international goodwill;
—to bring together the athletes of the world in the great four-yearly sport
festival, the Olympic Games.
(1981 - Olympic Charter, Lausanne).
Further, we must foster the aims of the International Olympic Committee,
these are:
—to encourage the organization and development of sport and sports
competitions;
—to inspire and lead sport within the Olympic ideal, thereby promoting and
strengthening friendship between the sportsmen and sportswomen of all
countries;
—to ensure the regular celebration of the Olympic Games;
—to make the Olympic Games ever more worthy of their glorious history and
the high ideals which inspired their revival by Baron Pierre de Coubertin and
his associates.
(1981 - Olympic Charter, Lausanne)
Leadership:
Perhaps what I have said and quoted is, to you, a lot of nonsense, outmoded
idealism, antiquated and meaningless propaganda. On the other hand it may be
the ammunition you require to help you fight for the maintenance and
propagation of the Olympic Movement.
What is needed, as never before is leadership at every level to keep the concept
of the Olympic Ideal before populations. Only through applying Olympism will
the Olympic world be able to maintain itself and keep its momentum.
You, because of your education are the leaders.
No form of organization has ever existed without leaders. To have someone
in charge is natural Even those who reject traditional leadership structures find
a need for leaders themselves. As cream does, leaders naturally rise to the
surface and leadership has been applied at least as much to evil as to good. There
is however a distinction between a leader and a tyrant. The tyrant is for
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him/herself alone, the leader is ambitious for a cause shared by others. It is the
presence of a following that compels leaders to act responsibly, for leaders
occupy their positions only by the consent of others and every leader is
responsible to those who follow, however few, however many.
Delegation brings forth new leaders and is a way of creating leadership
continuity. We are all part of that process.
Today's youth is more assertive and more sceptical than ever before and you
are representative of it. Changes in values have brought a variety of fresh forces
to bear on the leadership of all types of movements and institutions. Your vigor,
vision and enthusiam are needed, apply them well for Olympism's sake.
Conclusion:
We,as leaders, must be vigilant, constantly on the alert because we know that
the Olympic Movement and the Olympic Games are not perfect and many of the
problems besetting them arise from external forces bearing no relation to sport.
These problems are conceived not of the principles, the ideals and aims of the
Movement but from the traditions and the customs which have surrounded and
grown with the Olympic Games. Self regulation is the way to solve such
concerns.
The political overtones can be lessened by supplanting national flags and
other identifying symbols of national identity. The Olympic Hymn, which we
shall sing, should replace national anthems, for it is individuals who compete in
the Games, not nation against nation. We need to be watchful of the cost of
staging the Olympic Festival and serious consideration should be given to the
Greek concept (expressed consistently since 1896) of a central site for the
Summer celebration. Rising costs are not only the result of inflation - but of
national pride. A central location, with participating nations assessed a share of
cost for staging the Games and general maintenance, would cut the expense of
having to duplicate facilities, quadriennially.
Inequality, because of population size and economic ability to train, maintain
and transport athletes also needs attention as does eligibility.
These are a few of the tasks needing thought, action and solution and are
worthy of your attention as leaders of Olympism.
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SOCIOLOGY OF OLYMPISM
AND INTERNATIONAL
COMPREHENSION

By: Prof. P. MCINTOSH. (GBR)

I shall begin this lecture with an anecdote and with a question which I shall
not attempt to answer but will leave with you until the end of the lecture. The
anecdote is this:
On March 29th 1981 about 6.500 runners, men and women, old and young, the oldest woman was 64 and the oldest man 81 - took part in a London
Marathon. After 16 miles two runners, an American Dick Beardsley, and a
Norwegian Inge Simenson broke away from the rest and from that point
onwards these two competed for the lead without either of them gaining a clear
advantage. Shortly before the finish, about 800 metres, some communication
took place between them and they crossed the finishing line hand in hand joint
winners in a time of 2 min 11.48 secs. After the race the TV commentator said
"Today taking part was more important than winning". Furthermore the
action of the two runners in crossing the line hand in hand was a demonstration
of international understanding. The question is whether ceasing to compete
before the end of the race was compatible with Olympism. In particular, was it
compatible with the Olympic motto 'Citus, Altius, Fortius' - faster higher
stronger? I will ask you to give your opinion at the end of the lecture and I will
tell you what one of the winners said on this topic.
So let us now focus on Olympism. It is a complex concept and as with many
other concepts, it is easier to say what it is not rather than what it is. Everyone in
this audience is aware that the Olympic Games are not, and never were, merely
an international sporting event on the same footing as any world championship.
Their intention was different when they were founded and still is different.
Indeed, there had been a number of attempts to refound the Olympic Games in
America, in Britain and in Sweden. What distinguished the foundation of the
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Olympic Games by Pierre de Coubertin was Olympism, that is to say, a
combination of aims, objectives and principles, of procedures and rituals to
which athletic competition is or was intended to be subordinate. It is necessary
to emphasise this feature of the Olympic Games, not because you are ignorant
of it but because many people in the world, especially the mass media, treat the
Games as if they were little more than a mechanism for deciding who is to have
medals, and they seem unaware of Olympism. The media even sometimes try to
reduce the Olympic Games to entertainment. The New York Times in 1976
stated "The main function of the Olympic Games is to provide television
entertainment" (Lenk 1978 p. 190) This, as Lenk says, certainly contradicts
Coubertin's intentions and the whole value system of the Olympic Movement.
Turning from a négative to a positive approach, we are faced by an absence of
definition by the International Olympic Committee in its Olympic Charter. This
document makes one reference to 'the Olympic Principles' and one to 'the
Olympic Ideal' without defining them or saying what they are. The Charter first
included a reference to the Olympic Ideal in 1971 but still does not mention the
Olympic idea or Olympism. (IOC 1979). This lack of definition bothered the
Intergovernmental Committee of UNESCO on Sport and Physical Education
when it met in March of this year. Several delegates expressed the view that it
was necessary to obtain from the IOC a clear and precise definition of
Olympism. Other delegates thought that this was impossible. At the end of the
debate the representative of the IOC supported this latter view. After
mentioning some of the sources of inspiration of the Olympic idea and some of
the threats to that idea, he stated that it was now up to UNESCO to determine
ways of teaching the Olympic idea without further action on the part of the IOC
(UNESCO 1981 p. 4). Coubertin wrote and spoke frequently about Olympism.
In his 'Mémoires Olympiques' he interpreted it as "a school of nobility and
moral purity as well as of endurance and physical energy... but only if honesty
and sportsmanlike unselfishness are as highly developed as the strength of the
muscles "(Coubertin in Lenk ρ 208)The reference to 'school' and 'development',
bears witness to Coubertin's intense interest in education and education became
a mainspring of Olympism. Indeed, most of the original Olympic Committee
had some connection with education.
In order to achieve his broad educational aims Coubertin turned to the
ancient Panhellenic Olympic Games for inspiration, but he modernised them
and introduced some ideas which were quite alien to Greek culture. The
concepts of "all games, all nations" and "amateurism", for instance, helped to
modernise the Olympic Games which otherwise could not have been revived in
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the twentieth century, let alone become an international phenomenon.
Since 1894 when Olympism may be said to have been announced by
Coubertin it has changed very little. The Olympic Games themselves of course
have changed, but in size and quantity rather than in aim or objective. There has
been a steady growth in the number of participating teams, in the number of
competitors and in the number of events. These increases have necessitated a
bureaucratic organisation and a proliferation of rules and regulations, but if we
take two of the topics which have been most hotly debated over the years,
discrimination whether racial or political, and amateurism, we can see that
changes in rules have altered the emphasis, not the essence of Olympism.
Discrimination on grounds of colour, religion or politics was first forbidden
by regulation in 1949 but non-discrimination was referred to in general terms by
Coubertin in 1912 when he enunciated the principle of "all games, all nations"
(Coubertin Rev Ol 1912p. 107). By implication it was there from the start in 1894
when he appealed for respect for, not destruction of native countries (Coubertin
1894), but at the end of the nineteenth century international sport and sport in
general was dominated by the Caucasian races of Europe and North America.
The importance of the principle became apparent only when the Games were
extended to a greater number of ethnic groups and political systems. Since 1949
there have been arguments on what is and what is not discrimination but no
wavering of principle so that Olympism has been quoted in resolutions of the
General Assembly of the United Nations as support for the condemnation of
apartheid.
Amateurism was the original topic for the congress in Paris in 1894 which
decided to revive the Olympic Games. Unfortunately the term 'amateur' was
one of social differentiation in the nineteenth century. Consequently social
distinctions obscured the ideal of the sporting spirit which was so dear to
Coubertin. Although the concept of amateurism was central to many debates of
the IOC and of Olympic Congresses from 1894 onwards, a description of
amateur status did not appear in the Olympic Rules until 1927. It remained in
the Rules until the edition of 1979 when the word was eliminated from Principle
Number 1. The Principle had previously stated that the aim of the Olympic
Movement was "to promote those fine physical and moral qualities which are
the basis of amateur sport". Both the words 'fine' and 'amateur' have now been
omitted. This move was anticipated by students of the International Olympic
Academy in a debate as long ago as 1965. A majority of students then took the
view that the spirit of sport and the spirit of Olympism could not be confined
within a term which had the historical and sociological implications which
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'amateur' had then. I should like to think that what the Academy thinks today
the IOC thinks tomorrow ! - but the point which I am making is that even on the
most controversial issues Olympism has survived without major change even if
the words and the regulations have had to be modernised.
I have already stated that Olympism is a complex idea and we must now
examine some, but not all, of those complexities. We shall find not only
complexity but contradictions or apparent contradictions which need honest
recognition. Olympism is not only complex, it is vague. However this very
vagueness, the ambiguity and the lack of definition has enabled Olympism to
cross barriers of culture and politics and to be compatible with conflicting
ideologies and social systems. Many people from very different cultural
backgrounds can identify with the Olympic Movement, selecting for emphasis
what appeals to them yet uniting with others in allegiance to the ideal: but this is
possible only if the ideal is not too closely defined.
One of the original elements in Olympism and the Olympic idea was
international comprehension or, in the more usual English form, international
understanding. The first reference to it that I can trace was in a speech by
Coubertin to the Parnassus Club in Athens in 1894. He in fact referred to the
opposite - misunderstanding "The Olympic Games" he said "will gradually
efface the peoples' ignorance of things which concern them all, an ignorance
which feeds hatreds, accumulates misunderstandings and hurtles events along a
barbarous path towards a merciless conflict" (Coubertin 1894). He thus linked
together three things, - lack of information, lack of respect for other people and
hatred or conflict. By implication he thus linked together also information,
mutual respect and peace or good will. All three are encompassed in the phrase
international understanding but confusion often arises because they are not
logically or necessarily connected. It is possible to hate things and people the
more you know about them. It is also possible to love things and people without
knowing very much about them. George Orwell, the author of 1984 and
"Animal Farm" thought that sport was the unfailing cause of much ill will and
Bernard Shaw thought that the Olympic Games were just another way to
confront people. International Sport in general and the Olympic Games in
particular will not automatically produce international knowledge, international respect or international peace, but Coubertin thought that they could be
made to do so. He stated: "To ask the people of the world to love one another is
merely a form of childishness. To ask them to respect one another is not in the
least Utopian, but in order to respect one another it is first necessary to know one
another" (Coubertin 1935). It is interesting that this statement was made in
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support of the study of history. Without history Olympism is not fully
comprehensible. Coubertin thought that knowledge, respect and goodwill were
more closely connected than I believe that they are.
So which comes first, Goodwill of Knowlegde? Chronologically it seems that
goodwill comes first. Recent research indicates that children learn which foreign
countries are 'good' or 'bad' before they learn almost anything else about them.
Let us not blind ourselves to what American and Russian children are learning
about each other, or what Israeli and Palestinian children are learning about
each other, before they learn about sport and international sport. If the research
is sound, then Olympism must be taught to the very young wih emphasis on
goodwill not information, on attitude not cognition.
In terms of priority of value, too, it seems that goodwill must come very high
on the list. Rules and rituals can even be broken in the interests of goodwill but
not otherwise. Hilde Rosenthal won the womens' broad jump event in Munich
in 1972 by just one centimeter. At the victory ceremony she pulled her Bulgarian
and Yugoslav rivals on to the winner's podium thus braking the ritual of
honouring the winner above others, but she was not disciplined. At Mexico City
in 1968 Carlos and Smith gave the black power salute when they were on the
podium for their victory ceremony. They were sumbequently sincerely disciplined. I am suggesting that if their gesture had been one of goodwill they would
not have been punished for breaking a rule.
I shall return to the educational aspects of international understanding later
but first let me remind you of some of the measures which have been taken to
increase international knowledge, respect and goodwill. First, the Olympic
Charter specifies that the Olympic Games are contests between individuals but
that the individuals must be entered by an Olympic Committee which is called a
National Olympic Committee. Coubertin recognised that the peoples of the
world were organised by nations and that in order to increase understanding
between nations it had to be acknowledged that they existed and were
important. The IOC has done more than this. It has used emblems such as flags
uniforms and anthems to emphasise the international character of the Games. It
has consistently refused to abandon the use of these emblems, sometimes by
only one vote, but national emblems, despite some modification of their use in
the Games in Moscow, have remained an important feature of the festival.
Secondly, until 1960 athletes swore to take part in the Olympic Games for the
honour of their country. In that year the word 'team' was substituted for
'country' but this did not eliminate entirely the nationalistic tone. The new and
emerging countries of Africa and Asia have been particularly keen to
demonstrate their national identity in the sports arena.
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Internationalism is, as Lenk has pointed out, Janus faced (Lenk p. 162).
(Janus was the god of the Romans to whom a gate facing both East and West
was dedicated). It has led to practices which are difficult to reconcile with
Olympism and to false judgements about the Games. Scoring by medals in order
to decide which nation has won the Olympic Games is comparatively harmless.
Exploitation for political purposes is more difficult to justify. When the USSR
claims that the allocation of the Olympic Games to Moscow is recognition of the
correctness of USSR foreign policy and when the coach of the USA hockey team
claims that the victory of his team shows the superiority of the American over
the Russian way of life, they may be increasing respect for their countries in a
narrow sense but they are not contributing to either knowledge or goodwill.
However, countries which have officially adopted an ideology that sport is both
political and societal can hardly avoid such claims, while countries claiming that
sport is independent of politics are, each year that passes, finding it more
difficult to say what they mean. When 'Sport for All* is government policy and
the so called independent National Olympic Committees are subjected to
political pressure from their governments on participation or nonparticipation, in the Olympic Games then Coubertin's recognition of the dual
nature of the Games, individual and national, is seen to be realistic whatever the
consequences and difficulties for Olympism may be. In order to change
international relations Olympism has to accept them as they are at any one time.
Coubertin saw that too much government participation in the Olympic
Movement would hinder, not help, international understanding and he
therefore took steps to safeguard the political independence, that is to say the
freedom from government control, of the IOC and all NOCs. Despite the
structure of the committees, the regulations governing membership of
committees and the declaration of commercial and political independence
which all new members of the IOC have to make, Coubertin's aim has not been
fully achieved. The year 1980 saw in a particularly dramatic form the struggle
between governmental and non-governmental organisations for control of
international sport and of the Olympic Games. This struggle will certainly
continue. If governments gain more and more power that does not mean the end
of international understanding but it does mean that Olympism can no longer
maintain the function of non-governmental organisations to bring about
international undestânding through sport. They will have no power.
Another mechanism for increasing international understanding is the
Olympic village where athletes of different nations live, eat, sleep, converse,
exchange emblems and clothing and communicate with each other. Despite the
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terrorism perpetrated in the village at Munich the village is still seen as part of
internationalism. Perhaps more lasting and more important than the
friendships and social contacts of athletes is the cooperation between the
administrators and committee members which is necessary to hold such a great
festival. Here there is another threat to Olympism. It is 'block voting' whereby
certain delegations with national, racial or political affiliations to each other
decide before committee meetings how they will vote no matter what arguments
may be advanced in the meeting. Some delegates may be subjected to both
commercial and political pressure to join a particular 'voting block. The
growth of secret negotiations and dishonest arrangements which may even
affect the judging of the contests as well as administration must diminish
international respect and goodwill. It is one of the most serious threats to
Olympism at the present time.
The number of athletes and the number of administrators actively engaged in
the Olympic Games is small, a few thousand, and the increase of international
understanding among them cannot have a very great influence on world peace
despite that fact that more than twenty times as many athletes participate today
as participated in 1896, and despite the fact that now more than 70% of the
world's population is represented by an Olympic team. But what about the one
billion televison viewers around the wored?Coubertin thought of athletes and
members of Olympic Committees as educators and ambassadors for peace in
their own countries. He did not envisage millions of spectators sharing the spirit
of the Games at the moment of their happening. The achievement of
international understanding to day is very much in the hands of the mass media,
especially television. Unfortunately we do not know what effect the media are
having upon international understanding, whether through sport or any other
programmes. Certain things we do know, that television puts ideas into peoples'
heads - why else would governments and commercial firms use it for
advertising? We know that top people and top nations make news. Luxembourg
rarely hits the international headlines but did so when Bartel won the 1500
metres in 1952. We know too that negative events are preferred to positive
events. Bad news is news. Reporters waiting for the Olympic Games to begin
have even been known to manufacture negative incidents in order to have some
bad news to report. The media, however, have an immense positive task to
perform and can make a very great contribution to international understanding.
It has been suggested that a TV camera in the Olympic Village showing friendly
encounters between athletes of different countries might do more to increase
international understanding than constant repetition of victory ceremonies in
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the arenas. If the media do make international understanding a priority then
there are many more things that they could do which they do not now.
At present we do not know just how the media work, and research is needed to
find out. For instance, ethnocentricity or nationalism is central to sports
reporting but just how do the media of one nation present other nations or
peoples in their sports programmes and what are the implications for
international understanding? Even when we know the answer to these questions
the media in all parts of the world would have to accept and support Olympism
if international understanding is to be increased. At present there is little
evidence that they do. "My country right or wrong" seems to be as common an
attitude as Coubertin's plea for chivalry and generosity to opponents.
Something else which we need to know is how children interpret the sports
programmes which they see and hear. Some experiments might be done too with
new programmes to break down the customary images of other countries and so
prevent them being labelled 'good' or 'bad' without any real knowledge of their
attitudes and achievements in sport. Such research as has been done shows
abysmal ignorance in children of other peoples' sport. Here is one from Britain
about Russia:
"Russians always win the Olympics. They dont give secrets away. They are
being aggressive at the moment- invading Afghanistan. It's fairly cold there.
I dont know what it is like inside - it's behind the iron curtain". (Hallorn
1981).
Olympism, with the help of the media has a long way to go in the international
education of children. Fortunately both UNESCO and IOC are concerned with
this task and the International Council of Sport and Physical Education which
has links with both bodies, has set up a committee on Mass Media, Sport and
International Understanding.
I have suggested that the acceptance of Olympism by the media is essential to
international understanding. Also essential is the general acceptance
throughout the world of a concept of fair play. Like Olympism itself fair play is
both complex and vague, but although the term is English and difficult to
translate - there is in Paris a 'Comité International de Fair Play' - the idea is
based upon ethical principles which, in some form, are common to very many
cultures and societies.
Fair play embraces two modes of behaviour. The first is the idea of obligation
or duty, what everyone ought to do in a given set of circumstances. It is generally
accepted that there is a duty to keep promises even if there have to be some
exceptions. The obligation to keep the rules of a game which we have agreed to
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play is one such obligation to keep promises. There are circumstances in life
when promises have to be broken, circumstances in which two promises have
been made and you cannot keep one without breaking the other. Suppose that
you have promised to obey your coach and he instructs you to take a
drug which is forbidden by the rules of the sport which you have promised to
obey. You then have a moral dilemma in which the right solution may not be the
easy solution. However, it is difficult to see how the Olympic Movement can
survive unless the obligation to keep the rules is accepted. It is even more
difficult to see how international understanding can be fostered unless this
happens. International sport and especially the Olympic Movement has thrown
up its own system of values which, we must recognise, has a greater and wider
measure of acceptance in the world than any of the great religions or any of the
great political ideologies. It is more international than they are and this is a most
remarkable phenomenon of the twentieth century, but it will not survive unless
the ethical principle of obligation to the rules is accepted.
There is more to fair play than doing your duty. Doing your duty is something
which anyone and everyone ought to do, 'Fair Play' however, is often used to
refer to actions which are not duties but which are good or commendable.lt was
Throughout this lecture I have referred to international understanding and
international goodwill: that is to say relations between nations, but I have
hinted at other groupings in the world and in the world of sport. The world in
which Coubertin formulated Olympism was a world dominated by nation
States and it was natural for him to speak and write almost exclusively about
understanding and peace between nations. Nowadays, however, there are other
potential conflicts. The withdrawals of teams from the Olympic Games in
Montreal and Moscow showed that racial and ideological allegiances are
sometimes as strong as national allegiances and are potential sources of conflict.
Racial conflicts also occur within nations as well as between them and
ideological wars are not always determined by national frontiers. Ireland is
perhaps the most unhappy example of this kind of conflict, but in many other
countries there are ethnic, racial or religious groups at enmity with their
neighbours. Between the first, second and third world there is misunderstanding
and potential conflict. It is not difficult to recognise hostility of this kind, No
knowledge of sociology is required. If Olympism is to fulfil its mission of peace
and goodwill it must now extend international understanding to embrace not
just relations between nation States but relations between groups of nations,
racial groups and ideological groups likely to be in conflict with each other. As
an ideal, Olympism is as noble as it ever was but the ideal must be interpreted to
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meet problems of the nineteen eighties. So I return finally to the London
Marathon and ask you to say whether in your opinion the international decision
to share victory was compatible with Olympism. When you have answered I will
tell you what one of the winners said.
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Young people from all over the world in addition to lectures on Olympism and the
ancient history of the Games also have the opportunity to visit the ancient ruins and
find inspiration in the immortal spirit of Olympia.
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THE ROLE OF THE OLYMPIC GAMES
IN THE INTERNATIONAL
COMPREHENSION

BY: Mr R. W. PALMER, M.ED., D.P.E.
(GBR)
Secretary General
British Olympic Association

A number of speakers have made the point that the Olympic Games are only
part of the wider sphere of Olympism and this is indeed true. However, they are
the vehicle which more than any other has brought Olympism to the attention of
the world. Indeed so successful have they been that one of the tasks of the
Olympic movement now is that of educating the public, who knows only of the
Games and nothing of the deeper philosophical implications.
I feel that it will be best if I illustrate my talk by means of some slides which I
have brought along to remind ourselves of the development of the Games and of
the contribution it has made to human understanding since 1896.
The Ancient Games, begun here in Greece, stimulated the great Baron de
Coubertin, the innovator of the modern Olympic Games, to think in terms of
bringing together the youth of the world in friendly rivalry. His ambitions
became a reality in 1896 with the first modern Olympic Games in Athens.
Immediately after the Games there began a debate as to whether they should
remain in Greece or move from country to country. It was the latter course
which was decided upon by the I.O.C. of the day. (It is interesting that this same
issue is currently under discussion with the proposal to reverse the process and
bring the Games back to a permanent site).
The Games moved to Paris in 1900 and thence across the Ocean to St. Louis,
U.S.A. in 1904. The Americans had been supportive of the Games from the
beginning. By 1984 they will have organized the Games on three occasions.
In 1908 the Games moved to London - an occasion now remembered for the
great courage of Dorando Pietri and the acrimonious relations between the
Americans and the British.
The Games moved to Stockholm in 1912 and the world began to appreciate
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the great prowess of the Finnish runners like Paavo Nurmi who transformed the
existing ideas of distance running.
In 1924 in association with the Games in Paris we had the emergence of the
Olympic Winter Games at Chamonix bringing together countries where Winter
sports were practised.
The ceremonial aspects of the Games by this time were well formulated.
There was the oath taking on behalf of the athletes and officials and the
parading of the athletes, often in national costume, which illustrated the
universality of the Olympic Movement even in I920's.
In 1932 the Games returned to America, to Los Angeles, to the world of the
film industry, the motor car and to a country just emerging from an economic
depression. By this time different countries were emerging successfully in
different sport; the Indians for example were successful in hockey; the Japanese
as a force in the swimming events.
And in those days, as in ancient times, artistic competitions were held in
association with the Games, demonstrating the links between sport and art, the
artistic aspect of sport - the beauty of sport crystalized by the graphic artists.
1936 was one of the more traumatic moments in the history of the Olympic
Games. The dark clouds of war loomed and Adolf Hitler was host to the Games.
Some people have described this as a sad moment in Olympic history giving
Hitler the opportunity of using the Games as a weapon of propaganda. I do not
think the world was that easily fooled. As for the Games, one man epitomized
more than anyone the reality that the world is made up of all colours, creeds and
nations and that man was Jessie Owens who won four gold medals.
The fears of 1936 were sadly realized in 1939 causing the cancellation of the
Games in 1940 and 1944.
In 1948 the flame was lit again in Greece ready for its journey to London.
There we saw Emil Zatopek. the great Czech runner; Fanny Blankers-Koen, the
Dutch housewife who became the personality of the Games and who did so
much for women's sport; Arthur Wint and Herb McKenley from the Caribbean
Islands who showed that great athletes could be produced by nations, no matter
how small.
London saw a very significant advance, namely television. I believe there was
television in Berlin in 1936 but twelve years later it had become further
established. The impact of television upon the Games and as a vehicle for the
Games has been profound.
The Games moved to Finland and significantly saw the re-entry of the Soviet
Union and the prowess of their great sportsmen. Parry O'Brien the shot putter
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contributed to his sport not only as a performer but as an innovator of new
techniques.
Let us move on to Mexico because Mexico in many ways was a very
significant Games. It was held at altitude and produced some amazing athletic
feats. Bob Beamon creating an incredible long jump record (8.90m), whilst some
of his compatriots demonstrated in a different way. However, the emergence of
the wonderful African athletes demonstrated black power far more effectively.
There was Temu of Kenya in the 10.000m., Gammoudi of Tunisia in the
5.000m., Kip Keino of Kenya in the 1.500m., Kiprugut in the 800m., Wolde of
Ethiopia winning the marathon, Biwott of Kenya winning the steeplechase.
Another athlete who made a contribution to athletic technique. Dick Frosby's
flop now used by most of the word's top high-jumpers. Al Oerter showed that
age does not matter by winning the discus for the 4th time in 1968.
In 1972 the world sadly received an insight into political protest, with the
attack on the Olympic Village in Munich. But even these Games had their
brighter moments. The great Olga Korbut, of the U.S.S.R. who had such a
tremendous influence on sport and gymnastics, certainly in my country, where,
as a result of her magic performances, so many young people wished to emulate
her and thousands of young gymnasts emerged.
In Montreal we saw the tremendous strength and prowess of the East German
athletes and swimmers; the great Cubans; Steplenson and Juantrorena
and again the great traditions of the Finnish athletes in the distance
events. And so we left Montreal, the first time that young and vigorous country
had staged the Games and we looked forward to Moscow.
Sadly the politicians of the world decreed otherwise. Lord Killanin and the
I.O.C. were under pressure to cancel or move the Games to another site. They
stood firm. The Games were successfully staged and brilliantly organized by our
Soviet hosts.
The Games themselves, I believe, promote understanding.
Firstly, understanding amongst the competitors who are able to mix together;
different sports, different nations, the successful and the not so successful eating, living and training together. For the successful there is the greatest of
prizes. For the less successful there is the consolation of the famous saying of de
Coubertin, paraphrasing the words of the Bishop of Pennsylvania.
Secondly, understanding amongst the thousands of spectators, from all over
the world who attend and experience the Games at first hand, see the host city
and the country and partake of its culture.
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Thirdly, for the Organizing City and country there is the unforgettable
experience of welcoming the world.
Fourthly, with the advances in technology bringing television, radio, and
newspapers into millions of houses (2.000 million T.V. viewers were originally
expected to watch the Moscow Games) the Olympic Games become a living part
of so many people's lives every four years.
Let us hope that 1984 and 1988 and indeed any future Games will not be beset
with recent problems. Even during the troubled past year one can say that
sportsmen and women and administrators and others who cared about the
Olympic Movement learned:
a. more about themselves and their own attitudes
b. more about their politicians and the nature of their political systems .
c. about their freedoms (or lack of them)
d. about the strengths of the Olympic Movement (and its weaknesses)
e. about the mass communications media - its objectivity (or lack of it)
But as I look to the future there are two key areas relating to human
understanding which I feel are critical.
Firstly, we must be clear and objective about how sport is influenced by the
society in which we all exist and conversely how sport itself can change and
influence that society.
Secondly, as sport is increasingly seen by society through the eyes of the mass
communications media we must recognise that it is being processed by an
entertainment media. Our task therefore, of developing the principles of
Olympism is made all the more difficult because it is not entireley in the hands of
those who care most about it.
Finally, can I say that human understanding is not easily defined and is
certainly impossible to quantify. How can we judge if the Olympic Cames has
contributed to human understanding? I find this almost impossible to answer
until I consider how much less I would understand my fellow man if the Olympic
Games did not exist.
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"THE MODERN OLYMPIC GAMES IN
THE SERVICE OF UNITY OF PEOPLES"
By: Prof. Dr. Horst UEBERHORST (GER)
University of RUHR-BOCHUM.

Introduction
"Which way should sport go so that it will remain humane and socially
useful?" The IOA is searching the best way to answer this question, which was
several years ago already asked by Willi Daume, who is in charge for preparing
the Baden-Baden Olympic Congress. Can we find an answer now, whilst the
Olympic Movement is at the crossroads, so to speak. The late IOC president A.
Brundage stated in 1972 that the Movement only has strength of a great ideal. Is
this enough to contribute to peace and unity of peoples? Are the Olympic
Games still based on the original value system and does the unity of
internationally understood goals and traditions still exist? The answer to these
questions will lead to the conclusions if the Modern Olympic Games have been
and still are in the Service of unity of peoples. An historical retrospection will
show us, that the revival of the Olympic Games in 1896 exposed many aspects of
european cultural traditions and the personal engagement of men with rich
ideas. Although Coubertin was the most important of these individuals, he did
not act on a "tabula rasa", because these ideas and actions of historical
relevance were long in preparation and intimately related to the spiritual
currents of the time. Olympic Games: an historical retrospection
The idea of the Olympic Games, especially in Greece, has been kept alive
throughout the ages even under the Turkish yoke. Some years after the 1838
liberation, the renewal of the Olympic Games was suggested to take the form of
Greek National Games. The Community of Letrinen, near Olympia, decided to
inaugurate the new Olympic Games to be held in Pyrgos, the capital of Elis, each
four years. These plans failed. However, when Evangelos Zappas (a rich Greek
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merchant from Sofia who had participated in the war of liberation) created a
fund to renew the Games, King Otto accepted the offer by a decree dated August
19, 1858. The first National Greek Olympics were conducted in 1859 at the
Ludwig Sqare in Athens and were held in conjunction with a industrial and
agricultural fair. Worthy of mention is the fact that in horse racing a distinction
was made beween professionals and amateurs. The second National Greek
Olympics took place in 1870 at the old Panathenaion stadium in Athens. As
before, money and diplomas were awarded to the victors. The opening
ceremony was a combination of religious rites, the playing of an Olympic
anthem and the swearing of an Olympic oath. Parallel to ancient traditions, the
athletes were required to train together daily for three months prior to the
Olympics. The National Greek Games inspired physical exercises throughout
the country. The Games were also conducted in 1875 and 1889 and in each
instance included athletic competitions, gymnastic exercises and shooting.
Older than the National Greek Olympic Games of the 19th century were the
"Olympic Games" of England, which were celebrated for two days during the
week of peony at Dover's Hill, located between Oxford and Worcester. These
Games were held from 1610 until about 1860. The Olympic Games, also known
as the Cotswold Games, were inaugurated by Captain Robert Dover. They were
somewhat akin to a protest movement against the growing Puritanism in
English life. The widely known games, conducted on Dover's property,
consisted of wrestling, field hockey, fencing, jumping, and throwing the pole,
hammer and javelin. During these rural games, young women danced to the
flute music of shepherds. In the 19th century, Dr. W.P. Brookes for more than
40 years arranged running events, horse races, field hockey and tennis matches
on his "Olympic Fields" near Wenlock in Shropshire. The victors were honored
by the hoisting of a flag and receipt of a laural wreath. At this ceremony, Greek
verses were recited and newly created odes were presented to the
accompaniment of music. Baron Pierre de Coubertin visited these Games and
became a friend of Brookes.
Another pioneer of the Modern Olympics was J. Astley Cooper, who in 1891
proposed to create an "Anglosaxon Olympiad". This Olympiad would
periodically bring together people of the British Commonwealth and America
for competition in sport, technics, art, and literature. The idea of an Olympiad
for the Anglosaxon race found broad support among the British. Undoubtedly,
Coubertin must have taken note of this new concept and the support it
generated. Cooper's concept was endorsed by the public schools and the British
universities. Australia, New Zealand, Canada, South Africa, and India also
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Veteran IOA lectures and contributors during its 20-year activity. First row from the
right, Prof. Dr. Joseph Recla (Austria), Dr. CI. Palaeologos, Dr. O. Szymiczek, Dean
of the IOA, the Mayor of Olympia Mr. Koutras. In the second row, G. MIodzikowski
(Poland), Dr. V. Rodichenko (USSR) Mr. and Mrs Landry (Canada), Prof. P.
Mclntosh (UK) and journalist N. Sotiriou.

IOC President J.A. Samaranch invites the two dedicated supporters of the IOA, Dr.
Otto Szymiczek and Dr. Cl. Palaeologos to receive the gold medal.

Professor Dr. Liselott Diem, President of the Int. Federation of Phys. Education and
Sports of Women, delivers her speech at the celebration of the IOA's 20th anniversary.

Under-Secretary for Sport, A. Caramanlis, awards the commemorative medal for the
20th anniversary to IOC President Samaranch.

reacted positively to this proposal. Cooper's primary goal was to strengthen the
British cultural consciousness as well as the political power of the British
Empire. It appears that Cooper was a trail-blazer for Coubertin in England and
that he helped to popularize the Olympic Idea within the British
Commonwealth.
Coubertin admired England and was convinced after having seen the sports
and games in Great Britain, that the English people had recognized and fully
appreciated the relationships between physical and moral education.
This was his basic idea, when he started the revival of the Olympic Games.
At the Paris International Athletic Congress of 1894, Coubertin skillfully
worked to achieve this goal. The Olympic idea that he propagated met with
strong pressure due to the existing political and socioeconomic conditions. In
the foreword of the official report on the First Olympic Games (Athens, 1896)
Coubertin reflected the growing processes of the Olympic idea. He wrote:
The idea to revive them was no fantasy, the idea was the reasonable result of a
great movement. In the 19th century there arose an all around interest in
physical exercises beginning in Germany and Sweden, starting in England in
the middle of the century and finally reaching the United States and France.
At the same time, the invention of the railway and telegraph had reduced the
problem of distances, and mankind had begun a new life. People came into
closer contact with one another, met each other and were pleased to compare
themselves... World Fairs brought together different products from
countries around the globe. Through literary and scientific congresses,
diverse opinions came into contact. Should athletes not have tried to come
together at the same time - a time when competition had become the essence
of athletics and their way of life? This has already happened.. Progressively,
an international spirit has penetrated sport, generated increased interest in it
and enlarged its area of effectiveness. The renewal of the Olympic Games was
possible (Olympic Games, 1896, p. I).
Yet, Coubertin also had other reasons to organize world-wide controlled and
unified competitions; the division of international sports into rival groups, and
the growing trend for specialization and commercialization in sport. Periodic
competitions involving athletes of all countries, centralized in a location
possessing the nimbus of ancient greatness and glory appeared to be the only
remedy against this growing corruption in modern sport.
Nevertheless, the preparation for the Olympic Games of 1896 was extremely
difficult. While the people of Greece were enthusiastic upon learning that the
first International Olympic Games would take place in Athens; the Greek
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government, on the other hand, tried to prevent it, fearing that they would be
responsible for the financial obligations.
Difficulties had to be overcome not only in Greece but also on the
international level. Germany had not officially been invited to the 1894 Paris
Congress because the French Gymnastic Union had announced that they would
not participate if Germany were admitted to the Congress. The French
announced that they would not send a team to the Games if a German team
were allowed to be present in Athens: a first threat to boycott the Modern
Olympics. Coubertin (1961) later wrote:
This was not only mad, it was injurious. This steady "protest" was
desperative... Γ can not say how much I have suffered in my youth under this
attitude, imposed on my generation by a false and pedantic conception of
patriotism (p. 25).
It can be stated, that from their conception the Olympic Games have been
afflicted with political problems. German nationalism, French chauvinism and
American racism were evident at the first Olympics of Athens ( 1896)as well as in
Paris (1900) and St. Louis (1904). However, forces of this nature, due to the
efforts of Coubertin and the IOC, were unable to impede the successful
implementation of the Olympic ideal. In 1912, when the Hungarians, Czechs
and Finns demanded their own Olympic teams in order to demonstrate their
nationality at the Stockholm Games, Coubertin skillfully offered a "flag
compromise": Czech or Finnish streamers would be flown at the top of the
Russian or Austrian flag (Bohemia and Finland prior to World War I belonged to
Austria and Russia, respectively). Germany had not been invited to the 1920
Antwerp Games, the "Games of the Allies" nor to the 1924 Paris Games. This
exclusion was contrary to the Olympic goal of peace and friendship among all
peoples of the world. As a result of her growth in terms of size, financial
expenditure and international importance already in her early phase the Games
have become increasingly more political. They were a true mirror of the real
world situation including all the unsolved problems of nationalism,
professionalism, gigantism and racism. In 1936 the strong attitude and courage
directed towards Hitler by IOC President de Baillet-Latour prior to the Berlin
Olympic Games prevented any attempt to reduce the competence of the IOC
and the German NOC by the Nazi government. Following World War 11, the
IOC demonstrated reserve regarding the "German problem" the quarrel
between East and West Germany concerning the development of an Olympic
team. However, since 1968, the IOC has apparently lost its political
independence, which has been in the service of the Olympic Movement as well as
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of unity of peoples. The exclusion of South Africa and Rhodesia from the
Mexican and Munih Games was forced through political pressure. The question
then became one relating to whether or not the IOC itself would become a
political organ if it reacted to and/or attempted to resolve political problems.
On the eve of thé 1968 Mexican Games, student riots in the center of the city
were suppressed in a bloody fashion. Taking issue with the extremely high cost
the government had expended in preparation for the Games, the students had
demanded more social justice in the country. During the Games some American
athletes demonstrated "black power" and condemned racial discrimination.
That the Games could only be opened by the placement of military units around
the stadium, appeared to be a contradiction of the Olympic Idea of peace.
The problems of to-day
There can be no doubt that the politization of the Olympic Games appears to
be the main problem of the Olympic Movement. An increasing politization
prevents more and more that the Modern Olympic Games will be in the service
of unity of peoples. The consequences of growing politization will be
confrontation and not cooperation. So (l)the IOC has to make great efforts to
diminish tensions in the Olympic arena. Further Olympic victories should not
be used for political propaganda or viewed as an indicator of the superiority of a
social system. Certainly neither of these forces contribute towards the creation
of a peaceful world and the unity of peoples. (2) An intensified pressure to
achieve high performance has been the loss of equality of opportunity. The best
"athlete" cannot expect to win in Olympic competition if he/she has not been
provided equal opportunity in terms of training and the use of modem
apparatus. This becomes especially significant when applied to the "technical
.disciplines". In these areas, the industrialized nations of the world, because of
their scientific and technical knowledge, are far superior to other nations.
In consequence of this the "mirror of medals" will shift continuously to the
big sport nations. (3) It's necessary, at least during the competitive period, to
train several hours daily. This cannot be done besides a regular profession. So
"amateurs" in the real sense scarcely exist, because sportsmen in preparation
for the Olympics either train by direct support of the States or by accepting high
presents. (4) The manipulation of athletes by drugs and pharmacies has been
often criticized and must be definitely stopped. Those who violate the rules and
those who are convicted of drug-abuse should never again have the chance to
participate in the Oympic Games. The Olympic arena must be closed for those,
too, who sign profit contracts before the Games are finished. (5) It seems to me
that the distance between the IOC and the athletes should be bridged and that
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the "voices of the athletes" should be heard more than in the past. (6) The
original joyful-festive character of the Games as a festival of the youth - a
demand of Coubertin - must be re-established. Already in 1906 Coubertin has
asked:
"Can one really celebrate the festival of the human spring without inviting
mind, beauty in order that arts and thoughts participate?" (Revue
Olympique, 1906, p. 83).
And he also stressed that modern sports display "a beauty of their own" and
are "capable of stimulating painters, sculptors, novelists, poets and composers"
(Revue Olympique, 1909, p. 58).
But all these last mentioned problems appear to be of minor importance in
comparison with the dangerous dimensions caused by using the Games as a tool
of politics and political propaganda.
Since the Russian invasion into Afghanistan and the boycott of the Moscow
Olympics by several nations the crisis of Olympism has reached its peak. But
this does not mean that there is no chance for a renewal of the Olympic
Movement, which has in the past really contributed so much to the service of
unity of peoples. It is true that the different aspects of Olympism demonstrate
that the Olympic Movement is a microcosm of the world as a whole and that as
such it contains nearly all the problems of the time. "Realists" therefore
maintain that the Games should remain as they are, a true mirror of the world
situation including all the unsolved problems of gigantism and nationalism. No
one can question that the Modern Olympics have enriched our sociocultural
and sportive life. Several undeveloped countries have been motivated by the
Olympic Movement to develop and promote their own national sport
organizations. Furthermore the Olympic Games represent one of the few
occasions in this world divided by contesting power systems, where young
people from all parts of the globe are provided an opportunity to meet one
another, to develop personal relationships and to engage in a series of peaceful
athletic contests. So in an universe complete with unrest and tensions the
Olympic Games are still a hope that mankind can live together in peace.
The Olympic peace mission
One of the primary goals of the Olympic Movement is to promote and foster
world-wide peace. The official Olympic Rules and Regulations (approved in
1974) declare as main objectives in the Fundamental Principles:
1. The aims of the Olympic Movement are to promote the development of those
fine physical and moral qualities which are the basis of amateur sport and to
bring together the athletes of the world in a great quadrennial festival of
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sports thereby creating international respect and goodwill and thus helping
to construct a better and more peaceful world...
2. The Olympic Games take place every four years. They unite Olympic
competitors of all nations in fair and equal competition. The IOC shall
secure the widest possible audience for these Games. No discrimination in
them is allowed against any country or person on grounds of race, religion or
politics.
Nevertheless we have to recognize that ideas of an Olympic truce and of
internationalism as a general world peace mission is misleading and Coubertin
several times was misinterpreted. He believed that the Games contributed
indirectly, not directly to a better relationship among the peoples. He clearly
stated:
"To require that people love one another is a Kind of childishness. To
demand from them to respect each other is by no means Utopian. But in order
to respect one another one has to get to learn to know each other".
(Coubertin 1961, P. 223).
Hans Lenk, who did some remarkable research on the Olympic Movement,
also believes that the contribution of the Games should be seen indirectly as an
effective, amplificate symbol of political neutrality that develops an
ubiquitously acceptable value system, which influences the unity of
internationally understood goals and traditions, and offer public opportunities
of understanding among representatives of various people and cultures. (Lenk,
1980, p. 27/28) Different from Lenk the German sociologist H. Schelsky allots a
direct peace mission to the Olympic Games. (Schelsky, 1973) According to
Schelsky, the fundamental principle of the Olympics was the partial peace
delineated by the objectives of the Games and to be achieved again and again by
the participants, officials, and the interested public. Above all, this cannot be
the only fundamental principle of the Olympics. Another principle must be the
unity of sports as an important step on the way to the unity of peoples.
Coubertin's devise: "All Games, all nations" (Revue Olympique 1912, P. 107)
has already marked the way and shown the direction to a field of sports, where
athletes of all brancles of sport should meet: the Olympic Games. He stated:
"Above all, the Olympic Movement provoked a union of many diverse
sports which previously had been indifferent and hostile to each other. This
cooperation - in every country - demonstrates the success of the Olympic
Games and of representation by nations as a key factor." (Coubertin, 1948,
P. 57).
So this appears to be a realistic point of view and therefore as a good chance
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(and probably the only one)for the fulfillment of the Olympic peace mission: the
unity of sports within the country, the unity of sports between the nations,
because, progressively an international spirit has penetrated sport, generated
increased interest in it and has enlarged its area of effectiveness, as Coubertin
has already predicted in 1896. That is to say, on the long run only the full
recognition of the Olympic value system and not a sophistical or ideological
interpretation will really unite the nations in the Olympic Movement and will
proof that the Modern Olympic Games are in the service of unity of peoples.
Conclusions
The revival of the Olympic Games in 1896 exposed many aspects of european
cultural traditions and the personal engagement of men with rich ideas.
Coubertin was the most important of these individuals. His romantic and
idealistic imagination of Greek athletes were combined with those of the
English sporting gentleman. Although his main idea was, the Modern Olympics
should contribute to peace and better understanding among the people, the
Olympic Movement was up from the beginning faced with a dilemma: a
movement established and oriented towards ideas of the nineteenth century was
confronted with the political reality of the twentieth century. So from their
conception, the Olympic Games have been afflicted with political problems.
Nevertheless, these problems mainly could be solved prior to World War 11. Up
from the late sixties the IOC apparently more and more has lost its political
indépendance. So the problems of today are primarily, how to stop growing
politization, how to keep politics out of the Olympics, how to come to closer
relationship between the peoples, so that the Modern Olympics truly can be (as
we all hope) in the service of the unity of peoples and fulfill a peace mission. The
only way to achieve this goal is the recognition of the Olympic value system,
which is based on democratic principles. References
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THE VALUE OF COMPETITION
AND ITS CONTRIBUTION TO
EUROPEAN CULTURE
By: Mr. Maurice DRUON (FRA)
of the French Academy
and the Academy of Athens

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Almost one year ago, before the representatives of the 21 countries of the
Council of Europe, I defended the idea of the permanent staging of the Olympic
Games on Greek soil, in the neighbourhood of Olympia.
After a long study I had been led to the conclusion that the modern Games
were moving more and more away from the ancient ideal and seriously
deviating from the principles that had inspired their revival at the end of the last
century and that their existence was threatened by political confrontation and
commercial rivalries.
While the Games of antiquity or those of the modern era, after their revival,
aimed at the full development of individuals, fair competition between the best,
effort only for glory, the promotion of peace among the people, today the
Games give source to more and more conflicts. Nationalist or ideological
rivalries prevail over the concept of individual achievement and too often
economic interests and the hunger for profit neutralize the concepts of
disinterestedness and honour.
So, the only way to ensure the survival of the Games, while restoring their
ethical value has always been, for me, to put an end to their itinerant character, a
major source of political conflict and financial bondage, and provide them with
a permanent establishment in their land of origin, as near as possible to
Olympia, following the proposal that had been .formulated by the Greek
government as early as 1974 and reiterated in 1980.
Aware of the perils that threathen the Olympic institution, the Assembly of
the Council of Europe, sharing my own personal convinction, decided to
approve the project and recommend its implementation. This was decided with
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a vast majority in an atmosphere of enthusiasm. It had rarely been provided
with such a magnificent opportunity to show, in the name of Europe, the will for
survival of our civilization.
For when we speak of the Olympic Games - and no audience is more
convinced of this than you - we do not mean only sport, or the festival of sport,
or the industry of sport or even sports records. If this were so, would statesmen
and men of thought feel any interest for the Olympic Games and concern about
their future? This is a general philosophy, a wider conception of man and his
behaviour, a conception of international relations which find in the Games their
most striking, their most spectacular expression.
It is this general philosophy, the heritage of Greek antiquity, and the code of
ethics that is derived from it, that Pierre de Coubertin, whose heart lies there in
this grove of evergreens, wanted to revive.
We have to understand that the most original feature of Greek civilization, its
major contribution to humanity and the reason for its success in every field, is
the spirit of competition with everything it implies for the individual in the
struggle for excellence and continuous overreaching.
Prior civilizations only knew the spirit of domination which is totally
different.
The spirit of competition appeared at the dawn of Greek civilization and was
meant to change the world because it modified man's attitude and behaviour in
the world.
If European civilization, our civilization, which is directly derived, as far as its
mental patterns and methods are concerned, from the Greek gained recognition
as a model for humanity as a whole and if, finally, like a vigorous tree, it could
cover the world with its branches, it is because of this spirit of competition that
was born and flourished here, on the powdery, ochre earth of Olympia.
Before being embraced by athletes, the spirit of Olympia was promoted by
priests, wise men and kings. And there are not many places on this earth, alive
with so many memories, as important and as meaningful as the one where we are
standing now.
How was this spirit of competition born? What are its mythical origins? How
can we trace back its historic evolution? What was its role in the development of
civilization? These are the questions I want to put to our surroundings here, to
these trees, this sky, these stones, everything that makes up the incomparable
landscape of Olympia.
Whenever circumstances allow we should never fail to question mythology. It
is much more than a fable. It is the oldest memory of humanity before history.
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Since the very beginning, long before it bore the name of Olympia, this place
was already known as a sacred site, a religious sanctuary, a place that is where
man feels a complete association with the soul and mystery of the universe. It
was a place of worship to Cronus, the father of Zeus to whom this hill above us
had always been dedicated. And on the day of the equinox, priests in procession
walked to the foot of the Cronion to offer sacrifices.
When and by whom were the Games established? According to one tradition
it was Zeus himself who founded these meets, after his victory over the Titans.
Pure allegory of course, but with an evident meaning, Zeus being the god of
justice and peace. It is the power that ensures observance of the laws of nature
and society. His victorious fight against the Titans represents the triumph of law
over primeval and brutal forces. The games are the symbol of this triumph.
According to another tradition, the founder of the Games was Pelops, a
grandson of Zeus, who defeated king Oenomaus in a chariot race.King
Oenomaus who reigned over the region invited suitors to the hand of his
daughter, the beautiful Hippodamia, to compete against him, on the
understanding that if they were defeated they would be slain. In this way he had
already eliminated thirteen men. It was Pelops who, in spite of his ivory
shoulder, or maybe because of it, killed the king by overthrowing him from his
chariot and then married Hippodamia and became master of the kingdom.
Oenomaus was a son of Ares. Here again we find, at the origin of the Games, the
triumph of deliberate force, of legal force I could say over arbitrary action and
violence.
The tradition that has prevailed however is the one according to which
Hercules was the founder of the Games. Let us stop for a moment at this
tradition, for the myth of Hercules is one of the most complex and most
fascinating of the ancient world.
Hercules was not a giant, brandishing a club as he is usually depicted. The
expression "he is a true Hercules" used to describe a strong muscular man, a
market wrestler or a furniture remover, has altered our vision.
Hercules was a semi-god, the son of Zeus - here he is again - and a mortal. He
combines all divine powers and qualities with human, even animal instincts and
weaknesses. He is destined to die, like a human being but the memory he will
leave will make him immortal, like a god.
When he was very young two snakes had crawled to his cradle. He had
strangled them but had felt a strong fear everafter. Fear and violence were to
mark his life. This giant went through fits of demented fear and violent fury. His
impulses made him tremble before unknown dangers and satisfy his needs by
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force, to the detriment of the weaker. He was a man. He tried hard to overcome
his panic and control his brutality. In this day he could eliminate many enemies
of the human species and place his strength at the service of justice. He was a
god.
Let us not forget that the famous twelve labours of Hercules were the
punishment he had asked to receive in expiation of the crimes and sacrilege he
had committed during his youth. It was the price to pay and we already find
Christian elements in this story. Of all the giant's victories the greatest certainly
was his victory over himself.
We know how he behaved in the house of Admetes, king of Thessaly, one of
his travelling companions. He arrived unannounced, found his friend in
mourning. A "woman has died in the house". Admetes told him in a vague way,
in order not to force his guest to seek hospitality elsewhere. "We are not going to
weep because a woman is dead" replies Hercules who sits at the table alone,
gorges himself, becomes drunk, makes servants drink with him, plays with the
maids, sings, shouts, makes all sorts of noise until he finally realizes that the
dead woman was Alcestes, the wife of Admetes. He is overcome by grief and
remorse. He has to erase, to make up for the wrong he has done and to achieve
this he will try the impossible. He rushes to Hades, fights against the gods of
death, takes Alcestes away from them and comes back earth to return her to the
husband. The true nature of Hercules is revealed in this adventure.
Hercules is not just one myth; he is a buster, a long chain of myths, that all
speak about self-control, the will for moral elevation and overreaching.
Hercules at the crossroads, is the first appearance of the freedom of choice in
the history of human thought.
"To fight against danger and suffering for-love of glory, this was Hercules'
choice" said the philosophers of antiquity, proposing him as a model.
Hercules symbolizes the constant search for exploit. He had been instructed
to perform 12 labours, he performed one thousand which were all aimed at
improving the soul, ethics, cities, cultures, destroy the bandits who threatened
the safety of roads, slaughter dangerous or terrifying animals that devastated a
region, make fields fertile through irrigation works of viable through drainage
procedures, - the Lernean Hydra was the swamp fever - everywhere Hercules
left his mark and changed things. He was truly a man, i.e. a creator of order
within universal order.
When Hercules, at the risk of his life, seized the golden apple from the garden
of the Hesperides and then on the command of Zeus, since possession of these
apples brought discord in the heavens, brought them back, this new labour, this
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perfect job, was accomplished so that he could prove that it could be done.
This was prowess in its purest form, disinterested explit that brought nothing
to its author but the tremendous, ultimate glory of being the man who achieved
more and better things than anybody else.
With Hercules, the spirit of competition, competition with one's peers,
competition with natural forces, competition with one's self, the spirit of
Olympism was born. And by the same stroke, the destiny of the West was on its
way. This destiny was meant to pass one day between the two rocks that open
the doors to the Atlantic and which were purposely called the pillars of
Hercules.
But why Olympia? Why this close, privileged relationship between this place
and Hercules?
Because Augias, the king of Elis, for whom Hercules had changed the course
of the river Alpheus and turned his land into fertile fields by emptying the
contents of the famous stables over them, king Augias had not only refused to
pay him his salary but had also attempted to have him assassinated in an
ambush. Hercules then marched on Elis, seized the city, killed Augias and
placed his best prince on the throne. Having punished lie and unloyalty, he had
done a deed of justice.
In commemoration of this victory, Hercules founded the games which he
dedicated to Zeus his father, for whom he also had a temple erected.
Didn't I say that mythology represents the world's memory before history?
Everything can't have possibly been invented in this legend, everything can't be
the fruit of imagination. There is a grain of truth somewhere, a seed of reality
which poets have then cultivated.
This mythological trip to which I have invited you is essential to the
understanding of the spirit of the Games and for remembering to what and to
whom we owe our presence here.
Let us now question History.
Sport existed of course in other civilizations prior to the Greek civilization,
but in the form of a spectacle not of a contest, something which resembled
today's circus. These spectacles were held on the occasion of festivals, religious
festivals of course, and those who took part, acrobats and conjurers were paid
performers, maybe slaves, in any case people belonging to a special caste.
This was the custom in pharaonic Egypt; frescoes bear witness to it. This was
also the custom in Minoan Crete and the islands of the Aegean empire, with the
bull dancers. These were pure acrobatic spectacles held for the pleasure of the
prince and the people, but they also had a ritual character since they involved
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confrontation with a fierce animal, symbol of the astral era of the past.
The concept of competition, as we understand it, could be observed for the
first time in the Mycenian games, the games at the time of Homer, associated
first with funerary rites in honour of a warrior who had died on the battlefield
and which were regularly held on fields specially laid out for that purpose. Foot
races and chariot races were the most spectacular events.
The Olympic Games themselves probably belong to that period. The Greek
world had many other games: the Delphic or Pythian Games, the Isthmian
Games held in Corinth, the Spartan Games and athletic contests were also part
of the Panathenean Games.
The fundamental and original character of these Games was first of all that
they were a contest subjected to strict rules ; secondly, that they were held among
free men; and, finally that events did not involve simple acrobatic exercises, but
expressed the qualities that citizens must possess when they fight for the city:
endurance and speed in racing, strength for wrestiling, dexterity for javelin
throwing and chariot driving. Finally, these games, whose object was to select
the best, brought nothing to the winners, only honour that was symbolized by a
crown of laurel leaves. A crown, like a King's, but made of leaves which had no
market value.
It is very probable that the organization of the Games of Olympia was soon
used as a model for all others. In any event they were recognized as the most
important, a king of capital for all the Games of the Greek world.
However, what is remarkable and has not sufficiently been underlined is the
number of times that they had to be revived.
Because already in 884. B.C. one did not speak of their founding but of their
revival, when Iphitus, king of Elis, gave new rules to the Games, established
their quadrennial periodicity and instituted the sacred truce for one month, or
ensured its observance. This was a major provision, with considerable political
impact, which forbade citizens of belligerent cities to take part in the contest and
forced these cities, if they wished to be represented by their champions, to lay
down their weapons.In that way, for a whole month, in loyal and peaceful
competition, the contests, took the place of war. The Games at the time had
most probably already existed for three centuries.
And there was again another revival in 776 B.C., when the Games were given
a new constitution, a sacred constitution, which was called the "laws of Zeus".
The most striking feature of this second revival was that it became the starting
point for the calendar.
Since then, the memory of individuals and cities, were divided in 4-year
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periods and numbered from that date. The dating system and the event which
marked the beginning of an era, are fundamental testimonies of the mentality of
the people. The Games were not a marginal phenomenon or secondary aspect of
life, but the major social event for the whole of the Greek world.
So, when we wish to revive the Games, we are simply following ourselves an
ancient tradition, just like Coubertin did and before him, in our modern era,
that wealthy Greek citizen, Zappas who is no longer mentioned but who, in
1858, had taken the initiative to revive the Games and had provided the
necessary funds.
Why was there a need to revive the Games so often?
Because the rule, the spirit of Olympia, always expresses the Heraclean myth,
of the victory of man over himself, a victory that is never fully achieved and the
effort it requires has always to start afresh.
The desire to be first is part of human nature. The human race has always
been a race of individuals striving for priority. With the spirit of competition we
see, for the first time in civilization, the will to associate the idea of being first
with the idea of being the best, that is provide moral foundations, ethical rules
for rivalry. Remarkable finding ! This was one of the major contributions of who
is superior to all. And his superiority is accepted by all since it is the result of fair
contest, controlled by fair rules.
The first consequence of the spirit of competition appears in education. The
ideal is to achieve, within the human being, the most harmonious balance
between the body and the spirit; Greek civilization is the first where we find this
concern, this pursuit. This is the concept of "Kalos Kagathos" to which
Sophocles, Plato, Xenophon, will frequently refer. The handsome and noble
individual, the complete man, who reaches fulfilment in all his faculties.
On the other hand, what is true for the individual is also true for the city.
Ancient Greeks had their rivalries of course and they were many! But they
also had an ideal, to establish peace, and their greatness was that they
understood that there can be no peace without justice.
Justice is not simply to pretend that all men are equal, but to give them
equality of opportunity and treatment, according to their ability. Justice can
only be found in competition and contest. The famous proposition of
Aristoteles: "It is equally unjust to treat unequal things in an equal way than to
treat things that are equal in an unequal way" is in this sense fully compatible
with the Olympic spirit.
Olympia was much more than a stadium. It was a sanctuary and a stadium.
The mission of the sanctuary is to consecrate the spirit of fair competition, the
spirit of justice in all its forms and aspects.
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Little by little, the spirit of competition permeated all fields of human activity,
the arts in particular. Victorious athletes who express the ideal of "kalos
kagathos" became a privileged theme for sculptors and painters. They were
used as models for the depiction of the gods. Olympism from then on will be
reflecting the canons of beauty.
The commissioning of works of art was often decided by means of a contest in
which took part artists from all over the Greek world. Dramatic plays were the
object of passionate competition, which reached its peak when the contestants
were Sophocles and Euripides. Music, poetry, philosophy, rhetorics too did not
escape the law of competition. They all gathered round the sanctuary in order to
submit to this law or extoll it.
Here Pheidias had his workshop, and Pindar composed his odes, here
Isocrates read his panegyric and Dion Chrysostome his Olympic discourse.
Finally, a competition of a higher order developed between the cities
themselves, no longer between the individuals. Each city which regularly took
part in the games would build a "treasury", a building which was a kind of
architectural offering and contained the most precious and the most beautiful
thing that the city had to offer from among its artistic creation.
Never before and in no other place had competition occupied such a
prominent position. The Olympic spirit was thus everpresent at all levels and
would never cease to amaze and awe non-Greeks. This explains the famous
remark of Xerxes, king of the Persians: "What men are these who do not fight
for gold but only for glory"?
Olympism was an ideal and an ideal is never reached but is constantly sought
or rediscovered.
In history, each time men and peoples find inspiration in Greek civilization,
we witness a leap forward, development and progress which are to a very large
extent due to the underlying spirit of competition, this will to strive for
excellence for the sake of excellence, that is the hallmark of Olympia.
The grandeur of the Roman empire coincides with the time when Rome
embraced Hellenism and when the Romans, who were men of character,
became intelligent. Pax Romana also reflects an ideal of civilization that was
almost achieved with the Antonines and Marcus Aurelius, the stoic emperor.
When Theodosius abolished the Games, at the end of the 4th century A.D., he
simply confirmed by law an existing state of affairs. Olympism had degenerated
and the Games were no more than a spectacle, a commercial festival, blotted
with elements of paganism as far as Byzantium was concerned.
Centuries and empires came and went.
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At the end of the Middle Ages, very confined and narrow-minded, which only
knew Aristoteles from among non-Christian authors, the Renaissance suddenly
discovered the wealth of the ancient world. It rediscovered Greek civilization
and thought.
And immediately the spirit of competition, the desire for remarkable deeds,
reappeared in Southern Europe first and then spread all over the continent.
This was the time of the great exploration trips and that of certain scientific or
technical discoveries that would completely change the destiny of mankind. The
urge for constant overreaching is expressed in all fields and even more so in the
field of arts.
We are aware of the rivalry between the painters of Florence. Italian artists
ceased to be mere craftsmen who would reproduce the same figure, over and
over again, from a unique canon. Now, finding inspiration in the work of their
neighbours they always strived to produce something better. This permanent
striving for excellence among the best in one's field of competence, is an
unconscious but effective revival, a rediscovery of the spirit of Olympia.
The Renaissance man stands up. He says with Pic de la Mirandole "We shall
be what we want to be". European civilization is on its way. It will know four
centuries of development and progress. It will prove to all the people of the
world that the Europeans are the strongest, the ablest, the worthiest. It will often
misuse its powers, to satisfy its thirst for domination or profit, but it will plant
seeds everywhere. No people can aspire at modern development without using it
as a model to imitating its methods.
Success though has never been a guarantee of moral discipline. Success is a
test which all do not pass with flying colours It was necessary, indispensible for
this civilization that was born from the Greek heritage to rediscover the spirit of
its origins. And this is what Pierre de Coubertin attempted to do, at the end of
the last century, having dreamed of spreading the ancient institution of the
games to the whole of the modern world. In 1896, the Olympic flame was
shining again on the soil of Greece.
You surely all remember the words of Coubertin when he wrote: "Nobility of
feeling, the cult of unselfishness and honour, the chivalrous spirit, manly
strength and peace are the primary needs of modern democracies". And he
concluded: "In the end, man is not made up of two parts, the body and the soul
but of three: body, soul and character. Character is not shaped by the spirit, it is
mainly formed by the body. The ancient Greeks knew this. Our fathers have
forgotten it and we are painfully learning it again".
In the modern world it is sport which through Olympism and only through it,
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has become the refuge of certain fundamental values that were contested, denied
or ridiculed.
When everyone, everywhere, demands from society to be protected against all
risks, including those born from imprudence, shortsightedness or idleness, sport
is the refuge against risk.
Although one might wish to refuse the principle of selection for the
designation of those who will hold different professions, posts and functions,
sportsmen accept, seek and promote selection as being the fundamental
condition of sport.
While we are constantly asking technology, administration, the States, to
ensure that we can obtain everything without effort, effort is the athlete's
justification.
While any form of superiority is presented as unjust and talent and success are
often considered as despisable, athletes accept the idea of superiority and
constantly strive to achieve it.
They also prove that the world is not based on equality for all. What we can
and must demand is to be equal on the starting line yes, but not at the finish. An
equalitarian world would not be a world of free men. One has to choose. And
societies which are based on doctrinal equalitarianism uneluctably develop into
fearsome tyrannies. Equalitarianism is an intellectual invention which conflicts
with universal order.
The notion of freedom implies the idea of difference, difference in capacity,
difference in destiny. The whole universe lives and thrives on difference, variety
and variation between the inumerable elements that compose it, stars, species,
atoms. And the same is true for human societies.
This is the lesson that Olympia, its stadium, its history, its temple, its gods,
teaches us.
Humanity today, Western humanity in particular, intoxicated by its material
success and the power it has gained over nature, ceased to be Herculean and
became Promethean. Modern man in his inordinate pride has simply forgotten
that the order which he has created must coincide and not conflict with universal
order. Otherwise, this human order, this limited order that god allowed him to
create, can no longer survive. Punishment is close. It is very probable that our
civilization will disappear into a major disaster. Four tons of explosive power
for every human being on the planet do not foreshadow anything good for
tomorrow. Once again, we have stolen the seed of fire without offering the gods,
i.e. universal order, the required offerings. And Zeus' thunder might be adready
contained in the geostationary satellites.
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Once again Prometheus will spend some time chained to his rock. The
prospect of this terrible situation must not move us away from lucidity of hope.
For even if we, men of good will, cannot prevent disaster, we must be ready to
face the aftermath. Once again, Hercules will come to free Prometheus.
This means a return to the sources of judgement and intelligence, a return to
the sacred and basic values on which all major civilizations were built, a return
to the ancient spirit, its lessons and ethics. In a word a revival, the most
necessary and the most important of all.
This is why the proposal as it has been twice formulated by Constantine
Caramanlis, to bring back the Olympic Games, with everything they need, to
Greece and Elis, by far exceeds any simple political proposal. It is a proposal of
civilization, a teaching and a hope. A return yes, but for a new start, on the
sacred soil.
This is why I have supported this project with so much conviction and
pernitence. This is why I have asked that it be called Nea Olympia. We should
never hesitate to call dreams by their name. This is a way of bringing them into
reality.
Associating Ancient Olympia to Nea Olympia, uniting the past to the future, I
see a new sacred way opening up before us. I see, starting from the
archaeological site, a narrow, path road, running between the pines and the
olive trees of the hills, lined with statues along its 12 km. I see advancing, every
four years, the runners bearing the flame. They represent all the colours and
continents on our planet. I see, further away, at the foot of the hills, along the sea
where Ulysses sailed on his way to Ithaca, on a piece of land that does not alter
the archaeological site, I see an Olympic city, not one hastily built out of sinister
grey concrete to be used only for a month, but a city of marble built for centuries
to come. I see young athletes who come there every year to improve their body
and mind.
I see, at each Olympiad, crowds for whose accomodation white, low houses
will have been built along the hills. I also see a constant stream of visitors,
coming for pleasure or work. I see large peaceful organizations convening their
meetings here. I even see, on this territory protected by an international
convention, heads of state meeting to seal their agreement.
I see this city attracting poets and artists from all over the world. I see new
"treasuries" erected.offering visitors the best expression of Universal art in all
its varied forms.
I see in this Nea Olympia, an example which is given to all human societies, a
new spiritual capital of European culture.
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For this dream to become reality, no greater miracle is needed than the
pooling of the two virtues that are called faith and will.

A. staunch supporter of international sport and a philosopher of sport, J.A.
Samaranch and N. Nissiotis, during their visit to the remarkable museum of
contemporary sport of Olympia.
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ASPECTS, PROBLEMS, TASKS.
By: Dr. Fernand LANDRY (CAN)

Professor, Physical Activity Sciences Laboratory, Laval University, Quebec,
Canada Vice-Président for North America, International Council for Sport and
Physical Education (N.G.O. Status A, UNESCO); Member of the Canadian
Olympic Association.

PREAMBULE
This year marks the 21st anniversary of the International Olympic Academy.
Coubertin, Carl Diem and Jean Ketseas, one must admit, were absolutely Tight
in their audacity, their determination, their optimism.
This magnificent educational institution where we are all so happy to find
ourselves today of which Coubertin had dreamed, but that Carl Diem, Jean
Ketseas and, with and after them, their friends of the Hellenic Olympic
Committee generously established and developed, has now attained, so to
speak, its structural and organic maturity.
On this occasion, I allow myself to express two wishes for the International
Olympic Academy:
- Firstly, to see the IOA continue to affirm its leadership role in the important
task of making known to as many as possible Olympism, the Olympic
Movement and the Olympic Games in their historical, philosophical, social and
sport dimensions.
- Secondly, the wish to see the IOA continue to give itself, in the form of national
Olympic Academies, a progeny ever more numerous and active, with a view of
accelerating on a world wide basis, and with due consideration of the variety of
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political, economic, and social contexts, the collective reflexion and works
aimed at defining more concretely and realistically the role of the Olympic
Movement and of sport in to-day's world.
INTRODUCTION
At this very rostrum, exactly two years ago, I expressed the opinion that it had
become more important than ever before to have a constant re-evaluation of the
Olympic Phenomenon.1 The international events of the last years, and
particularly those of 1980, have convinced me even more of this necessity. The
IOC and all interested parties are in fact most every-day confronted with the
necessity to choose among so many alternatives those that are most likely to
serve and improve the Olympic Movement and the Olympic Games and to
correct existing anomalies without depriving the former of their historical and
ideological significance, this is not an easy objective to reach, as it implies a
constant and three-fold preoccupation:
- the necessity to make a critical assessment and analysis of the doctrinal aspects
of Olympism, of its foundations, and of the sociocultural climate that prevailed
at the time of the renovation of the Olympic Games at the end of the last
century;
- the major task of identifying and classifying the common knowledge relative to
the Olympic Phenomenon;
- the necessity to use our experience and knowledge in order that the traditional
Olympic ideology be brought in tune with the living conditions of today's
citizens, in personal, social and political terms.
I have also said here before that we have to call on history, science1 and
1). Author's note
Olympic Phenomenon is used in this presentation to cover the expressions Olympism, Olympic
Movement and Olympic Games, as matters of fact that can be observed and of which people are
conscious.
Olympism: a way of life based on a code of sports practice the condition of which are, as is
generally agreed, - the pursuit of excellence - fair-play - the prevalence of amateurism - the
rejection of discrimination under any and all of its forms - the promotion of mutual respect and
cooperation between individuals, peoples and nations.
Olympic Movement: conglomeration of individuals, groups, organizations or institutions
interested in sport, and active in its development and control within the framework of the Olympic
Charter and Rules.
Olympic Games: (the concept is here obvious).
The expression as used here covers biological sciences, the humanities other than history, and
on a more specialized level, the sports sciences.
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philosophy in the pursuit of this noble aim.The question presents itself with two
important facets:
- to find out if indeed it is a continuing study of the Olympic Phenomenon, and
in which sectors of human knowledge it exists;
- to observe if the reflexions and the research results in sports sciences indeed
have a significant influence or not on the course of the Olympic Phenomenon in
present day society.
During my presentation of 1979, I attempted to give a few answers to these
questions,1 suffice it to recall to-day that with the exception of the generous and
patient efforts of the IOA, of those of the excellent Carl Diem Institute founded
in 1966 at the Sporthochschule of Cologne, of those of the International Pierre
de Coubertin Institute now under the distinguished presidency of M. Geoffroy
de Navacelle and of those efforts that annually take place in numerous
institutions of higher learning around the world as well as within recently
established National Olympic Academies,2 research works on the Olympic
Phenomenon still do not take up a large place in the annual international
production in sports sciences.3
In spite of the problems that continue to assail the Olympic Movement from
all angles, it can be said that sport and physical education count among the most
significant civilizing forces of the XXth century, be it solely on account of their
far fetched influence on the education, health, well-being and general quality of
life of the citizens of the two sexes and of all ages.
I quote Willi Daume and Philippe Noel-Baker when I affirm that sport may
well be the factor which, in and by itself, has contributed the most to the
progressive elimination of some of the most persistant obstacles that can still be
found on the road of international understanding and peace (1,2).
In to-day's presentation, I shall limit myself to the tasks of describing
succinctly: -The nature and objects of sports sciences;
- the present state of their development and the relevant implications between
and within disciplines;
l).Sciences, Sports Sciences and Olympism: presentation in the course of the 19th Session of the
International Olympic Academy, July 1979, pp. 36.
2). National Olympic Academies have been established in the USA (1974), the Republic of China Taiwan (1977), Republic of Chile (1981), amongst others.
3). A review of the literature made by the author in the scientific literature of North America
(including international sources) for the ten year period 1969-1979 (some 8,800 articles and 7,500
theses) has revealed that less than 0,5% of the published works surveyed dealt directly or at least
partly with one or more of the aspects of the Olympic Phenomenon.
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- lastly, some of the challenging tasks at hand if it is desired that sports sciences
be brought to contribution in the search for solutions to some of the most
pressing problems now confronting international sport and the Olympic
Games.1

SPORTS SCIENCES:
A FORCE OF THE XXth CENTURY
As a drop scene
Firstly, I take it for granted that we do not have to debate here the fact that
science can be seen (if not accepted) as one of the indispensable elements of
contemporary culture (8, 10, 30).
Furthermore, it seems admissible in general terms that the enormous power of
contemporary science is everywhere felt and that certain of its negative and very
much decried corollaries (such as the de-humanization of life-style, the risks to
the environment, the arms race, amongst others) are more attributable to
schemes or whims of financial, military or political domination, than they are in
fact the necessary consequences of scientific discovery and of technological
progress (9, 13, 29).
One can also easily observe, it seems to me, that the international scientific
community is very much aware of its collective responsibility faced with the
bewildering profusion of research results and their implications. The eventual
repercussions of the world-wide decreases of non-renewable resources, the
stockpiling of mass extermination weapons, and the rapid development of
techniques of intervention on genetic material, to list only three examples, are at
the origin of the great works of the Club of Rome2 as well as of the Universal
Movement for scientific responsibility3 (26, 28, 29, 34).
Most transnational problems of humanity and the solutions that are called
for are often multifaceted and involve considerations which are at one and the
same time technical (scientific), moral, legal, and of course political. Science and

l).Are often counted as problems, abuses or excesses: overtaining, gigantism, professionalism,
political pressures and interferences, spiraling production costs, architectural extravagances,
publicity and commercial pressures, manifestations of chauvinism, racism, and terrorism (27).
2). Meadows et al. The Limits to Growth. MESAROVIC ET PESTEL. Mankind at the Turning
Point. Tinbergen et al. Reshaping the International Order. Laszlo et al. Goals for Mankind.
(28,36,35,26).
3). Jacquard. Eloge de la différence: la génétique des hommes. (11).
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philosophy, as different although complementary ways of perceiving reality,
should not be left out of the debate (32, 33).
Comparatively speaking, on the more limited scale of the Olympic
Phenomenon and of sport in general, is seems to me that it is by and with in the
different branches of sports sciences that we will acquire a broad, objective and
coherent perspective of sport which in turn may become most helpful in the task
of justifying this widespread form of human activity, both in itself, and with
regards to the nature and finality of the human person.
Nature and Object of Sports Sciences
The body knowledge pertaining to physical activity in gegeral and to sport in
particular has increased at a tremendous pace in this century.
Already in the 20s and in the 30s, the debate was going on with respect to the
concept of "sports sciences" (Müller, 1982, Neumann, 1934;Piaschewski, 1933:
Altrock, 1939).1
In the 50s and in the 60s, our German colleagues Carl et Liselott Diem and
Franz Lotz, the Americans Abernathy, Alley, Henry, Larson, Rarick, and more
recently Erbach (GDR), Falize (Belgium), Grupe (FRG), Rokusfalvy
(Hungary), Parlebas and Thomas (France), as well as the Canadians Bouchard,
Kenyon and Powell, amongst many others, both at the national and
international scales, have brought major contributions to the development of
sports sciences:
- production, analyses, and criticism of research and scholarly works in the area
of the biological and psycho-social foundations of physical education and sport;
- identification and classification of philosophical, pedagogic, technical, and
scientific opinions and propositions on the "theory" and "practice" in physical
education and sport, both at the national and international scales;
- reforms of the approaches and practices in the training of teachers and
coaches, and in the structures of the profession;
- creation and development of national and international scientific bodies
devoted to the study of sport in general and of exercise, training and fitness in
general;
1). Müller. K.Gibt es eine Wissenschaft der Leibestbungen? Die Leibesübungen, Heft 18,1928.
Neumann, O. Gibt es eine Wissenschaft der Leibestbungen? Leibesübungen und Körperlince
Erziehung. Heft I, 1934. Piaschewski, G Gibt es Sportwissenschaft? Leibesübungen und
Korperliche Erziehung. Heft 2, 1933. Altrock, H. Aufgabe und Umfang der Sportwissenschaft,
1939. Cited by Hans Egon Rösch. Einführung in die Sportwissenschaft, 1978 (32).
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- establishment of the first steps of international cooperation in the production,
classification and exchange of documentation in sports sciences (4,6,7,12,25).
Since the start of the '70s, the recourse to the concept of physical activity
Sciences or Sports Sciences, in the identification of the field of endeavor
common to all experts of sport and of physical activity in general, has been
world-wide. This should not be interpreted however as signifying that the
"discipline" of "sports sciences" is everywhere accepted on the same basis as
other sciences. The subject is still very much debated nowadays, as the
requirements for a true "theory" of physical activity and of sport (and, I should
like to add, of Olympism) are not seen to be met at the satisfaction of all,
particularly of certain philosophers. It is often said that the development of
knowledge in sports sciences occurs only through the consolidation and
interpretation of data obtained in other disciplines.
Nevertheless, the trajectory of Sports Sciences as a sector of human
knowledge seems well established into orbit. Sports Sciences indeed at least in
the minds of those who devote their intellectual and professional energies to
them, satisfy the usual identification criteria of a discipline: '
- its object rather universally accepted is the human being in motion or in
situations of physical activity, that fraction of reality being unique to the field in
question;
- its specific body of knowledge covers a spectrum of known phenomena that
have been exposed with success to extra-disciplinary scientific criticism, and are
currently integrated into particular conceptual systems;
- thirdly, its methodology is special in the sense that knowledge in Sports
«

Sciences increases on a very wide scale, on the basis of approaches, procedures,
and techniques (research methodologies) which are particular to the field.
Φ

Domain and Sectors
We understand by the object of Physical Activity Sciences or Sports Sciences
that portion of the reality of human activity which encompasses voluntary and
observable bodily movements as they are met in the framework of play, physical
education, sport, dance, leisure and work activities (i.e. controlled exercises for
l).The International Council for Physical Education and Sport (CIEPS-ICSPE), an organization in
existence since I960, and the only council of its kind which has consultative status A with Unesco,
at its last general assembly held in Vienna in June 1981, has just adopted new Statutes which make
it a body devoted to the promotion and coordination of sports sciences on the international and
world-wide scale.
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developmental, educational, training, conditioning, performance, fitness,
recreation, re-education, or rehabilitative purposes).
Practically speaking, the domain of sports sciences can be presented under
four main sectors in which the professional and scientific activity, especially in
the last fifteen years, has been in most cases very intensive.
Biology of physical activity and sport
- Biochemistry of exercise
- Physiology of exercise
- Biomechanics of sport
- Kinanthropometry
- Sports medicine

Behavioral sciences applied to physical activity and sport
- Pedagogy and didactics of physical activity and sport
- Motor learning
- Sport psychology
- Sociology of sport and leisure
Human sciences applied to physical activity and sport
- History of sport
- Sport anthropology
- Philosophy of sport
- Sport and Theology
- Legal aspects of sport
- Sport and politics
Others
- Sports facilities and equipments
- Sport administration
- Mass media and sport
- Etc.
One will have seen from the above enumeration that the internal consistency
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(logic ) of the object of Sports Sciences is not easy to demonstrate. In that field of
endeavor, one attempts to describe with precision the causes and effects "perse"
in a defined portion of human reality (the human being in specific situations of
physical activity); yet, on the other hand, one observes that the description
which is made of the said phenomena in the real words,'can only take on a full
meaning in as. much as it is made in a global perspective which soon or
ultimately acquires a socio-political dimension.
It is in this sense that certain people do not consider Sports Sciences as a full
fledged scientific domain; others see Sports Sciences as a field of endeavor
belonging to the larger sector of natural sciences, while still others argue for
their part that Sports Sciences belong to the large area of social studies.
The debate is not over yet. The object indeed continues to be studied both
through the scientific method (mathematical basis) and through qualitative
methods (the theory in this case possessing a structure of justification based on
norms and criteria derived from an a-priori).
Indeed, one should nowadays be able to observe from the record:
- that research in Sports Sciences is centered on facts and not on a vague world of
possible realities;
- that new knowledges accumulating day in and day out in Sports Sciences serve
to clear up and to systematize concepts and principles, thus creating a pertinent
theory.
I personally see contemporary Sports Sciences as cooperating with other
modes of knowledge in the sense that it applies and valorizes exactness and
clarity in the formulation of hypotheses, propositions, principles, and methods
in the area of physical activity in general and of sport in particular.

SPORTS SCIENCES:
DEVELOPMENT AND RAMIFICATIONS
The growth and development indices are numerous; the productivity
increases day by day.
Already in 1971, the Encyclopedia of Sports Sciences and Medicine edited in
the U.S.A. by Leonard Larson described more than 1,200 specific concepts
grouped in 10 sections and more than 50 sub-sections on knowledge relating to
sport and physical activity (24).
Volume 2 of the Encyclopedia of Physical Education, Fitness and Sports,
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edited in 1980 by Cureton under the auspices of the AAHPERD,1 counts no less
than 55 chapters dealing with scientific aspects, principles, procedures and
factors related to training, fitness and performance.
Specialized periodicals, in increasing number, are constant diffusion of the
results of research works in sports sciences.
The periodicals Theory and Practice of Physical Culture and Sport, in the
U.S.S.R. and in the G.D.R., the excellent interdisciplinary Sportwissenschaft of
the F.R.D. (which incidently just marked its 10th anniversary), and also the
North-American journals Medicine and Sciences in Sports and Exercise and
Canadian Journal of Applied Sports Sciences, are figure headings on the
international scene.
Scientific meetings that have physical activity and sport as an object, and
during which specialists publicly expose the results of their research and their
scholarly works to the consideration and criticism of their peers, are also
increasingly numerous. In the last newsletter of the Canadian Association of
Sports Sciences (CASS-ACSS, XIV: 2, March 1981) there was a listing of some
52 scientific sessions of international character on physical activity and sport3
scheduled for 1981 —82.
The magnitude and the quality of the disciplinary work are easily illustrated
in the sector of the biology of physical activity. At the session of the American
College of Sports Medicine held in Miami in May of this year, the stientists
present (more than 2.000) could choose among 13 symposia, 6 seminars, and
352 individual scientific papers, all unfolding within the course of only three
days.
The abundance of research and publication in Sports Sciences has become
such that it necessitates new and specific indexing services. Three examples:
The President's Council for Physical Fitness and Sports of the United States

1). American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,Recreation and Dance.Organization grouping
the professional people in physical education and sport in the United States (more than 60,000
members in 1980); many services of the AAHPERD have a scientific character: publication of the
Research Quarterly, since 1929; of the Completed Research, since 1958, etc. 2).
Sportwissenschaft, 10:4, 1980 (Schwerpunkthema: Wissenschafts theorietische Fragen).
3). A fewexamples should suffice to illustrate the variety of subjects and their ramifications: 4th
International Symposium on Biomechanics of Swimming, Amsterdam, June 1982. 7th
International Congress of Sports Information, Bucarest, October 1981. International Seminar of
the Society for Comparative Physical Education and Sports, Amherst, July 1982. Medicine:
Equestrian Sports, 1st European Congress, Namur, September 1981. International Society of the
Knee, American Orthopaedic Society, New-Orleans, April 1981. International Women in Sport
Conference, Melbourne, Septembre 1982.
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publishes four times yearly, since 1978, an index of references covering more
than 2.000 periodicals on the sole theme of fitness and sports medicine.
The International Sports Sciences Index initiated in 1979 by. the Franlkin
Institute Press, also in the United States, covered under its title more than 4.000
periodicals coming from all corners of the world.
In volumes 21 and 22 of Completed Research in Health, Physical Education
and Recreation published annually by the AAHPERD in the United States,
one can find the titles and summaries of some 1.221 masters and doctoral theses
completed in the course of the academic years 1978 and 1979 in a cross-section
of about 100 institutions of higher learning in the United States and Canada.
One could say with Lewis Thomas (36) that "a journal serves first and
foremost to the exchange of information between scientific workers...thus, an
individual scientific paper pretends to be nothing else but a very small piece in a
giant puzzle, with little significance in itself, except as an element in a coherent
whole. The fact of collecting a huge number of individual contributions, even
very modest ones, constitutes the strength of modern western science, in the
sense that it tends to acquire a type of corporate power which is in fact infinitely
greater than that which an individual can normally exert".
SPORTS SCIENCES AND
INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING
In a memorandum which he addressed to Unesco in 1971, Philippe NoelBaker, past President of CIEPS-ICSPE, wrote: "....I have the firm conviction
that physical education and international sport have now become what Pierre
de Coubertin expected of them: a factor of prime importance in the progress of
mankind; at the very moment when prophets of evil irresponsibly play with
nuclear arms, the Olympic flame humbly endeavors to become a symbol of unity
for the whole of humanity. The Olympic flame is thus one of the most powerful
instruments which can serve the cause of peace and of international
understanding, two of the principal roles of Unesco" (1).
Since these words have been written, and in spite of the problems of which we
all know about,1 Olympic Games have been celebrated in Munich, in Montreal,
and in Moscow. The Olympic Movement, specially since the events which have
marked the celebration of the games of Moscow, has become victim of another
1). Among others: the Rhodesian problem and the Black September (in Münich),the third degree
boycott of the African countries (Montreal), and the generalized first degree boycott of Moscow.
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serious internal contradiction, that which indeed divides its adepts into two
factions which yet yesterday more or less ignored each other, but that
international events have now forced to confront each other. On the one hand,
there are those who stoically maintain that sport is and must remain
"independent" from politics. In the other camp, obviously more active, one can
count the adherents of the Olympic Movement who make the best of the
strengths and weaknesses of the actual Olympic Charter and on the basis of their
conception of the evolution of the social order, maintain for their part that sport
should not be estranged from politics but rather that it can and should play a
role in the confrontation of political ideologies on the international scene.
The heavy task of defining in a more concrete and realistic fashion the social
role of the Olympic Movement in tomorrow's society can hardly be undertaken
without the concourse of sports sciences.
The general description and evaluation of what research has to say on the
reality of current practices relative to the Olympic Phenomenon, in to-day's fast
moving world, is still a dream. The task is obviously enormous. One of the
principal objectives could be to put into perspective, at least on olympism as a
theme:
- the state of related knowledge, research work and thought,
- on the international scale, the most convincing facts or ideas,
- the practices or questions which are the most argued about or challenged,
- the contradictions, both the apparent and the unquestionable,
- where feasible, the most universal implications which affect the education,
well-being, health and general quality of life of the citizens.
The Olympic Congresses staged by the I.O.C., from the one of Paris (1894) to
the 10th one of Varna (1973),. do not seem to have provoked in-depth public
reflecions on the nature and contents of "Olympism" or on the orientation of
the Olympic Movement. Next September, in Baden-Baden, it is already clear
that every effort is made to offer "a chance for world sport". In the very words
of Willi Daume "the aim of the 1981 Olympic Congress is to give full
consideration to the problems of the future, not separately, but in a common
effort; cooperation, not confrontation" (2).
Scientists generally applaud to this kind of collective effort, to which indeed
they have attempted to cooperate for a long time. I would like to remind this
audience that in spite of the boycott of the Moscow Olympic Games, scientists
from many countries involved in the political events of the time nonetheless
brought their contribution to the World Congress of Sports Sciences of Tbilisi,
thus indeniably showing international understanding and good will.
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I would also like to recall that the official ten-book report of the International
Congress of Physical Activity Sciences held in Quebec City on the eve of the
Olympic Games of 1976, covered 21 disciplines of human knowledge and
contained some 420 scientific papers coming from 33 different countries.
It seems to me evident that the true challenge in Sports Sciences is no longer to
get started, but rather to constantly increase the pace, especially as concerns the
reflexions on Olympism and on the Olympic Movement. It would most certainly
be useful to multiply the forums where experts could present, on the Olympic
Phenomenon, the results of their own research or their individual points of view,
be they complementary, different or even opposed to those of others, or to the
traditional Olympic doctrine. On the basic discussion periods and not in the
political arena that data and points of view relative to sport and to Olympism
deserve to be exposed to observations and criticism, without restrictions, but of
course in accordance with the democratic principles and with the respect due to
the individual person. It is thus that new knowledge can be produced,
accumulated, diffused, and, even modestly, serve the whole of humanity.
In general terms, sports scientists have the reputation of being true optimists.
I have the privilege of knowing a good number of them around the world, and I
dare advance that they are workers and artisans of international understanding
as well as simply of understanding. The vast majority of them would agree with
Toffler when he states that "the world has not sunk into madness, and that in
reality, above all the noise and furor, in the apparent incoherence of events, a
stunning future, charged with hope, appears possible" (37). ·
But do not ask too much of sport! In reality, there is no world problem to
which it has not been confronted...however, this world would be much poorer
without the Olympic Games.
Willi Daume, 1980 (2)
Ο Sportwissenschaft, wie weit hast du es gebracht, und wie weit wirst du es
noch bringen;
Ommo Grupe, 1980 (5)
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SPORT AND THE ARTS
Mr. Jean DURRY (Fra) of
the French. Museum of
Sports

My dear friends,

"Ancient Olympia was a city of sport, of art and of prayer. The order of these
three occupations has sometimes been reversed quite wrongly. The sacred and
esthetic nature of Olympia was a result of its sporting role (...... ). The same will
be true of modern Olympia (.....). Art will be a continuous presence ( .....)."This
is the beginning of the text which appeared in the "Olympic Review" and which
was then distributed as a "special edition", and which was addressed to those
taking part in the International Competition of Architecture, launched in Paris
in 1910 "in order to draw up plans for a Modern Olympia!".
The article is unsigned, but the author remaining deliberately anonymous who in the preamble to this booklet modestly stresses that "competitors must
only seek guidelines here not rules. No doubt many of these ideas will be
debatable and not of equal merit ( .... ). Let every one weigh them up and adopt
or regret them in perfect freedom". Yes the author is easy to identify. It is
obviously Pierre de Coubertin himself, then forty seven years old and therefore
at the height of his powers.
For him this was an essential part of his own view of a renewed olympism, the
constant elaboration and development of which has been the preoccupation of
the International Olympic Academy, within its own compass and using its own
means, from one session to another, since 1961. This communication, vital in
Coubertin's view, this constant interaction between Sport and the Arts, has it
been as live and as strong in modern times, as Coubertin had envisaged it and
wished it be. This is not at all certain.
By the same token perhaps, you who deal in such depth and so directly with
the dangers confronting sport and Olympism in our time, will think that the
subject which was suggested to me of "Sport and the Arts", is a side issue placed
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as if it were on a path or plan which does not concern you directly. I am well aware
of this.
And yet..."If the activity of sport is a source of joy and inner balance for us, if
matching it as a spectator is often a series of special moments" (1), there is no
doubt that the fact that it can be recreated and transformed by the artist, is for
us, both a testimony and a source of enrichment.
You yourselves, from these first days of a unique experience which will affect
your lives on several levels - you may already be aware of it, but you will realize
it fully later on - without realizing it, I sincerely believe that you are much better
prepared to reflect on this subject, or at least to accept the fact that one might
think about it. In the evening which fell on the sacred hill of the Phyx, the
Parthenon and its back drop of mountains have entered your minds' eyes for
ever. Then there was Olympia, of an exquisite finesse, perfumed with the scent
of pines, of laurel and thyme; there was the clarity and silence of night with
"the" Stadium - the stadium of Olympia on the other side of the road leading to
the village.
Then the visit to the Altis which has evoked different feelings in all of you of
course, according to your various personalities, but which doubtless gave all of
you a feeling of true peace of mind and heart. There were also the museums of
Olympia, some of them containing noteworthy masterpieces created by man's
genius, by the creatures of flesh and blood who lived, suffered, tore themselves
apart and loved, two thousand years ago.
"Sport and the Arts". Let us set out together if you will, on this part which is
not necessarily an easy one. I will try first of all to give you a "clear statement".
Then, I will recall the relationship between the Olympic Games and the Arts -I
mean the modern Games and the place which the arts have not held. Finally, I
shall indicate the role which sports museums can play throughout the world in
this field, an essential role since the game is far from having gained ground.
I. CLEAR STATEMENT
In 1978 the Hispa (International Association of the History of Sport and
Physical Education) was being held in Paris, and I was asked to speak on the
relationship between "Sport and the plastic arts". On that occasion, I thought
about the points of reference - about the rare masterpieces which are universally
placed on the highest levels - the golden mask of Tutankhamon, the Venus de
Milo, the Mona Lisa, the Night Watch - there are others. And I suddenly began
to wonder how many works in our field that of physical and sports activity, of
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physical education, subjects to which we dedicate a whole part of our lives - yes,
how many could be included in this anthology; The anwer was easy. Leaving
aside the marvellous "Charioteer of Delphi" in that, by present standards, the
driver of a winning quadriga seems to us to be on the borderlines of the work of
sport, only the "Discus thrower" the eternal discus thrower of Myron, whose
dynamic balance has crossed the centuries, seems to have this symbolic force.
One masterpiece it is not much.
Having said this, the veil falls, it seems that in all humility we have to
recognise a very great disproportion between the interest and the importance
which quite objectively, this competitive game of the body and spirit which is
sport, seems to have for human creatures and the rarity of greater masterpieces
which have been inspired by it - yes, such a disproportion that one might
reasonably think of it as a failure. Not that one should conclude that sport does
not in itself offer enough riches to inspire works of art; but to admit in all clarity,
that the problem of translating physical and sports activities into the language
of the works of art has still not been completely resolved, either because it was
approached in an unsatisfactory way, or because there was neither a need, nor at
the outside, a true possibility of transposing sport into the world of form created
by artists' brains and hands.
Leaving aside Egyptian, Greek, Etruscan and even Roman antiquity, Albert
Dürer's drawings of wrestlers, or the landscapes with skaters by flemish painters
- if we then turn to modern sports as they have developed since the 19th century
notably under impetus from England, we have to admit whether we like it or
not, that painters, sculptors and musicians have only very insufficiently drawn
on the resources of colour, force and dynamism which sport as a subject could
offer them. The fact that almost accidentally, a great name can be pinned to the
honours list, does not weaken the argument, on the contrary. However some
examples, precisely I believe, because they are so few, support this frank
assesment of the situation, but they give us some hope, at the same time.
I should not under any circumstances wish to make a list here but I will need
to illustrate my argument.
In the field of sculpture, if I mention only french artists, or those who have
lived in France, are we convinced by Rodin's "Athlete", MailloFs "Women
Wrestlers" and "Cyclist" (at rest), or by Bourdelle's "Hercules the archer" or
"Ball Players" of Zadkine? Do we really feel that Sport is present at the heart of
these works; As for Raymond Duchamp - Villon' "Athlete" - if he is able to be as
striking - as his brother Marcel Duchamp manages to be in his picture of a
"Nude coming downstairs" - which sport would he practise? At least the latter
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work brings together power and dynamism, but jast as in the other examples
mentioned sport is a diffused and vague part of it. The same is certainly not true
of the emaciated and painted "runner" of Germane Richier-a spiritual relation
of Giacometti. This work touches one because the essential part has been
touched. When a certain Pablo Ruiz Blasco -1 mean Picasso whose real name
this was - created the "Bull's head" out of handlebars and a bicycle saddle, it was
a stroke of genius, but it had only an accidental connection with sport. In sport,
it is obvious that a very small minority of sculptors have managed to solve the
fundamental problems which the theme of sport presents; to avoid the 'joke', to
make the sculpture live with a dynamism which corresponds to the intensity of
sporting activity. And yet this idea of "correspondence" must be evoked with
infinite care.
What of Painting; Let us quickly have a glance at the successive or sometimes
simultaneous appearance of schools and movements which have marked its
development in the 19th century. Impressionists, Dynamists and Cubists have
not ignored sport - apart from these, only certain individuals would deserve to
be hung on the picture rails of our imaginary museum.
Light and movement were reborn with the advent of the Impressionists.
Canoeists and regattas appear in the canvases of Manet, Monet, Renoir, Sisley,
Signac and later of Raoul Dufy. This is logical, because sports activities had just
appeared, to play a part in the lives of individuals and societies which from them
on would not cease to develop. But having entered the picture, sportsmen were
still only part of it for the painter. This is very obvious in the canvases of the
pointilliste, George Seurat - the sculler in "La Seine à la Grande JattePrintemps" (1887, Royal Museum of Art, in Brussels) bent in this skiff is not the
subject of the painting (as opposed to "Max Schmitt in a single scull" by
Thomas Eakins, a very precise painting, but with no movement, which is at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York).
Suddenly mechanical sports appeared. Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec was very
interested because he was interested in life, because anything that moved was for
him material for a painting or a lithograph. The Car inspired Futurists, notably
Giacomo Balla (1871-1958) who loved the subject "Car speed and light and
noise", at the same time as Umberto Boccioni (1882-1916) for his part tried to
capture and reproduce the "dynamism of a football player" as well as the
"dynamism of a cyclist".
Several Cubists incorporated the development of sport into their new
universe. "The Cardiff Team" painted by Robert Delaunay (1885-1941) in
about 1912, is a work of fundamental importance to us both in terms of its
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quality and because it enables rugby, one might even say sport itself, with its
movement, its drama and its valour to enter the field of modern painting once
and for all whereas the bucolic "Football players" (1908) of Douanier Rousseau
(Salomon Guggenheim Museum, New York) was simply a charming effect of
chance, without any real significance. The same is true of "The runners"
especially in the 1924 version which is different from other, better known
versions is that the faces "exist" - are still there - the colours of the shorts, the
rhythm of the athletes combine in this admirable canvas, one of the most
beautiful ever inspired by sport. Willy Baumeister and Fernand Léger must also
be mentioned.
But when the "abstract" movement appeared, could Sport have anything
other than a slight part, when non figurative art took the centre of the stage, with
so much noise. Dunoyerde Segonzac dedicated a whole part of his engravings to
athletes but this was some three decades earlier. Perhaps, only Nicholas de Stael
(1914-1955) deserves to be mentioned for his series of the "Football players"
circa 1952, for which he drew inspiration from a match, played at night, between
France and Sweden, as he wrote at the time to the poet René Char. It must be
admitted that the total is slight.
A quite separate case deserves to be mentioned. That of Sam Rabin (born in
Manchester in 1908). Just as Degas painted the corps de ballet and Cézanne the
St. Victoire Mountain, untiringly deepening their quest, so Rabin painted the
ring. Now the same name, Sam Rabin is to be found on the list of winners at the
Amsterdam Games ( 1928) where he well and truly won the middleweight bronze
medal in free style wrestling, before taking part in a few boxing bouts. Because
he himself had lived through; the interminable length of a three minute round,
he was able, as no one else would, to incorporate in his paintings, the harshness
and the loyalty of the game, the space around the boxer's movement. Trainers,
referees, speakers, are shadows which are present and the man, with his knee on
the ground will probably not rise again. Through sport, this is what is important
to us, but beyond it too, Rabin has captured sommething primordial. But, in
comparison with famous painters of his time is there an "Aura" attached to his
name? Is he known, except to the few faithful; Are sportsmen interested in this
effort by one of their own kind? Are not art critics scornful "apriori" of a painter
who has chosen such a strange subject?
And what of music? Alas we can go through the list only too quickly. "The
Alpine Symphony" of Richard Strauss. Arthur Ronegger's "Mermoz" with its
aerial pages where you hear the winds of space blowing. More specifically still,
there is again Honneger's short "Rugby" suite, where the kick off transposes the
bright trajectory of the ball, into the world of sound.
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These therefore are the facts, although there have been a number of events all
over the world in 1980 which lead one to suppose that new generations of artists
are more and more inspired by sport, to which an ever greater number of works
have been dedicated.
What has the role of the Modern Olympic Games been, in the development of
links between "Sport and the Arts" we have given such a cursory look; This will
be the second stage of my lecture.
II. THE MODERN OLYMPIC GAMES AND THE ARTS
"A second stage"; These were the exact words used by Coubertin in May
1906, when he gave his guiding lecture in the "Olympic Review" on "Arts,
Letters and Sport" to which he attached so much importance, and which he
believed, should prepare for the inclusion of intellectual and artistic events in
the programme of the Modern Games.
Those of you who are interested in the details of this particular subject can
• look up the report of the 15th Session of the I.O.A. of July 1975 in the
Academy's Library, on which specific subject I had been asked to speak to your
predecessors of that year. This should be seen as an example of the Academy's
continuity, which, over the years enables us to discuss major subjects which
require a fresh approach again with either a deeper vision or on the contrary a
wider one going further back, and which benefit both the new students
appearing in this hall and the lecturers and researchers who are constantly
trying to renew their ideas.
My subject in 1981 goes beyond the framework of Olympism as such. But it is
still important that you understand how far, the games of our time have, or have
not, contributed to the strengthening of links between Art and Sport and to
making them more productive.
"Having wished to revive not the form but the principle of this institution
(....) I had to try and replace the powerful counterbalances which have not long
since, supported TV" (2). This position was absolutely essential for Coubertin.
Because "The Olympic Games are not simple world championships...it was not
by chance that writers and artists assembled in the past in Olympia and gathered
around the sports of antiquity and it was this incomparable assembly that gave
the institution the prestige which it has enjoyed for so long" (idem).
Apart from a personal sensitivity (to Art), which he probably inherited from
his father Charles Fredy, Baron de Coubertin (1822-1908), who was well
thought of as a painter especially during the Second Empire, (His sketch books
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and original drawings at the family seat of Mirville in Normandy have been
witness to this. They were collected by Geoffroy de Navacelle, a descendant of
Coubertin's through his grandmother Marie, who was Pierre's sister) this was a
very strong held view of Pierre de Coubertin's. From the point of view of sport,
there is no doubt the Games of 1896 to 1904 were a success, but for Coubertin
"the hour had come to go on to a new stage and to restore the Olympiads, to
their original beauty.
The advisory conference held at the Comédie Française between the 23rd and
25th May 1906, was a very good one. The result was "five competitions, of
architecture, sculpture, painting, music and literature, which wás intended to
produce works, directly inspired by the sporting idea every four years". He went
on to speak of·the alliance "between athletes, artists and spectators" through
eurythmies -a term dear to the reviver of the Games- and to think that it would
be possible to inspire a durable "daily and modest collaboration at local
sporting events". There was a great difference between this dream and reality.
Anyhow it was premature and failed.
The "Artistic Competitions" for which winners received medals identical to
those won in the field, began fairly modestly, in Stockholm in 1912. The
members of the jury sometimes had great prestige, especially in Paris, in 1924,
much more so alas, than the works which were presented. It was in fact a failure
and that this was accepted, was proved by the fact that the idea was finally
abandoned after the London Games in 1948.
Why? For organizational reasons and because of the involontary one
supposes, lack of impartiality on the part of the judges. But mainly, because
major artists in principle usually refuse all idea of competing, and also because
even the idea of classifying works of art by order of merit is debatable. On the
basis of which criteria and which artistic ideals can this be done? And who
would define and apply these criteria?
At its 49th Session in Athens in 1954, the International Olympic Committee
adopted article 31 of its statutes and regulations, authorising each organising
committee in the future, to set up any national artistic events or exhibititon
which it chooses with the reservation that it had to be approved by the I.O.C.
The size and stage of these was very varied, from the exhibition of "Sport in
history and art" which was arranged for the Rome Games ( 1960) but extended
until January 1961,"to the very lively and sometimes controversial events in
Montreal (1976), going through the exhibition of Japanese Ancient and Modern
art in Tokyo (1964), the placing of sculptures in the streets of Grenoble (Winter
Games, 1968), the considerable effort made by Mexico (1968) which presented a
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whole cultural programme from mankind's art treasures to murals painted
by children.
As for Munich (1972), apart from the many and very rich exhibitions on
"world cultures and modern art", "Olympic coins and medals", "a hundred
years of 'German excavations at Olympia" wich were visited by those who
had come primarily to take part in the sports competitions and that is the nub of
the matter - the organisers of the Games also made a remarkable effort in
launching 4 series of 7 posters by some of the most important artists of the
time: Hartung, Kokoschka, Poliakoff, Soulages, Vasarely, Hundertwasser
amongst others. However, this attempt did not have any conclusive results,
in that renewed inspiration for the painters from a contact with the Olympic
Flame which would result in a truly original work of art happened only very
rarely - David Hockney's "diver" could be mentioned here.
And yet the struggle goes on. And the Olympic Games can contribute, mainly
because in themselves and as time passes, they have often been the muffled and
distant echo of contemporary artistic trends, if only as seen in the design of
medals, diplomas, posters and programmes.
The collections which are slowly being made in different museums show this
clearly, and now propose to define the possible mission of these museums to
you, from this aspect.
III. SPORTS MUSEUMS - WHAT IS THEIR MISSION?
During the last few decades, museums of all shapes and sizes, have appeared
all over the world, dedicated to physical and sporting activities. Originally they
might have been private collections of "Halls of Fame" dedicated to this or that
sport, today they are often national organisations. Their function, as in the case
of any type of museum in whatever field, is clear: to collect, preserve and present
to the public anything that refers to the history of sport and physical education,
as well as to the development of different disciplines. Nevertheless in the
beginning it was essentially a question of collecting objects - the Ski Museum
which is under the big jump at Holmenkollen was one of the first of this type and
amongst the most characteristic. In France at the present time there is even a
private museum of ski fastenings, which, whatever their technical interest does
seem to show a rather limited view...Little by little through a natural evolution,
organisations of a certain size have collected together libraries and film
libraries, aside from objects of sports equipment, whether or not they have
belonged to champions. But in certain cases they began to be interested at first
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from the point of view of documentation, in pictures. They seemed then to have
a dual role, as indeed their action may be dual in helping to make for better
communication and better understanding between sport and the arts. A sports
museum, may have the role of "collector", it may however also act as a stimulus,
whether it acts alone or together with other bodies.
A sports museum, when it makes an effort to collect works of art on this
subject, re-invents, one might almost say invents, raw material which would
hardly have existed without it or at any rate, not had any continuity.
I have already said quite frankly that famous works of art on this subject
(Sport) are rare. But in any case they are scattered in a number of nonspecialised museum or in collections. First of all we need to catalogue them,
particularly because non-specialised museums and collections may have in their
stock, works which seem to be of secondary interest, whereas they would have a
quite different meaning if placed in a more favourable context.
Moreover, the field of research is remarkably wide. Artistic representation of
physical and sports activity include painting and sculpture, but also drawing
and printing as well as posters and medals and perhaps even plates and postage
stamps. This may be outside our subject properly speaking, but it is important
to understand that one is doing useful work in finding and bringing together, in
order to safeguard it, this whole background of the sporting phenomena, all its
heritage. Once what had started as an imaginary museum, is established, then
one can think in terms of exhibitions for which one must try to have as complete
a collection as possible. It would therefore be worthwhile both from an artistic
and documentary point of view to organise comparative and contrasting
exhibitions with similar organisations. Take boxing for example. What a path
from Rowlandson's prints of the early Nineteenth Century to the contemporary
posters of Luigi Castiglioni, the canvases of George Bellos (Stag at Sharkey,
1909) to those of Sam Rabin, already mentioned. Without a fundamental effort
by Sports museums these works would have disappeared or for ever remained
separated the one from the other.
Last but not least important, sports museums, if they show their collections in
an animated and lively way, can reach a "different" public - those to whom the
idea of going into an ordinary museum, and simply the idea of culture in the
classic sense of the word is worrying and therefore difficult. Whether it is a
question of young school-age children or older visitors, a sports museum to
which those who are interested in the commemoration of this or that champion or
sporting exploit which they may have watched, can go to without apprehension
can play a teaching and-revealing role without pedantry, bring art to those who
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know very little or nothing about it. The placing of the original copperplate near
an etching, showing the various stages in lithography, the exhibition of
preliminary sketches and drawings for a painting, the showing of an original
musical score - for those who are interested in it, these elements through the
image of sport, can open unsuspected horizons, on what is really involved in the
work of an artist, what he does, which techniques are used in the process of
gradually creating a work of art.
A museum of physical activity and sport, might also play a role stimulating
creative people - the artists themselves.
In their constant struggle against doubt, it may perhaps be invaluable for
them to know that there is a special place where their works are sought out,
collected and appreciated. Whereas this sector often considered of secondary
importance, the idea that their talents might be appreciated and recognised, that
their canvases and sculptures might leave the attics and stockrooms where they
have long lain sleeping, to be exhibited, examined by visitors, circulated to the
public - this hope, made reality has an importance for them which for the
uninitiated, is difficult to imagine. Moreover from a practical point of view, this
outlet for work which up to then had been underestimated or thought of as
marginal, the prospect of a possible sale to a museum will often make the young
artist persevere in a direction which before, had seemed pointless, just as it will
give those artists who had turned away from the subject the chance of coming
back to it.
The organisation of exhibitions is an essential part of a sports museums'
contribution to the arts. The work of the "Turn -und Sportmuseum" of Basle,
for so long due to F.K. Mathys, was an example. Whether it is a question of
Daumier, Diggelman, Baumeister or Dunoyer de Segonzac, this museum in a
town particularly rich in museums of all kinds, has over the years managed to
collect and present original exhibitions placing physical and sports activities at a
cultural level which is of interest to us.
There are a number of other ways in which a sports museum can, alone or
together with others play the part of a stimulator, which is the main part of its
mission. I mean through the organisation of competitions, prizes, whether
national or international, as well as organisation of a participation by a country
in an event organised abroad. Of course once again, it is difficult in matters of
art to entirely accept confrontations based on human judgement. Nevertheless
such aims can certainly be the specific reason which will help artists to create a
work or encourage them to reach beyond themselves. The sports museum has
this ability to act as a stimulus which can be very valuable. Thus the Museum
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Sportu i Turystyki of Warsaw has played an essential role in the development of
plastic arts in Roland on the theme of Sports, because it supports the National
Competition of Olympic Art which was initiated by the Polish Olympic
Committee in 1960 contributing to the decision on the award of the Olympic
Laurels from 1969, and by the acquisition of some of the prize winning works of
art. We come back then to the role of "collector" which was mentioned earlier.
Without this museum's activity, an original sector tapestry - on the sporting
theme would probably never develop at the same time. Finally, one of the
lessons which the observer could draw from the International Biennale of
Sports and the Arts which is organised by Spain, in Madrid and Barcelona
alternately, is the often particularly high quality of the medals, a field in which
polish artists have been especially innovative. It was on the initiative of the
Museum Sportu i Turystyki that the selection was made from several hundred
works, whether paintings, sculptures, medals, trophies or drawings. There was a
similar french example in 1977. When preparing for the Biennale we discovered
several artists and it is in this way, for example that the prints of a young man
from Savoy as yet little known, were chosen and sent. Alain Bar was to be
chosen unanimously by the Grand Prix International Jury in the Prints'
category.
These then are the roles and means of action which Sports Museums can
adopt to make possible for a closer interpretation between the world of sport
arid that of the Arts.
SPORT IN ART
Here we are almost at the end. But we have not yet completed our "tour d'
horizon". We can never do so, because there are many other possible artistic
events which have not been mentioned. The Arts of pictures and motion, either
still-photography, or captured and recreated, the cinema. Arts which are in full
development, issuing all the possibilities of audio-visual facilities; pictorial
walls, multiplication of sources of sound, their origins and their force.
But as we are about to end these reflections it is important to say that Sport
and Art are two of the rare languages common to all the inhabitants of our
planet. We could discuss at length, the fact that a ball going over a line, a high
jump of 2 m. 35, have a significance for all those in whose eyes sports are
important. Whereas a lover of Beethoven's sonatas can remain quite unmoved
by the refinement of Indian music or Japanese instrumentalists.
Furthermore whereas for some, it is only accidental that sporting actirity
can give rise to artistic reality, for others not only it is not necessary to build a
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bridge over the abyss, but is entirely superfluous. For the latter count sport as
one of the fine arts. In this they put themselves on the same footing as those of
Ancient Greece. They reject, as others have already done, the idea that Art is
only about creating beauty. What counts is the way in which the artist solves the
problems of the medium he has chosen; beauty, the sublime, are no more than
the by-products deriving from the resolution of these problems. That diving,
figure skating, gymnastics, ski jumping have within them a conscious aesthetic
elements - hence the part played by human judgment with all its inherent risks,
so different from the unemotional verdict of the chronometer - wouldn't suffice
according to this point of view, for these to be included among the fine arts. "Art
in the sporting performance must be sought not in the reproduction or
representation of Sport" (3). One concludes therefore that sport in itself is a
medium which from time to time creates works of art. One thinks for example of
the goal scored on the rebound, a start occurring in exactly one tenth of second
of when it should have, of an efficient and inventive gesture, allowing the game
to go on.
Pierre Frayssinet looked at the question from yet another angle, or if you wish
from a different level. This young teacher from the Lycée of Granlhet in the
Tarn, this shy man behind his glasses, his face framed by a collar worthy of a
young art student, had practised athletics personally and began to preach its
virtues. He died prematurely and in a manner as unexpected as it was brutal, at
33 years of age, leaving behind him, a manuscript of the greatest value, on the
links between sport and sculpture, as well as a book, short essential reading,
"Sport in Art".
Frayssinet posed the question: "The painting justifies the efforts of the
painter, the poem those of the poet. Does there exist a race, a throw, a jump,
which is in itself a work of art as distinct from the athlete who performed it;"
Going back to categories determined by the professor of aesthetics Etienne
Souriau, who stressed the cosmic aspects of the work of art which was "a"
universe which is brought by it and which is substituted for that other universe
which we generally call the real universe" he has shown that outside any
historical reference, in particular, the study of religious Greek ceremonies which
always included music, dance, poetry, drama and athletic competition, sport
responded to the four criteria which are those of a work of art.
Material reality firstly. The material worked, and with which, at the same
time, work takes place is here, the human body. For athletics is a product of
culture more than of nature. "The athlete is a manmade work and not a natural
product. Think in fact of the constantly repeated exercises of training.....
Secondly emotional reality. The work is felt, it is contemplated. By the actor, the
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sportsman himself who seeks unity and harmony, not in something which is in
itself easy but in the ease which comes from overcoming difficulty. By the
spectator who touches the visual element in space and time. Thirdly the
"material" or if you prefer "existential" reality. In fact a 5000 metres is different
from a 400 metres. "The world of the Stadium is artificial, like every artistic
creation, but it constitutes an image of the real world, from which it is
detached". Transcendental reality finally. For the athletic work of art includes a
measure of going beyond the merely mortal. It can be the incarnation of "a
category which brings into play, the highest values". A marvellous mystery,
unique vibrations, waves emanating from the masterpiece of painting, the
presence of the inexpressable, could here be the emotion which we feel when the
winner of the marathon enters the Stadium; our feelings when the runner, who
has separated himself from his opponents through his physical qualities and his
fierce will alone reach the top of the hell before launching himself into the
desxent; it may be the smile which plays on our lips when the crossbar
trembles but doesn't fall; the cry of joy brought forth by the flight of the ball
when the last defender is beaten...
There is no longer need then, to build bridges. "Sport in its best moments
enriches, enables and gives greater depth to human nature. It is one of the
celebrations of mankind commonly called Art. To this extent the search for
possible affinities between sport and Art seems totally superfluous.
My dear friends,
I hope to have brought to life for you from the most varied standpoints, the
possible links between Sport and Art. Do you share my feeling that it is to be
hoped that, physical and sporting activities however you consider them should
not be brutally cut off from the drive towards beauty. I hope so. André Malraux
said that artistic creation remains one of the most intense, one of the highest
activities of man; that which assures "a mysterious escape from temporality"
(6).
At this moment it is up to me to allow you to escape! I Thank you warmly for
your patience and your attention.

1. Jean DURRY In Sport de France S.P.E.I. (Paris) 1971 p. 523 and next page.
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4. Pierre FRAYSSINET (Sport in Art) DARGAUD 1968 p. 92 and following.
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THE ORGANIZATION OF INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION: CURRENT PROBLEMS AND THE WAY IN WHICH THE
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY ANALYSES THE CAUSES AND FINDS SOLUTIONS.

My: Mr. H. DIEUZEIDE (UNESCO), Seer.
Gen. of the Intergovernmental Commission for
Phys. Ed. and Sports.

I should like to thank the International Olympic Academy and its Chairman
for inviting me to talk to you about the organization of international
competitions, current problems and the way in which the international
community analyses the causes and finds solutions.
This title may seem a little complicated, but the subject in question is clear. All
observers of the international sports community know, that the organisation of
large scale international competitions is fraught with difficulties and these same
competitions are exploited for nationalist and commercial purposes.
(Unless I am wrong, this was true even of the ancient Olympic Games.)
I should hate to cast a pessimistic shadow over this splendid Session. Last
year, in this very place I spoke of a more uplifting subject - the International
Charter - which offers lofty ideals and values to all animators, all educators and
all young people. But if today I speak of economic restrictions or political
tension in world sport, it is in the same spirit of wishing to serve these same
ideals and values in a concrete way. International life is not played out once and
for all. It continues to develop, requiring clearsightedness and vigilance from
everyone.
What chance is there of getting to the bottom of these problems and of
coming up with solutions which would be acceptable to all interested parties?
The Conference of Ministers of Sport and Physical Education, convened by
UNESCO in 1976, seemed to believe that something could be done. Today I
should like to describe some of the joint efforts undertaken as a result of this
need, by UNESCO, by governments and organisations responsible for sport
and physical education and to show you the methods used to clarify the
problems and the solutions which we seem to be tending towards today.
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I am sure that the comments which will be made here in the course of the next
tew days will contribute to the progress in finding solutions to these difficult
problems, as the debates during the Olympic Congress.
1. ORIGINS
The 1st International Conference for ministers and senior officials
responsible for physical education and sport (Paris, April 1976) having issued a
recommendation that a Committee be set up "whose task was to draw up
guiding priciples to be applied at international sports events", the General
Conference at its 19th Session appointed an International Committee, whose
task it was, among other things, to analyse the problems which occur more and
more frequently worldwide, in the organisation and during the course of
International sports events and together with the international sports
organisations in question, to study the principles through which as a result of
joint intergovernmental action, these difficulties could be smoothed over".
One might well ask the question, and some have indeed asked it: why give
such a responsibility to the U.N. organisation responsible for Education,
Science and Culture?
In adopting this recommendation the Conference took account of the great
targets assigned to UNESCO in its various Fields of competence, and especially
of its ethical vocation within the United Nations Organisation. Nor was it
unaware of the global and interdependent nature of major world problems,
especially of the central and vital problem of maintaining peace, with which all
other problems are bound up.
The Conference could not lose sight of the need to reflect on the considerable
impact of major sports events on world public opinion and on youth, as well as
of the role of sport in education and its influence on education. It could not be
indifferent to the means used to enable high performance sport to maintain its
power of example and to strengthen its role of carrier of messages of hope,
peace, universal humanism and fraternity.
It was in order to apply this resolution as well as to collect information and
opinions from member states and competent organisations, that a
questionnaire was drafted and sent by the Director General of UNESCO to 130
member-states of the organisation and to 54 non-governmental specialist
international organisations or those mainly competent in the field of sport.
2. PROBLEMATICS
In order to do this the Secretariat had to draw up as complete an initial list, as
possible.
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UNESCO's Secretariat felt that it could divide the problems into the seven
following categories:
1. Difficulties of an ethical nature or those connected with the principles of
sports competitions.
2. Problems connected with the exploitation of sports victories for purposes
of propaganda or nationalism.
3. Medical problems.
4. Economic problems.
5. Educational problems.
6. Problems arising from a change in habits and in society.
7. Problems arising from insufficient or misleading information and media
action.
It was thought in fact, that the problems which occur in internatione Sports
Competitions are mainly due to the distortions which have appeared over the
years, between the expressed intentions of leaders of sport, especially those in
the Olympic Movement who wish to contribute to improving mankind through
sport, and the actual conditions of preparing and running major international
competitions.
Ά major problem is due to the various forms of discrimination (on the basis of
sex, race, ideology or other implicit or explicit criteria) which limit free
participation of all competitors who on the basis of their abilities ought to have
free access to the competition.
Thirdly, the attitude of a number of sports leaders for whom all means of
achieving good results are valid, or at any rate acceptable, is a problem. Even if
this attitude is far from universally adopted it has made disturbing progress and
it does not seem that it can be checked by present action of public authorities,
who as the case may be, guide, encourage and control sports leaders, or simply
allow them to do as they like.
Next come the problems connected with the exploitation of sports
achievements for propaganda or nationalistic purposes.
The wide reaching effects of major international sports events on the public,
intensified by radio and television broadcasting, the size of the competitions, as
well as the investment they represent have made some governments adopt the
attitude that they have a stake in the successful performance of their national
athletes, and in seeing this as an important means of gaining prestige. By the
same token, public opinion is mobilised at major sports events in order to put
pressure on some countries by claiming that they should not be allowed to take
part, or, "in extremis", by denying their athletes the chance to take part in the
event.
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Furthermore, a number of countries, particularly in the third world, have
vigorously clamoured for a more democratic direction for international sport.
They particularly want its structures to reflect a fairer geographical distribution.
Various international organisations and sports groups, especially the
International Olympic Committee, maintain the opposite view that a systematic
démocratisation of their structures would make them more political, and they
fear the consequences of this. They also believe that it is fair to take into account
to a certain extent the number of people practising sport in the countries which
arerepresented.
Medical problems are considered by some people, notably the former
President of the International Olympic Committee, as being the greatest
problem.
It is in fact important to recognise that sport as a concept, in so far as it implies
a constant effort to improve, knowingly accepts the possibility of excess. Sports
authorities' efforts to outbid one another in order to get the best possible results
at international competitions together, for a taste to do better than others
common to champions, has gradually led to open or secret use of procedures
recognised as harmful, which as a result have been forbidden by sports
authorities and in some countries, even forbidden by law. These are the use of
chemical stimulants, known as doping. Other procedures are also used under
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medical supervision with no proof that they are harmless, and without certain
knowledge as to their long term effects.
Another form of excess, which varies from one sport to another, lies merely in
massive amounts of training which even if not harmful to the organism, and this
is by no means proved, impose a life of "conditioning" on those who submit to
it, totally centred on sport with an obsessional preoccupation with results and
the development of an egocentric attitude based on introspection alienates them
from normal everyday life and makes the problem of their conversion more
acute. This is seen as a new form of alienation and exploitation by some
educators and sociologists.
Finally, in many types of sport (combat and contact sports particularly) the
intensification of training and the raising of performance level multiplies
accidents, and after-effects, although it is also true, that still more accidents,
especially in certain sports are due to insufficient training. The consequences of
overtraining are still not sufficiently known, and are or ought to be the subject of
medical research.
The obvious difficulty in this field is to be able to draw the line between what
is normal, natural and tolerable and what becomes excessive, artificial and
harmful.
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Next, the Secretariat tried to measure the economic problems.
The economics of sports have become considerable. Whether in terms of
money spent on equipment, the framework, teaching, research, preparation of
the elite, and especially of the income from the sale of sports equipment (clothes,
machines, installations) the result is the appearance of companies interested in
the careers of high performance athletes (in the use of their names for
advertising, in open or clandestine participation in their remuneration, etc), or
in terms of receipts from sports competitions, the income of the specialised
sports press, or of leisure sports and tourist organisations, or from
straightforward commercial activities. The combined turnover of all these
activities, puts sports high on the list of industrial and commercial life today.
The impact of major sports events on public opinion and the size of financial
intersests have led towards a tendency to gigantism and to great discrepancies in
expenditure from one sport to another, based mainly on the size and number of
events held, the sort and sophistication of equipment and the overworking of
athletes who more and more, are treated like stars and popular heroes.
It seems to me that this situation calls for a better distribution of prerogatives
and responsibilities, between the users and the participants, between
governments, international non-governmental sports organisations and firms
with a commercial interest.
Problems connected with education are also very important.
Although a wide consensus is becoming apparent for the need to include a
certain amount of sports activity in all well-planned educational programmes,
sport is rarely given the same importance in school and university curricula as
are other disciplines. It is more often seen as a recommendable but optional
activity. As a result, sport is often a marginal pastime, treated with indifference
or carelessness by the teaching body as a whole, whose critical abilities could
easily have an effect on the excesses and deviations which mark the major sports
events.
Nor should problems arising from changes in customs and in society be
underestimated.
Growing violence is a hallmark of our times. Sport is not spared by this
climate of violence. The fact that in some countries a growing number of
protesters question society has an effect of sport which is challenged, since it is
an intrument of universal brotherhood, and thus counter-revolutionary.
Aside from this hostility in principle, more and more serious and more and
more frequent incidents occur between those who love sport, between
participants, between spectators, between participants and spectators, not to
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mention the often dangerous task of umpires. Such incidents are rare in relation
to the numbers taking part in sport as a whole and most often occur during
major events which bring in large crowds.
But these incidents are enough to create a spirit of unease in public opinion
and to harm the image of sport, and this rightly alarms those responsible for
sport as a whole. In fact, in this respect, one should be talking of violence during
sporting events and around sports activities, rather than violence in sport.
Confrontation sports with their often rough encounters even when these are
perfectly in order are capable of unleashing violence in an unprepared public or
among hysterical supporters, leading as we have seen, to death and injury, not to
mention material losses. This remark however, should in no way minimise the
benefits to be expected from sport when it is practised according to the rules and
in the spirit of fair play.
The Secretariat then dealt with the problems arising from insufficient or
misleading information and media activity, with great care.
The media (the written and spoken press, television, cinema and advertising
in all its forms) often reflect public opinion and its trends accurately, but they
sometimes forget that their mission, at least to a certain extent, is to guide public
opinion. It is in this educational or "enlightening" role that insufficient
information has and still is, noted, especially as concerns professional
associations of journalists.
In a number of countries, the press voluntarily minimises or even suppresses
certain kinds of information which might be considered to have a harmful effect
on the reader, for reasons of conformism or national prestige. In others, the
press generally publishes anything which might increase the paper's circulation,
or the audience without worrying too much about the effects that this might
have on the reader, who is considered free to make his own choice and exercise
his own judgement. As a result, scandal, violence and crime generally, with
reproving commentary is frequently presented.
In this respect, sport is a slightly special case. Violence, brutality and scandals
are of course announced or reported by sports commentators and journalists,
but sometimes rather moderately, because they are torn between a wish to
upbraid those who are responsible for reprehensible acts discredit sport,
(cheating, fraud, violence, dishonesty, lack of zeal, etc.) and the fear that in
publicizing scandals, incidents, malpractise, they will provoke indignation
which might help to discredit sport and cast doubt on its educational value.
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3. THE QUESTIONNAIRE AND THE REPLIES
The Secretariat drafted a 31-point questionnaire, divided into two parts,
which was based on these problems. The first part was the longest, in that the
search for a definition as to how such complex problems, as were the subject of
the enquiry, were to be solved, largely depended on prior agreement as to the
identification, the analysis, and the formulation of these questions.
The second part concerned the search for possible solutions, and first, the
choice and definition of methods capable of producing solutions, with or
without UNESCO's participation.
Those to whom the questionnaire was addressed were invited to express
themselves quite freely and to make any suggestions which they considered
appropriate, giving reasons for their answers, whether positive or negative,
because at this stage, the enquiry was to be of an exploratory and preliminary
nature, and as flexible as possible.
The questionnaire showed very clearly, that in the course of analyzing and
trying to understand the origins of the problems which come up during the
organisation and in the course of major international sports events, the
inescapable fact is that they are multiplying, and there is an awareness of their
serious nature, their diversity and their complexity. The problems are such that
it would be an illusion to hope that a sudden discovery of an almost magic,
radical or global solution could overcome them. There can only be a partial
cure, applied gradually. The problems will have to be dealt with, and solved, one
by one.
A preliminary and decisive stage will be reached, when there is agreement on
the means of diagnosing, identifying, classifying and analysing these problems
(perhaps by breaking up the most complex ones). We should not deceive
ourselves however, that progress will depend on long term studies and research
in sports medicine, on the psychological state of high pertormance athletes, on
the determination of limits above which conditioning the competitor, becomes
alienation and exploitation, on nutrition, on bio-mechanics and on the
disciplines which determine the amount and the methods of training. No action
will be effective unless it is possible to reach a convincing agreement on the need
to define solutions, whichever these might be, at an international level and with
the participation and consensus of all interested parties. With this in view,
perhaps the task of the Intergovernmental Committee for Physical Education
and Sport ought to be to define and complete a permanent system which would
enable government representatives and the representatives of international nongovernmental organisations to meet, in order that they might:
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a. arrive at an agreement which would be as far-reaching as possible on the
identification of problems and their analysis, or at least, draw up a list of
points which might be the subject of fruitful exchanges,
b. secondly, to establish a priority list of solutions,
c. thirdly, to seek appropriate solutions together.
There were fifty six replies out of 146 member-states consulted. 23 NGOs out of
54. This proportion does not represent the majority to whom the questionnaire
was sent, but it should be realised that this kind of enquiry always includes a
large number of non answers and that replies received correspond to a
geographical distribution which can be considered both acceptable - Africa, 7,
Arab States 10, Asia and the Pacific countries 10,Europe 23,Latin America and
the Garibbean 8 - and as a representative picture of the majority view. This is
particularly true of the NGOs because among those who sent in their answers
was the AFGIS (grouping 57 International Sports Federations), the IOC and
the NOCs as well as CIEPS and FIEP.
A 60-page report, summarising all replies was produced by UNESCO's
secretariat in May 1980, and submitted to the Intergovernmental Committee for
examination. Those interested in the document can write for a copy to
UNESCO's secretariat in Paris. The report shows fairly wide agreement to the
identification and classification of problems, as well as on the analysis of causes.
The proposal of a gradual and cautious procedure in seeking solutions, seems to
be accepted by the majority.
No dominant trend seems to emerge from the replies. There is confirmation of
the existence of widely differing socio-political views as regards sport. Some
particularly deplore "commercial abuse", others reprove "exaggerated
nationalism" as represented by (some maintain) state athletes. Some believe
that the excessive importance attached to sports results is the fault of a
sensation-seeking media, while others blame it on prestige-seeking
governments, the effects on public opinion being the same in both cases.
There is no doubt that in the search for solutions the most controversial point
was that of sharing the responsibility between governments and nongovernmental organisations who rule international sport, the latter wanting
minimum interference from the former.
Differences of opinion arise between the member states on the other hand.
Some think that the maintenance of the status quo is the only acceptable, with a
subtle range of opinions between the extremes, especially the view that all
sharing of responsibilities between governments and NGOs is only possible at
national levels without outside interference.
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In presenting these views, the Director General asked the Committee to give
all its attention to any possible conciliation between opposing positions and to
find ways of reaching positive conclusions with practicable means of
application.
As for the search for solutions, the prudent, gradual and pragmatic approach
to problems, which was previously analysed, was generally well received.
In the replies on the question of finding solutions, two opposite attitudes
emerge, in the sharing of responsibilities and competence between government
bodies and voluntary sports groups who are usually jealous of their
independence from these governments. These two attitudes can be summed up
by a strongly expressed attachment to the present state of affairs by some, which
is considered satisfactory and which rests on leaving it to non-governmental
organisations to deal with problems in their own field, and in the none theless
strongly held wish of others, for a "new order in sport" mainly founded on the
démocratisation of the structures of non-governmental organisations governing
international sport.
A fair number of replies show a preference for arranging and organising
meetings between public authorities and the voluntary groups, especially at a
national level, control of the way in which government grants are used, being
considered as legitimate, but once public order is satisfied that is as far as
interference should go.
In relation to Olympism, two contradictory opinions were expressed. One
NGO president would prefer to see "sports movement" used instead of
"Olympic Ideal", which he thinks does not mean the same thing to all those who
refer to it. Many believe that too much importance is given to Olympic
authorities, who in many cases, they think, are much less important than the
Association of National Federations.
Others on the contrary, consider that the Olympic Ideal is universally
accepted. They believe too, that it is possible to encourage respect for this ideal
through the help of government intervention kept within certain limits, but
tending to encourage the use of sport to improve mankind and to promote
fraternity. An appeal to governments to act less in the hope of gaining prestige
and to use sport more as an instrument of human improvement and mutual
understanding, met with general approval.
According to one reply, government intervention does not necessarily
guarantee greater fraternity, if the people themselves are not interested.
As for UNESCO's specific role in the search, definition and implementation
of appropriate solutions to the problems previously analysed, there is
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agreement that UNESCO, strong in moral authority, should undertake any
action to win sport a greater share in all systems and in all educational and
cultural programmes, in the development of research, dissemination of
information, provision of funds for furthering understanding and use of sports
techniques to improve mankind and for the purposes of international
reconciliation. UNESCO can contribute to the propagation of a true sporting
spirit, and can be effective in reducing the problems besetting international
sport. One of the replies accepts that studies should be undertaken in the
framework of joint government action on the following priority points:
giantism (cost of sports installations and the financial effects of too frequent
changes in technical standards), doping, protection of the sports ethic,
individuals and not nations participating in sports events, less external signs of
nationalism (anthems, flags).
The hope was expressed that the Intergovernmental Committee would put
forward proposals in favour of a general policy of "de-escalation". On this
point it is also stated that the main problem lies in the absence of "an
organisation capable of coordinating the ideas of governments and sports
organisations on a world scale.
4. THE SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS
The Intergovernmental Committee examined the replies at its meeting in
March 198?. It decided to set up an ad hoc committee whose task it would be to
examine methodically, possibilities of finding solutions in close cooperation
with representatives of appropriate non-governmental organisations.
This committee will be made up of representatives of the following states,
members of the Intergovernmental Committee: Algeria, Argentina, Brazil,
United States of America, France, Japan, Madagascar, Nigeria, Pakistan,
German Democratic Republic, Tunisia, USSR, as well as of the President and
general rapporteur of the Committee who will be full members.
It was decided that, the ad hoc committee in close cooperation with the
appropriate non-governmental organisations, will give priority attention in the
spirit of the International Charter of physical education and sport, to the
following problems in particular:
1. The struggle against all forms of racial, political and religious
discrimination.
2. A reduction in commercial influences, which are harmful to sport and to
sports organisations.
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3. Greater participation of developing countries in international competitions.
4. Control of growing costs of installations and of too frequent changes in
technical standards.
5. Mastering medical problems and all forms of doping.
The ad hoc committee was requested to propose solutions to be submitted to
the Intergovernmental Committee for physical education and sport, if possible,
at its next session planned for the beginning of 1983.
This ad hoc committee is to meet in Paris from the 16th to 19th December
next. The Committee will therefore meet after the Baden-Baden Olympic
Congress and will be able to draw any lessons from it. Concerning the struggle
against all forms of discrimination, Article 3 of the Olympic Charter states:
"No discrimination is accepted (at the Olympic Games) whether of a person
or a country, on the basis of racial, religious or political considerations".
The declaration of the Tripartite Commission of the International Olympic
Committee, dated 20th March 1978, jointly commits the International. Sports
Federations and the National Olympic Comittees. They "reaffirm their faith in
the humanistic principles of the sports movement", and intend to "redouble
vigilance in order to eliminate the present defects which threaten sport: extreme
nationalism, discrimination in all its form, the manipulation and exploitation of
athletes". The three branches of the sports movement also state that they "will
act in the same spirit for world championships, as well as for continental and
national competitions". Finally, the NOCs are asked to "combat all forms of
discrimination" as one of their principal tasks. Therefore it is the entire sports
movement which rejects all forms of discrimination, and these same bodies are
in contact with the United Nations in order to adopt a text defining the attitude
of refusal to participate by sportsmen, when faced with the problem of
apartheid. Political or religious discrimination can originate in government
choice. Therefore the problem of respect for human rights can also occur in
international sports relations. The ad hoc committee may wish to propose that a
text be formulated, in parallel to the one on apartheid, defining athletes'
behaviour when human rights are not respected. Concerning harmful
commercial effects, public or private regulations are not enough to eliminate
misapplied commercial influence. The remedy is a long term one and lies in what
some of the replies to the questionnaire have called a "change of mentality" and
a reversal of priorities. This change requires that the system of teaching should
take care to ensure that the practice of physical education and sport should have
a beneficial effect, as indicated in Article. 2 (2) of the Charter, i.e. that it
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"enriches social relations" and develops "the sporting spirit (fair play which
beyond sport itself, is essential to life and society".
Sport is now recognised as being one of the most efficient teaching methods
for moral training, obviously on condition that the strictest sporting spirit
should be the implicit rule.
Public authorities should therefore be recommended to take necessary steps
to ensure that the sporting spirit is universally propagated, a reversal of
priorities in which this effort would come before the one to improve the
performances of representative athletes in International competitions, (with not
always happy results).
The next point is that of greater participation by developing countries in
international competitions.
Since sport is seen as a game and a sporting defeat something to be accepted
with equanimity, as great a participation in international competitions as
possible is desirable, even if there are disparities between the opponents' levels
of training. "The important thing is to take part" as is frequently said when
defining the Olympic spirit. The problem of participation therefore is, to a large
extent, that of necessary financial backing to make this possible, and without
doubt to a greater use of the IOC's Committee for Olympic Solidarity's
resources, since this international fund for the development of physical
education and sport must statutorily give priority to activities promoting sport
for everyone.
The cost of installations and changes in technical standards are a major
problem.
This point gave rise to the most concrete and precise suggestions in the replies
to the questionnaire. Frequent reproaches of giantism are made, especially to
the organisers of Olympic events reducing the potential host candidates for
Games to a small number of developed countries. The IOC in answer to this
reproach stated that organising cities and the public authorities who supported
them were responsible for the efforts to outbid one another, and that these
efforts which were sometimes ostentatious, could not be laid at the door of the
IOC. The IOC, by virtue of Art. 55 of its charter, on the contrary provides the
possibility for an organising city to delegate part of the organisation to other
towns.
To remedy the too frequent changes in technical standards, which are popular
with manufacturers of sports equipment, proposals were put forward in the
replies to the questionnaire. Thus, to set up within the intergovernmental
committee, a sub-committee dealing with sports equipment, to which
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international federations would have to justify requests for modifications in
installations or equipment. Member states would undertake to conform with
the decisions of the subcommittee and would refuse to accept events at which
non-approved technical modifications, had been provided. It would also be
necessary to justify the real need for technical changes, by persons independent
of both the commercial groups and the international federations, or else there
should be discussions between governments and international federations when
a change of rules has financial implications, that is to say, that unchangeable
standards should be adopted for a definite period, by the international
federations. The final point to be dealt with by the committee was that of
medical problems and doping.
The practice of doping has been called the most serious threat to sport by the
president of the International Olympic Committee; more serious, he believes,
than commercialisation or political pressures. Replies to the questionnaire on
the problems in international sport allow two more or less equal currents of
opinion to emerge, one believing that the remedies should be found and applied
by responsible NGOs, and the other that the action of these NGOs should be
supported and reinforced by legislation which would provide prevention,
control and eventually repression of this practice.
It seems that to be effective in this field, permanent and unexpected checks
should be carried out on high performance athletes, not at the time of the major
competitions, but during the course of their normal training. This type of
control however, implies considerable financial means.
The ad hoc committee will doubtless wish to make a pronouncement on the
need for these controls, and if it advises them, on a way of financing them. It
might even suggest other methods if it has thought of some, and will make clear
whether it is in favour or not of a general and harmonised legislation against
doping.
Doping is not the only medical problem which has occurred as a result of high
performance sports competition. The intensification of training and an
increasing number of procedures which raise effort and improve recuperation,
all require medical collaboration, and it is possible that amongst some members
of the medical corps, the wish to improve performances, overrides the need to
preserve health which is the uncontested aim of medicine.
In training the medical corps, therefore, public authorities have a
responsibility to set limits beyond which doctors would be betraying their
mission.
They also have this responsibility in the training and protection of minors.
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Replies to the questionnaire show a clear majority in favour of adopting
measures which would spare children and adolescents from training
programmes which might check their growth and development and
compromise their future as a result of physical and psychological side effects.
An age limit beneath which adolescents would not be admitted to adult
competitions has even been suggested.
Which form could these recommendations take?
One reply to the questionnaire proposes the drawing up of a "code of guiding
principles" for international amateur sport which could be subdivided into four
parts:
a. directives concerning government intervention in amateur sport,
b. directives for judges and officials
c. directives for competitors.
This could immediately take the form of a list of "guiding principles", or to
begin with, could more modestly list the problems to be covered by the guiding
principles.
I would add that the ad hoc committee will have to decide whether it intends
to limit itself strictly to the priorities fixed by the committee or whether it should
not rather, directly examine the question of its responsibilities which the enquiry
has demonstrated are at the root of numerous disagreements.
A confrontation, between on the one hand, points of view expressed on
different occasions and especially in the declaration of the IOC's tripartite
Committee (20th March 1978) by the appropriate NGOs, and on the other, the
replies to UNESCO's questionnaire by the member states on problems which
occur in the organisation of international competitions, demonstrates the
divergent views which can be summed up as follows:
a. NGOs consider it essential that:
— governments" keep out of their internal affairs,
— that governments reinforce the authority of competent NGOs by supporting
through appropriate measures which are normally in the province of public
authorities (such as teacher training, provision of equipment, granting of
subsidies, tax rebates etc.) the development of physical and sports activities
throughout the population,
— that governments avoid initiatives which aim at an artificial improvement in
their national sports representations, for reasons of prestige or to reinforce
their political regime.
The tripartite declaration however, also maintains that it is the public
authorities' concern to "support high performance sport" and proposes a '"
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"definition of major responsibilities in matters of sport and physical education,
and a logical distribution of these responsibilities between the public authorities
and voluntary sports organisations". But the Tripartite declaration does not
state which form it requires or accepts that the "support of high performance
sport" should take, and it seems to limit the scope of public authorities to the
area indicated below.
b. In the member states' replies to UNESCO's questionnaire, some (cf. p. 3)
share the views of the NGOs consulted, whereas others declare themselves to be
in favour of a new order of sport, based on a remodelled structure of NGOs
reponsible for international sport. Others still, although they declare themselves
to be in favour of the continuing independence of the NGOs, suggest that it is
more realistic to accept government intervention as inevitable, where
international competitions are organised on national territory.
The clearest divergence is noted in the definition of 'interference', a vague
notion although the dictionary defines it as 'the act of meddling in something
without leave', and gives as synonyms, the words, 'meddling', intrusion,
'bothering'.
— Government intervention in the preparation and organisation of
international competitions is seen as interference by NGOs.
— Some governments see the statutory provisions of national leaders from their
governments. It would be desirable therefore, to define acceptable limits on
the various interventions or on mutual interference in all cases.
5. AN EXAMPLE OF A CONCRETE SOLUTION
Finally, I should like to draw your attention to a plan under consideration
which should greatly contribute to reducing the exploitation of sporting
victories for propaganda and nationalism, by removing from international
competitions the ranking of countries according to an arbitrary scale, based on
the number of victories and medals which they win. I should like to mention the
possible creation of a World Week of Sports and Physical Education for all.
The first international conference of ministers and senior officials responsible
for sport and physical education (in April 1976) noted the proposal that
UNESCO could "proclaim a Month (or a week) of sport and physical
education, to be celebrated by member states".
This initiative of an International Week in which simultaneous events are
foreseen in member states, has no precedent within UNESCO although the
General Assembly of the U.N. has determined similar manifestations, such as:
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— A week of solidarity with the people of South Africa (set up in 1972),
— A disarmament week (1978).
UNESCO's International Charter for Sport and Physical Education could of
course serve as a basis for such an event. Art. 3 states:
(3.2) "In a process of total education, progress for sport and physical
education must contribute, by their content and their timetables to create the
habits and behaviour favourable to the development of the human being".
(3.3) "Competitive sport, even in its most spectacular form, must according
to the Olympic Ideal, remain at the service of educational sport, of which it is
both the fulfillment and the example. It must be free of all commercial influence
based on profit".
And in Art. 9:
(9.1) "Public authorities at all levels and specialist non-governmental
organisations must promote sport and physical activities, whose educational
value is the most evident".
Similarly the International Fund for the development of sport and physical
education counts among its objectives (Art. 1, para (d), "Making the public
aware of the importance of sport and physical education for the entire
population". To the extent'that the aim is "the creation of habits and
behaviour", implying the permanent practice of physical and sport activities,
the assessment of the beneficial effects of this practice may be also one of the
lessons sought by the creation of a Week of physical education.
It should also be noted that, experts meeting in October 1979 to publicise the
data and results of research on sports and physical education, specified in its
proposal No. 13 to the Director General: "The meeting of experts proposes the
use of tests for checking the physical form which is already internationally
standardised and regulated in the framework of and to actuate the International,
Week of sport and physical education of UNESCO".
On the basis of such principles the planned week cannot be limited to
meetings, conferences, articles, radio and television broadcasts on the problems
of sports and physical education, initiatives which can be useful and stimulating
complements. The Week should be envisaged as an opportunity to offer
physical and sporting activities to as many participants as possible. It is ot a
question of adding a new event to an already overcharged sporting calendar.
The week could reestablish a balance in proposing a world event on a large scale
for sports and physical education for all, which will serve education, health and
development in general.
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In order to achieve a large popular participation in both developed and
developing countries, it is necessary for its organisation to be technically simple
and inexpensive.
Another pre-condition of success is to offer to the media an element of
attraction, and a worthy cause to defend, a large financial contribution from
them, being essential to the success of the operation. A number of alternatives
are envisaged, separately or in combination;
1. The organisation of spectacular meetings, in the form of mass heats and
initiatives open to athletes and future athletes at all levels (walking days,
running days, bicycling days, swimming days, gymnastics days, etc.) It will be
noted however that this kind of organisation requires considerable resources
both of people and equipment and is probably not feasible in all countries.
2. Creation of an international competition not limited to high performance
athletes but comparing large slices of the population, taking part in mass sports.
The competition should be stimulated by the publication of an honours list,
showing the percentage of participants in the total population and the average
level of participants.
3. Events promoting sport and physical education in general, by calling on
high performance sports and through the presence of popular champions.
Friendly matches between teams on a national level with the provision of "open
and free stands" for the young, demonstrations by well known athletes and
other events which could be widely publicized by the media, who depending on
the way in which they present these events, can offer a precious service to the
promotion of sport and physical education. This too might imply serious
considerations of time and money.
4. The creation of new high performance sports events. The competition
could cover a number of different national events, those most likely to favour
the "total and harmonious development of the human being": for example,
biathlons, triathlons, pentathlons /1, decathlons /2, etc. on the basis of
formulas different from the existing ones. As for the tests these must make it
possible to evaluate physical strength (endurance, force, relaxation, speed) of
those who submit to them, without requiring any technical aid for any sports
speciality.
To the help of public authorities and the participation of specialised nongovernmental organisations, it is necessary to add the support of municipalities
and groups such as unions and company committees, since it is at that level that
decisions can be taken regarding operations in need of special financial
provisions.
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The 10 Olympic medalists who attended the Session as guests at the wreath-laying
ceremony at the Coubertin monument.

J.A. Samaranch, N. Nissiotis, O. Szymiczek, and A. Csanadi in conversation during a
break.

The Session's general programme

includes various sporting activities, track and field, swimming, volleyball, basketball,
table tennis, etc.

Chosen sports and physical activities could provide the International Fund
for the development of sport and physical education with the opportunity of
taking part in a joint effort on a world scale, and thus to become known to a
larger public and receive more contributions. We now come to the question of
how often this International Week of sport and physical education ought to be
held.
The possibility of holding it every four years has been put forward, which
would fix it in the mind of public opinion as a complementary manifestation to
the great world sports events.
This is why, the committee which meets at UNESCO in December, will have
to establish the principles, criteria, nature of activities, method of organisation
and timetable and especially manage to draw up plans indicating the choice of
trials, the practical means of organisation, the necessary financial and technical
support and the range of possible initiatives during the course of the Week.
If this happens, then perhaps the Week could be announced at the General
Conference in 1983 and begin in .1985 which is also the International Year of
Youth.
I am sure that if we continue to support and enlarge imaginative efforts of this
sort, a real international competition could be created, serving large parts of the
population, by contributing in each country, to the definition of average levels
of physical strength in its population. It is up to each person responsible for
sport, to think of the best way of contributing concretely to the deescalation of
chauvinism which at present threatens the prospect of the Olympic Games. I
should here like to praise the Academy for concerning itself with this
consideration, which is essential for the very future of international
competitions, meaningly only if they defend peace and progress, fraternity and
mutual understanding and respect between peoples. .
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OLYMPISM AND INTERNATIONAL LIFE.
by: Ambassador (Ret.)
Mr. Angeles VLACHOS (GRE)

Ladies and Gentlemen,
The honour of addressing such a select audience moves me very much, not
only because I have been called upon to discuss sport and its effects on the
international science, but also, because it takes me back nostalgically, to the
happy years of my youth. A far off time, when the excercising of my body gave
me deep satisfaction, which I believe to be the main quality of sport and which
was sometimes so intense as to overcome the disappointment of failure.
I begin with this statement in order to better illustrate, Baron de Coubertin's
maxim that, "the main thing is not to win, but to compete well". This is not
merely a consolatory formula for those who do not manage to come first. It is an
affirmation with a deep moral value which covers all the fields of competition,
so much so, that a good public will cheer the last arrivals as enthusiastically as it
does the first. This is particularly noticeable in long distance races which are
very demanding in themselves, and in addition to training, require will, energy
and I would say, courage.
I began by going back to the years of my youth. Allow me to recall the
Olympic Games of 1936, in Berlin, in which I was taking part as a swimmer and
member of the Greek national team. We were all training in the same Olympic
swimming pool, men and women, and a young German woman, learning that
we were Greek, wanted at all costs to take us home and introduce us to her
parents. Very proudly we all presented ourselves to the young lady's mother,
who was looking at us with an astonished air from the top of her staircase. When
her daughter joyfully cried "Mutti, I have brought you some Greeks!" she
replied sadly: "Wie shade!" (How sad) They don't look at all like ancient
Greeks!".
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The German lady's exclamation gava me food for thought, and later on I
wrote in my diary "It is difficult to be a Greek!" Today I would add, particularly
when one is an athlete and one's ancestors include Myron's discus thrower and
Lysippus's athlete. Since I mentioned the Berlin Olympics of 1936, it would be
an omission not to underline the fact that these proved a great lesson to Hitler
and the Nazis who were deep into their racial theories of the superiority of the
Arian race. The black athletes, with the legendary Owens at their head, swept
up gold, silver and bronze medals brilliantly demonstrating how wrong these
racial theories were. At this stage, I believe that a little history, ancient and
modern, will be to the point. First of all the ancient history of the Olympics
which began in 776 B.C., nobody is quite sure why, and which continued for a
thousand years in spite of thé great historical changes which unfolded for
humanity.
The Olympic Games of that time, were so closely linked with religion, that
one can say that the competitors and winners were taking part in a sacred rite at
this Panhellenic festival and this was demonstrated in their reward, which
consisted of a crown made from the sacred olive tree which grew behind the
temple of Zeus. According to legend, it was Hercules, Zeus's favourite son who
founded the Olympic Games and planted the olive tree. But it was his father who
was worshipped by the crowds which came to Olympia from the four corners of
the Greek world every four years at the time of the full moon, during the
summer solstice.
When talking of Greece at that time, we mean a very wide geographical area
which included the Greece of today, Magna Grecia (today southern Italy),
Sicily, as well as innumerable Greek cities which were scattered from Spain to
the Black Sea. Hellenism was the framework for all these regions and in spite of
the great distances and high cost of the journey, innumerable travellers, athletes
and spectators, took the road to Olympia, pilgrims who did not want to miss this
great sporting event. There were two factors which were paramount in giving
Greeks a national awareness. They were, first of all Homer's poetry and
secondly, the Olympic Games. Through the influence of these two elements, a
people became a nation.
As is well known, the Olympic Games were not the only sporting event. But
they remained unequalled in their size and fame. There were the Pythian Games
in Delphi, the Isthmian Games at the Isthmus of Corinth in honour of Poseidon,
and finally the Nemean Games in honour of Hercules. Obviously sport had a
privileged place in ancient Greece and there was never a year without its great
joint sports and religious festival. One of the factors which perhaps contributed
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to the great prestige of the Olympic Games and to their great attracting for the
whole of the Greek world, was the smallness of Elis and its lack of political and
military importance, which meant that nobody was afraid of giving too
preeminence, too much prestige. In this way then, as a counterweight to the
smallness of its territory and its lack of importance, Olympia enjoyed the respect
and reverence of all the Greeks. This enabled it to send heralds every four years,
in the month of May, throughout the Greek world, who would invite everyone
to come and compete in Olympia at the same time proclaiming the sacred
Olympic truce. This last point ought to be made quite clear. This truce does not
seem to have had a general and absolute effect. Most of the wars at that time
were brief border skirmishes or sieges, which began in the summer and ended
with the onset of winter. The essential quality of these sacred truces had two
aspects. First of all to ensure a safe conduct for the thousands of pilgrims
travelling to Olympia, and secondly to prevent any war with Elis, which
interrupts the Games. The miniwars fought by distant cities, could continue
without affecting the Olympic Games.
This was not so however, if the war became more general with the hostilities covering most of the Greek world. TheElians had enough sense to know that the
sending of a few heralds would not stop a major confict. There were some years
therefore when some of the belligerents sould not take part in the Games, but the
order of years went on uninterrupted.
It is remarkable that the Olympic calendar was known and commonly
respected by all the Greek cities, some of which however, had their own
particular calendars. All of them had the Lunar calendar as their basis, but the
different methods of application, existing between the cities caused important
differences, and the months also had local names. And yet all Greeks accepted
the dating of the Olympiads and agreed with the year in which they took place.
This is but another example of the way in which the Olympiads inspired an
internationalist spirit.
One might object that this spirit concerned only the Greek world, since only
Greeks took part in the Games, until the beginning of the Christian Era. The
objection weakens however, when one recalls that the Games were a religious
event and thus open only to believers of that religion. In fact, for many centuries
there is no trace of any interest shown by foreigners to take part in the games. It
is therefore difficult to talk of segregation, because after the Roman Conquest,
believers who were not Greek, were, at their own request, admitted as
participants.
The prestige of the Olympic Games, began to decline at the beginning of the
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1st century of our era, with the participation of the emperor Nero in the games.
He forced the Elians to organise special games which he himself insisted on
proclaiming, where in addition to the other events, there was a race with ten
horse chariots, and a singing competition. We know that Nero was very proud
of his voice. Needless to say, the emperor won all the contests, thanks to the
faintheartedness and servility of the judge.
But the Olympic Games had a long and brilliant career behind them before
reaching that point. Victories won at Olympia, echoed throughout Greece, and
this competition served as a prototype for the establishment of local games
throughout the Hellenistic world, which included all the lands conquered by
Alexander the Great. The Seleukids and the Ptolemies could well fight one
another, the Attalids might well turn against the kings of Pontos, but they all
wanted to celebrate their games, following Olympia's example which continued
to influence the whole of the Hellenistic world in this field. An undoubted proof
of this influence lay in the fact that a Greek city, worthy of the name, always and
without exception had a gymnasium, where the young could train in all the
sports of the day. The gymnasium was considered to be one of the centres of
public life and many a reputation, many a political and military career began on
the sandy floor of a palestra or on the race track. It can be said therefore, that if
throughout antiquity, from the times of Homer, competitive sport played a
large part in the life of Greek communities, it was the major games and amongst
them those of Olympia in particular, which inspired and influenced the
development of the internationalist spirit and brought the cities closer together,
those cities, whose ideal was the exercising of the body together with the mind,
that is to say, fostering the virtue of fair play, without having recourse to tricks
or to the judge's favour. In fact, it was putting into practice the ideal expressed in
the concept of "Kalos Kagathos" (to be beautiful and good).
Let us now come to our own times.
In the 19th century, it was usual to use the term "great idea of the century" in
relation to all undertakings or projects which by virtue of their general
usefulness (especially technically) would have an effect on society's way of life.
The digging of the Suez Canal, for example, was qualified as a "great idea of the
century". The same was true for the Simplon tunnel and for a number of other
works accomplished during the second half of the last century.
But in the case of the modern Olympic Games, not only was it not given this
name, but it even met with a number of difficulties and reservations which
almost led to its failure.
It was thanks to the tenacious efforts of one man, Baron de Coubertin, that
the idea triumphed and became rooted in today's society.
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Here I would like to remind you that in 1859 local games were organised in
Athens through the generous help of a Greek patron, Zappas. The only
disciplines were, long jump, foot races, discus and javelin throwing and
exercises on the mast.
In 1875 (Coubertin was then 13) other local games took place in Athens which
as well as the disciplines of 1859, included wrestling. The cult of the ancient past
made Greece a good place for the realization of Coubertin's idea, which was to
found the modern Olympic Games, and this is why he chose Athens as the venue
for a first congress, with the help of one of the best known men of letters of the
time, Dimitrios Vikelas. Vikelas was elected Chairman of the congress, with
Coubertin as the Secretary General. The Congress's aim was first of all to
propagate the practice of sport and its principles, and secondly to establish the
modern Olympic Games on a worldwide scale. They were to be held every four
years, in a different capital.
Coubertin's idea which had not been honoured with the name of "great idea
of the century", was realised for the first time in Athens, honoris causa, in 1896.
Paris had its turn in 1900, then St. Louis in the United States of America in 1904,
London in 1908 and Stockholm in 1912. The first World War, interrupted the
order but the Olympic Games were already well established, and all the major
countries not only had accepted them, but also claimed the honour of
organising them themselves.
The 20th century saw an unprecedented explosion in the practice of sport. I
believe that it would be right to say that this phenomenon was mainly due to
Olympism, not only from a technical point of view, but also because of a spirit of
emulation which appeared no longer between small groups of people, but
between the great masses who, today, through the medium of telecommunications are able to participate directly, just as if they were present at the events.
Athletics and sport are no longer for the privileged few.
Let us think for a moment about what sports and athletics represented in the
19th century. The most common sports, which were reserved for a small elite
however were shooting, fencing and riding. Very few people played tennis or
golf. Boxing, football and wrestling on the other hand as well as other spores
were mainly for the lower classes. Gymnastics was mainly practised in club
halls, whose members did not perform for the general public. Swimming too,
was not widely practised at the time, except as a means of saving of one's own
or that of others. At French and English resorts, there were swimming
instructors who issued swimming certificates to all those able to swim 100
metres without touching the bottom! I remember astonishing one of those
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swimming masters on a beach in Brittany, in France, by swimming the crawl,
which was the first time he had seen it, for a distance of 500 metres. My reward
was a certificate of competence in deep water swimming and the question "why
do you put your head in the water when swimming?".
One could say that with the exception of bicycling, there was no popular
sport. Today almost all sports are within most people's means and are widely
practised, thanks first of all to the clubs which can offer very advantageous
conditions to their members, and secondly and especially to governments,
which have played a major role in this since the second World War.
Almost all countries have ministries of sport or youth, with secretariats which
have the necessary competence. We should not forget.the National Federations
for each sport, for whom it is a point of honour to organise yearly international
tournaments. Hardly six months go by without its main sporting event which
raises worldwide interest. This new leap forward of sport sometimes raises
violent feelings and emotions, as well as disappointment and regret, but little by
little, it makes people used to thinking of themselves as competitors rather than
enemies. The move forward is slow, but it is nonetheless there and our hopes lie
there because the general view is not all bright. If on the one hand there has been
a general propagation of sport, on the other, the Olympic spirit has suffered
setbacks as was confirmed by the most authoritative voice in Greece.
Competent organisations will have to find the means to win back some of the
lost ground, in so far as this is possible.
If I were to be asked, does sport bring people together, or drive them apart? I
would give them Aesop's answer when he was asked, which was the best part of
the human body. His answer was the tongue, and he numbered its qualities
(speech, song, expression of thought and of feeling). When asked which he
thought was the worst part of the body he replied once again, the tongue,
describing its faults (slander, lying, cunning and cheating). Thus, sport is good
or bad according to the way in which it is used and the manner in which it is
applied.
It is therefore, I repeat, up to the competent organisations in each country to
watch over the training of its athletes and sportsmen, naturally, but above all to
teach them the sporting spirit, by inculcating in them the principles of equality,
of respect for one's neighbour and submission to the decision of the referee.
We are living through a period where a crisis follows crisis, severely trying the
principles common to all free men of conscience, and we must not despair nor
stop persevering. The development of the sporting spirit which has a wide moral
reach is priceless. It gives rise first of all, to emulation then to solidarity and then
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to humility which enables people to understand from their earliest years, that to
win is not to succeed by chance, but that it requires long physical and moral
preparation as well as voluntarily accepted self discipline which makes the body
and spirit indivisible and balanced, aware of its potential, and which leads it to
the highest peaks of self knowledge.
What can be done to prevent Olympism from taking a downward path? It is
not for me to give an answer to that question to which there are many
converging or diverging answers. But I will put two ideas to you, which could be
investigated. One would be to divide the games into four sectors according to
type: 1. Pure track and field, 2. Individual sports, 3. Team sports, 4. Special
sports. The other, in addition to the first, would be to accept participation on an
individual basis, so that people would not be considered as part of a national
team, but as individuals, representing their country. Individuals cannot be held
responsible for the behaviour of their governments.
These ideas may seem strange, which is why I said that they needed further
investigation.
What I do know, is that we must work like the tireless spider, who every time
its web is torn, patiently and laboriously mends it again so that after a short time
the tear is invisible. Persevering but not despairing at possible or probable
failures, patient but firm in its forward march, Olympism, with its wealth of
ancient and modern history, owes it to itself, to rise above events and ensure that
its fabric is strong enough to enable it to march steadfastly forward.
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THE STAGING OF OLYMPIC
COMPETITIONS AS AN AREA OF
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
By: Mr. V.S. RODICHENKO (USSR)
Director of.thé Institute of Phys. Ed.
and Sports of the USSR.

The Soviet Olympic Committee, as well as the whole community of Soviet
athletes and sports scientists, highly appreciates the decision of the authorities
of the International Olympic Academy to devote a half of the schedule of the
Academy's work to such an important feature of modern Olympism as its
contribution to international understanding. The reason for such an
appreciation is clear: the sports movement, and the Olympic movement in
particular, has always been regarded in our country not as something closed
and self-sufficient but as a multi-aspect social phenomenon broadly engaged in
various social processes including such a crucial one as international cooperation.
That is why our country's sports organizations most actively participate in
the international sports movement; that is why we were consistently striving for
decades to obtain a right to stage in our country the top forum of world sports
the Olympic Games; that is why our Government and the whole Soviet people
gave a tremendous support to the staging of the Games of the XXIInd
Olympiad in Moscow last year.
The experience of such a large-scale international event as the Olympic
Games goes far beyond the narrow framework of athletic competitions alone; it
becomes a part of the treasury of wise experience accumulated by scores of
nations striving for about forty years now to avoid the horrors of a new world
war, to live in peace and harmony with each other, to develop normal contacts
in all fields of human endeavour. I see this aspect of the Olympic experience as
most important and valuable. It is evident now that the staging of the Games of
the XXII Olympiad in Moscow meant a new stage in the development of this
experience.
The Soviet people regarded the Olympic Games in Moscow not only as the
largest international athletic competition but beside it as a new opportunity for
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contacts between individuals representing different politics, ways of life,
religious confessions, as our country's another voluntary and generous
contribution to the strengthening of world peace, to the development of mutual
understanding and friendship among nations.
I am going to speak here not about contacts between athletes themselves,
their mutual relations on sports grounds and in the Olympic Village, but rather
about the people from scores of nations who worked side by side to organize the
Games.
Broad, varied and therefore successful co-operation among scores of
organizations and thousands of individuals devoted to the idea of international
understanding through sports has become one of the firmest stones in the
foundation of success of the Moscow Games' athletic programme.
I must stipulate at once that I am not going to cover the whole tremendous
volume of work done to stage the Games; I shall not touch upon such aspects as
finance, construction work, technological systems, services, the Olympic village
etc.; my task is to tell you about international efforts made in the area of staging
the athletic events as such.
But I am quite positive that a look at this limited area will show us, alongside
of its specific problems, certain general regularities which characterize the
Olympic Games as an area of international co-operation; the example of the
athletic programme of the 1980 Olympic Games will make it possible to give
answers to the questions put by the esteemed organizers of this session.
The international character of efforts to stage the Olympic athletic
competitions follows from the fact that, according to the spirit and the letter of
the Olympic Charter, a competition in any sport at the Games is staged by a
triumvirate consisting of the IOC, the International Federation of this sport and
the corresponding national body of the host country.
Lord Killianin, former President of the IOC, and Mme Monique Berlioux, the
IOC Director, paid much attention to the staging of Olympic competitions in
Moscow. But the main person coordinating all efforts in this direction in the
name of the IOC was Mr. Arpad Csanadi, one of the best-known functionaries
of international sports, chairman of the IOC Programme Commission. Mr.
Csanadi was assigned to the function of honorary technical adviser of the IOC
in 1977, after the death of Mr. Henry Banks, the IOC Technical Director, who
also greatly contributed to the success of the Moscow Games.
It is hard to overestimate the role played by Mr. Arpad Csanadi in the
successful solution of such matters as the contents of the Games' athletic
programme, the preparation of technical regulations in each sport, the just ratio
between the number of local and foreign judges.
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There was another, and maybe the broadest, route of international cooperation in the staging of Olympic athletic events. I mean the co-operation
between Soviet governing bodies (the Olympic Organizing Committee and
member federations of the USSR Olympic Committee) and the twenty-one
International Federations of summer Olympic sports.
It became clear during the very first year of Olympic preparations that the
successful staging of athletic events was impossible without efficient cooperation with International Federations. Reasons for this are many, but the
main one lies in the following passage from the Olympic Charter: "International
Sports Federations are full control of technical management of their sports".
Therefore the organizers of the Olympic Games must seek agrément with the
IFs both on general principles and minor details 'of Olympic competitions.
As compared with its predecessors, the Organizing Committee "Olympiad80" began its work much earlier - practically speaking, six full years before the
opening date of the Games. Therefore we had enough time to organize the cooperation with the IFs on a planned basis. In 1976, a four-year perspective plan
of co-operation with "each IFs was approved. In fact, it was a long-term
programme of elaboration, together with the leaders of each IF, of all
significant technical conditions of Olympic competitions.
Let me enumerate here the main points of this programme which may be of
use to organizers of future Games:
Four years before the Games - agreement upon the planning of competition
sites, numbers of spectator seats, location of service rooms.
Three years before the Games - agreement upon lists of equipment for
competition sites, preliminary schedules of competitions, number of training
sites and lists of equipment for them, and structure of juries.
Two years before the Games - elaboration, on the basis of agreement, of all
necessary documentation for competitions.
One year before the Games - preliminary approval by IFs of all competition
and training sites, agreement on places for all equipment, control competitions
with maximum resemblance to the conditions of the actual Games.
During the Olympic year - final approval of personal lists of judges, final
approval of competition and training sites together with their equipment;
finally, the Games themselves.
Of course, in its full form the plan, as well as annual plans of co-operation
with each IF, was much more complicated than these main directions. We
agreed and signed separate plans of co-operation with leaders of each of the
twenty-one IFs, paying due attention to peculiar features of each sport. Leader^
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of most federations stated for the first time in their practice the organizers of the
Games began preliminary work with federations so early. For instance, Mr.
Robert Helmick, Honorary Secretary General of the International Swimming
Federation (FINA), said that the great respect for planning, typical of the Soviet
system as a whole, was a favourable factor in the preparation for the Games.
The long-term programme of co-operation with the IFs was successfully
realized. Representatives of the Organizing Committee and of Soviet Nationa
Federations discussed with IF leaders during the six-year preparation period
each and every detail of Olympic competitions. Succesful use was made of such
a form of co-operation as annual bilateral negotiations during sessions of the
General Assembly of International Sport Federations (GASF). Mr. Thomas
Keller, the GAISF President, greatly contributed to the organization of these
talks.
Both we in the Organizing Committee and leaders of the IFs fully realized our
mutual responsibility for the creation of optimum conditions and truly equal
chances of competition for the world's best athletes. Proper division of this
responsibility between the parties was effected in each case on the basis of the
Olympic Charter and the Rules of a given federation.
Thus, both the plans for co-operation and their consequent realization gave
the International Federations a feeling of calm assurance so necessary for the
fulfilment of such a proud, complete and therefore tension-laden project as the
Olympic competitions of the second half of the 20th century.
Sporadic differences and even conflicts between the parties to this vast
undertaking were, in fact, unavoidable; but since all those concerned had in
mind first of all the interests of the athletes, we were able to find in each case a
solution corresponding to the principles of mutual and divided responsibility.
Whenever a large-scale and traditional international event is held, it is
necessary to find a proper ratio between tradition and invention. In case of the
Olympics, this problem has its own peculiarities, as the Olympic tradition is
contained not only in the rules and demands of International Fedetations but in
the experience of preceding Games as well. And the study of this experience
represents another area of close international co-operation.
We, on our part, are always ready to pass our own experience, fully and
selflessly, to our successors honored with the responsible task of holding future
Olympics. We regard it as our international obligation.
The staging of Olympic competition is known to consist of three main
directions:
1. Organization, programmes, methods.
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2. Technical provision.
3. Training of the necessary personnel.
Activities along each of these directions during the preparation of Olympic
competitions in Moscow, Tallinn, Leningrad, Kiev and Minsk were of a truly
international nature, and all parties concerned were closely co-operating with
each other. I am going to give you certain examples of such co-operation
concerning each of the three directions.
When one analyzes in retrospect the unanimity of International Federations
in their support of the Games of the XXII Olympiad and in their appreciation of
organizational standard of these Games, one sees the main reason for this
unanimity in the organizers' persistent efforts to create best possible conditions
for athletes from all over the world.
These conditions are not in the least influenced by the schedule of
competitions and the list of equipment intended for use at the Games. Usually
both the schedule of competitions and the list of equipment are made public one
year before the Games. We in Moscow set a task of compiling the schedule and
choosing most up-to-date and most widely used equipment two years before the
opening date.
And all International Federations, without any exception, became our allies
in the solution of this task. Thanks to the prolonged mutual efforts of the
Organizing Committee and the IFs, it became possible to send out the schedule
of competition in 12 sports, as well as the list of official Olympic equipment, to
all duly recognized NOCs on the 20th of July, 1978, that is, precisely two years
before the opening date (competition schedules for the rest of sports were sent
out soon afterwards). Thus the athletes were now able to plan their training
schedules beforehand in accordance with the shcedule of future Olympic starts.
On receiving the list of equipment for the 1980 Olympic Games (47 different
items produced by 12 countries of the world plus 7 artificial surfaces produced
by 5 countries), world's best athletes were able to use the same equipment in
their training for two years. The early publication of the equipment list
contributed both to the quality of preparation and the equality of chances.
The main burden of Olympic construction and reconstruction, as well as of
technical equipment of sports arenas, is borne by the host country.
Nevertheless, we have ample grounds to state that this aspect of Olympic
preparations was also an area of broad and efficient international co-operation.
Let us take for example the drafts for construction and reconstruction. Not only
did the leaders of IFs study these drafts and make a number of valuable
renarks which made it possible to considerably improve them; but in the
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course of their frequent visits to Moscow they met with Soviet planners and
builders discussing with them various details of planning, construction and
equipment; the same holds true for other Olympic cities in the USSR.
The supply of technical installations and athletic equipment for Olympic
arenas is of special importance for the successful- holding of Olympic
competitions. The process of selection of most perfect and most popular sports
technology was conducted with the participation and under the auspices of
International Federations.
The Soviet Olympic Committee and Soviet National Sports Federations are
among consistent and uncompromised opponents of all kinds of
commercialization of world sports, and the Olympic movement in particular.
Nevertheless, in connection with such a major international event as the
Olympic Games we regarded it the duty of the host country to offer producers of
sports equipment from other countries an opportunity to contribute to the
Olympic movement.
In our opinion, the international co-operation in the field of equipment
supply for the Games was to serve the following two principal objectives.
The first one was to guarantee, as I have already stated, the maximum
possible degree of succession between training conditions of athletes at home
and conditions prevailing at the Olympic Games. That is why, for example, we
preferred the widespred Tartan surface for the covering of track and field
stadium to the Soviet-made artificial surface (a list of similar examples would be
rather long).
The other objective was to create all necessary technical conditions for
maximum impartiality of officiating.
Due to these measures, the number of appeals against jury decisions sharply
decreased. Thus, in track and field only two decisions were protested, compared
with fifteen at the previous Games;
Generally speaking, the officiating at the Olympic Games is in itself a brilliant
and convincing example of international co-operation; in this respect the
Olympic officiating can be but just after the friendly competition of Olympic
athletes themselves. The Olympic Games in Moscow were not an exception but
another confirmation of this rule.
In the complicated situation prevailing during the first half of 1980,
International and national sports federations, as well as National Olympic
Committees, put up proper resistance to the anti-Olympic campaign; they
secured the participation in the Games of most qualified judges, thus
guaranteeing the truly international character of officiating in Moscow.
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The Games of the XXII Olympiad were officiated by 1246 officials of
International Federations - presidents, secretaries general, technical delegates,
judges and jury members - representing 77 nations of all continents.
Many persons from nations whose NOCs were unable to send their
delegations to the Games in Moscow took part nevertheless in the preparation
and execution of officiating at the Games of the XXII Olympiad: 24 persons
from the USA, 18 from Japan, 14 from FR Germany. In all, III persons from 25
nations not represented by their Olympic teams took part in the officiating of
the Games.
Closing to an end of this short report about international co-operation in the
staging of the Olympic Games in Moscow, I feel obliged to say a few words to
the effect of co-operation between the Soviet organizers and the National
Olympic Committees. At different stages of preparations this co-operation
acquired different forms according to the demands of a given stage.
During the years 1975—1979 the Organizing Committee stayed in contact
with NOCs in order to inform them as quickly as possible about all
developments of importance to athletes, coaches or leaders of National
Federations. This information concerning future Olympic competitions was to
help many hundreds of athletes in their pre-Olympic training. Besides the early
announcement of the term of the Games (4.5 years before the opening date) as
well as of competitions schedule and equipment list (two years before the
opening date, as was already mentioned here), the Organizing Committee and
the Soviet Olympic Committee helped prepare foreign teams by sending abroad
scores of delegations which contacted the overwhelming majority of individual
NOCs and explained to them the conditions of participation in the Moscow
Games. Scores of NOC delegations were received in Moscow where they had an
early access to all information available concerning the conditions of Olympic
starts.
At the concluding stage of preparations, the co-operation took on the form of
common efforts on the part of NOCs, IFs and the Organizing Committee in
order to secure international representation in each and every item of the
Olympic programme. These efforts were in full accord with the spirit of the
Olympic Charter and the very essence of Olympism.
Finally, when the delegations arrived in Moscow, the organizers of the Games
and the leaders of delegations representing 81 NOCs were actively co-operating
in the organization of training of national teams. By the arrival of the
delegations over 70 sports arenas throughout Moscow had been prepared for
training. In all, over 6000 training workouts were held, and only in 12 of them
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some deviations from the agreed schedule were known to take place. This is
another proof of the high level of co-operation between organizers of the Games
and leaders of NOCs.
All the facts quoted here, and a great many others which I just had no time to
quote, show that, firstly, the broad, active and representative international cooperation forms an integral part of staging modern Olympic competitions, and
secondly, the staging of the Games of the XXII Olympiad is another convincing
example of practical implication of the integrative function of modern
Olympism - a universal and progressive social movement of our time.
This phenomenon and its social effects were appreciated in the message of
Mr. Leonid Brezhnev, Secretary General of the Central Committee of CPSU
and Chairman of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet, to the participants
and guests of 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow.
"In the course of varied efforts to prepare Olympics-80, - Mr. Brezhnev
stated, - the Organizing Committee actively and fruitfully co-operated on an
international level with the IOC, International Sports Federations, National
Olympic Committees as well as with business enterprises and mass media from
many countries of the world, thus contributing to further development of
international contacts in the areas of sports, economy, science and technology".
Positive influence of this co-operation on world sports is hard to
overestimate.
Lord Killanin, Honorary President of the IOC, said before his departure
from Moscow after the Games, "I am happy that the Olympics in Moscow were
such a success. They were just splendidly organized". The high level of
organization and co-operation had its importance for the level of athletic
performances at the Games as well: 36 world records and 74 Olympic records
were set.
It is due to the long-standing and fruitful international co-operation that the
Olympic Games in Moscow became a major contribution to the strengthening
of friendship, mutual understanding and peace among nations.
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF JAPANESE
CIVILIZATION THROUGH OLYMPISM
TO THE COMPREHENSION OF PEOPLES
- The Contribution of Olympism to the
International Comprehension
Dr. Tetsuo MESHIZUKA*(JAP)
Vice - President of JOA, ** ICSPE, ***
and ACSPET ****

It is my great honour and pleasure to be here again with you 15 years after my
first lecture at the out-door academy session under the sun, moon and stars back
in 1966. The theme of-my lecture then was "The Structural and Functional
Convergence of Sports and Physical Education in Japan" dealt with a
contemporary problem wich Japan at that time had been facing. Today,
however, this issue seems settled and solved to a greater extent than I expected at
that time, and as the result we now do have two main working divisions in our
sports association; (a) champion athletes training, (b) dissemination of sports
nation-wide. It is rather a world-wide tendency we all observe in various
movements such as Trimm, Be in it, Sports for all, Come Alive, and Trab
Sports.
This time, however, theHheme of my lecture was given by the Academy
beforehand and it differs from the former and made me feel a little dificult to
prepare my manuscript so that I, at least, can succeed in conveying even small
parts of it to you what I intend to talk about here. The dificulty which I felt in
my mind lies in the fact that we, all the sportsmen and women of Japan have
never thought of any contribution on our part toward the comprehension of
people in the world relative to our civilization which is reflected upon
Olympism. Honestly, I myself have never throught of it during 30 years after
the termination of War II, but I shall try to do my best to find out if any such

* Faculty of Education, Yokohama National University, Japan.
** Japanese Olympic Academy.
*** International Council of Sports and Physical Education.
**** Asian Physical Education Association.
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contribution may deserve us Japanese by my own recollection and thinking
about the two generations back in my career in Japan.
RECOLLECTION AND REFLEXION ON PAST 60 YEARS
As I have mentioned to you here in the beginning, I shall talk about my own
career along with the title given to me rather than trying to make a series of
objective, descriptive and impersonal statements because I feel that I am
qualified to do so on account of my career of past 60 years until now which well
covers the time and eras of pre-during-post World War II from 1921 to 1981.
During these six decades in Japan I have experienced several extremely violent
swingings of the pendulum in her politics, ideologies, educational systems and
objectives, socio-economical structures and above all the ways of thinking and
living of our nation.
The first two decades was during 1920s and 1930s when the world-wide
depression had prevailed not only in our country but also over the world, and
during also my primary and secondary school years. There existed still a quite
big amount of freedoms in every aspects of our life then except for that of
ideology that oftentimes had oppressed us by the governmental check and
examination as to particularly socialistic movements expressed in speeches and
publications. The events I now recollect with my crystal impression and
memory are very simple. They are the wars for those of my relatives and
brothers who were mobilised in front and the highlights of Olympic Games
brought about by Japanese athletes with an exaggerated propaganda in the news
and radio. This stimulated me to have sight and vision into the world so that I
started out to study for myself a foreign language, that is English language
already when I was 9 years old.
Even such a small encouragement by dint of Olympism, that I experienced
then seemed not to fail to influence us youth at that time about the fact that there
was an important international stage on which peoples of the world could meet,
play, talk and enjoy together besides bellicose and tragic outcomes of wars.
Olympism obviously survived then in our minds and hearts despite of unhappy
bi-national struggles between Japan and China.
The second two decades were during 1940s and 1950s when Japan was
alienated by another big war which finally expanded to world-wide to be ended
into that tragic nightmares involving entire world and peoples. As the result, we
had to be placed under the Allied Forces and their administration for a while,
and what was worse, Japan was ousted from the whole international sports
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society for a quite long period as it also must have happened to other countries. I
myself used to be a volley-ball player then for the interscholastic and collegiate
competitions of the first rank, and intended to become the national champion in
order to represent at least Japan to the games in Asia.
In 1940, we, all collegiate athletes of the sports originated in European
countries, were ordered by the government to discontinue our practice and
competitions except those of Japanese origins, and my volleyball was not an
exception without doubt. Against this order descended through a colonel
stationed at our university, we made up our minds to entreat him to allow us to
play it for the rest of our college life. We prepared a letter of request by writing
our will and everyone's signatures with blood by cutting our little fingers, but it
was disregarded to our disappointment. With regards to this rather unusual
deed of ours, now I remember that we all the sports-men of the Western origins
at that time differred from those of Japanese origins such as Judo, Kendo, or
Karate when compared in their concept, attitude, and thinking, and above all,
mutual understanding towards sports friends of the world. Our chauvinism and
antagonism due to the war obviously was less, fair and neutral perhaps thanks
to the practice of our sports of foreign origins. Thus, I may state to the effect that
we, the sports players of foreign origins at that time proved to be predominating
over the extreme nationalism, militarism and antagonism the international
characteristics inherent to those sports. Our action of request, however, can be
regarded as one typical example for it.
The third two decades were from 1950s to 1960s during which Tokyo Olympic
Games was held in 1964, and also when Japan was allowed to rejoin in the world
sports family again after the end of War II in 1945. At the same time the sports of
Japanese origins, such as Judo, Karate, Kendo and Naginata with those players
were permitted to practise 20 years after when ordered not to play and teach
because these sports were regarded as the powerful tools that were exploited for
the sake of the then militaristic totalitarianism which caused the World War II.
Strange to mention, however, these traditional Japanese sports seemed very
attractive to the Occupational Forces of many countries and became more
popular in other parts of the world than Japan, while we, Japanese had to
discard them for nearly 15 years. Today even one of them, for example, Judo has
been accepted as one of the events in Olympic Games. Thanks to the occupation
upon Japan's unconditional surrender to the Allied Forces, our traditional
sports were disseminated by the men as the peaceful sports among peoples-of the
world.
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CIVILIZED MINDS OF JAPANESE PEOPLE OF POST-WAR PERIOD
General Douglas Mac Arthur (1880-1964), then the Supreme Commandor of
the Allied Forces staying in Tokyo for his term once stated that Japanese people
think and behave like a 12 years old children. Not many of us at that time
understood what he really meant, and moreover we used to criticise him bitterly,
but today we understand his implication. What made him then to say so was
about our oriental and feudalistic ways of thinking and behaviors which was
affected by shame consciousness peculiar to us Orientals. I suppose he felt that
we thought, judged, and carried out the things first for others denying our own
benefit with lot of irrational and reflexed thought, which was very inclined to the
dogmatic and subjective behaviours.
If we, today, may be evaluated as one of the civilized peoples in the world
society, it must be a fact that we became more objective democratic and rational
great deal of freedom in our thinking, deciding, and doing for all the aspects
in our living today having been supported by our peace seeking constitution. In
other words, people grew democratic and objective during the past 30 years to
survive in that exraordinary debries right after the end of War. II. The
industrialization without civilization and international minds of people means
nothing more than a danger to other peoples, but civilization guarded by the
industrialization works for the sake of other peoples. The post-war diplomacy
of Japan to start with was by means of sports exchanges prior to the orthodox
governmental foreign diplomacy. The table-tennis exchange with China opened
our communication and resumed the diplomacy after a long time suspension
disregarding varied differences and stakes and this enabled both sides to
establish an official bi-national relation as you will see today.
We, Japanese people, today may as well be able to accept such a compliment
to us given by you here that our contribution through so-called "civilization"
towards the comprehension of peoples in the world, but it must be done in a
limited scale only in the realm of our qualitative and personal growth in our
minds during past 30 years, and should not be done in the realm of well-sold
automobiles, cameras, watches, TV, Honda or Yamaha, or any other industrial
products. In order to sell the products to you, we had to be all pacifists and this
change of our mentality has been greatly assisted by the sportive
internationalism but not by avaricious commercialism at all. Thus, sports
diplayed in-and-out of Japan relative to Olympism worked very efficiently for
this change, that is, to civilize people in Japan and to resume our status once
ousted from international sports circle into an ordinary one, although the
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penalty given on account of the war by the sports authority may appear not
wholly pertinent in general as a matter that the sportsmen and women could
handle because sports and people practising them should be generous to each
other. (This will cause an argument and I expect you to make comments on this
later).
THE OLYMPISTS WITH CIVILIZED MINDS
What will be the Olympic personality? Does such a personality as this ever
emerge and exist? Should'nt we all sportsmen and women strive to create,
educate, and train such persons as Olympic personality? Yes, I believe for sure
its need in an exactly same manner as we observe in the various names of persons
representing each own professions, philosophies or principles. For example,
dentists, Marxists, or Darwinists are some of them and these are all accepted by
peoples of the world, and as to the religion, for instance, Christianity, there are
approximately 9 billions Christians of varied denominations, whereas, there
seems to be as many as 10 billion sports population today. Why neither religious
groups nor sports groups are not able to function as a preventive power or a
neutraliser against all those secular turmoils? Perhaps this sort of incapability is
due to the indifferent characteristics of sports to the secular aspects and also due
to the most marked international quality eloquently shown in our history.
Despite all these inabilities of the sports group to solve those problems, we
should make our most efforts so that some days in future we may be able to do
something by our solidarity as the sportsmen and women gathering around
Olympism.
My proposal here, therefore, is to recognize the raison d'être of a bracket of
people called, "Olympists" over those ordinary sports men and women. Since
Olympics has been well established historical fact and its philosophy also quite
adamant, we those who believe and act in and along the philosophy entitled as
"Olympism" should be named as "Olympists" by other groups of peoples.
In order that the Olympist may be able to work and function more and further
than ever before, Olympics must be kept always hybrid and stereotype as well as
classical to the extent that it may stay as the resting place and sanctuary of the
peoples who will be worn and astray in their minds and bodies. How we do try to
function Olympism for this aim, is our future task which we must seek together
by showing our justice, fairness and love and peace to the peoples of the world.
Olympists, therefore, must work hand in hand together as a citadel for the
humanity both in the time of peace and trouble.
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I hope that the Games which may be staged again, in Nagoya City, in Japan
may become a historical milestone for us to guard our Olympism with its ideal
against all the ill-will or bellicose chauvinism and also against all inhumane
deeds of peoples of the world. We all the participants of IOA so far decided to
establish Japanese Olympic Academy and have done so in 1968 for that I am
one of the vice-presidents. (The book we brought here is one of our works in the
line what I have talked to you as to Olympism and its tasks, and it is an
encyclopedia of Olympic Games for ordinary Japanese so that we may be able
to help them understand better about Olympism as well as Olympists.).

Foreign participants are taken to a visit of the archaeological sites of Olympia. On the
photograph Mr. A. Csanadi (Hungary), IOC member, leaves the Sacred Altis and
moves toward the ancient stadium.
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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE JURY MEETING
FOR THE IOA'S INTERNATIONAL CONTEST 1980
The Jury for the IOA's 1980 International Contest, consisting of
G. Athanasiadis
(President of the Hellenic Olympic Committee)
N. Nissiotis
(President of the International Olympic Academy)
Cl. Palaeologos
(1st Vice-Président of the IOA)
O. Szymiczek
(Dean of the IOA)
M. Mzali
(President of the IOC's Commission for the IOA)
and B. Theodoropoulos, member of the HOC and the Ephoria of the IOA,
met in the absence of M. Mzali and after a long debate agreed on the
following:
Through National Olympic Committees and within the deadline 17 papers
have been submitted by different countries:
PAYS
COUNTRIES

PSEUDONYME
PSEUDONYM

TITRE
TITLE

1. BRAZIL

Gêpe

"A message to the developing
Countries"
"The contribution of
Olympism to the education
of the Citizen".
"The contribution of
Olympism to the education of the
Citizen".
"De retour à l’ Eurythmie"
"La contribution de l'
Olympisme à l'Education
du Citoyen du Monde Contmporain"
"L'influence de l’Olympisme sur
l'Education du Citoyen"
"L'Interprétation du Mouvement
Olympique".
"Les Questions financière» des Jeux
Olympiques"

2. SIERRA LEONEEddie Polleo

3. GERMANY
4. RUMANIA
5. RUMANIA

R. FRUNTES
Prof. Ion MATEI

6. RUMANIA

Simona AZAR

7. HUNGARY

ELECTRE

8. HUNGARY

ORESTE
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9. U.S.A.
10 U.S.A.
11. PORTUGAL
12. PORTUGAL
13. FRANCE
14. HUNGARY

15. NIGERIA
16. URUGUAY
17. DENMARK

John VANTUNO

"The Contribution of Olympism
to the education of the Citizen"
J.W. CARPENTER "The Contribution of Olympism
to the Education of the Citizen"
ALTIUS
"La Contribution de l'Olympisme
dans l'Education du Citoyen".
FORTIUS
"La Contribution de l'Olympisme
dans l'Education du Citoyen"
J. DUBOIS
"La Contribution de l' Olympisme
dans l'Education du Citoyen"
DESIDERIUS
"The role of sport in military
training and education in classi
cal Greece"
ΑΤΟ
"The Contribution of Olympism
to the education of Citizen"
INSIMULANDO "La contribution de l'Olympisme
dans l'Education du citoyen"
JYFA
"The contribution of Olympism
to the Education of Citizen"

The papers had been given in turn to three jury members, N. Nissiotis, B.
Theodoropoulos and O. Szymiczek, who presented their comments on each
paper separately.
After a long discussion on the subject the Jury reached the following
decision: the first 6 papers are handed as follows:
1. INSIMULANDO
2. CARPENTER
3. AZAR
4. ELECTRE
5. Anonymous (Germany)
6. GEPE
Among the remaining papers it selected four which will receive a
commendation:
1. J. DUBOIS
2. R. FRUNTES
3. MATEI
4. DESIDERIUS
As to the remaining seven, the Jury feels that they did not meet the
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competition's requirements. The Jury wishes to emphasize the following
concerning the first three papers 1-3:
1. INSIMULANDO
It is a paper with clear thoughts and an original way of presenting the
subject. It embraces the problem of mass information on the sporting social
phenomenon and reaches concrete proposals. On the whole it is a most
satisfactory paper with a strong literary style.
2. J.W. CARPENTER
A carefully written paper, fully in line with the subject. Perhaps too much
emphasis on the question of fairplay. Contains a very rich bibliogaphy.
3. Simona AZAR
Good style and sees things with the eyes of an "educator" who is aware of
the historical, philosophical and pedagogical importance of sport and its social
role. Includes an abundant bibliography.
The Jury after having selected the first 6 papers, felt that it should also give a
commendation to four more papers which are good but did not comply with
the special requirements of the subject.
The Jury proposes that the four authors who received a commendation be
also invited.at the IOA for the 21st International Session.
Following which the envelopes with the identification of the authors who
wrote under a pseudonym were opened and this is the list of winners:
NAME
PSEUDONYM
FRANKLIN MORALES (Uruguay)
INSIMULANDO
Dr. JOANNA DAVENPORT (USA)
CARPENTER
STELLA PETECEL (Rumania)
SIMONA AZAR
BEISINGER JANOS (Hungary)
ELECTRE
ROSWITHA MARKERT (Germany)
ANONYM (Germany)
GEPE (Brazil)
GEPE
COMMENDATIONS
JEAN-MARC SYLVAIN (France)
J. DUBOIS
RADU FRUNTES (Rumania)
RADU FRUNTES
ION MATEI (Rumania)
MATEI
DOBOR DEZSO (Hungary)
DESIDERIUS
The members of the Jury:
Athens, 25 April 1981
1. G. Athanasiadis
2. N. Nissiotis
3. Cl. Palaeologos
4. O. Szymiczek
5. M. Mzali
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IMPRESSIONS OF OLYMPIC WINNERS AND PARTICIPANTS IN THE
OLYMPIC GAMES
The participation and presentations of Olympic winners in this year's Session
was especially impressive. The Olympic champions who attended the
proceedings of the 21st Session of the IOA, worked together with national
delegations, took part in sporting events and other activities and, at the end of
the Session, they presented their impressions and experience from their
participation in the Olympic Games.
These impressions that were followed with considerable interest by all
participants are presented in the following pages. Participants in the Session
who had taken part in the Olympic Games either as competitors or as
accompanying persons or officials also had the opportunity to speak during that
meeting.
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Miss Svetla OTZETOVA (BUL)
Dear Friends,
I have the pleasure to address gou, for a very short time in my capacity as an
Olympic competitor at two Olympic celebrations. These were at Montreal and
Moscow. Although each Games had the same attraction and impressions, the
emotions were different. At Montreal I was fortunate to win the gold medal, and
life seemed a reflection of this fact and the feelings of a different nature, which I
can hardly forget.
To be an Olympic competitor was the first goal I pursued. Once I reached that
stage, the next aim was to win, and to reach the Olympic heghts. It was not a
futile ambition, but a clear understanding to become worthy of competing in
Olympic Games.
I shall never forget the instant, when Steve Ovet won his gold medal at
"Lenin" stadium in Moscow. At the victory ceremony there was not an English
flag shown or an English hymn sang. At that moment all English spectators
started to sing their National anthem, and soon the whole stadium started to
sing with them. It was so strange and so fantastic and at that moment we all were
sure. It is impossible to stop the Olympic Idea.
Many times I was asked "what has sport taken from you?" Every time it was
difficult to give an exact answer. Of course I gave to sport all my free time, and I
had to be in my boat, when the sun was burning, or when it was raining.
Once I had to rescue my boat from under the snow. Sometimes in the winter I
had to swim in the icecold water, because my boat was flooded and sank in
rough waves and in storms. The boat coudn't stand the weather, it was too frail.
But that which disturbed me most was getting up early in the morning. Yet I
always forced myself to get into my boat. Soon it was worthwile. The blades of
my oars were the only things which disturbed the still water and the reflections
of myself, the mountains gradually disappeared and I was on my own.
What did sport give to me?
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I could talk to you about this for a long time. It has given me such an eventful
life - travel impressions, different attitudes and so many friends all over the
world. The sport has given me the opportunity to make other people happy. But
the most exciting events were in Olympic Games. These became the essence of
my sport life.
I have also taken part in 10 world championships winning medals, but there is
a great difference, however attractive. I find it difficult to describe to you the
atmosphere of an Olympic village. If you never had been there, you will never
know the joy of this festival of colours - people, uniforms, flags and laughter. In
the village we are never worried about from which country we have come - we
are athletes, fit, young, vigorous, happy and always wish to know more about
each other. In fact we are true Olympians.
Modern history shows man as killer mainly on the battle field. On the sports
field victory is won, not by destructive weapons but by effort, skill, fitness,
stamina, sacrifice and dedication through sports mastery.
It is so easy to destroy, so difficult to build, the Olympic Idea culminating in
the Olympic Games is the opportunity for youth to build a better future and a
better world.
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Mr. Rey THIERY (FBA)
Mr. President, Mr. Dean, Ladies and Gentlemen,
I have taken part in the Olympic Games of Moscow in 1981. My personal
experience from the Games has thus been very limited. The sport I practised did
not allow me to stay too long in Moscow because I had to lose a lot of weight. I
had to lose 10 kilos in order to be able to compete in my category. It was very
difficult for me to have to stay in the Olympic environment for a fortnight or so
without doing anything. I had already gone through this experience in the
previous year when taking part in the Spartakiads. I had stayed for 12 days in
Moscow then, I had lost 7 kilos and the results were not good. I had lost in the
second round. For this reason, I decided to stay as late as possible and arrive in
Moscow just three days before the competition. It was a Wednesday an I recall
that the Games ended on a Saturday. I therefore came to Moscow on a
Wednesday, lost the necessary kilos on Thursday, competed on Friday and left
again on Sunday morning. My experience therefore from these last Games was
very small and although I took part in the parade I could not see the spectacle it
provided.
I stayed of course at the Olympic Village for a few days and I was stricken by
certain things, especially the protection surrounding the athletes. For the
crowds the Olympic Games are a magnificent spectacle But I was surprised to
find out for example that I was not allowed to visit the quarters of other
delegations. It was forbidden in Moscow. We had to wear our badges at all time
and show them. It was very, very difficult to move about freely in the village and
as there was practically nothing to do the days were very long.
After I had taken part in the competition I went up to the winners' stand. The
victory ceremony was held and I was very impressed because at the time I did
not know the Olympic Anthem. There is always a kind of conditioning of
athletes which can't be avoided, I guess. France was not represented by its flag.
When I listened to the Olympic anthem which I did not know and which seemed
to be very long, I did not know what to do on the stand. I was happy of course,
but I think that if I had been listening to my national anthem I would have been
more happy since this would have been a recognition of my own personal
victory and not that of the others. The Olympic anthem meant nothing to me
and I was happy because there were people I knew in the hall, my parents and
friends. But I also felt a little bored because the whole thing lasted too long.
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At the Moscow Olympics there were many absent athletes. I had been lucky to
win the World Championship in Paris. There were the Japanese who had
achieved a score of 2000; the Koreans and the Italians who are very good. But
there was none of that in Moscow. For the French public which knows judo very
well, the category in which I was competing had lost 50% of its value. But I was
aware that I was carrying a heavy load; perhaps not in the way that big
champions who are very popular do, but I knew that I had to win as the world
champion; in Moscow, in a category at 50% of its value I had to win. In the
village there was a feeling of emptiness. Delegations departed one after the other
and you were left with large empty buildings. I remember quite well that before
the competition I was very nervous and during the night I could not sleep. There
was an African delegation across the floor and I remember that on the eve of the
competition they sang and danced and clapped hands all night long. I wanted to
sleep since I had to compete on the next day, but it was impossible. They had
tom torn drums and all kinds of instruments and they shouted through the
windows.
I could not go to sleep and I finally only managed to sleep for three hours and
on the next morning there was the competition, I remember that I still had one
kilo to lose. I dressed and went out for a run. The weather was beautiful ; this was
the last time I would be competing in this category, it was becoming physically
impossible for me. It was too hard and once I had won at the end of the day, I
told myself that I was able at last to fulfill my childhood dream, i.e. to win the
World Championship and at the Oympics, in spite of all the events that had
surrounded these Games. This victory meant a lot to me personally for I felt that
this was a unique experience, that only a few are allowed to live. And I hope that
all the people, even though they may lack the physical ability to take part in the
Games, may find here some of the spirit that prevails in sport.
Now, where do I go from here. I believe that I am going to prepare myself for
the Los Angeles Games and I will end my career after that. Meanwhile, there are
many important championships, like the world championship in September and
so I am officially preparing for those. It is going to be very hard going. During
the period of preparation you have to train regularly four or five hours a day and
be very serious about it, just like me, that is avoid too much foolishness. But I
know when I have to be serious, I know that to become a champion I have to
prepare myself long and hard. In judo you have to do a lot of running and train
your muscles. In the afternoons you practise judo for two hours, you meet your
opponents, it is all very hard. To fight against someone for two hours and a half
is by no means easy. You have to go to bed very early each evening.
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Miss Debernard DANIELLE (FRA)
Mr. Dean, Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is true that I have taken part twice in the Olympic Games, in 1970 and in
1976, and had the opportunity of winning two medals, not any gold medals, but
medals still.
So, I would like to speak to you about the competition itself, which was very
special because one felt much more strongly the joy and pleasure of
participation as it was promoted by the mass media, the public and the publicity
that surround the Games. Interest and attention were therefore enhanced. I felt
sure of myself as I made ready to compete in the Olympic event and not at all
tense compared to our opponents. The others were more tense than I was,
perhaps because I have always been an outsider, never truly a leader. I felt more
tied up inside when I was about to receive my medal. This happened in the
evening, at the ring, during the competition. And it was then that I suddenly
realized that I had won a medal.
Another important factor is the atmosphere in the Olympic village where you
could meet many other competitors who all practised winter sports and whom
you only met on those occasions. In the Olympic village, at the end of the
competitions, we all met as friends.
To conclude, these Games were for me a magnificent and unique
opportunity. I started skiing at the age of 3.I will no tell you my age, but it was
long ago. We begin as members of national groups, then start taking part in
international competitions and after that we have to train all year long. There
are just two months when you do nothing (May and August). Apart from that
you have to train and ski. In the summer on the glaciers, in the winter in the
stations. You also have to do a lot of physical training, here and there and
practise all kinds of sports.
What one feels during the race at the Olympics is nothing special. It's just like
any other race, although the stakes are higher. It is only at the end race that one
really feels that is was something special depending on the result obtained. One
can feel disappointed, very disappointed, or very happy. Personally I prefer the
special slalom. I stopped competing after 1979.
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Larisa TSAREVA (USSR)
I don't know how to start. I've never before spoken to a large.audience, and
I hope you will understand my excitement. I had a chance to take part in the
Games of two Olympiads - in Montreal and Moscow. In Montreal I swam 200
m freestyle and took part in 2 relays. In 200 m freestyle I didn't qualify for the
finals but my result in the preliminaries was still better than the USSR national
record. In the relays we also broke the USSR national records and took the 4th
and 5th places in the finals. For me, it was a great success because it was the
first time that I participated in such top level competitions as a member of our
national team, and I was very happy that I didn't let my team down.
After the Olympics we started a most intensive and broadscale work: despite
the fact that in women's crawl all the USSR records had been broken, we were
still lagging behind the world's top athletes. In 1978, I was in West Berlin for
the World Championships where I managed to show good results and win 3
bronze medals - 100 and 200 m freestyle and medley relay. I was very happy
and hoped that during the forthcoming 1980 Olympics I would also be able to
struggle for the medals. And then again a most intensive training period
started. Unfortunately, because of an injury I was not in may top shape and at
the elimination competitions my younger teammates were better but still I was
selected for our national relay team. We could have shown good results in the
relay but were unlucky: one of the youngest girls who had just joined the team
- she was only 13 and it was her first competition for the national team - could
not overcome her emotions and made a false start. We were disqualified. It
was very disappointing that all our training and efforts were lost.
In spite of our lame performance I was still very happy to be able to
participate in the Moscow Olympics. I already did participate in one Olympics
and expected it to be an interesting sports festival but the reality surpassed all
my expectations. Happy and smiling faces, a friendly atmosphere in the
Olympic village, most interesting sports competitions, an extensive arts
programme - it all left great impressions. And I feel very sorry for the athletes
who were not able to come because of the boycott. It was a real festival of
sport, festival of friendship.
Now I have already stopped active performances, in a year I shall graduate
from the Institute of Physical Education, and work as a coach. I hope that my
pupils will have much more luck and that they will be Olympic champions and
see a lot of these wonderful festivals during their sporting career.
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Mr. Sergei BELOV (URS)
I think I am very lucky because I have lived a long life in sport and had the
opportunity to take part in 4 Olympic Games. Since I have spent many long
years in sport as I said, it is now easy for me to make comparisons and reach
conclusions about the Olympic Movement and the Olympic Games. I feel that
personal impressions from each Olympics are different. For example, in the first
Olympic Games I attended in 1968, in Mexico, everything was new to me. I lived
through every day intensively, my impressions were very vivid. For me
personally, this joy, this happiness I felt might have had a negative effect. I
couldn't get used to this happiness of being together with other competitors
from other sports. The whole atmosphere was very impressive.
The first Olympic Games, my own first Games, could not perhaps be
described as a total success because of these strong feelings. I believe, however,
that the celebration of the Olympic Games is something that cannot be
compared to anything else. And I also believe that the athletes who have the
opportunity to take part in the Olympics even once are very lucky indeed.
Now, about basketball which is my own sport. It is a team sport and for this
reason its very important to contribute to the success of one's tean. If, at a given
moment you can concentrate your attention on the best player in your country,
and your national team is the best team, or one of the best - as was the case for
the Soviet team in 1976 which defeated the American team - this is a wonderful
feeling. As I said these are memories that will stay with me forever. Victory was
decided in the last three minutes, in the last theree seconds of that game.
After the Munich Games, our team had to reorganize, to allow new players to
join. This might be the reason for which we secured the third place in Montreal.
The fact that we reached the 3d position was due to a large extent, to the renewal
of our team and the presence of new players. For me as a competitor, the Games
of Moscow held a special importance, because it felt that I was very important
for me to be able to welcome all my guests and I felt very sorry for those athletes
who had devoted their whole life to the preparation for the Olympic Games and
who were finally not able to attend.
I am an athlete and this caused me much sorrow. I am aware of the effort
required, of the travelling involved. It might have been their only opportunity to
compete in the Olympic Games. I believe that the most significant memory of
my life is the moment when I was asked to carry the Olympic torch into the
Moscow Stadium. This was the most meaningful, the most proud moment of my
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life. I will never forget it. I truly did not expect it. It was a very great honour for
me to have been chosen, to have been given the opportunity by our National
Olympic Committee te be the last torchbearer. And I will be proud of this for as
long as I live.
And it was perhaps my swan's song, the culmination of my sporting career.
A few words now about sport in general. I believe that the third position that
was secured by our team in Moscow was not quite expected. We hoped to win of
course, but when we learned that the U.S. team would not come - would not
take part in the Games - this created a kind of psychological shock, for we
believed that Americans were our real opponents and we were not quite
prepared, psychologically, to face their absence.
I believe that in this place where the Olympic flame was lit for the first time
and where young people from all over the world meet, we find the consolidation
and continuation of the Olympic ideals and tradietions, something which the
IOC tries to promote in spite of the difficulties with which it is confronted. And I
am sure that the Olympic flame will continue to be carried to all four corners of
the world and all the people.
As I told you at the beginning, I have spent many, many years in sport. I have
been a member of the international basketball team for 15 years, and I told you
that as far as sport and my personal life were concerned, the problem was that
my sport is not an individual sport. It is a team sport, which meant that I could
not train when I wished it. I depended on the team and its training schedule and
this was a problem. I do believe, however, that if an athlete has a goal in front of
him and is resolved to succeed, not only in sport, but in his own private life, then
he can overcome all obstacles. He will find the way to combine sport and his
private life. I am a graduate of the Physical Education Institute. I have a degree
in coaching and I have started coaching children aged 13 — 14 in my club in
Moscow, a club to which I have belonged and where I trained all my life.
So I see my life going on helping the young. I cannot imagine life without my
sport, without basketball, This is why I chose to become a coach. What I haven't
been able to do and achieve in sport, what I haven't managed to complete,I will
now try to teach the young, the new generation, maybe conveying to them better
ideas than those I had when I used to train as a young man.
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Mr. John LUCAS (USA)
Finally, my great disappointment. I decided that I will continue my
involvement and deep love of the Olympics but in another direction. This time,
as a coach, as a teacher, as a researcher, as an author. And so, when you find a
wall too high and too strong in one direction, we can if the path moves in
another direction, move in that path and find success and happiness. Both of
them are important. I have achieved more of the latter than of the former and I
shall continue to involve myself in the Olympics and the Olympic movement for
as long as I am able to do so. As Mr. Szymiczek mentioned, I had a deep
involvement with the Turkish Olympic team in Rome and Tokyo and I attended
all the Games thereafter as a researcher, as a writer, but most of all as someone
that was a witness to one of the greatest experiments in the history of mankind.
The word experiment in scientific words means an attempt to succeed and so
only after 85 years the Olympic Games, imperfect as they are, are still in the
experimental stage.
And yet there is hope. I think that a genius of this experiment began here at
Olympia. And there is no need to mention names and personalities. We know
them altogether too well. But this experiment in international living, which
began here at the Academy 21 years ago, will continue for a long time. But it is
. not enough. The total number of graduates from this
Academy are only 100 or
200, I beg your pardon, 400 graduates of this Academy. This is a better number.
But there are 4,5 billions of people on the planet earth and so numbers of us
thought as important, as unique, as the work of International Olympic
Academy was that an Academy in other countries, might not replace the work
of this unique institution, but supplement it, help it, act as a catalyst. And so in a
small number of countries, my own included - I'm happy to say - we began
Olympic Academies. In the United States we've had an Academy every year
since 1977. The first time with 16 delegates, the next time with 60 delegates.
And would you believe that in 1981, we had a remarkably successful
Academy with 225 delegates, who remained for five days?
We hope that it will grow large when we'll have our sixth Academy in
California. The Olympic message has reached the United States, believe it or
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not, through all the commercialism and through all the extraordinary and
important professionalized sport we have in our country.
The Olympic Message is in the United States. It is in North America. We
know that Chili has an Academy, it's in South America. Chili, the Academies in
Europe are proof that the Olympic ideals are on the European continent. The
delegates from Africa continue to grow larger and larger each year, bringing
back the important, or excessively idealistic message of the Olympic Movement
to the great African continent. Asia has been a participant of this Academy since
the beginning. And so, to the sub-continent of Australia I perceive and I hope
and I pray to my own God and to all the Olympian Gods that this pressure is
important, this idealistic and pragmatic message of the Olympic Movement is
growing honestly, and is... themselves so long ago almost as if he were predicting
such a movement giving a small but real way. Olympism can contribute to
human understanding, human friendship and even to human and world peace.
Thank you very much.
In 1952 when I was a very young man and hopeful of making the Olympic Team,
I was unable to travel to Helsinki, Finland. But I was told by my compatriots that
attended that this was almost the last of the contrôlable small and idealistic
Olympic Games. My participation in the Olympic Games from 1962 — 1980,
was in a period of gigantic growth. Gigantic growth, as we have learned, is a sign
of virility and a success of the Olympic Games. And yet, the word gigantism has
also ominous overtones. And so we must be careful that it does not move the
essence, the core of greatness. So my involvements in the Olympic Games have
been during a period of enormous growth. I had the fortune of attending the
Moscow Olympic Games. I wrote a four page letter to President Jimmy Carter,
took the next plane out of my university, went to Montreal, jumped to a Moscow
going air jet and flew to Moscow, Russia for the Games. I didn't find out until
many years later that I was seen as a... from President Carter. He stated
categorically that my posittion was wrong. I respect my country, I love my
country, I feel very strongly that my country made a mistake in not attending the
Moscow Olympic Games. This is my personal opinion certainly not that of the
American State Department, not even that I am connected with. It is personal.
I was treated very well in Moscow. With the possible exception of the Munich
Olympic Games, the Moscow Games were the most magnificently well
organised sports pageant possibly in the entire 85 year history of the Games.
Technically, they were equal to that of Munich with regard to world records and
Olympic records. And in almost every single way that I can recall and that I have
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an opportunity to see, the Moscow Games were exemplary, excellent in the
Olympic Spirit and in the Olympic serious, obvious philosophy. It's my hope
and I think that it's one that the Americans hosting the Olympic Games of 1984
will keep the Olympic target and world records, the number of participants that
will take place in Los Angeles, and that in every way will be a memorable
experience and, lastly and most importantly that the purpose of the Olympic
Games will never be lost. And that is something that is an incentive for world
records and Olympic records. The difficulty to identify, the difficulty to define
Olympic spirit, is not felt while the participants are actually competing. It's
something that remains in each young man, young woman for the rest of their
lives. And then, when they go to their respective countries, they have a small but
important role to play, make a better and more pacific, a healthier world. Thank
you.

At every session as well as other meetings the beautiful swimming pool of the IOA is a
very popular centre of recreation for participants.
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Mr. Luc SILANCE (BEL)
Mr. President, Mr. Dean, Mr. President of the Federation, Dear Friends,
This is what I call in French a trap. It is a trap because when hearing that
participants in the Olympic Games would be speaking this morning, I was not
worried since I had never taken part in the Games. And as I told those who
attended our discussion group, one must first give a definition of the words. And
for me, a participant is someone who has taken part.
Since I have, however, been asked to say a few words, I will speak and you can
stop me when you feel like it. I have always thought about the Olympic Games,
from a very young age, because my father was a sportsman and me too, I was not
able though to ever reach an adequate level in swimming, athletics, basketball,
football, all the sports I practised. So the only thing I could do was to come to
the Games as an ο edie, or as an official. I have in fact a certain experience in this
field, which I will try to present in a few words.
The experience I share with the remarkable athlete who is your friend, Belov,
is that I have been to Mexico, Munich, Montreal and Moscow, always as a
spectator of the basketball events. I have seen the finals too, in particular the
famous Munich finals with all the incidents and I watched all these events from
afar, as a spectator. Of course you have watched them too on TV or movie films.
So let me now tell you from my personal experience, how you can become the
Secretary General of a NOC.
I don't "know whether you are interested, but I will tell you how it all
happened. The Belgian Olympic Committee, like many other NOCs, was an
association of old gentlemen who gathered about once a year round a good
dinner. Once every four years, they met to proceed to the selection of
competitors for the Olympic Games. In 1964, after Tokyo, the decision was
made to change all this and elect a new President, Mr. Mollet who is still in office
today. And since everybody knew Mr. Mollet, they did not want to work with
him, because this would mean working too hard. This is why he chose me
because I had been his assistant in the air force, during my military service.
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Secretary General is not just an honorary title. It is a function that involves
considerable work. You train in order to compete in the Games 3 or 4 hours a
day. The Secretary General works 3 or 4 hours a day in his office. It is less funny
I can assure you. The first task at hand was to organize this NOC which
practically did not exist. Look for money. You all know that in all Committees a
major task is to raise funds. And I have in this respect a personal experience
from the Tokyo Games of 1964. The assets of our Committee amounted to 0,30
francs while the liabilities included a debt towards the air company that had
carried the Belgian athletes from Tokyo to Brussels. They had made a stopover
at our friend's Dikin Yang from Hong Kong who just left yesterday and all
athletes had done some shopping. The result was that the luggage when leaving
Hong Kong was three times heavier than on arrival and it was the NOC which
had to pay for the excess luggage. The unfortunate thing was that the Treasurer
was not very good with figures. Instead of paying 60.000 FB as he expected,
which wouldn't habe been that bad, he had to pay ten times more, i.e. 600.000
FB, or a little more than 600.000 drachmas, which meant that the new Olympic
Committee was faced with Ο on the credit side and a debt of 600.000.
I will not dwell on all the other administrative problems. I will simply say that
officials must know everything, since they will be asked to select competitors.
There were sports like the Olympic force, which was described before, of which I
knew absolutely nothing. So when Olympic officials have to proceed to the
selection of competitors in sports that are so little known, they have to ask
experts, i.e. the members of the Federation to help them.
Personal experience -I don't want to be too long - means to be able to run in
the Olympic village, on the training course with the selected athletes. In 1968I
was still sufficiently young to be able to train with them on the track and it was
very enjoyable. Of course, although I was a 100 m sprinter, I kept the pace of a
800 m or 1500 m runner, but I still felt very happy. When I went to the swimming
pool, however, I soon realized that I was becoming a nuisance because I did not
swim fast enough and so I decided to stick to the track.
Another experience: I stayed at the Bel Hôtel together with the President and
the other Secretaries General and one night I received a telephone call asking me
what had happened on Three Cultures Square. There had been serious incidents
and as practically all those who live in Moscow I had no idea of what had
happened. The rest of the world was fully aware of the events, but the people
staying in Moscow, those who were on the spot, in the hotel, in the city or the
village knew nothing.
Of course this is not all there is to the Games. Mexico was a true festival, a
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celebration, filled with intense joy. The whole city took part in the Games. These
were happy Games, Games for the whole of Mexido City, where all felt they
were part of the Olympic show, something which I have not felt anywhere else,
unfortunately not in Munich, certainly not in Montreal and not even in
Moscow. I could go on speaking for quite some time, keeping you away from
your swim. I have many more memories from Munich, Innsbruck, Montreal,
Moscow, but what I simply would like to say in order to conclude is that I have
come to the Academy five times and that my best Olympic memories are my
friendly contacts with the leadership of this Academy and the participants in the
sessions, you yourselves and those who were here before you.
In order to please your Dean I will add a few words about participation in the
commissions. The officials, those who prepare the Olympic Games for four long
years, come to the Games where they still have to organize the participation of
their athletes from an administrative aspect. But there is more to it. There are
the Commissions, the meetings between the IOC's Executive Board and the
members of NOCs. There are also the Commissions of the IOC, the Emblems
Commission on which I have the honour to sit together with Mr. Touny who has
just left us, the Television Commission which is very important since it is there
that the 100.000.000 dollars paid by the TV networks are discussed, and the
Judicial Commission. These Commissions meet before the Games, before the
Session, to present their conclusions after a 4 - year work and communicate
their conclusions to the IOC necessary decisions on the basis of the reports that
are submitted to it. In this way, I have had the opportunity to take part in very
interesting discussions in the Session that is held before the Games.
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Mr. Gnecchi RUSCONE (ITA)
Dear President, Dear Dean, Dear Friends,
I am going to tell you a few of my considerationns on these three occasions, on
which I participated in the different capacities at the Olympic Games. But after
the honesty of John Lucas, I must also confess that I feared to be on the
glamorous participation in the Games as an athlete tin 1948,1 was then... and
my age went as far as the child's for the London Games and I was eliminated. So
I have missed it and after this, the Olympic Games, and I feel this very much. I
have carried this during all my life, Maybe something that has become a sports
official later I have had possibilities of evaluation, but I have very much felt for
my life that I have missed something very important for not being an Olympic
Athlete.
In 1972,1 was, as the Dean has said, the non-shooting captain of the Italian
archery team. Being team captain is a very long and hard struggle. You have to
fight practically against everybody and especially for archery in Italy in 1972, it
was a specially hard fight. Archery had just come back on the Olympic
programme for the first time since 1924. It had been an Olympic Sport for
several Olympiads before but it had dropped out with programme, and just at
Munich it came back on the official programme.
This meant that National Olympic Committees were not familiar with
archery in many cases. This was a very secondary sport.
In Italy particularly, the Italian Archery Association was very young. We had
only been founded 11 years before. We had no success to show, so I had to start.
My first fight was with the Italian Olympic Committee to convince them that
they had to send archers to the Games. I applied, I took promises they couldn't
keep, I did all sorts of things because I wanted to have my archers there. And in
the event the Olympic Committee gave in and allowed me to take two archers to
the Games. So I took three. The third one, I took as a coach or as assistant
coach. But in the paper I had sent to the Organizing Committee, and to the
International Archery Federation as long as the President of the International
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Archery Federation didn't know about it, I put his name down as a participant.
So I put archery on the line to begin with.
The second fight was with the Italian Archery Association on how to select
the archers we're going to send. I wanted full responsibility for this and I asked
the Council to give me the power to select on my own judgement the athletes.
They wanted to have a selection trial. I fought against that. I think that selection
trials are a way for the national officials to avoid the responsibilities of a choice.
I think there is more in choosing a national team athlete, a special Olympic
athlete. There is more to it than just the results of one competition. So I put for
this responsibility more than I was taking a big bet on my shoulders. Had we
failed, it would be my fault. But I was prepared to accept this and eventually the
Council of the National Associations also gave in and allowed me the choice.
Then I had to start the fight with the athletes, not just with the three I took
with me to Moscow. I had many potential Olympic athletes, about a dozen to
begin with. And I had to fight, to start to fight with them in a very long and poor
sports association, like the one we had. We had no other way of competitive
approach to do the training, but persuasion. They were free most of them had
expenses. We could only help them with advice. We could not oblige them to do
anything. And I wanted this fight too because I got to use people, the largest part
of people, to train with the dedication and amount of sacrifice. That is real
amazing, when we talk to people, they only train when they finish they had
finished their normal work out.
The next fight was with their employers. One of our best archers, in fact one
that became twice medallist at Olympic Games was at that time working with a
building contractor, a steel roller. He was not very popular with this contractor
for taking place and mostly in summer season, beginning on Thursday
afternoon because we had to travel to foreign countries for competitions and
being back on Monday afternoon. So, this fight was lost and we had to find him
another job because we had another archer who had a company and who was
prepared to give him a job in his company with permission to train and to go out
for long weekends to compete and prepare.
And then, we went to Munich and we were exposed for the first time to this
tremendous atmosphere of the Olympic Games. It's really unbelievable. I
understand those who say the shock it was to arrive in the Village for the first
time. And in Munich, it was a beautiful village. We had possibly the best Village
in my Olympic collection because it had so many meeting places. Not just the
official meeting places but casual meeting places. It was so designed -I am also
an architect so I am very sensitive to these things - the spaces, the streets of the
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Village, the little squares of the Village were beautiful places for casual meeting.
In Munich, there was of course the tragedy of the Israeli athletes. And we
lived this tragedy from very close. The quarters of the Italian team were just
opposite those of the Israeli team. So, we were just acrosse the street, from our
windows to their window. And our competition started in the last four days of
the Games. So we went to compete after the tragedy. And, our athletes are adult,
mature people. And I felt that I did not have the right to force them to compete if
they didn't want to after this tragedy. So we discussed this in length and we felt
that we had to compete. We felt that we ought to keep the Olympic Games
correct. And we felt that it was important because of this tragic event that the
Olympic Games could go on. And I told you before how I acted as International
President of the proposal of boycotting the Moscow Games. And perhaps I
reacted in this way and I was so sure that I didn't hesitate to oppose to the
boycott because I've had the experience of the tragedy of Munich. And I knew
that we had to go on whatever happens. The Olympic Games and the Olympic
Movement had to be open to everybody.
In Montreal, I went in a different capacity, as a member of the Jury of Appeal.
Archery is a sport with very little protest and litigation. It's fundamentally
because the rules are so good or because of the sportsmen with very little need
for judges and very little need of appeal. So I had a very easy life and I have not
much to tell you on this. But, I want to tell you because as the problem of
relationship the media and the expectations that the media create were so nicely
put by Susan before. I would like to tell you a little episode in relation again with
the Italian team: we had two participants then; the IOC had reduced the number
of athletes from 3 to 2. On that occasion, I am glad to say that we are better off
now thanks to Dr. Csanadi. Our two athletes had been training very hard, we
are no longer the poor pilgrims that we were in Munich, we had some chances.
These two athletes, the one had set a world record a few months before the
Games. He was considered by everyone as the best member of the team, the
number one of the team. As it happens, at the end of the Montreal archery
tournament, it was the other one who had won a medal. The first one was tenth,
which was a very good place in considering that we had over a hundred
participants.
The Italian press has never given much space to Archery.In fact it used to be
on the page of the births or the used car sales rather than on the spors page, as a
curiosity. But the conquering of a medal in the Olympic Games attracted all
these reporters to... where the archery field was.
But the question to our two archers, who were believed to be together became
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soon very nasty. It is such as asking the man who had set a world record, how
come that you are the first one in the team and you are beaten by number two.
And he answered in our team there is never a number one and a number two.
Then he asked the other one: You must be glad now that you have at last beaten
your opponent who was only before you. And he replied, I have been luckier on
this competition, he is a better archer than I am. I told you this because these two
are real opponents fighting hard against each other. But in the Olympic
atmosphere, they responded in this mutual way. This is Olympism.
In Moscow, I had two capacities. Originally, I just had to be there as a
President of the International Federation, as a VIP. One of the technical
delegates for archery belonged to a country whose Olympic Committee decided
to boycott the Games, so he could not come. So I had to stand in his place.
Incidentally, I want to tell you that the other technical delegate also belonged to
a country, whose Olympic Committee decided not to attend the Games. But he
came and he had to face very unpleasant consequences at home. There was a
proposal of expulsion by his National Sports Confederation, and this he is still
fighting. But he thought he has done his duty whatever the consequences, to
serve the Olympic Games and to serve as an international official and that in any
case he felt not to be covered by the boycott decision. I have proposed him for
the Medal of the Olympic Order because of this behaviour and of course because
of the way his long services to international archery.
Being a technical delegate, means to be the watchdog of the Organizing
Committee to make sure that all the installations and all the equipment are
absolutely perfect, of the best possible quality and making the best possible
competition. This was not difficult because the Organising Committee of
Moscow was extremely cooperative and there was no request and I hope they
did make only reasonable requests. But there was no request that was not met,
however difficult, however hard people had to work to correct things. There
was a last minute problem of drainage on the field. They worked very hard the
day before our competition. And there was some possible fields which were
damp. So in one night, they made the works, put gravy in, and they were even
ready to bring the army helicopters to use as fan to dry the surface, had that
not been sufficient.
So as a technical delegate, I had many difficulties. As a President, I had many
difficulties either. It was very easy which allows to be on every demand and have
all sorts of facilities, to have a car driven, to have an interpreter, to solve the
language problems. You become more and more detached from the athletes, if
you don't care for. The use of contacts makes the Games great. It is not nice to
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be an important spectator, it is much nicer to be one of the Games, to be really
one of the participants. So really, this will come when all of you, with age, will
become very important sports officials and in their own country and
internationally. Don't forget to keep in touch with the athletes. Thank you.

Professor John Powell (Canada) chairs the meeting of group secretaries who are
preparing the general conclusions of the discussions on the different subjects.
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Mr. Harro BODE (GER)
To the President of the I.O.A. To
the Dean of the I.O.A. Dear
Friends!
Together with my friend Frank Hübner I won the gold medal in sailing in the
class of 470 at the Montreal Games in 1976. The 470 is sailed by two persons, it is
a fast and light boat and can capsize easily.
As guest of this 21st Session of the I.O.A. I was asked to present a statement
on our participation and experience in the Olympic Games. Therefore the
following speech is a very peronal report summarising my experience during
and after the Games and some conclusions I have drawn since then.
First of all I assure you that it was a fantastic and unique experience to
participate in the Olympics, I can divide my personal Olympic adventure into
four stages.
First the qualification stage. In sailing there are 6 classes of boats and each
nation can only enter one boat in each class. In Germany the standards of sailing
are traditionally high and the 24 qualification races take one exhausting year.
Therefore, the first deep joy and satisfaction of the Olympic Games were simply
qualifying for them.
The second stage was the participation itself. It is true that already only taking
part in the Olympics makes you feel good. Being not a spectator but an actor in
the opening ceremony, marching into the stadium of Montreal, these are
memories I will treasure. As a sailor you are
not used to much public attention.
And suddenly you are inside of a stadium together with hundreds of athletes of
many different nations and thousands of people standing on their seats,
shouting, cheering and singing. And suddenly the following happened. The
music played very loud and instead of marching into it the athletes from an
African country started to dance into the stadium. They did it in their loose, very
own and typical way. I and the people standing next to me could see this very
well and we felt that it stressed the happy and joyful aspect of the Olympics. It
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was totally irrational but at this moment we got the feeling of belonging to a
worldwide family of athletes. There were no burdens of stress or competition, it
was pure fun. I wanted to embrace the world. At this moment I experienced
closest what I associate with Olympic ideals and Olympic spirit. I will come back
to that later on.
The third stage of my Olympic experience was winning the gold medal. In
sailing the medals are presented two days after the last regatta of the seventh day
of racing. At the moment of victory I felt an overwhelming gratitude and
unbelievable thrill. Receiving the gold medal 2 days later that ecstasy had
subsided into a calmer feeling of satisfaction and relief, too.
Within the fourth stage my friend Frank and I had to leave to face the
consequences of being Olympic winners. I would like to state that this is almost
as hard as becoming an Olympic winner. There is an enormous gap betwen what
a lot of people expect you to be and what you are. Therefore, one's standards are
easily confused. This stage may last quite long and it is difficult to overcome.
Suddenly we also had to learn how to deal with the mass media. In the normal
daily life of sailing - and I include European and World Championships - the
contact with the mass media is quite rare. This, of course changed immediately
after winning the Olympics. The following story was part of it:
The first time we appeared for an interview on the German TV screen, we
were not only totally unprepared but we had had quite a lot of drinks. It was two
hours after the last race and somehow the champagne had already cycled several
times. But I am sure that this first time we satisfied the expectations of the
spectators by 150%: We had sparkling eyes and looked perfectly happy.
Handling the situation after winning the Olympics, finding a way to react to
the changes occuring in our environmental and also to our own expectations,
setting new goals for ourselves, all these things were very difficult to handle and
we were not at all prepared for them. From what I have seen I believe it should
be a task of each NOC to help their athletes in this respect if there is need for it.
Before I continue please let me stress that taking part in the Olympics as a
sailor and winning them was an absolutely precious and outstanding adventure
for me and I am very grateful for it.
As a link between my personal experience and this 21st Session of the I.O.A. I
will try to add a few remarks in connection to what we have heard and seen here
during the last couple of days. We have heard a lot about the high spirit and the
high ideals of Olympism.
If I am asked how much I personally experienced these abstract values during
the Games I will tell you: Besides the opening cermony almost not at all. I want
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to add that I found out that I am more a typical case rather than an exception. I
am not saying that these abstract values do not exist. What I am saying is that an
athlete coming to the Olympics is highly concentrated and pretty nervous.
During the two weeks of the Games he is normally not very sensitive to the
values and the ideology of Olympism. Before his competition starts his mind
and senses are very much absorbed by the preparations for his competition
event. And believe me, even after the contest is over it is hard to relax in a way
which allows you to be caught by the Olympic spirit.
I won't say that during the Games the athletes are not inspired by something
special. That would not be true. The Olympics promote a very high level of
competition, they occur only every four years and they give public glory to the
winners which exceeds even the title of a world champion. This creates a special
atmosphere. But it is naive to believe that the athlete is full of the often quoted
ideals of Olympism or even knows much about the ideology of Olympism. He is
mainly ambitious and he wants to be as succesful as possible. In yachting it is a
legitimate right of each sailor to solve problems which arose during the race
about the right of way by protesting against the other involved competitors
afterwards. But this is the very last measure to take and then one of the two
boats normally gets disqualified by the protest committee. I have never seen as
many protests in sailing races as during the Olympics. These protests were
normally not made by the sailors but by some official helpers or coaches. This is
very unusual in sailing. Therefore, I doubt whether fairness reaches its highest
performance in sports during the Olympics. I guess this can be transferred to
most of the other Olympic disciplines.
I also doubt whether the Olympic Games help to promote humility and
modesty. I have seen the official movie from the Moscow Games on Thursday
night. What I saw was fascinating, but it was gigantic, it was one of the greatest
shows ever produced but it did not have too much to do with the Olympic ideals.
And, by the way, what I missed in this movie were some pictures showing
competing athletes.
I mention all this to show that there is a large gap between the postulates
within Olympism and the reality of the Olympic Games with all its commerce
show and superlatives.
I know very well that there is no general solution about how to close this gap
and how to make reality and ideology match better. I believe that this problem
exists with almost every ideology and not only with the Olympic one. In spite of
my critical remarks I strongly appreciate the modern Olympic Games. I believe
they have a great positive impact on mankind and this justifies in my eyes the tol
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eration of some bad side effects. But it does not mean that we should not fight
against them.
What I want is to inspire you and to push you a little bit to discuss the four
problems Prof. Nissiotis has talked about in his excellent paper:
a) the gigantic growth and the excessive glory of the Olympic Games;
b) the rule 26 which deals with amateurism;
c) the nationalistic propaganda and the problem of boycott;
d) the complex problem of doping; and
e) I would like to add: how true are the Olympic Games to their ideal.
I thank you very much for your attention.
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Kate OLSEN (DAN)
Today I have heard so many things from people who have been participating
in the Olympic Games, and it has really been interesting to listen to. I myself
participated in the Olympic Games in Munich 1972 and Montreal 1976.
In Munich I arrived only a few days before I should compete in single kayak
500 m. That means I wasn't involved in the things that were going on in the
Olympic City, the atmosphere etc. But after all it was a great experience to see
and talk to the people from all over the world.
In Montreal I was lucky to take part in the opening ceremony. It was really
great! I haven't had special feeling ever since! So many people, the applause
from the spectators and everybody felt so close.
I can tell about kayak I was competing in. It was on still water and the
distance 500 m spring, and the time for that is only 2,00 minutes for women. The
men are paddling eonger distance, and there are two kayak (K.II) - four kayak
(K.VI). I train most of the time together with a Swedish girl friend, and that is
fine with a connexion to people from ano ther country.
I have been training very hard because it is hard to be an Olympist, and it took
many years, but I have had a great time, travelling most of the world, and I have
got many friends. Training 2 times every day in the summer and 1 time in the
winter means you have to enjoy the things you are doing. I decided to train and
try to go to Montreal, and I succeeded and was able to see and enjoy the fantastic
game.
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Ion MATEI (ROM)
The open and lively spirit which marks these discussions has invited many
participants to take the floor and I feel very honoured to be addressing such an
audience.
I don't want to speak about myself and my experience as a sportsman and
specialist of winter sports but of the influence that great Olympic champions
can have over society.
I have been lucky because I have known personally two great sportsmen, the
Rumanian discus thrower, Lia Manoliu, and the Italian bobsleigh driver,
Eugenio Monti, both Olympic victors and winners of the prestigious "Fairplay
Trophy". Although it is probably risky to try and draw their portrait here I
will try to present some of their distinctive features.
Lia Manoliu has taken part in 6 Olympic Games and has won a gold medal
in Mexico and a bronze medal in Tokyo and Rome. Before the Mexico Games
she made the following admissions: "At the age of 36 I am making my fifth
attempt at Olympic participation. Is this courage, or inconsistency? Since for
me, every time, the Olympic Games have been a rebirth from my own ashes, I
am offering myself to the regenerating Olympic fire..."
Mexico was a 3-hour marathon. It was a marathon for the nerves mainly
because injured at the elbow, Lia had to concentrate for a single throw. "I was
not competing against anyone, she said, I had to fight against myself, against
my fear and my handicap". With one single throw, Lia won a new Olympic
record and an Olympic victory.
When she was awarded the "Fairplay Trophy", Jean Borotra, the President
of the International Fairplay Committee said: "In the case of Lia Manoliu the
Committee wanted to pay tribute to an athlete whose loyalty and generous
sporting spirit have been unanimously proclaimed".
For the world of winter sport, Eugenio Monti is a legendary figure. He is the
live image of the sporting spirit. Generous, ready to help the others, sincere
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and fair, he has the nobleness of great thampions whose memory will live on
forever.
I remember the Olympic Games of Innsbruck in 1964, when Eugenio Monti
was the great favourite of bobsleigh competitions. From his list of prizes the
only thing that was missing was precisely the Olympic medal. After three
descents in the two-man bob, the difference in the times of Monti and the
Englishman Tony Nash was insignificant. The fourth run was decisive and
then Monti made the magnificent gesture of renouncing his own victory in
favour of his opponent.
Confronted with difficulties before the last run, Tony Nash and Robin
Dickson saw their hopes vanishing after a breakdown of their bobsleigh. The
Italian was now certain of winning but he did not accept such a victory. He
offered to the British the necessary spare parts from his own bobsleigh so that
they could be there at the starting line and win the gold medal.
This is what Monti stated at the end of his sporting career: "Bobsleigh has
been for me a passion, a form of entertainment, an achievement, joy,
friendship, loyalty, teaching, popularity and it has given me the maximum that
a man and a champion can wish for: national, international and Olympic
awards and the "Fairplay" prize. I wish to all those who descend the icy tracks
to feel emotions similar to mine, to know the exhilaration of speed and victory
and, in a special way, to realize how and to what extent sport can make you
better".
Now I will tell you a history rich in meaning which happened during the last
Winter Games. One year before the Games, the recently built bobsleigh track
had been the scene of a true "corrida", many crews had been overthrown,
including the crew driven by the Swede Erikson. I went to see him at the
hospital. His arm was in a plaster cast and very few people believed that he
would be able to compete. But they had reckoned without his willpower. He
was in position at the start of the race; it was his sixth Olympic participation
and he wanted his departure from sport to be crowned with success.
After three descents in the 4-man bob he was in the sixth position and the
last run gave him strong chances of moving up to the first places. The fourth
descent started. The speaker was commenting from time to time, emphasizing
the beautiful progress of the Swede. It was evident that Erikson's dream was
about to come true. But alas, an instant of inattention before the famous
"zigzag" was enough to overthrow his bobsleigh. As by a miracle he managed
to put it back on the track and continue the race. The astounded spectators
recovered their enthusiasm only when it was announced that he had crossed
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the finish line. But unfortunately the crew member who was responsible for
braking had remained on the track after the overthrow of the vehicle. The
public was not aware that the regulations disqualified the teams that did not
cross the finish line in their initial composition.
Erikson had got out of the bobsleigh still under the impact of the fall,
without realizing what had happened. He had embraced his team mates,
deeply moved, his eyes searching for the third man. He immediately knew that
he had remained on the track. He instinctively looked at the scoring board; his
time had been a very good one. Then, head bent, he began to caress the hood
of the bobsleigh just as one strokes the mane of a thoroughbred after the race.
His was not the attitude of defeat. It was rather a moment of truth he was
living with dignity, perhaps saying to himself: it is nothing, we will go on.
They say that victory always smiles to those who know how to wait. Will it
smile on Erikson? In any case, with his participation in six editions of the
Olympic Games, Erikson has proved his high sporting and moral attitude
which is finally a manifestation of the Olympic spirit that drives true
sportsmen. Olympic competitions always give us striking examples of deep
humaneness. And this is a good thing because it is only through the living
example of great athletes that the Olympic spirit will prevail through the
centuries.
I wanted to speak a little about our responsibility, the responsibility of all
those who are concerned with the education of the new generation. We know
that major performances today are only open to those who can prepare
intensively. This involves long hours of training, persistent efforts and
abnegation for many, many years. We should therefore be aware of the great
responsibility we are assuming towards the future citizens of society and never
forget that we must prepare the young for life, for society cultivate and
positively influence their mind.
If we follow this course, the idea of "harmoniously developed human
beings" will not remain a dream, but become a reality. And it is only then that
sport will become a cultural acvtivity and not remain simply a form of play.
The Olympic Games of 1980 (Lake Placid for the Winter Games and
Moscow for the Summer Games) were a major success for the Olympic
Movement. If I wanted to define these Games I would say that over and above
the beauty of top level athletic competition and remarkable sporting
performances, Olympism drew strength form them in spite of the difficulties
encountered by offering us the certainty of a spiritual force that can fully
contribute to the education of modern citizens. The Olympic Movement has
abundant ressources to overcome any obstacle.
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I always vividly recall the ice sculpture which was born under our eyes in the
Olympic Village at Lake Placid and represented the "Northern Wind": the
huge head of a venerable soft-eyed patriarche who was smoking his pipe in
silence, inspiring peace and understanding It was if you wish the symbol of the
spirit that prevailed among participants, the new breath that should animate
the Olympic Movement.
Finally, let me recall a funny story which happened during the Lake Placid
Games. When we arrived at the Olympic Village, among the other formalities
we had to submit to an inspection of our luggage by a dog, which was looking
for any hidden arms! The skaters had already reported the presence of a gun in
their suitcases for the start of the race. I had thought that the check would be
abandoned, but it was reckoning without the dog's highly developed sense of
professionalism!
And now let me ask: When will we finally have Olympic Games without
police and armed protection? Only if we can safeguard their purity. The most
magnificent example is provided by this Academy. Its activities are a beautiful
opportunity for getting to know one another better, more cooperation and
unity. A true Olympic atmosphere that generates hope and confidence in the
future. A model for everyone. I congratulate and thank you all.
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Margitta GUMMEL (GDR)
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, dear friends,
It is a great honour for us to take part as guests in the significant celebrations
on the occasion of the International Olympic Academy's XXth anniversary. We
Would like to express our gratitude for having been invited and we assure you
that we have come to Olympia with pleasure. Every four years the Olympic
flame is carried thousands of miles from here through a great number of
countries up to the very site where the Olympic Games are being staged and
where the youth of the world is meeting for peaceful competitions.
We, in the German Democratic Republic, take a lively interest in the Olympic
events, in the preservation and dissemination of the Olympic idea, particularly
in their humanitarian substance concerning peace, friendship and mutual
understanding. Since the recognition of the National Olympic Committee of the
GDR by the International Olympic Committee we have made our contribution
for the development of the Olympic family and for the consolidation of
friendship with all the peace-loving sportsmen of the world. In my country
questions and problems are discussed that are related with the presence and
future of the Olympic movement. You will understand that Olympic Games are
very much at my heart being a former Olympian myself and a personal member
of our National Olympic Commitee.
I was fortunate enough to take part in Olympic Games three times and know
from my own experience their particular fascination. Olympic Games are
closely connected with my personal memories that belong to the most beautiful
ones in my life and that have a lasting effect on my whole life. I have also felt
myself the great power linking the peoples and being unique to the Olympic
Games. I am firmly convinced that the struggle for understanding and peace
uniting millions of people today irrespective of their political credo is getting an
effective support by the Olympic movement.
In addition to these reflections I have great confidence that sport can
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contribute to make the dream relity, the dream of mankind thousands of years
old that peoples live together peacefully.
Allow me, please, to make two remarks from my own experience on
Olympism and its contribution to understanding and peace among the peoples.
My first remark: modern Olympism is undoubtedly attached with the name of
Pierre de Coubertin.
It was he who presented the idea of the unity between the Olympic movement,
mutual understanding and respect and its possible contribution to peace. What
high esteem is required by his words which he wrote down at the threshold of the
XXth century: "It seems to be naive" Coubertin said "to expect the peoples to
love each other. It is, however, no Utopia to call upon them to respect each
other".
The Olympic movement has seen a quantitative and qualitative growth
during the last twenty five years, in particular. We think that this fact is related
to Rule No. 1 of the Olympic Charter which the Olympic movement feels bound
to. It reads: "... to educate young people through sport in a spirit of better
understanding between each other and of friendship, thereby helping to build a
better and more peaceful world". The 1980 Moscow Olympic Games have
essentially supported these aims. This was the reason why the Olympic
movement could emerge stronger than before despite a more complicated
international situation. And the discussion on the relationship between the
Olympic movement, international sport and peace has gained a fresh impetus in
a way which never has been the case probably during the history of the modern
Olympic Games.
International sports competitions objectively represent one way of peaceful
competition. They express the endeavours of millions of people to live together
peacefully The meetings taking place betwen athletes from various countries
during Olympic competitions contribute to undrestanding, to become
acquainted and thus helping to develop confidence which finally also serves the
preservation of peace. In my opinion an Olympic movement spreading all over
the world has developed based on modern Olympism. This movement is striving
for the same lofty aims as all the people with good will are standing up for peace,
democracy, national independence and friendship among the peoples.
I am sure that all the athletes of my socialist country are part of this
movement. In a time in which we all are so obviously facing the alternative
either to live on peacefully or to become extinct in a nuclear inferno, the
Olympic movement is capable of making a tremendous contribution to this
precious work of peace. And, of course, the Olympic movement can only further
and prosper in peace, I believe.
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The Olympic Games have been successfully continued despite many obstacles
and offences against their humanitarian essence. Living in the IXth decade of
the Games' history we can state that they have given and give us brilliant
festivals, festivals that move and inspire our world, especially as they serve the
understanding among the peoples.
Making a second and final remark I would like to draw your attention to
attempts presently bringing the Games into serious dangers and trying to
deprive the Games of their humanitarian essence. I feel particularly concerned
about the Olympic ceremonies which are part and parcel of the Olympic Games
and of the Olympic Charter since 1908.
We, the athletes, do not come from a "terra incognita", but represent our
countries, Whenever the national anthem is being played and the national flag
hoisted it is not only the athlete who is honoured for his or her performance, but
his country, too. Thus, also those are appreciated by the victory ceremony who
helped to prepare these performances with their experience, their know-how
and their support.
In this connection I would like to remind you of the words of Mr. Samaranch,
our highly esteemed President of the International Olympic Committee,
expressed at the Xth Olympic Congress at Varna when he spoke on the Olympic
protocol. He said: "I don't think it is either desirable or advisable to stop the
winning athlete thinking of his fatherland, to which he often owe his victory.
The victory ceremony....represents a climax of remarkable strength and
intensity in the life of an athlete". (Unquote). Mr. Samaranch therefore
recommended to stick to the Olympic protocol and suggested in addition to
invite the president of the National Olympic Committee concerned to take part
in the victory ceremony thus honouring the efforts of these National Olympic
Committees, too.
I would like to emphasize that I fully agree with this point of view of our
President of the International Olympic Committee.
There is still another problem that should not be neglected concerning the
intention to change the rules of the IOC covering the eligibility of athletes. We
are inspired with concern because, if this happens, the Olympic movement will
be deprived of its humanitarian essence and endangered in its actual
understanding.
In this connection the forthcoming Xlth Olympic Congress at Baden-Baden
will be of particular importance. Being the highest forum of forming opinions
on the presence and future of the Olympic movement it can contribute to find
constructive solutions and to work towards the further existence of the Olympic
movement and the Olympic Games.
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I believe that the International Olympic Academy will provide essential ideas
and activities within the Olympic movement for its further development. I wish
much success for its further responsible work. We are ready to accept your good
ideas in our work when we spread the humanitarian essence of the Olympic
movement throughout our country.
Thank you for your attention.

A football meet between mixed teams is watched by the other participants seated on the
green grass of the IOA's sports grounds.
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Colin MOYNIHAN (GBR)

Thank you very much for your kind remarks Mr. Chairman and for extending
to me the great honour and privilege of addressing this Session of the
International Olympic Academy. I recognise that my time is limited but I hope
that I will be able to draw on my experience at the Olympic Games, and, from
that standpoint, throw a different light on some of the points of discussion
which have arisen in the last few days. ·
Take away the chairs, the tables and the lectures, vastly multiply the number
of people here, and tension, the back-up teams and the seemingly endless
competition without in any way affecting the type of relationships which you are
forming amongst yourselves so quickly and readily, and you have the Olympic
Village.
It is because of this atmosphere of Fraternity and togetherness with all of us in
one place that I was very concerned to hear yesterday, about the proposal to
divide the participants in Los Angeles into two, or three villages not to mention
the inevitable exclusion of the oarsmen and yachtsmen to get a further village at
a more distant destination. Having heard with great satisfaction and interest the
attempts of the discussion groups yesterday evening to define Olympism, I am
amazed that the organisers of the Games can create a number of small villages,
when we here all agree that Olympism is about a "global village",
understanding and fellowship and, in the words of our President this morning, a
coming together of nationalities, languages, cultures and habits, in one place.
Sub-dividing this global village into two or three different communities loses
that fellowship and is the first step along the slippery slope towards the decentralization of the Games. Unless you bring all the sportsmen together, which
is fundamental to Olympism, then the Olympic spirit goes out of the window
and all that distinguishes the Olympic Games from World Championships are
the kudos of the Olympic medal and knowledge that the competition is the
greatest in the world.
Due to a unique combination of factors Moscow achieved the full spirit of
Olympism within the village.
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Everything you have heard about the quite superb facilities is true. The restrooms, with psychedelic lighting, undulating floors and musical orbits, offering
the athlete the opportunity to relax and listen to any record of his choice in ideal
surroundings, the three cinemas, the huge auditorium, the innumerable rooms
for all different religions and the opening ceremony which, with a space mission
orbiting over mount Olympus and sending live pictures to the Games, surely
cannot be surpassed. But what I have to say to you about all this is that however
much money is spent on the Games, however great a propaganda exercise it is,
however glamorous or spectacular it may be, all these are secondary to
Olympism. The relationships you form in this room and the understanding of
different cultures and ways of life, coupled through the international language
of sport, are much more important than the ceremonies that you have had at the
beginning of the week, however moving and emotional they may be and of
course they are.
For it is these relationships which the Olympic Movement allows us to form.
To come to the propaganda and politics of the Games, it does not matter if you
bring everyone under the Olympic flag, remove the crowds and expensive
ceremony, and reduce the size of the opening ceremonies. As far as the latter are
concerned, there are few world athletes who at today's level of competition wish
to spend five or six hours on the day before their first race and the culmination of
years of training, having their energy sapped by the heat and tiredness which is
inevitably associated with hours at the centre of a major opening ceremony. Of
course the ceremonies are a moving and marvellous experience but they are only
"icing on the cake". What is really important for Olympism are the
relationships formed in the village and taken back to the respective countries.
The understanding which results from close competition. So let us put these
principles at the centre of the future of the Games and, if necessary, let us all
walk under the Olympic flag, hear only the Olympic anthem and return to the
true Greek ideal of all men competing equally, stripped of everything but their
ability, and respect for each other.
At the present, every four years we see another nation attempting to make
their Games the greatest ever. The athletes become less important and by
turning the Games into a major propaganda exercise, newspapers the world
around become the foreground for international tensions, raterh than reporting
the real ideals, the fellowship of the Games.
Of course, it is so easy to make sport the first political tool. Sportsmen have
little to no political muscle-power in themselves. How much easier it is to tell
sportsmen they must not compete than to stop trade. How hypocritical of
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governments to apply pressure on athletes not to compete when their parents
and friends are buying tickets for weekend holidays in Leningrad. We must fight
against the politics and, if that means stripping the Games of propaganda,
national anthems, massive coverage and ceremonies which have gone far
beyond their original intention of welcoming the athletes, then I would urge the
International Olympic Committee to look at new and decisive ways of ensuring
the future of the Games and of learning from experience that the present format
is unacceptable. After all, surely they must realise that all it needs from the
eastern block to withdraw en masse from the Games in '84, is a move by
President Reagan to support a central Americal or Caribbean state, for instance
in the name of freedom, which could be interpreted by them as invasion.
A permanent site must therefore be at the top of the agenda for the BadenBaden Conference. I know the IOC and NOC are looking at this, but I fear that
the commitment at the moment is just not there to look seriously at the
possibility of, for instance, accepting the invitation of the Greek President
Caramanlis. With this commitment to a site, (which at present is so lacking), the
possibility of a Vatican-type state within a state, must surely provide an answer.
I do not for one minute under estimate the enormous difficulties that this
would pose. However, primus inter pares, it would provide the Olympic
Movement with the opportunity to rid itself of the excesses of the Games and
recognise that the competition and fellowship which arises from the coming
together of so many athletes speaking the international language of Olympism
and expressed through the ultimate objective of excellence in sport, are
fundamentally important so let us return to fundamentals.
So let those who gather in Baden-Baden recognise that the instinctive ability
on the rostrum for an athlete to congratulate the victor as a fellow-sportsman, is
far more important than the colour of the flag flying over his head. Money
dictates you will never see another Moscow, so let those in Baden-Baden grab
this opportunity to create a water-shed in the history of the Modern Games
whilst they can.
I would happily return my medal tomorrow if I could help ensure that our
children would have the opportunity to convpete and feel the values of the
Olympic Sport and the ability of sport to transcend all international boundaries
at the Games, rather than allow them to disintegrate into endless political strife.
Here at the International Olympic Academy one recommendation I would
make to the quite superb organisation and session which we are having, is to
increase the participation amongst the students. How marvellous it would be to
see debates amongst the students adding to the discussion group work and being
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the first and foremost method of learning from each other throughout this
fortnight. For it is the coming together of ideas and meeting the challenges
which we all offer each other that is so fundamental to Olympism.
Before, I conclude, I would just like to take a final opportunity to pick up one
point that arose during yesterday's lectures. In the context of the debate on
professionalism, please, no tennis at the Games. Bringing tennis into the Games
will once again compound the problems of professionalism and amateurism and
be a second "football", a sport which is totally out of place at the Games
because, inevitably it cannot live up to the Olympic sporting ideal of being the
ultimate in international competition. How can it be the ultimate in competition
if anyone of the age of 13,14,or 15 who is good at tennis, is already preparing for
considerable financial reward at Wimbledon, as we saw last week? If tennis,
then why not motor-racing, golf, or cricket? If the criterion is world-wide
interest, then surely these three stand above synchronised swimming. Please
don't overlook this key corner-stone of the Olympic Games, namely the
ultimate in international competition.
Ladies and Gentlemen, i can only conclude by offering my warmest thanks.
To you Mr. President for everything you have done to make our stay here so
enjoyable and informative. To you Mr. Chairman for handling these sessions so
well and with such thoughtfulness. To you fellow speakers and honoured guests,
to the organisers of the Games, for giving me the greatest opportunity of my
sporting and personal experience, but most of all to all of you who have, in your
own way fallen under the Olympic spell - making new friends so fast, learning,
seeing and I hope most important of all, contributing. The future of the Games
is in your hands, so be idealistic. Go out and challenge any established views
about the Games to which you do not hold, for, after all, if you take the average
age of the competitors and the average age of the administrators, it won't be
until the year 2010 and 2020 that we see you on the international committees.
Ladies and Gentlemen, Friends, thank you very much.
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GROUP DISCUSSIONS
This year, group discussions among participants were extremely interesting;
six groups had been set up and in this way, because the number of participants in
each group was limited all had the opportunity to present their views, opinions
and ideas. For this reason, as far as the Session of 1981 is concerned, in addition
to the general conclusions as they arise from the final discussion among group
leaders, the thoughts and views of all groups on the three topics for discussion
will also be presented. The contribution of Olympic winners to these discussions
should be particularly emphasized.

A mixed group of participants discusses the different subjects and prepares the
conclusions which will be sumbitted to the plenary.
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DISCUSSION TOPIC 1
REPORT OF GROUP 1
As I expect many found the concept of Olympism is a difficult one to express
your feelings and this is made even more difficult when one is speaking in a
foreign language. Therefore, at first, our group had difficulty in beginning to
define Olympism and identify principles and values associated with it. The
group was aware that the classical interpretation of Olympism involved a
striving for mental, physical and spiritual perfection, with sport as the major
vehicle for such betterment, However, our efforts were aimed at discussing
meanings, principles and values in a modern context and we therefore used the
limited statements of Olympic principles and ideals contained in the Olympic
charter as our starting point.
The first of these was the question of physical prowess and the pursuit of
excellence and if this was an essential part of Olympism. As one American friend
suggested, if you go down to down town Olympia, the study of works of classical
art illustrated that physical prowess has always been a vital part of Olympism.
And in the modern Olympic Games this would certainly seem to be the case.
Athletes are in pursuit of excellence in their field of sport and surely medals are
awarded in the recognition of physical prowess and sporting excellence. It was
felt that this was an admirable aspect of Olympism if to be as good as possible is
an end in itself. In this context, it would seem that physical ability is inseparable
from Olympism.
However, this gave rise to some concern. It was suggested that with greater
pressures on the athlete to do well, through personal attitudes, those of the press
and the pride of the country at stake, a "win at all costs" attitude may be
creeping into the games. For some sections, Going for Gold Fever may be the
order of the day. This, it was felt, can be destructive to the cause of Olympism
and one cannot forget de Coubertin's belief that to take part is more important
than to win.
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The feeling therefore arose that perhaps too much stress may be placed on
physical prowess. The actual need to win, which it may encourage, is a
contradiction to Olympism...that should be recognised and attempts made to
overcome the problem.
Furthermore it was suggested that Olympism is not just for the elite in sport
but a far greater audience. The Olympic Games only serve the thousands. What
about the hundreds of thousand of others in the world. The individual with
limited physical skills can and ought to be encouraged to take part in Olympic
experiences.
This being so, consideration was then made of what qualities we felt can be
promoted for all in a sporting context for which Olympism strives. Fairness,
consideration for others, unselfishness, co-operation and friendliness were
some of the moral qualities suggested although these were not discussed in
detail.
In terms of the IOC's principle number one that Olympism seeks to promote
peace and goodwill, the members of the group indicated the difficulties of
applying this aspect in the heat of competitive sport, particularly in the Olympic
Games and other prestigious events. However, the feeling still existed that
Olympism does and should pursue these principles which can be achieved
within individual, national and international relationships at all levels of
participation.
Finally, having stated here that Olympism should reach everyone, it was
noted that education may provide the basis by which this can be achieved and
that there should be opportunities for a continued education in Olympic
meanings from youth to old age so as to give an understanding to all which
might then be practically implemented. We intended to discuss other principles
and values and possible methods of achieving them. However, the heat, the time
and the enticing sound of the swimming pool made this impossible!!
DAVID TELLING

REPORT OF GROUP 2
What does Olympism mean to me? Perhaps it is my personal philosophy of
principles and values incorporating the best in my nature, aspirations and
abilities to produce results.
What is a principle; A fundamental idea, a philosophical position, a basic
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concept, a foundation side of a principle, an attitude which can be felt, a term
wich needs qualification.
And so to the principles and values of Olympism, based on the
aforementioned definitions suggested here by group 2. All too soon during our
discussions we found ourselves floundering in philosophy and in need of
concrete information on which to base our deliberations. So we turned to the
four principles of the Olympic Charter which brought forth various points.
De Coubertin's purpose in reviving the games was to promote better world
physical health and international understanding through the brotherhood of
man, using sport as a vehicle for meeting the needs of man to play.
If we discuss current issues for example the boycott, which directly influenced
the purpose of the games as stated by Coubertin, can we more realistically derive
some solid principles and values of Olympism for consideration?
Taking this idea, with invaluable assistance from the experiences of Mr. Bode,
an Olympic Gold Medallist, brought forth numerous remarks and suggestions
which we gradually saw to be principles and values of Olympism.
The suggestion of changing the word Olympism to "fairness" gave a much
greater understanding leading to more contributions for discussion. So then,
certain NOCs will not, or cannot go against Governmental policies on
international participation while others can afford to make their own decisions.
Even though Olympic standards must be achieved, the varied processes of
selection can determine which sportsmen will be allowed to participate, fully
aware of the fact that some athletes would like to take part but are restricted by
their own and existing limitations.
The instant world-wide communication links ask for immediate analysis of
situations which could sometimes preclude and evade the truth. Does everyone
have the desire to win and do his or her best? Perhaps it will not matter what
Olympism is at that time, but reflection afterwards will lead to changing of
values.
We have here 4 important principles participation, independence, morality
and selection.
We suggested earlier that a value could be defined as "the positive side of a
principle". The importance of chosing to give of your best not only to win can be
seen in terms of being able to be fair to live with defeat or failure, to continue
competing and training, and to uphold the responsibilities to coach, club or
country and to oneself. Fully aware that attitudes may indeed change positively
or negatively before or after competition, some athletes are influenced by the
fact that they must have the attitude to win at all costs while there are others who
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feel they should owe allegiance to sponsors, supporters etc. The evolving of
positive change in attitude leads to enjoyment, friendship and a wider scope of
the understanding of fairness in acceptance of rules and value judgements,
despite a defeat.
Perhaps it depends on one's personal philosophy of Olympism, but despite
the passage of time Coubertin's ideals still hold true today. If the athlete gives
his best in everything - training, competing and interacting with others, and
regardless of the result is a sportsman, then that person has lived Olympism.

REPORT OF GROUP 3
"What does Olympism mean to you?"
At the first meeting every participant spoke, giving his or her opinion about
the topic. There were 25 representatives of 24 countries.
At the second meeting there was a general agreement that Olympism is
composed of 2 parts.
I its philosophy.
II its practical application in the Olympic Games.
I. Philosophy:
The group did not reach a consensus on the scope of the philosophy of
Olympism, but the following ideas were suggested.
Olympism is an emotion of brotherhood & friendship,
an attitude to life,
an ideal form of behavior,
a concept encompassing all principles contributing to
the betterment of mankind,
a universal social movement,
an autonomous international institution,
a political movement in its own right.
Some felt that Olympism is only evident in the field of sport; others thought
that Olympism in sport serves as a model of a type of behavior which could
occur in other walks of life, including, for example, the field of commerce.
The level of sport was not regarded as very important, as Olympism could
exist at a beginners' level as well as at the expert level of the Games. But
participation in the Olympic Games does not automatically lead to Olympism.
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Rather, Olympism is a gradual process of growth through sport, beginning with
participation in sports activity at the lowest level.
Some of the goals of Olympism suggested by the group were these.
1) improve the quality of life in general by improving individual character
through the challenge of sport, promoting, for example,
a) leadership qualities,
b) self - reliance,
c) self - discipline,
d) maturity.
2) increase awareness of other cultures through education, which some felt was
the duty of those belonging to the Olympic movement, and particularly of us
here at the Academy;
3) spread an international feeling of brotherhood.
II. Practical application of Olympism in the Olympic Games;
Members of the group had different views on the role of the Games. They
were regarded in the following positive ways.
1) as a symbol of hope for future understanding and cooperation among all
people to achieve world peace;
2) as an opportunity for communication - the exchange and discussion of ideas
by people of different cultures;
3) as a symbol of equality in sport, regardless of race;
4) as a means of promoting the goals of Olympism by.
a) encouraging international contact,
b) encouraging worldwide participation in sport at every level,
c) rewarding the achievement of excellence in sport through
public recognition of Olympic winners.
Some thought that the Games had negative aspects as well.
1) there is a contrast between the ideal they represent, and reality - for example,
tensions within the IOC itself, and use of the Games as a public forum by
various political groups;
2) although the Games stand for equality in sport, in fact there is inequality of
opportunity because many poorer countries are concerned about hunger in
their populations, and their facilities for sport are few, as are the number of
coaches and educational programmes.
Finally, the group diagrammed Olympism in the shape of a triangle, with
Sport at its centre, around which all of the positive qualities of Olympism
radiated, general participation in sport at its base, and the pinnacle of
Olympism which ideally could be reached in the Games themselves as its top.
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REPORT OF GROUP 4 (French - speaking)
Subject 1
PRINCIPLES AND VALUES OF OLYMPISM
This is a vast subject about which all the members of the group had some
personal views. According to our group, Olympism is not an ideology as Pierre
de Coubertin wanted to explain it by using this word, but a frame of mind, a
code of ethics for life that should guide and inspire any sporting activity and
vice-versa.
Our group felt it would be impossible to try to give a definition of this frame of
mind in a single phrase, we were, however, able to find the expression used by
Pierre de Coubertin who said in 1917 that "Olympism would unite in a luminous
beam the general values that would lead to the fulfilment of Man". By not
defining these values, Coubertin leaves it to us to find what these values are
which represent today the guiding principles of the Olympic Movement.
According to our group, the Olympic Ideal aims at creating healthy and
"virtuous" individuals who, before becoming politicians, scientists, thinkers or
citizens, know how to be true sportsmen who mould their character and
personality in athletic competition.
Olympism therefore aims at improving Man and at building a happier and
more human society, through athletic competition which culminates in the
quadrennial celebration of the Olympic Games which are open both to
competitors and direct and indirect spectators.
To achieve this purpose, the Games try to gather in a unique venue all the
Youth of the world whatever its race, nationality, religion or opinions, for a
festival of the body and the spirit in complete respect for the adversary. The
Olympic Games are not a pretext or only a mean for achieving the Olympic goal,
because if this were so there would be other humanitarian organizations that
could strive for and reach that same goal. It's therefore clear that Sport has its
own value which is inherent to the Olympic Movement and as a result indivisible
from it.
Apart from their plilosophical principles and their moral value, the Olympic
Games, being in a way the ambassadors of the Olympic Idea maintain a
character of competition and elitism for all competitors, both for the best and
for those whose chances of winning a medal are very small or even non existant, since all try to surpass themselves and give their best possible
performance on that occasion. This shows that Olympism is not something
which is absolute; it is not solely competition or a way of thinking, but a
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combination of both. Today, this Idea is threatened by numerous factors,
associated with the evolution of time and customs.
- The gigantism of the Games, including that of the opening and closing
ceremonies seems to be implying a politization of the Games, a politization
which the Olympic Charter wants to avoid at any price since the Games do not
belong to one city or one country. They are the Games of athletes who find in
them the consecration of their effort.
- One could also argue whether the motto "Citius, Altius, Fortius" is still valid
at a time when the limits of performance resulting solely from training, have
been reached and means have now to be used which are no longer derived from
the values promoted by the Olympic Idea.
- Finally, is it still possible today to speak of amateurism when referring to
competitors in the Olympic Games; In any case this term has been recently
redefined in the Olympic Charter. If we want an answer to this question we have
to recall that rule 26 of the Olympic Charter which is relevant in this respect,
refers to the principle of eligibility, a principle which in our opinion has been
abused and which should be modified or updated so that we no longer live in
hypocrisy.
Because in our group there were no less than 5 representatives from African
countries, we wish to underline at the end certain differences in conception that
exist in the world as regards the Olympic Idea. It is a fact, that material and
financial conditions, means available for the preparation of athletes, technical,
medical and administrative support, are not the same in Africa, and developing
countries on the one hand, in Europe and North America on the other. Most
African athletes for example, although the best enjoy up to date training
conditions in Western countries, can only use their talent and natural abilities.
This at least has the advantage of protecting the athletes from the evils that
presently threaten the Olympic Movement, such as doping for example. African
athletes who, in most cases, are unaware of the existence of sports medicine, do
not understand the problem of doping; in addition, because they represent poor
countries they are more sensitive to the danger of gigantism that threatens the
Olympic Games. African athletes, wanting to promote the Olympic Ideal just
like European or American athletes, wish to be able to take part in the Games,
be it only for the sake of participating and preserving their deeper meaning.
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REPORT OF GROUP 5 (French-speaking)
After discussions, the Group 5 proposes to define Olympism as follows:
"An ideal for human behaviour which originated in competitive sport, where it
finds - amongst other areas - its expression.
This ideal expresses itself throughout a whole process of values, among other
values are:
fraternity
understanding
respect of other people
achievement of ultimate performances
fair play
acceptance of defeat
dignity
solidarity
and friendship.

REPORT OD GROUP 6

Report from discussion group 6 on the topic "Principles and Values of
Olympism. To start with, let me say that in our group there were 31 people from
26 countries, with 19 different mother tongues. So from the outset we realised
that there were going to be difficulties in expressing all our idea in one common
language. But perhaps for this reason, we were pleased to have the opportunity
ot meeting together, some of us for the first time during this Academy session, to
discuss the first of the topics.
We elected as chairman Christian Valenzuela of Chile.
He directed the discussions and debate, with myself as secretary- Linda Spurr
of Great Britain.
Now to the topic itself - the principles and values of Olympism.
One of the very first things we realised was the difficulty of defining the
concept of Olympism: In the first round of expression, many different ideas and
suggestions were put forward as to the meaning of Olympism to the individual.
Impressions and opinions indeed varied between individuals from nation to
nation and continent to continent. To quite a number it meant not only sport
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and the Olympic Games, but the inter-relating at 1 finding out about others,
from the individual to the nation.
We also agreed that inherent to the concept of Olympism, there were a
number of aspects: the idea, the ideal, the ideology, the Olympic movement and
the Olympic Games. There was some difference of opinion as to the relative
significance and importance of those aspects, but it was generally felt that
Olympism was the least understood of them.
As with the concept of freedom, both in theory and in practice, Olympism, we
agreed, meant different things to different people. Another view was that
Olympism may be a new word to express an ideal that existed before the
Olympic Games themselves ever came into being.
There was divided opinion as to how much the competitive athletes at the
Olympic Games are aware of the fundamental values and principles of
Olympism and of the relative worth of the wonderful happening of the opening
and closing ceremonies and the experience of living in the Olympic village,
among others. But it was agreed that Olympism is not a concept that concerns
athletes alone but that it can be a vehicle through which spectators, directly, and
citizens in general with the help of the mass media, can also share in the Olympic
experience.
After much discussion, the group rallied to the definition of Olympism put
forward by Yung of Hong Kong. "Olympism is an idea, an ideal, and even a way
of life aiming at the promotion of mutual understanding, friendship, unity and
co-operation of mankind through the medium of competitive sport, manifested
in the Olympic Games, plus the pursuance of excellence, truth, fair play, beauty
and the cultivation of physical, mental and other fitnesses that is total fitness of
the human person as a social being.
I was felt that in the world, the dissociation of one or more of those identified
constituent elements was causing, in various combination, of course, a
weakening of the whole.
Our group felt that in the pursuit of the efforts aimed at describing or defining
Olympism, one can use various plilosophical approaches, logic and
phenomenology among others. The former was seen as most helpful in the
differentiation of concepts, while the latter was judged as being most useful in
the description of the observed realities and Olympic experiences lived.
On an international and world scale, we felt that the Olympic movement has
today as much or perhaps greater appeal than the United Nations, for example.
The number of National Olympic Committees having membership of the IOC
today may equal or even soon surpass that of the States represented in the
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United Nations. It was felt by members of our group that it is difficult for the
IOC to be completely apolitical.
Finally, it seems to us that the work of the International Olympic Committee
encompasses so much that to this date, Olympic education does not seem to
have been a major preoccupation except, of course, in its support of the
International Olympic Academy. Those present at the two discussion periods of
our group feel the tremendous importance in the world, in this respect, of the
Academy. So, we would like in closing, to express our gratitude to the Academy
for the work that has been done over the past 20 years in the effort to spread the
idea and ideals of Olympism. And at the same time, I would like to thank, on
behalf of the group, our resource leaders:
Fern. Landry from Canada, Walter Troeger of Germany and Tatsuo
Meshizuka of Japan.
Christian Valenzuela - Chairman
Linda Spurr - Secretary and reporter
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DISCUSSION TOPIC 2
OLYMPIC PRINCIPLES AND
INTERNATIONAL UNDESTANDING
REPORT OF GROUP I
This report was prepared by Sabin Leemann, Helena Mueller, David Telling
and Susan Nattrass. The group concentrated on the question: do the Olympic
Games of today lead to rivalries or international understanding?
The Olympic Games may be a natural center for rivalry. Indeed even before
the Games, selection for limited places on the Olympic team may initially
encourage rivalries within nations. There are different types of rivalries, for
example: top class athletes in competition from different nations sometimes feel
that their national prestige is at stake; or there are dominant teams to be
dethroned. Rivalry perhaps is a natural result of competition. The media tend to
stress the rivalries involved in the Olympic Games and bring out the negative
aspect of rivalry. The media have suggested hostile rivalry when no hostility
exists, for example Ovett and Coe. This can be detrimental in that spectators
seem to follow the media and put more importance on the rivalry than on
performance.
Does rivalry between nations in a sporting context deny international
understanding? Do you have one or the other? Opinions and feelings expressed
in the group were that on the track, court, field, etc. Strong rivalry may exist
between competitors or teams. However at the end of the race or game - hands
were shaken, and rivalries can be overcome. Opportunities for international
understanding are made possible.
Defining international understanding is difficult. There are various levels of
understanding - between individual performers, nations, spectators, and
understanding is affected by different things, for example television affects
spectators more than athletes. There could be understanding between
individual competitors but not between their nations.
A clear point is that for international understanding to make place which
might in a positive context incorporate a working relationship and friendship
between nations, one needs vehicles for communication between representa298

lives of different nations. It was felt that the Games therefore present such an
opportunity; simply put - one needs to speak to others in order to make contact
and for understanding to take place.
Experiences· within our group suggest that many lasting friendships are made
between athletes of different countries during Olympic Games and these may
give insight into the differences of other countries. Athletes are asked about
their own and others' backgrounds. Understanding of your own country may
result from international competitions and learning what other people say
about your people and country. Taipei, speaking for a country with a low level
of sport, says that the Olympic Games have increased understanding of sport
skills as well as of ways of life.
The main issue we found was that of the difference between personal versus
international relationships. First it was suggested that international
understanding may not directly arise from interaction of athletes even when
communication is high. Close personal relationships and goodwill may arise but
actual knowledge of other cultures may not exist. One may create relationships
regardless of consideration of nationality, race, or religion, but simply because
they are friendly and receptive. Consider this place, the Academy, we all get
along but how much do we actually know about each others' countries and what
takes place there. Athletes and participants may return home with the feeling
that there should be no rifts problems between nations and do not understand
why problems exist.
The possible hopelessness of the situation was expressed in that even though
possible international understanding may exist between competitors it did not
exist between their nations. As was pointed out it is the governments and not the
athletes which decide national policies and therefore are the major detriments in
international understanding.
However the situation is not as hopeless as this - it was still felt that the
Olympic Games did contribute to international understanding as one of the few
occasions which constitute greater interaction, greater co-operation and
greater friendship between nations.
To conclude: rivalry and international understanding are not mutually
exclusive. It is not a case of rivalry or understanding. Rivalry is natural and
Inevitable but international understanding has to be fostered and deliberately
encouraged at all levels - athletes, spectators, and nations, and the Olympic
Games provide this opportunity.
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REPORT OF GROUP 2
Conflict is minimal with small children and as we go up the ladder
chronologically, conflict and crisis become greater and greater to the ultimate
competitive challenge to the Olympic Games which is also the ultimate
playground for crises.
There must be rivalry at different levels in any game with competition as the
main element. For example, in play little children even in simple games try to
win but they don't take it too seriously. This is illustrated by the fact that their
competition can start or stop at any time.
The next level of competition would be that of simple sport. This type of
competition can be either structured or non-structured. The latter might not be
too serious and played for fun but a structured contest would have definite rules
which develop the sense of rivalry.
Rivalry then acts as a motivator to make us push ourselves further. This
relates to the "OLYMPIC MOTTO" Citius, Altius, Fortius, which are accepted
to mean "Swifter, Higher, Stronger". So rivalry then is a process that takes one
from play to serious competition, the ultimate being the Olympic games.
How then does rivalry interact with internationally understanding? One view
expressed in the discussion pointed out the fact that the developing nations see
the Olympic Games more for their value of international understanding than
rivalry. They realize that the majority of medals will go to the developed
countries whose athletes have received all the benefits. Hopefully though, by
participating they will gain experience and knowledge to allow them to compete
more effectively. This would be one example of international understanding and
sharing of resources. However it was difficult to carry on with this train of
thought as each person had their own idea of what international understanding
is.
So the Olympics are the ultimate in physical endeavour but are also a battle
ground for fighting such crises as Racism, Nationalism, Professionalism and so
on. But now is the time for wisdom, strength, understanding and optimism so
that rather than give up or cave in, we should face up to these ultimate crises
through mutual understanding and increasing dialogue. The greater the crisis
the greater the opportunity for the sportsman to achieve international
understanding.
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REPORT OF GROUP 3
Do the Olympics Games of today lead to rivalries or to international
understanding?
I would like to present to you the deliberations of group III, the chairman of
which was Jaros from Hungary.
We decided to discuss the various elements relating to the above title and
question before launching ourselves fully into the matters of rivalry and
international understanding.
a) the group was asked to define Olympic Principles' and to name key words
within those principles. These were;
Promotion of amateurism
World peace
Fairplay
Unity
Brother and sisterhood
Human rights
Getting together of different nations
Olympics Games
b) the group next discussed what was meant by 'International Understanding'.
Some opinions are as follows,
A mutual relationship
Any condition other than war
Equality
An appreciation and acceptance of differences
Tolerance
It was noted that the factors which disturbed international relations within
the OlympicGames could manifest themselves externally and/or internally and
were categorised into groups of four.
1) Political crises
Nationalism
Warfare
Patronage
Bribes
Blacklisting of athletes
Commerce and Propaganda
Objectiveness of judges
2) Financial implications
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Lack of facilities of equipment
Education opportunities
Coaching inabilities
These occur throughout the period of the Olympiad.
3) Medical problems
Doping.drugs
Children in sport
4) Professionalism and amateurism
Eligibility
Cultural and religious differences
Disparity between social classes and racial discrimination
Twisting of principles
Having discussed the elements the group then turned its attention to the
question. We understood rivalries to mean 'bad' and international
understanding as 'good'. Whilst we understood the question we thought rivalry
to be a good thing within the rules. Rivalry was discussed fully with political
implications. It was agreed that the larger nations experienced a greater degree
of rivalry with other large nations detracting from our idea of olympism
principles whereby the competitors from the smaller nations may come closer to
these principles.
We then continued the excellent debate on various Olympic incidents and we
focused upon the influence of politics in the Olympic Games, particularly the
problem of boycott.
It is believed that sport is a reflection of society and not vice vesa. We are
striving for an ideal that we may never achieve. It was felt that only we as a
minority experience the idealism of olympism and it is for us to educate others.
In the debate we had reflected reality and our society's problems and
differences, which are also manifested in the Olympic Games.

REPORT OF GROUP 4 (French-speaking)
Through the Olympic Games, rivalries that naturally arise from competition
among top athletes cannot be considered as a negative effect.
In spite of chauvinism, mistakes or the partiality shown by certain judges or
umpires, this rivalry among athletes leads to moral solidarity and mutual
respect.
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How many times haven't we been witnesses of gestures of sympathy and
friendship among athletes.
The great danger, however, lies in the rivalry among nations at the level of:
— political power
— nationalism
— mass media which too often influence public opinion and exploit the symbol
which the Olympic Games represent.
We should know that Sport is a universal moral force which has resisted and
will go on resisting any external influence and rivalry and that its expression in
the Olympic Games remains one of the last bulwarks of International
Understanding.
REPORT OF GROUP 5 (French-speaking)
During a first stage the working group noted that the French and English
formulation of subject 2 did not appear to refer to the same problem:
The verb "to lead" in the English text had been translated in French with the
term "favoriser" (further, promote).
After a discussion on this point we decided to use the verb "conduire" in
French which is closer to the English "to lead".
Then, we tried to give a definition of the word "understanding" in order to
define the meaning of our reflection; this is the definition on which we agreed:
"tolerance, acceptance of ideological, religious, racial differences or
differences of opinion, absence of prejudice".
On the other hand, we felt it useful to define the different types of differences
of opinion, absence of prejudice".
— in the sporting world (among competitors, coaches, officials)
— among spectators and TV viewers
— in the political world.
Finally, during a third stage, taking up the different forms of international
understanding mentioned above, we reached the following conclusions.
— In the world of sport, the Olympic Games have led to clear rivalry among
athletes at the moment of competition; rivalries are just as unavoidable among
coaches and in any case they have led to the improving of training techniques.
— On the other hand, the Olympic Games most certainly contribute to
international understanding among the different athletes thanks to the Olympic
village and communal life.
— At the level of spectators, rivalry is limited to nationalism and
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understanding appears when nationalism is no longer involved (tribute to the
sporting gesture).
— In the political world it is evident that the Olympic Games reflect rivalries
that already exist and have simply monopolized the attention of the whole world
on them: Rivalries: - between nations (economic and political interests)
— between commercial firms
— between TV chains (exclusivity for Games coverage)
As a result, because of their importance as an international forum, the
Olympic Games contribute to international understanding by sensitizing public
opinion to different issues.
Finally, the organization of the Games themselves has shown that there are
certain problems such as the independence of NOCs from governments and
rivalry between candidate cities but that they also promote agreement between
certain countries.
REPORT OF GROUP 6
Having covered the Olympic principles in the first discussion paper, our
group decided to concentrate on the subsidiary question - do the Olympic
Games of today lead to rivalry or to international understanding?
The concept of rivalry in sport and the Olympic Games was discussed at
length. It was felt by many that rivalry is always present in sport: one against
one, a team against a team. The essence of athletic competition, we felt, would
lose much of its point without rivalry. But the group also felt that there were two
types of rivalry:
1) the positive overtones of rivalry and
2) the negative or unfriendly rivalry.
In Greek, there is an expression meaning that there is a good way of fighting
and a bad way of fighting. It was felt that if the competing athletes were not
prepared to accept the rivalry at the Olympic Games and do their best, then
there would be little purpose in taking part.
Our group also felt that political or international rivalry had been present in
the Olympic Games, the Olympic movement and had been observed in the
Olympic village. It was felt that increasing political rivalry in the Olympic Games
is not to the benefit of the Olympic Games and international understanding.
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The group was very much divided on the significance of the implications of
the example given by Professor Mclntosh on the finish of the London Fun
Marathon. Some felt it was the epitomy of Olympism while others felt that the
two winners voluntary and spontaneous action of crossing the line together was
changing one of the essential elements of sport - that is aiming and striving for
victory up to and until the end of the contest in accordance with one of the main
accepted objectives of competitive sport.
A classic example of the positive aspect of rivalry in the Olympic Games and
in sport was recalled from the 1960 Rome Olympic Games. In the decathlon
event, there were the fantastic performances of C. K. Yang from China and
Rafer Johnson of the United States. They were rivals at the highest level but yet
the best of friends on and off the track. That is an example of rivalry between
people of different nations but of course in Moscow we witnessed an example of
strong rivalry between athletes from the same nation - in Sebastian Coe and
Steve Ovett.
So now to international understanding and once again there were diverging
opinions. Some felt that in certain countries, particularly those whose athletes
for political reasons had not been able to participate in the Olympic Games for
two Olympiads, there was a loss of feeling for the Olympic Games and indeed
the spirit of Olympism. On the other hand, the Olympic spirit was observed by
all in Montreal and Moscow by other members of the group.
Our group also discussed the meaning of the truce at the time of the ancient
Olympic Games between the Greek States, as a message of hope for peaceful
coexistence in relation to the modern Olympic Games.
Every four years, the eyes of the world are focused on the Olympic Games.
Through the mass media they become a significant and powerful symbol in that
they represent to the world a means of promoting international understanding.
Without the Olympic Games there would be fewer possibilities in the world for
the promotion of international understanding.
In the last part of our discussion, the group decided to consider the question
of a permanent site for the Olympic Games in relation to Olympic principles and
international understanding. There were a number of arguments advanced for
1) a permanent site in a given country or, of course, as in the offer of the
Greek Government to the IOC.
2) Keeping the status quo. and
3) choosing cities around the world already equipped with the required
facilities.
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Perhaps as a forerunner to the Baden-Baden congress, a vote was taken in the
minutes after the time allowed for discussion and this was split just about down
the middle.
Christian Valenzuela - chairman
Linda Spurr - secretary

In the frame of the celebrations lamb roasted on aspit in traditional greek way is
prepared for the official Dinner.
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DISCUSSION TOPIC 3

THE PLACE OF OLYMPISM IN THE BUILDING OF A WORLD
COMMUNITY; PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
REPORT OF GROUP 1

In the following report, I have summarized and drawn conclusions from
points made during two meetings of Group One. In sequential order, I will
discuss the role of the press, Olympic methodology indoctrination, and
participation, suggestions for the International Olympic Academy, and a
conclusion.
Before the introduction of improved media coverage, there existed an
ignorance of the Olympic Games to the extent that knowledge of the Games was
restricted to those countries that and persons who were in the mainstream of
information. Today this knowledge has reached and is increasingly reaching
countries outside the mainstream of information. In this way the gospel of
Olympism is being spread.
Although the media continues to be on one hand an adversary because of socalled bad press, media is on the other hand considered an ally because through
it and primarily through it the Olympic message is conveyed. Moreover, if
channelled properly, the advent of media technology could be a boon to the
Olympics.
It is important to note, however, that we as participants, believers, and
spokesmen of the Olympic Movement should not be disappointed in the
absence of an Olympic attitude among members of the press for it is first our
responsibility to inform press members of their responsibilities in educating the
public. If we are not first willing to bridge the communication gap between those
of us that are deeply concerned about the Olympics and the press, then
we are leaving solely the coverage of the Olympic Games to their interpretation.
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The indoctrination of school kids into the Olympic mould was studied by our
group. It seems that its method varies from State to State. For instance, in New
Zealand as well as in Sweden the emphasis on sports and sports methodology
exists in the many sports clubs; in England, in the Saturday morning sessions at
school; in Sudan, in the youth centres. It was agreed that so long as the teachers,
coaches, and prophets (not necessarily of Physical Education backgrounds)
understand and exemplify Olympism, then instilling in youth of the world this
spirit would be a natural occurence.
However, as with all school courses, some including P.E. courses are viewed
as institution and are rejected by today's questioning youth. Yet if only a
handful of students understand and benefit from a lesson in Olympism, the
effort has justified itself.
One tangential statement revealed that information on Olympism should not
be restricted in its distribution to Physical Education Departments, but also
should be distributed to History, Philosophy, Sociology, Archaeology, Classics,
and Foreign Language Departments. This contention is supported by the fact
that much of the original exploration and study at Olympia was performed by
sociologists, archaeologists, and classicists.
It is a key to introduce Olympism to kids at their level of initial interest in
sports. If not, there is danger of what one might call a spirit of anti-Olympism
developing. This negative spirit is contrary to one of the main tenets of
Olympism, the understanding and acceptance of others. Communicating the
idea of ethics in sports should be a primary task of every country's Ministry of
Education and such a task should have the aid of each country's National
Olympic Committee.
The N.O.C. of Taiwan, in this view, has taken upon itself the attempt to
educate through invitation to its own National Olympic Academy other
countries of Southeast Asia. Thus the Olympic cause is being interfused among
different peoples and given the chance to flourish.
One member of the group contributed the thought that based on his country's
experience, Olympic growth has a direct relationship to the political situation in
a country. Moreover, not until a level of stability is established can such fruits as
Olympic growth be fostered and allowed to spring forth. In this situation,
Olympism is viewed as a luxury rather than as a necessity.
Concerning an Olympic athlete's participation in the Games, he or she can be
compared to a pawn on a political chessboard. Ironic is it that if on one hand an
athlete has the right to withdraw from competition and conduct a personal
boycott, then he is within his or her rights. However, on the other hand, if an
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athlete comes forth to declare he or she will compete, he or she is only able to do
so if he or she has the approval of his or her respective N.O.C. and government.
This ground of jurisdiction rests solely with the N.O.C.s and governments.
Furthermore, an athlete has not the privilege to apply to compete at large if his
or her country denies him or her endorsement. In any dispute between an athlete
and his or her N.O.C., the last resort of the N.O.C. is to ask the government of
same country to revoke the individual's passport. Oddly enough, the Olympic
machinery lacks certain provisions which would allow a non-N.O.C. endorsed
athlete for whatever reason to apply for endorsement through an "at large"
Olympic Committee. Continuing the idea, such "at large" athletes might
compete in the Games under the Olympic flag and in case of a goldmedal
performance have played the Olympic hymn during the awards ceremony. The
result of this idea would be the renewal and expansion of an old idea, one
originally expressed by Baron de Coubertin, that competition should be
between individuals rather than between nations.
Some suggestions offered by the group in an effort to strengthen the I.O.A.
are listed as follows:
supplying delegate selectees with advance information about the program
of a particular year's Academy; visiting the 1896 Olympic Stadium as part
of the itinerary for I.O.A. delegates while in Athens; organizing a debate
among delegates on an Olympic topic contemporary for that year; and
allowing by rowing microphone questions for lecturers be asked from the
floor.
When asked if an analogy could be drawn between Olympism and a plant,
one responded that he thinks Olympism is in its pre-budding stage, that is, the
"tree of Olympism" is strong having grown steadily from healthy seeds and
weathered many storms. Its harvest is imminent and will be reaped by Olympic
faithful.
I trust through the ideas I have just stated that light has been shed on "the
place of Olympism in the building of a world community. A most sincere
expression of gratitude on behalf of Group One accompanies this report Thank you Dean Szymiczek, Dr. Nissiotis, lecturers, guests, and participants.
REPORT OF GROUP 2
We sit here in relative comfort, in the idyllic setting of the warm sunshine,
swaying palm trees and colourful flowers, protected on all sides by majestic
hills. We are together, isolated from the world constantly reviewing the concept
of "olympism", guided by learned professors and doctors.
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As time passes we realise that some of these ideas formulated in previous
times are unrealistic to our changing society. Although this peaceful setting
facilitates friendship, love, understanding between participants and lecturers
alike, many among us cannot be convinced that it is possible for predetermined, possibly negative ideas to be changed.
For the last two weeks we as participants have been an example of a world
community and have seen how hard it is to relate the Olympic principles and
values to all aspects of life. Unceasingly we are told of the relation of
"Olympism" to fine arts, history, sociology, philosophy, science and so on. No
matter how hard we try, we find that the ideal is not always compatible with the
practical.
So we argue, and the negative issues cloud the positive. Few people are willing
to persevere but give in all too easily to the problems which, in time, might
possibly be overcome. One practical solution to this is being allowed more time
to face the issues freely in open debate. We propose that one lecture a day of no
more than fourty minutes, related to current issues and crises, followed by
group discussion and concluded in open debate during the evening session,
would enable many of us to leave this Academy intention taking more positive
steps to spread the values of Olympism throughout society.
One of the practical applications we discussed relative to the place of the
Olympics in the building of a world community was the invitation by the Greek
Olympic Committee to develop a permanent site around Olympia for the
Games. Some thought this was a very gracious offer by the nation which has
served Olympism as its birthplace. The beauty and spirit prevailing here would
make for nothing but success. Others thought the magnificent surroundings
would be ruined and it would be asking too much of one country. Besides the
ecological· and practical problems, some thought that the sites for the games
should continue moving around the globe to allow for universal participation.
Although we could not come to a definite conclusion We all look forward to the
hundredth anniversary of the Olympics which the IOC has promised can be held
in Athens.
After discussing many other practical applications of Olympism we centred
our thoughts upon the necessity of spreading "olympism" though the education
of as many people as possible. This can be done in the classroom curriculum
from early schooling through university and beyond. Another form of
education would be having Olympic Academies in as many countries as
possible. Each of us should vow that we will not only take the spirit of the
Academy back to our homelands but help to develop an Academy programme
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or work towards its maintenance. We cannot expect others to share in our
experiences if we are not willing to share what we have felt and learned. Getting
involved is the key. One of our group shared an important thought that was
given to him in his youth: "You must always leave the woodpile higher than you
found it".
Special thanks to Professor George Coroneos and Dr. John Lucas for sharing
with us their thoughts and guiding our group in discussion so that we could
learn how to work towards international understanding.
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REPORT OF GROUP 3
The group discussion centred around education as being the key to the
promotion of Olympism. Education can be social and/or personal. By social
education we mean the mass media (radio, television, press, sports clubs and
other social institutions).
These were felt to contribute to the dissemination of Olympism. By personal
education we mean through the family, schools, colleges and Universities.
Educating teachers at the elementary and secondary levels, who are not
acquainted with the codes and ideals of Olympism. We felt that teaching
provided at the Academy should be extended to the training and educational
centres for educationalists so that they can propagate the knowledge of the
Olympic Philosophy to their students.
It was suggested that young people should be made aware of the political
problems in and outside their countries, so that they can keep an open mind and
be tolerant with their fellowmen and women. This can only be done through
education.
It was mentioned that education for the Governments in the field of
Olympism is most important, as it is the key for influencing the educational
programmes in each country. We believed that the State, the local authorities
and trade unions of our countries should cooperate effectively in financing,
subsidizing and protecting sport rather than setting up a wall between
themselves and the NOCs of their countries.
Next we turned to the question of how we ourselves and the Academy could
continue to promote the idea of Olympism.
a) Academy: It was suggested that one or two journalists from each
participating country should be present during the session in order to make
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them feel the Olympism spirit and educate them on the idea of Olympism.
However, Journalists must be present when we the delegates are present, b)
Personal possibilities: On the one hand everyone of us can promote the
Olympic philosophy in his/her own profession. For example: At the school
level, administrative level, Governmental level, club level and many others. On
the other hand there is the official way of spreading Olympism through articles,
press-conferences, television interviews, and personal interviews and
convictions.
We came, finally to the conclusion that each one of us can be an ambassador
of Olympism in his or her own country, but that it is very important to have
concrete ideas of what to do on returning home. Some of the ideas suggested:
1 ) writing a report to our NOCs
2) advertising in every possible way Olympism through the media
3) writing newspaper articles
4) putting into practice some of the ideas learnt into our profession or
occupation
5) setting up of Olympic seminars at national and/or continental levels.

REPORT OF GROUP 4 (French-speaking)
INTRODUCTION
The internaional community encompasses the world of sport (athletes,
officials, mass media) and all those, men and women, who are interested in sport
without any distinction for reasons of race, religion or ideology.
Concerning specific recommendations on the subject of our discussion, i.e.
THE ROLE OF OLYMPISM IN THE CREATION OF AN INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY the following elements have been emphasized:
1. Preparation of competitors for the Olympic Games
It is the duty of NOCs while working for the physical and technical
preparation of athletes, to include the teaching of Olympism in their
programme.
2. Olympic Village
The Olympic Village must be designed in a way that allows athletes to become
better acquainted and have free access to the different sites (dormitories,
recreation halls, etc).
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3. Establishment of an international identity card
This card would be issued to top performance athletes by the IOC on the
proposal of the NOCs and with the agreement of National and International
Federatipns to facilitate the participation of athletes in the different
international sport meetings, outside the Olympic Games, together with a
permanent entry visa for organizing countries.
4. Racial discrimination
In order to build a viable international community, the IOC must play a
diplomatic role by excluding from the Olympic Games all NOCs which further
Apartheid THROUGH RACIAL DISCRIMINATION.
5. Creation of National Academies
The wish expressed within the group was that National Academies should be
created by each NOC for the purpose of promoting the teaching of Olympism.
6. Publication by the International Olympic Academy of an annual brochure ·
intended for NOCs to allow them to promote the teaching of Olympism at all
levels.
7. Olympic Solidarity should provide financial support for the organization
of international sessions for educationists so as to allow the IOA to widen its
field of activity.
8. School, university and civic sport associations and training schools for
sport officials represent a most suitable environment for the teaching of
Olympism.
9. The appropriate framework for the long-term development and promotion
of Olympism would be the proliferation of National Academies which would
become true centres of education.

REPORT OF GROUP 5 (French-speaking)
We have noted the difference between the English and French version and
after a discussion we decided on the following subject: "The role of Olympism in
the creation of a world community".
We then attempted to give the definition of a "world community". For us it
means "coexistence of all men and world organizations that strive for the same
ideal, who share common values and moral principles".
For us, Olympism must play a role of unification, concentration, education,
training reflection, study, understanding and propagation. All these rules must
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strive for place in the world, international understanding, harmony of body and
spirit in all men.
Following these clarifications we want to put forward the following ideas for
the creation of a world community based on Olympism.
Educational aspects:
The IOC should:
—launch an international campaign for the education of mass media on
Olympic principles and ideals;
—promote the IOA into a world centre of thinking and education intended for
the greatest possible number of people: journalists, sociologists, sports
officials, athletes, philosophers, politicians, ambassadors, etc;
—teach the Olympic Idea to young children by means of cartoons, reviews or
television series both for primary and secondary school;
—remind NOCs that each participant has to submit a report and set up a
programme for the dissemination of Olympism in his field of activity.
Political aspects
We recommend:
—the strengthening of the IOC's legal situation by providing it with an
international status that will guarantee its independence and allow it to exert a
stronger influence on NOCs. The latter could rely on self-financing with the
help of private sport organizations and the public (public fund raising
campaign).
— the suppression of political elements during the Games (opening of the
Games only by the President of the IOC, and the NOC concerned);
—the reestablishment of the sacred truce while allowing athletes whose countries
are at war to take part in the Games under the flag of their NOC and to the
sounds of the Olympic Anthem. Freedom of participation of these athletes
would be guaranteed through the issuing of an Olympic passport by the IOC
which would be officially recognized by the governments.
REPORT OF GROUP 6
After discussion of the topic that Olympism could really be of service in
building a world community, the arguments showed that this was too wide a
concept and that a world community for athletes would be more realistic. The
group felt that one of the greatest stumbling blocks to the building of such a
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world community through sport was the way in which politics interferes in
almost every aspect of the Olympic movement.
An example of this, it was agreed, was the fact that various types and degrees
of boycotts have been directed at the Olympic Games throughout their history
since 1956. As a further example of this political interference, the fate of the
National Olympic Committees of South Africa and Rhodesia was discussed at
length. It was felt that these NOCs had been ousted from the Olympic
movement for very real sins, but they were not without equivalent on the
international scene.
It was also agreed that NOCs are, in various degrees, dependent upon the
foreign affairs policies of their Governments.
Some members of our group were of the opinion that the countries which
pulled out of the Montreal Games should be disciplined because they accepted
the invitation, they came to the celebrations, and then they withdrew. The
discussion indicated that there were little or no means through which the IOC
could impose any such discipline without punishing the innocent victims - i.e.
the athletes.
The group felt that in conformity with the spirit of the rules of the Olympic
charter, there should be less emphasis on a country's medals tally. It was felt that
journalists and the mass media in general were largely responsible for creating
and sustaining nationalistic rivalry. Some members of our group also felt that
this nationalistic rivalry was sustained at the Olympic Games by the use of
national flags and anthems.
The group discussed the possibility of athletes competing as individuals in the
Olympic Games, when conflicts arose between their Governments, their NOCs,
the organising committee of the Games and the Governments of the host cities.
It was felt in the end that there would be too many administative problems,
including the necessity of amending the Olympic charter.
To summarise the thinking of the group on the subject of political
interference, it was felt that Olympism as a concept and the Olympic movement
as a reality are not strong enough forces in the building of a world community,
when compared to the power and effectiveness of international politics.
On the positive side of the building of a world community for athletes,
examples were given of athletes from completely different socio-economic and
cultural backgrounds, within and between countries, they can come together at
the highest level of sport and after the Games, these people could pass on similar
feelings and values, expecially to the youth of today.
An interesting point was made that during international events where several
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sports are involved, understanding and friendship are more likely to occur
between athletes of one nation. By contrast, it was felt that in international
championships in a given sport, understanding and friendship seems to be better
fostered between athletes of different nations.
The group thought that idealistically, athletes, left to themselves without
political interference, could create an international athletic community. For this
reason alone, it was felt that the Olympic Games were worth continuing with.
As for practical applications, we believe that there should be more
representation and voices of athletes at the various administrative levels of
sport, and international bodies such as National Sports Federations, NOCs and
the IOC, especially as concerns women athletes.
The group was of the opinion that the public was critical of the Olympic
movement and the Olympic charter, finding numerous contradictions and even
some hypocris in its application. Realistically, the group felt that a charter
written in the 19th century should be revised and adapted to the realities and
requirements of our contemporary society in terms not only of sport but also of
the economic, sociological and political implications of the charter. . The
members of the group agreed that the Baden Baden congress of the IOC was
perhaps the last chance for the Olympic movement. In the end, one of the
practical application indeed of the place of Olympism in the building of a world
community was felt by the group to be the tremendous opportunity given by the
International Olympic Academy to discuss and debate Olympic matters, even
controversial ones, and to try to understand our world and all its problems.
Christian Valenzuela - Chairman
Linda Spurr – Secretary
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c/o Greek Wrestling Feder.
9, Botassi str., Athens

Miss Svetla Otzetova (BUL)
Double scull 1976 Montreal

c/o Comité Olympique
Bulgare, rue Marin Drinov 19
Sofia, Bulgaria

Mr. Thierry Rey (FRA)
Judo, 1980 Moscow

Av. du Beau Site,
77400 Lagny, France

Mr. Pekka Vasala (FIN)
1500m. 1976 Montréal

Finnish Sport Institute
19120 Vierumaki 2, Finland

Mr. Mirus Yifter (ΕΤΗ)
5000m and 10.000m. 1980

c/o Comité Olympique
Ethiopien, B. P. 3241,
Addis-Abéba, Ethiopia

WINNERS OF I.O.A. INTERNATIONAL CONTEST 1980
Mr. Franklin Morales (URU)
1st prize
Sports Journalist

Carlos Santuno 968
Montevideo
Uruguay

Mrs Stella Petecel (ROM)
3rd prize
Professor of Latin and Greek

Allea Arutela 1 Bl. D. 1
Apt. 16
77448 Bucarest, Romania

Mr. Jean-Marc Silvain (FRA)
Special distinction

8 rue du Dr. Yersin
59000 Lille, France

Mr. Radu Fruntes (ROM)
Special distinction
Professor

Str., Partizanilor 14
B/261,2200 Brasov
Romania

Mr. Ion Matei (ROM)
Special distinction
Professor

Str., Vasile Alecsandri 40
COD 2211
Predeal-Romania
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LECTURERS
Mrs Monique Berlioux (FRA)
Director of the I.O.C.

Château de Vidy
SH - 1007 Lausanne, Suisse

Dr. Arpad Csanadi (HUN)
I.O.C. Member, President of the
I.O.C. Programme Commission

Trencseni utca 44,
1125 Budapest,
Hungary

Mr. Maurice Druon (FRA)
Member of the French Academy

73, rue de Varenne,
Paris 71, France

Mr. Jean Durry (FRA)
Responsible for the French Sports
Museum (Paris)

Musée du Sport
118, Av. du Président
Kennedy,
75775 Paris, CEDEX 16,
France

Mr. Henri Dieuzeide (FRA)
UNESCO, Place Fontenoy
Director Division Structure Contents 75007 Paris
Methods of Education of UNESCO France
Prof. Fernand Landry (CAN)
Professor at the University
of Laval, Member of the Canadian
Olympic Association

Dept. d'Education Physique
Université Laval,
Quebec GIK 7P4
Canada

Prof. Peter Mclntosh (GBR)
Director of International Course
on Sport for all promoted by the
British Council

12 Windmill Drive,
Leatherhead,
Surrey KT22 IPW
England

Prof. Dr. Tetsuo Meshizuka (JPN) 1—22 — 9, Nishiki,
Professor at the Yokohama National Nerima K4, Tokyo
University, Vice President ICSPE
Japan
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Mr. Mohamed Mzali (TUN)
Prime Minister of Tunisia
I.O.C. Member
President of the I.O.C. Commission
for the Ι.O.Α.
President of the N.O.C. of Tunisia

Tunis
Tunisie

Mr. Richard William Palmer (GBR) 1/2 John Princes Str.,
London WIM ODH
General Secretary British Olympic
Great Britain
Association,
General Secretary Commonwealth
Games Council for England
32 Callander Drive
Dr. John T. Powell (CAN)
Guelph, Ontario,
Professor of Human Kinetics
Canada NIE 4H5
University of Guelph,
Member Canadian Olympic Association
Dr. Vladimir Rodichenko (URS)
Deputy Director Soviet Research
Institut for Physical Culture

Luznezkaya nab. 8
Moscow - USSR

Mr. Luc Silance (BEL)
Lawyer at the bar of Brussels
Prof, at the University of Brussels

29, Av. Delleur
1170 Bruxelles
Belgium

Mr. Walther Tröger (FRG)
Secretary General N.O.C. of
Germany

Staufenstr., 32
Frankfurt/M
W. Germany

Prof. Horst Ueberhorst (FRG)
Director, Institute of Sport
Science, Bochum

Drachenfelsstr., 23
5307 Niederbachem
W. Germany.

Mr. Angeles Vlachos (GRE)
Ambassador e.r.

54, Vas. Sofias Ave.,
Athens 140, Greece
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PARTICIPANTS
N.O.C. of ARGENTINA
Mr. Jorge Alberto Ilarri
P.E.Teacher

Migueletes 850 60 "A"
Capital Federal (1216)

N.O.C. of AUSTRIA
Miss Karin Danninger
Student

Ringweg 17,
4910Ried

Mr. Gerhard Gruber
Student

Gruberstr., 29
A - 4020 Linz

Mr.Wolfgang Prantl
Student

Montfortstr., 10 A
- 6890 Lustenau

Miss Marlene Resch
Student

Obère Teichstr., 75
8010 Graz

Mr. Paul Scheibenpflug
Student

Hofmannsthalg.2/1/13
1030 Wien

N.O.C. of BAHRAIN
Mr. Ishaq Ansari
Member of Bahrain Swimming Assoc.P.O. Box 26406 Bahrain
Mr. Abdulla Hassan
Member of Weight-lifting and
Bodybuilding Association

P.O. Box 26406
Bahrain

Mr. Yousif Nabhan
Staff Member N.O.C.

P.O. Box 22092
Muharraq

N.O.C. of BRAZIL
Mrs Myriam de Lamare
Rua Lopes Quintas 390/407
Teacher, Manager of sports projects Rio de Janeiro
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Mr. Suva Marques Ronald
teacher
N.O.C. of BULGARIA
Mrs Raina Bardareva
Doctor of Philosophy
Professor assistant on History
Physical culture

Escola de Educacao Fisica do
Exercito, URSA Rio de Janeiro

"Darvenisa"bl23,6/115
Sofia 1100

Miss Bistra Dimitrova
Student

Bl. "Lenin" No 89/G
Sofia

Mr. Antonio Marinow
Student

Bojanski Woschod str., 34
Sofia 1618

N.O.C. of CANADA
Mrs Jeannine Labelle
Sports Administrator

2140 Villeneuve 3
Longueil-Que'-Can
J4J 4V7

Mr. Pierre Labelle
I.O.A. - COA. secretary
Communications-Information

2140 Villeneuve 3
Longueil-Que-Can
J4J 4V7

Mr. Serge Letourneau
Student

746 Myrand No 8 Ste-Foy,
Quebec C8P — 2A7

Miss Susan Nattrass
Physical Education and
Sport Teacher

14015 — 90 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta T5R 4T7

Miss Janet Nutter
Sports Administrator

5 — 309 Daly Ave,
Ottawa, Ontario

Mr. Ronald Moncur
Student

419 Eleventh Ave. N.E.
Calgary, Alberta N2M 3M9
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Miss Audrey Vandervelden
Student

4137 W. llth Ave
Vancouver B.C. V6R 2L5

N.O.C. of CAMEROUN
Mr. Magra Oumar
P.E. Teacher

Ministère Jeunesse et Sports
Yaounde

N.O.C. of CHILE
Mr. Leonardo Kittsteiner
P.E. Teacher

Jose Alfonso 33
DPT 17 I.Santiago

Mr. Christian Jorge Valenzuela
President of the Chilean
Field Hockey Federation

Los Militaires 5445 Depto 32
Las Condes, Santiago

Miss Teresa Venegas
P.E. Teacher

18 Septiembre 1963
Arica

N.O.C. of CHINESE TAIPEI
Mr. Chee Jen Chang
Programmer

3F 31 Lane 64, Pao-Hsin Rd.
Hsin Tien, Taipei

Mr. Perkins Hsu
P.E. Teacher

62 — 3 Nan-Hou Road, Shai Shang
Chia-I, Taiwan

Mr. I. Min Liu
P.E. Teacher

No 59 Chung-Shing Rd.
Pe-Ho Town, Tainan County, Taiwai

Mr. Yuh-Sen Peng
P.E. Teacher

P.O. Box 22— 111, Taipei
Taiwan

Mr. Ming-Yih Antonio Ueng
Secretary

123 Nai Hu 357 Tong Hsau Miau Li
Taiwan

N.O.C. of CONGO
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Mr. Jean François Batsimba
Treasurer N.O.C.

E.M.P. Des Cadets de la
Révolution P.O. Box 2256
Brazzaville

Mrs Simone Nkakou
Inspector of P.E. and Sports
Administrative Director N.O.C.

Allée Chou'llu B. 226
Came 15 Août
Brazzaville

N.O.C. of CUBA
Mr. Christian Jimenez Molina

C. no 451, Vedado. Habana

N.O.C. of CYPRUS
Mr. Christos Kinezos
P.E. Teacher

Lykourgou 9, Akropolis
Nikosia

N.O.C of DENMARK
Mr. Ole Nedergard
P.E. Teacher

Norrediget 9
7100 Vejle

Miss Kate Olsen
P.E. Teacher

Bagsuaer Houedgade 77H1
2880 Bagsuaerd

N.O.C of EGYPT
Mr. Nagi Mohamed Fawzy Fayed 27 Attia El Kholy str.,
Secretary Gen. of Cairo Cycling ZoneMadint Nasr, Cairo
Mr. Bishr Harb
President Alexandria Zone Judo

3 rue Mahad El Tawled
Wapar El Miah Bab Sharki
Alexandria

N.O.C of ETHIOPIA
Mr. Shafo Tesfaye.
Higher Kabele 15
Head dept. of Competitive Sport
Kabele 27 01/01
Ethiopian Phys. Culture and Sport Com.
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N.O.C of FRANCE
Miss Evelyne Bartetzko
Student

Damery 80700 Roye

Miss Danielle Debernard
Publicity Promoter

73210 Aime la Plagne

Mr. Michel Guy Teacher
of Mathematics

4 Impasse des Pastels
34000 Montpellier

Mr. Thierry Rey
Student

Av. du Beau Site
77400 Lagny

Miss Martine Rottier
Electronics Engineer

13 le Parc de Petit Bourg
9100 Evry

Miss Claire Stefani
Student

65 Av. Charles de Gaulle
92200 Neuilly sur Seine

N.O.C of GERMANY
Mr. Andreas Meudel
Student

D - 6304 Salzböden
Auf der Platt 8

Miss Karin Reth
P.E. Teacher and Student

Emanuel Geibel str., 21
6200 Wiesbaden

Mr. Reinhold Schnupp
Student

Grünenwaldstr., 27
1 Berlin 41

Mr. Bernhard Schwank
Student

Im Mückenberg 3,
5420 Lahnstein

Mr. Giselher Spitzer
Student

D - 5300 Bonn 3
Finkenweg 16
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N.O.C of GREAT BRITAIN
Miss Penelope Belcham
Student

Thorpe Farm
Southend Road.
Great Wakering, Essex SS3 OPU

Miss Sarah Lacey
Executive Officer of British
Universities Sports Federation

Senior Common Room
Glen Eyre Hall
Bassett
Southampton, Hampshire

Miss Linda Spurr
Journalist

26 Moliner G, Brackley Rd,
Beckenham, Kent

Mr. David Telling
Student

The Old Barn
Curload, Stoke St. Gregory
Taunton Somerset

N.O.C of HONG-KONG
Mr. Dicken Yung
54 Mt Nickolson Gap
Head Recreation and Sports Service The Peak; Hong-Kong
Hong-Kong
N.O.C of HUNGARY
Mr. Janos Horvath
P.E. Teacher

1209 Budapest XX
68/B Horgasz Park

Mr Laszlo Karge Kocsis
Staff member N.O.C

1147 Budapest
Gyarmat U. 63/a

Mr. Miklos Metzing
Assistant Professor of the
College for P.E.

1214 Budapest, Tejutu. 9

Mr. Tamas Vaczi
Journalist

17, Pakozdi Csata U.
6000 Kecskemet
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N.O.C of INDONESIA
Mr. Maurits M. Rambing
P.E. Teacher

Unsrat Road 19
Manado

Mr. Soegijono Soegijono
Vice-chief of Central Java N.O.C.

Jalan Amarta II/l
Semarang

I.O.C.

Miss Michèle Verdier
Translator, Member of the
I.O.C. Secretariat

16 César Roux
1005 Lausanne

N.O.C of ISRAEL
Mr. Gabi Avidar
P.E. Teacher

Ana Frank st No 5
Holon

Mr. Sabtay Braverman
P.E. Teacher

Pata-ti qua Rotschilsstr, 140/A

Mr. Eitan Hefer
P.E. Teacher

Givat-Haim
Muchad

N.O.C of JAPAN
Mr. Mamoru Kato
Staff of Japan Amateur Sports
Association

Kurumagaeshi Danchi 1 — 13 — 406
2 — 1 — 1 Oshidatecho, Fuchushi
Tokyo

Miss Kishiko Ogawa
Student

1—23 — 9 Kotsubo, Zushi City
Kanagawa Pref.

Mr. Shunich Takeshita
Student

143 Sasanodai Asahi-Ku
Yokohama
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N.O.C of KENYA
Miss Janet Kamau
Student

P.O. Box 72766,
Nairobi

Miss Agnes Gathoni Mwagiru
P.E. Teacher

P.O. Box 57579,
Nairobi

N.O.C of KOREA
Mr. Chung Hyoun Yoon
Kang Dong Ku Jam Str., 14 Dong
Coach, Han Yang University lecturer Jim Joo Apt 3 Dong 105 Ho
Seoul
N.O.C of LIECHTENSTEIN
Mr. Roger Danner
Student

Rychenbergstr. 76
8400 Winterthur

Miss Beatrice Taeuber
Student

Ewiges Wegli 14
8302 Kloten-Switzerland

N.O.C of LUXEMBOURG
Mr. Carlo Hastert
Seer. of. Com. of aide of Sports
Development of N.O.C.

78, Rue François Boch / B.P. 832
1244 Luxembourg.

N.O.C of MADAGASCAR
Mr. August Rabjaofera
President of the Hand-ball Fed.
Member of N.O.C.

Lot 6 Cité ASECNA, Alarobia
Tananarive

N.O.C of MALAYSIA
Mr. Nik Kazim
4192 - G. Jalan Telipot
Council member, Badminton Assoc. Kota Bharu, Kelantan
of Malaysia
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N.O.C of MALTA
Mr. Philip Vassalo
Hon Treasurer of N.O.C.

43 Point str.,
Sliema

Miss Margaret Warrington
Student

48, Balzan Valley
Balzan

Miss Patricia Warrington
Student

48, Balzan Valley
Balzan

N.O.C of MOROCCO
Mr. Mustafa Zekri
President Gymnastics Federation
Member N.O.C.

826, Cité des Crêtes - Route
El Jadida, Casablanca

N.O.C of NORWAY
Mr. Niels Gunar Niels
Student

Slyngveien 12
Oslo 3

N.O.C of PARAGUAY
Mr. Lester Gimenez
Director of Sports National Feder.

Colon 2829

N.O.C of POLAND
Mr. Bogdan Kunicki
P.E. Teacher

Gorzow WLKP Pl.
Staromiejski 4/3

N.O.C of ROMANIA
Mr. Tudor Georgescu
Author

Bd. Ilie Puntilie Nr. 29
Bucuresti Sect I
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N.O.C of SAUDI ARABIA
Mr. Ali, Alkorne
Member of Hand-ball federation

Qatif Alkome Electick Shop

Mr. Mohamed Al-Rowaished
P.O. Box 6768
Head of Sport dept. of Youth Welfare Riyadh
Mr. Ziad Barakat
Kosam Street
Member of Table Tennis Federation Jeddah.
Mr. Mohamed Idris
Member of Heavy Sports Confede
ration

P.O. Box 42806
Riyadh

N.O.C of EL SALVADOR
Mr. Huezo Morales Alonso

2 Av. Nte. No 3 Ilopongo

N.O.C of SPAIN
Mr. Jose de Dios
Student

Molinillo,
20 Jaen

Miss Silvia Ibanez Legido
P.E. teacher

C/ Benazal 9 — 5°
Castellon

Mr. Soto Benjamin
P.E. Teacher

Ricardo.Del Arco 14
40 Zaragoza 15

Mr. Gabriel Torres
P.E. Teacher

Ribera de Mayo 6
Esteiro Muros

N.O.C of SRI LANKA
Mr. Gerhard Silva
Vice-Président N.O.C.
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49, Galle Road
Wellawatte Colombo 6

N.O.C of SUDAN
Mr. Younis Elarnin
Sports Journalist

Touti Island
Khartoum

Miss Widad El Hilo
P.E. Teacher

Sudanese Olympic Committee
P.O. Box 1938, Khartoum

Mr. Ibrahim Mohamed Muzamil
. P.E. Teacher
Mr. Sayed Mohamed Obeid
Secretary General Sudan
Basketball Association
Member N.O.C.

Sudan Omdurman house No 857/2 — 3

P.O. Box 186
Khartoum

Mr. Mohamed Bakri Salin
Sudanese Olympic Committee
Head of Sudanese Karate Association P.O. Box 1938, Khartoum
Mr. Eldaw Zaroug
P.O. Box 892 Omderman
Secretary Gen. Sudanese Cycling Ass.
N.O.C of SWAZILAND
Mr. Theo W. Pheiffer
Dalriach 31, Mibabane
Seer. Gen. Swaziland Olympic and P.O. Box 835, Mibabane
Commonwealth Games Association
N.O.C of SWEDEN
Miss Inger Söderlund
Student

Urbergsterrassen 18
80227 Gaule

Mr. Leo Vainonen
Student

Urbergsterrassen 18
80227 Gaule

N.O.C of SWITZERLAND
Miss Sabine Leemann
Student

Hangstr. 20
4144 Arles-Heim
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Miss Helena Müller
Student

Zückenstr. I I .
6017 Ruswil

Mr. Markus Tolusso
Student,

Kirchplaz,
6130 Willisau

Miss Carlotta Vannini
Student

Via Rovedo 16,
6600 Locarno

Mr. Georg Valsecchi
Student

Via del Tiglio 13
6900 Lugano

N.O.C of TUNISIE
Mr. Zine-EL-Abidine Ben Amor
Attaché to the office of the
Youth and Sport Ministry

1/ Elmenzah VI Bloc H
APT 7 cité Intilak

N.O.C of the U.S.A.
Mr. Harvey Abrams
P.E. Teacher

P.O. Box 732
State College, Pennsylvania
USA 16801

Mr. Bruce A. Corrie
Director of Athletics
Professor and Chairman,
Dept. of. P.E., Bucknell University

46 Beth Ellen Dr.
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania,
17837

Mr. John Lucas Professor-Doctor
of Sport History

Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania
USA 16802

Miss Marilyn Miller
P.E. Teacher

229 Main St. Tiffin
Ohio 44883

Mr. Jac Rose
P.E. Professor

390 Peraha Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90803
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Mr. Hal Sharpe
Graduate Student

1015 Riverside Boulevard
Lumberton, No Carolina 28358

Ms Ann Stutts
P.E. Professor

20531 Aetna St.
Woodland Hills

N.O.C of GREECE
Miss Xenia Stefanidou
Fonctionnaire of the European
Parliament

37, bd. Charles Marx
2130 Luxembourg

N.O.C of MAURITANIA
Mr. Cheikh Omar Tidiane Sye
Member of N.O.C.
Director National Center
Formation administrators of
youth and sports

B.P. 65I.Nouakchott

ASSISTANTS
Mr. Costas Aravis
P.E. Teacher

Photi Pitta 4,
Pallouriotissa
Nicosia CYPRUS

Mr. Vassos Constantinou
P.E. Lecturer

P.O. Box 4848
Nicosia CYPRUS

Prof. George Coroneos
University Professor

University of Minnesota
Dept. Sprt - Comm.
317 Folwell Hall
Mpls., MINN. 44455
U.S.A.

Mr. Stephanos Hadjistephanou
P.E. Lecturer

Higher Technical Institute
Nicosia - CYPRUS
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Mr. Nicolas Kourouvakalis
Student

7, Thisseos Str,
Paleo Phaliron, Athens
Greece

Mr. Kostas Lyketsos
Student

1861 Sheridan Rd.,
Evanston, II 60201 U.S.A.

Mr. Pericles Mazarakis
Student

29, Vas. Sofias Ave,
Athens 183, Greece

Miss Maria Nikolopoulou
Librarian

8 — 10 Laskaratou
A. Patissia, Greece

Miss Phedra Simitsek
Student

34 — 36 Dimokritou str.,
Kolonaki, Athens
Greece

Mr. Anastassios Salessiotis
Student, Biochemistry Lab
Assistant

Burbank House, Stern Hall
Stanford University,
Stanford, CA 94305 U.S.A.

Miss Catherine Xyla
Student

2, Thisseos Str., Paleo
Phaliron, Athens
Greece
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